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Preface
This book was long in the making. I started to work on the problem of
know-how in 2010, when I first read the seminal article “Knowing How”
by Jason Stanley and Timothy Williamson (2001). Like many others, I
found myself fascinated, outraged, and perplexed at the same time, and I
maintained this wonderful combination of attitudes for some time because of
the intriguing mixture of explanatory aims and methodological approaches
in the ensuing literature. Eventually, I started to focus on the origins of this
recent and current debate, the texts of Gilbert Ryle (1945a; 1949), where I
finally found an approach to know-how, and the beginnings of an account of
this notion, which pointed me to a firm and promising path into the thicket
of the discussion. In any case, this is the path I chose to take.
The first version of this book was completed in 2014 and defended in
the same year as my doctoral dissertation, which was supervised by Holm
Tetens and Tobias Rosefeldt. Since then, I have continued to discuss this
material in many ways and to work on the text off and on, eventually turning
the thesis into this book. Time and distance have allowed me to improve
the book significantly, whatever its remaining flaws may be. I fear that I
was unable to give due credit to all of the fascinating work which has been
published in the meantime. But then again, what is a book but a temporary
snapshot of continuously developing thought.
In working on this project, I had intellectual homes with wonderful col-
leagues at Freie Universität Berlin and at Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität
Münster, and I was able to discuss my ideas at several conferences and in
a number of reading groups and departmental colloquia at Freie Univer-
sität Berlin, at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, at Technische Universität
Berlin, at Ruhr-Universität Bochum, at the University of Cologne, at the
University of Duisburg-Essen, at Technische Universität Dresden, at Georg-
August-Universität Göttingen, in Kirchberg am Wechsel, at the University
of Konstanz, at Universität Leipzig, at Université du Luxembourg, at West-
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fälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, at the University of Osnabrück, at
the University of Riga, at the University of St Andrews, and at the Univer-
sity of Vienna.
At these occasions, and in uncounted further conversations, I was im-
measurably fortunate to be able to discuss my work with more and with
more wonderful friends and colleagues than I could ever have wished. For
their criticism, care, and charity, I am deeply, deeply grateful. This book
still has many shortcomings. Without this help and support, there would
have been many, many more.
Some have accompanied my work on this book from beginning to end,
some have touched on it only slightly, and some may even be ignorant of how
much they helped me. While I am unable to give due credit to these contri-
butions individually, the least I can do is try, and most certainly fail, to list
the names of those who would have deserved this. These are Adam Westra,
Alexander Dinges, Andrea Kern, Andreas Müller, Anna Wehofsits, Ansgar
Seide, Barbara Vetter, Beate Sachsenweger, Bolesław Czarnecki, Christian
Kietzmann, Christian Nimtz, Christian Quast, David Lauer, David Lud-
wig, Dirk Kindermann, Dirk Koppelberg, Ellen Fridland, Eliot Michaelson,
Emanuel Viebahn, Erik Rietveld, Ernest Sosa, Eugen Pissarskoi, Eva-Maria
Jung, Fabian Börchers, Greg Sax, Gregor Betz, Hans-Johann Glock, Hannes
Worthmann, Helen Bohse, Henry Jackman, Holm Tetens, Jacob Langeloh,
James Andow, Jan Constantin, Jan Janzen, Jan Slaby, Jason Stanley, Ja-
son Streitfeld, Jessica Brown, Joshua Habgood-Coote, Julia Zakkou, Kilu
von Prince, Lars Dänzer, Luz Christopher Seiberth, Martin Grajner, Martin
Kusch, Martin Weicholt, Matthias Haase, Miguel Hoeltje, Nadja El Kassar,
Patrick Shirreff, Pedro Schmechtig, Pirmin Stekeler-Weithofer, Raphael Van
Riel, Robert Brandom, Romy Jaster, Sebastian Rödl, Stefan Tolksdorf, Tho-
mas Jussuf Spiegel, Tim Kraft, and Tobias Rosefeldt.
I would like to express my gratitude to the editors and the editorial board
of Studies in Theoretical Philosophy for including my book in this series,
and to Anastasia Urban at Vittorio Klostermann Verlag for her guidance
and suppport during the publication process. I also gratefully acknowledge
that the publication of this printed book and e-book have been generously
supported by the Verwertungsgesellschaft Wort and by the School of Hu-
manities at Freie Universität Berlin.
Finally, my greatest debt and gratitude is to Kilu, for sharing this jour-
ney with me, and for so much more.
Introduction
The concept of know-how is at the core of our self-understanding as creatures
both theoretical and practical, as beings who care about getting things right
both in thinking and in doing. This book is an investigation of this central
concept, an attempt to explain what it is to know how to do something.
The concept of know-how is intertwined with at least three other notions:
knowledge, understanding, and ability. In the first step of this Introduction,
I will present these interconnections and employ them in order to introduce
the most prominent views about know-how currently under discussion. My
second step will be a discussion of the methodology with which to approach
the topic of know-how. I close with a note on the structure of this book and
on the different paths one may wish to take in reading it.
The first conceptual connection leads from know-how to propositional knowl-
edge, i.e. to knowing that something is the case, knowing a truth or a fact.
Intuitively, knowing how to do something is related to the knowledge of facts
about doing so or ways or methods to do so. Second, there is the concept of
understanding. Again, there is an intuitive relation between knowing how
to do something and having an understanding or, equivalently, a concep-
tion of how to do so or of certain ways or methods to do it. Third, there
is the concept of ability or, equivalently, of capacity. Knowing how to do
something is intuitively connected with having a capacity, with being able
to do what one knows how to do.1
Can these intuitions be maintained? And what do these relations amount
to exactly? These questions are at the core of the problem of know-how.
The most prominent views in the debate about know-how2 can be un-
derstood as attempts to identify one of these three conceptual relations as
the whole of the explanation of the concept of know-how.
1 I will continue to use ‘true propositions’ and ‘facts’ interchangeably, similarly for ‘an
understanding of x’ and ‘a conception of x’, and for ‘ability’ and ‘capacity’.
2 For an overview, see Fantl (2008; 2012), Bengson & Moffett (2011b), Jung (2012),
Brown & Gerken (2012b), and Pavese (2016b).
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The position which has come to be called intellectualism can be un-
derstood as the claim that know-how consists in a purely intellectual state
largely independent from actual ability. The traditional version of this po-
sition, propositionalist intellectualism, holds that knowing how to do some-
thing is a species of knowing that something is the case, i.e. that know-how
is just a special kind of propositional knowledge or propositional knowledge
of a special kind of truth. By contrast, objectualist intellectualism is the
view that knowing how to do something is a species of understanding some-
thing, i.e. that know-how is just a special kind of conception or a conception
of a special kind of thing. The complementary view has come to be called
anti -intellectualism. This is the claim that know-how consists in a state of
actual ability largely independent from belief or understanding.
The central thesis I shall defend is that all of these positions identify a
crucial necessary condition of know-how, but falsely claim that this condi-
tion is also sufficient for know-how. Knowing how to do something requires
an understanding of how to do so, propositional knowledge about doing so,
and the actual ability to do so, but none of these are individually sufficient
for know-how. Instead, the concept of know-how requires all of these ele-
ments, and it requires them to interact with each other in the right way.
Intellectualists and anti-intellectualists are both doubly mistaken – first, be-
cause they believe that a mere ingredient of know-how constitutes the whole
of the phenomenon, and second, because they believe that their opponents’
accounts about know-how fail to even give necessary conditions. In other
words, the central thesis of this book is that we can, and should, maintain
all three of the intuitive conceptual connections with which I began.3
In order to make this case, I will discuss the most prominent accounts of
know-how which are currently maintained – the propositionalist intellectu-
alism defended by Jason Stanley and Timothy Williamson, the objectualist
intellectualism defended by John Bengson and Mark Moffett and, albeit less
prominently, the anti-intellectualism defended by Hubert Dreyfus.4
While these philosophers are paradigmatic proponents of these posi-
tions, the terms ‘intellectualism’ and ‘anti-intellectualism’ do not have a
completely uniform use in the current debate about know-how.5
3 These conceptual connections are also expressed in a remark by Ludwig Wittgenstein
which I quote as the motto of Part One of this book on page 11. This is inspired
by Eva-Maria Jung who also quotes from this as the motto of her book Gewusst wie?
(2012), even if she omits the last point about understanding and mastery of techniques.
4 I mainly rely on Stanley (2005a; 2011a; 2011b; 2011c) as well as Stanley & Williamson
(2001; 2016) and Stanley & Krakauer (2013), on Bengson & Moffett (2007; 2011c),
and on Dreyfus (2002; 2005; 2007; 2013) as well as Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1986).
5 Of course, these terms are also used elsewhere. But in this book, every use of ‘intellec-
tualism’ refers to intellectualism about know-how and likewise for anti-intellectualism.
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For example, intellectualism is often identified with propositionalist in-
tellectualism (cf. e.g. Fantl 2008, 451), simply because objectualist intellec-
tualism is comparatively young. Further, while I restrict the intellectualist
position to the view that know-how is something exclusively intellectual,
an influential article on the state of play of the debate defines intellectual-
ism as the view that know-how “is or involves” some state of the intellect
(cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011b, 7–9). On this definition, the account I will
propose is an intellectualist account.
Conversely, while I restrict the anti-intellectualist position to the view
that know-how is something exclusively practical, other conceptions of anti-
intellectualism hold this position merely to assert the explanatory primacy
of practical ability with respect to knowledge and understanding (cf. e.g.
Fantl 2011, 128; Dickie 2012, 741). On this definition, the account I will
propose is an anti-intellectualist account.
Of course, what counts in the end is not the use of labels but the content
of positions. Still, the way I conceive of the position defended here, it is
neither intellectualist nor anti-intellectualist, but precisely in the middle
ground between these views. In other words, I propose a rapprochement
between intellectualism and anti-intellectualism, and I hope to show that
both views stand to gain from this.
There are many different methodological strands in the debate about know-
how. How can this concept be expressed in ordinary language? Which cases
exemplify know-how intuitively? What is the relationship between this con-
cept and terms like ‘practical knowledge’ or ‘procedural knowledge’? And
what, precisely, are the phenomena which we want to capture with a con-
ception of know-how? What is it we aim to explain? Let me develop the
approach pursued in this book by briefly walking through these intercon-
nected questions.
The contrast between know-how and propositional knowledge is often
understood in terms of the contrast between what we express as ‘knowing
that’ and as ‘knowing how’ in English. But this can be misleading. Know-
how is knowledge how to do something, i.e. a state expressed paradigmati-
cally with the verb ‘to know’, followed by ‘how’ and infinitive. A sentence
like ‘I know how tall Leonhard is’ does not involve the concept of know-how
so understood because in involves a finite verb phrase. Instead, it seems
to express propositional knowledge. Likewise, propositional knowledge is
knowledge that something is the case, i.e. a state paradigmatically expressed
in English with the verb ‘to know’, followed by the complementizer ‘that’
and an embedded proposition. A sentence like ‘I know that smell’ does
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not involve the concept of propositional knowledge so understood because
it uses the demonstrative article ‘that’ rather than the homophone comple-
mentizer and introduces a noun phrase rather than a proposition. Instead,
it seems to express knowledge in the sense of objectual acquaintance.6
Given these difficulties, it is sometimes suggested that the contrast be-
tween know-how and propositional knowledge can be expressed more clearly
as the contrast between ‘theoretical’ and ‘practical’ knowledge.7 But what
one may know how to do also includes intuitively ‘theoretical’ things like
solving mathematical problems, and what one may know to be true also
includes intuitively ‘practical’ propositions, i.e. that I am currently running
or that it is good for me to take a run regularly. Further, the term ‘practical
knowledge’ has come to be used in a number of different senses only one
of which is equivalent to know-how. Further concepts discussed under this
heading include the ‘practical’ knowledge of what I am currently doing, a
special kind of non-observational knowledge of action (cf. Anscombe 1957).
The contrast between ‘theoretical’ and ‘practical’ knowledge is therefore less
helpful than the contrast between know-how and propositional knowledge.
A further methodological commitment is that a philosophical account of
the concept of know-how must be answerable to ordinary intuitions as to
when it is appropriate to apply the phrase ‘knows how to’. But it would
be a mistake to assume that all of these intuitions will necessarily have to
be preserved, let alone shown to be accurate. To take an analogy with
propositional knowledge, it is perfectly acceptable to say, of a candidate
in a quiz show, that she ‘knew’ the correct answer, even if her true belief
was everything but sufficiently justified and therefore does not amount to a
case of full-blown propositional knowledge in the sense discussed by many
epistemologists.8 The same should also be allowed in cases of ‘knows how
to’. Loose talk is perfectly fine. It is perfectly acceptable to speak of
machines, robots and of all kinds of simple-minded animals as ‘knowing
how to’ and ‘knowing that’ such and such. Still, it remains an open question
whether they possess genuine know-how or genuine propositional knowledge.
At this point, one may turn to cognitive science where a cognate distinc-
tion between ‘declarative’ and ‘procedural’ knowledge plays an important
role. It is a natural, and plausible, thought to seek clarity on the philosophi-
cal problem of know-how in terms of these scientific concepts. However, this
6 These distinctions are discussed in detail in chapter 7.
7 This strategy is considered e.g. by Glick (2011), Fantl (2012) and Stanley (2012c).
8 Of course, some epistemologists hold that such attributions are actually true and not
just loose talk. But these complications can be left open here. We can accept how
people use the verb ‘to know’ without settling these philosophical questions.
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is not the approach I will pursue in this book. The concept of know-how
is entangled with scientific discourse, and an account of this notion is an-
swerable to these interconnections. But as philosophers, we should seek the
most important criteria for assessing an account of our core concepts in the
explanatory roles which they play in the whole of our self-understanding.
To employ a famous distinction by Wilfrid Sellars, the manifest image of
ourselves and our position in the world is essentially interrelated with the
scientific image of ourselves and our position in the world (cf. Sellars 1962).
But a philosophical attempt to account for a core concept of the manifest
image must stay true to the role of this notion within this framework.
The methodology to be pursued in this book begins with the manifest
image. For it is here that we encounter the crucial phenomenon for which
the concept of know-how is supposed to provide an account – ‘intelligence’
or ‘intelligent practice’. This name for the explanandum of know-how stems,
of course, from Gilbert Ryle, the modern classic of the debate about know-
how. And despite many changes and further methodological considerations,
the aim to explain what Ryle calls ‘intelligence’ continues to be a core
commitment throughout the debate.
In this book, the phenomenon of intelligent practice takes center stage.
The core criterion for assessing an account of know-how is its role in explain-
ing what Ryle called ‘intelligence’. All the other questions touched upon
in this Introduction are also important, but they are secondary to this cen-
tral theoretical aim. This methodology will show a clear path through the
complex thicket of methodologies and topics in the debate about know-how.
This book is not only Rylean in its methodology, but also in the account of
know-how it defends. In his Presidential Address to the Aristotelian Society,
entitled “Knowing How and Knowing That” (1945a), and in a chapter with
the same title in his celebrated book The Concept of Mind (1949), Ryle has
made a strong case for the relevance of know-how:
Philosophers have not done justice to the distinction which is quite familiar to all
of us between knowing that something is the case and knowing how to do things.
In their theories of knowledge they concentrate on the discovery of truths or facts,
and they either ignore the discovery of ways and methods of doing things or else
they try to reduce it to the discovery of facts. (Ryle 1945a, 5)9
The advance of knowledge does not consist only in the accumulation of discovered
truths, but also and chiefly in the cumulativemastery ofmethods. (Ryle 1945a, 15)
9 I would like to use the first quotation in this book to make the general typographical
remark that all emphases in quoted passages are taken over from the original texts.
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Ryle’s position has received both support and criticism, and the interpreta-
tion of his texts has remained one of the central themes in the debate about
know-how. Part of my project in this book consists in a favorable reassess-
ment of Ryle’s legacy. Maybe Ryle never intended to give a comprehensive
account of the concept of know-how (cf. Hornsby 2011, 81), and maybe
this topic even turned into a mere stepping stone of the larger project in
The Concept of Mind. Still, Ryle’s texts already contain at least the firm
foundation of a very attractive conception of know-how.10 To see this, it
will prove important to broaden the textual scope of Ryle’s works beyond
the widely and often exclusively read chapter II of The Concept of Mind,
particularly to also include chapter V on dispositions and chapter IX on the
intellect, as well as Ryle’s Presidential Address, where he is occupied more
exclusively with know-how.
I will propose an interpretation of these texts intended to deepen some
of Ryle’s insights and to correct some of his errors, and I will defend such a
Rylean account of the concept of know-how against the main contenders in
the current debate. Among other things, this will consist in an argument
against the widespread view that Ryle is an anti-intellectualist in the sense
just distinguished.11 Though a dedicated critic of intellectualism, Ryle does
not believe that know-how is merely an ability, as the anti-intellectualist po-
sition states. Instead, he argues that know-how is a special kind of ability
– a skill or, equivalently, a competence. However, the explanation of this
concept also requires appeal to intellectual states such as understanding and
propositional knowledge in order to explain intelligent practice through re-
sponsible control of one’s acts. At the very least, this is the most faithful and
most plausible Rylean position which will emerge from my interpretation –
a Rylean responsibilism.
This book is organized in two Parts, but it can be read in many different
ways. Part One develops and defends my Rylean responsibilist proposal
out of an engagement with Ryle’s own texts and a number of independent
considerations. This also includes a discussion of anti-intellectualism and its
shortcomings. Part Two considers the range of candidate cases and examples
of know-how, the linguistic expressions of know-how, and it engages in detail
with intellectualist views.
Since every chapter begins with an overview and since dependencies
between the material in the individual chapters and sections are mentioned
and cross-referenced, readers familiar with the debate about know-how will
10 This has recently been noted by Kremer (2016) and Elzinga (2016).
11 To name just two examples among many, this view is explicitly held by Stanley &
Williamson (2001, 416) and Bengson & Moffett (2007, 45 fn. 25).
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hopefully be able to read this book in any way and in any part. However,
there is one terminological, or conceptual, thing to bear in mind. In this
book, I follow Ryle in speaking of know-how as competence. That is, I
use ‘know-how’, ‘competence’, and ‘skill’ largely interchangeably. This is
highlighted and justified in § 1.1. Readers who are unhappy with this may
immediately jump to chapter 7, which deals with the linguistics of ‘knows
how to’, or to chapter 5, which discusses alleged counterexamples.
Before presenting a short overview of all chapters, let me also mention
that this book does not only end with an index of subjects on page 325,
but also with two other indices. Readers who are interested in my take on
a specific author or on a particular puzzle case may consult the index of
persons on page 319 or the index of cases on page 317.
Part One consists of four chapters. The first pair of these offers the
groundwork of a Rylean account of know-how while the second pair adds
further independent considerations with which this project can be continued
in order to reach the explanatory aim of accounting for intelligent practice.
Chapter 1 introduces the concepts of know-how and of ability and gives
an account of the phenomenon of intelligent practice as essentially nor-
mative. Further, it provides a sketch of what an explanation of this phe-
nomenon must achieve, namely by understanding know-how, skill, or com-
petence, as an intelligent ability rather than a mere ability. Chapter 2
goes on to discuss Ryle’s remarks on the intellectual part of an intelligent
ability, the role of understanding and propositional knowledge. At times,
following Ryle’s declared arguments will require correcting inconsistencies,
and I will conclude this chapter by assessing where the Rylean view I pro-
pose departs from Ryle’s texts, and where it stands with respect to other
important themes in their reception, such as the question of behaviorism.
Chapter 3 discusses the question what it is to exercise know-how, and
comments on the interrelations between practice, intentionality, and auto-
maticity. Along the way, I will also discuss and reject some considerations
in favor of anti-intellectualism. While these topics are largely independent
from more specifically Rylean positions, chapter 4 builds on these results in
order to complete the line of thought laid out earlier. Ryle himself failed to
provide the crucial final element in the explanation of intelligent practice.
But I will offer an account which is congenial to Ryle’s position, a Rylean
responsibilist account of normative guidance as responsible control.
Part Two consists of five chapters. The first pair of these discusses the
range of examples and puzzle cases which have been proposed as candidate
examples of know-how and shows how Rylean responsibilism can account for
them. The three final chapters are concerned with the linguistics of ‘knows
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how to’ and related expressions, with the way in which intellectualists have
used linguistic considerations in support of their positions, and with these
positions themselves.
Chapter 5 reconsiders and defends the Rylean conception of the rela-
tionship between know-how and ability and offers explanations of the rele-
vant counterexamples and puzzle cases. This also includes an analogy with
structurally identical cases from the independent debate about dispositions,
and a discussion of the question if competences or abilities are themselves
dispositions. These considerations are complemented by chapter 6 which
addresses the puzzle cases which pertain to the cognitive rather than the
practical nature of know-how. This includes crucial semantic and epistemic
properties of know-how, as well as certain themes from cognitive science,
including the notion of ‘procedural knowledge’ and some clinical cases which
have been discussed with respect to know-how.
Chapter 7 considers the question how the concept of know-how is ex-
pressed in ordinary language, and it defends my Rylean use of the expression
‘knows how to’ as expressing competence against a number of objections.
After both pragmatic and semantic considerations, I will eventually suggest
that ‘knows how to’ is polysemous. Such linguistic considerations are con-
tinued in chapter 8, but brought to bear on the position of intellectualism
which has prominently been supported with linguistic theory. I discuss and
eventually reject this line of thought, but I also present an argument for
the claim that there is substantial common ground between intellectualism
and Rylean responsibilism, including the question of compatibility with the
linguistic data. The final chapter 9 addresses the question if intellectualism
can succeed at the explanatory task of accounting for intelligent practice.
I argue that the positive intellectualist proposals fail at this task, and I
defend Ryle’s famous regress objection as an argument which establishes a
principal problem for such attempts. In the end, however, I suggest that
the way in which intellectualists have reacted to this argument speaks in
favor of the rapprochement advertized in this book.
Part One
Rylean Responsibilism

Die Grammatik des Wortes „wissen“ ist offenbar eng verwandt mit der
Grammatik des Wortes „können“, „imstande sein“. Aber auch eng ver-
wandt mit der des Wortes „verstehen“. (Eine Technik ,beherrschen‘.)
The grammar of the word “know” is evidently closely related to the
grammar of the words “can”, “is able to”. But also closely related to
that of the word “understand”. (To have ‘mastered’ a technique.)
(Wittgenstein 1953, § 150)

Chapter 1
Ryle on Know-how and Intelligence
This chapter provides the groundwork of Rylean responsibilism in the form
of a normativist account of Ryle’s notion of intelligence and of his charac-
terization of know-how as an intelligent ability.
In § 1.1, I introduce the concept of know-how in terms of the phenomenon
it is supposed to explain. I argue that that this phenomenon, what Ryle
calls “intelligent practice”, can be understood as normative practice. This
notion of normative practice is then further developed and clarified in § 1.2.
§ 1.3 is devoted to the idea that the concept of know-how is a concept
of achieving success in activities, or of meeting the normative demands of
those activities. This, in turn, requires the concept of an ability and in
particular or a reliable ability within a certain range of normal situations.
§ 1.4 will clarify these issues.
In § 1.5, I present a sketch of the full conception of know-how as a capac-
ity to achieve success in virtue of an understanding of an activity’s normative
requirements. As I will show in § 1.6, the crucial distinctions and explana-
tory demands involved here are entirely parallel to those in the debate about
rule-following. Finally, § 1.7 discusses the loose boundaries of the concept
of know-how – its vagueness and its context-dependence.
§ 1.1 Intelligence and Normative Practice
Any philosophical inquiry into the nature of a concept must start with
an intuitive characterization of the explanandum. Otherwise, it is difficult
to express the very question to be addressed. I shall therefore start with
what I take to be a pre-theoretic and uncontroversial survey of the intuitive
homeland of the concept of know-how. In fact, Gilbert Ryle has already
provided such a survey. He offered a rich range of examples of know-how:
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Ryle’s Range of Cases1
playing chess (Ryle 1945a, 5–6, 14; Ryle 1949, 29–30, 40–41)
arguing, reasoning, inferring (Ryle 1945a, 6–7, 12–13; Ryle 1949, 29, 46)
speaking a language (Ryle 1945a, 14; Ryle 1949, 29, 41, 50, 297)
behaving ethically (Ryle 1945a, 12–13; Ryle 1949, 297)
practicing philosophy or science (Ryle 1945a, 15)
writing with literary style (Ryle 1945a, 14–15)
making jokes (Ryle 1945a, 8, 10; Ryle 1949, 29–30)
playing cards (Ryle 1949, 29)
writing poetry, composing limericks (Ryle 1949, 48, 49)
feinting to do something (Ryle 1949, 50)
calculating, practicing mathematics (Ryle 1945a, 15; Ryle 1949, 34–35, 125)
solving anagrams (Ryle 1949, 49, 125)
spelling a word (Ryle 1949, 125)
mountaineering (Ryle 1949, 42)
cooking (Ryle 1945a, 8, 12–14)
playing cricket (Ryle 1949, 125)
reading a map (Ryle 1945a, 15)
driving a car (Ryle 1945a, 10)
designing dresses (Ryle 1945a, 8)
fishing (Ryle 1945a, 12; Ryle 1949, 29)
practicing as a medical doctor, performing surgery (Ryle 1949, 48, 125)
swimming (Ryle 1949, 48, 293–294)
conducting battles, working as a general (Ryle 1945a, 8, 14–15)
acting as a clown (Ryle 1949, 33)
examining something (Ryle 1945a, 15)
‘seeing’ or appreciating jokes (Ryle 1945a, 10; Ryle 1949, 29)
playing golf (Ryle 1949, 78)
behaving appropriately at a funeral (Ryle 1945a, 8)
scuplting (Ryle 1949, 50)
persuading a jury (Ryle 1945a, 8)
shooting, hitting the bull’s eye (Ryle 1945a, 15; Ryle 1949, 45)
pruning trees (Ryle 1949, 29)
boxing (Ryle 1949, 48)
tieing knots (Ryle 1949, 50, 54–55, 125)
trading professionally (Ryle 1949, 48)
I take it that this list of activities may serve as a criterion of adequacy
for any philosophical explication of the concept of know-how. Whatever
know-how may be, it must be possible to understand that these activities
are typical examples for things one may know how to do.
1 I have done my best to be able to claim that this list is, to my knowledge, complete –
if not in the references, then at least in the examples listed.
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For the sake of convenience, I will sometimes use the simple abbreviation
“S knows how to A”, where “S” stands for a subject and “A” for an activity.
However, one may wonder why I have chosen to speak of ‘activities’
rather than, say, of ‘actions’. And with good reason. It is an obvious fact
that all or nearly all of the examples can and typically are exercised as in-
tentional actions – and as I shall discuss in chapter 3, this is not an accident.
The reason for my choice of words is, however, rather simple. Activities, as
I shall use this notion, include intentional actions, but also further elements.
For example, some stretches of behavior, particularly very long processes,
are not always naturally described in terms of individual actions, whereas
the notion of an activity seems more natural.2 Most importantly however,
one sometimes exercises one’s know-how not as an intentional action, but
entirely automatically. Still, such performances are nevertheless genuine ex-
ercises of the know-how in question. At this point, I cannot do more than
bluntly state this claim, but I will elaborate, discuss and defend this in
chapter 3. Until then, however, nothing I say depends on this point. Thus,
in the earlier parts of this book, when I say that an ‘act’ or ‘performance’ is
an exercise of know-how, this can simply be read as a notational variant of
‘action’. From chapter 3 onwards, however, it will become crucial to have
the broader notion of acts, performances and activities.
One may also worry that the notion of an activity is unclear – either
because it is not clear how we should understand it in general or because it
is not clear where we should locate the boundary between variants of one
activity and distinct activities. For now, I will assume that the concept of
an activity is sufficiently clear in order to be put to work in my proposal. I
shall come back to these questions later in this section and in § 1.7.
Thus, the concept of know-how is at home in explaining and under-
standing the performances of certain activities. Ryle calls this “intelligent
practice” (1949, 27). He points out that people’s performances can exhibit
a variety of “qualities of mind” (1949, 26), some of which in turn are picked
out by what he calls “intelligence-concepts” (1945a, 3). These concepts
form a proper subset of the “mental-conduct epithets” or “mental-conduct
concepts” (1949, 9, 26) with which the whole of The Concept of Mind is
concerned (cf. 1949, 9–11). For example, one may do something wisely,
thoughtfully, correctly, successfully, as well as inefficiently, stupidly, and so
forth. According to Ryle, these concepts “belong to the family of concepts
ordinarily surnamed ‘intelligence’.” (1949, 26)
2 One may couch this point in terms of the general ontological view that actions are a
subclass of events, whereas activities are a subclass of processes. For an illuminating
discussion of these issues, see Hornsby (2012). But I shall leave this open.
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Thus, the touchstone for a philosophical explication of know-how is its
role in explaining and understanding ‘intelligent practice’ – and this, Ryle
proposes, through the examination of the family of ‘intelligence concepts’.
But how are we to understand this family of concepts? Paul Snowdon, a
dedicated critic of Ryle’s view, has complained:
Ryle does not say or give any hint as to the boundaries of this range of concepts.
[...] The scope of intellectualism is, then, more or less impossible to determine.
(Snowdon 2011, 62)
But this criticism does not go far enough. Ryle employs the family of
intelligence concept in order to demarcate the explanandum for which the
concept of know-how is then introduced as the explanans. Thus, not only
do intellectualist accounts of know-how depend on a precise understanding
of intelligence concepts, every account of know-how does.
As a first step in order to answer to the question what Ryle’s “intelligence
concepts” have in common, it is important to note that he does not only
include concepts which refer to what one would ordinarily conceive of as the
presence of intelligence under the term “intelligence concept”. Cases of lack
or deficiency in intelligence – such as stupidity – are also included. Ryle
makes this perfectly clear in both of his central texts on know-how:
Consider, first, our use of the various intelligence-predicates, namely, “wise,” “log-
ical,” “sensible,” “prudent,” “cunning,” “skilful,” “scrupulous,” “tasteful,” “witty,”
etc., with their converses “unwise,” “illogical,” “silly,” “stupid,” “dull,” “unscrupu-
lous,” “without taste,” “humourless,” etc. (Ryle 1945a, 5)
The mental-conduct concepts that I choose to examine first belong to the family
of concepts ordinarily surnamed ‘intelligence’. Here are a few more determinative
adjectives of this family: ‘clever’, ‘sensible’, ‘careful’, ‘methodical’, ‘inventive’,
‘prudent’, ‘acute’, ‘logical’, ‘witty’, ‘observant’, ‘critical’, ‘experimental’, ‘quick-
witted’, ‘cunning’, ‘wise’, ‘judicious’, and ‘scrupulous’. When a person is deficient
in intelligence he is described as ‘stupid’ or else by more determinate epithets such
as ‘dull’, ‘silly’, ‘careless’, ‘unmethodical’, ‘uninventive’, ‘rash’, ‘dense’, ‘illogical’,
‘humourless’, ‘unobservant’, ‘uncritical’, ‘unexperimental’, ‘slow’, ‘simple’, ‘un-
wise’, and ‘injudicious’. (Ryle 1949, 26)
In a survey of the debate on know-how, John Bengson and Marc Moffet
(2011b) have thus been inspired to an interesting orthographical strategy:
Hereafter, we reserve ‘intelligence’ (lowercase ‘i’) for intelligence in the narrow
sense, namely, that which is intelligent but not stupid, idiotic, and so forth; we
will use ‘Intelligence’ (capital ‘I’) as an umbrella term covering all states of intellect
and character, including intelligence (in the narrow sense), stupidity, and idiocy.
(Bengson & Moffet 2011b, 5–6)
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It is certainly true that a clarification of Ryle’s terminology is important.
It seems to me, however, that simply distinguishing “Intelligence” from “in-
telligence” does not do much to clarify any of these terms and that it misses
an important opportunity: There already is an umbrella term other than
capital-‘I’-Intelligence which is well-established and which helps to bring out
the point of the various concepts subsumed under the label of capital-‘I’-
Intelligence. What I have in mind is the concept of normativity. However,
it will take some time to spell out how this can be made to work.
To begin with, I take it to be obvious that all the terms cited by Ryle
contain evaluations.3 These concepts do not describe performances in a de-
tached or uninvolved manner but contain judgments of these performances
as to whether or not – and to what extent – they live up to certain stan-
dards. In particular, they assess the quality of these performances against
the background of the normative requirements of the activity in question.4
The norms or standards which govern our activities are manifold, of
course. Efficiency, success, and originality are paradigmatic examples of
the norms Ryle subsumes under the label “intelligence”. Many of them are
highly general and their application differs a lot from case to case. One
may also conceive of these norms differently and deny that, say, efficiency
in playing chess has much to do with efficiency in catching fish. According
to such a view, there would be no such thing as the norm of efficiency, but
rather several norms for the efficient practice of a certain activity (or fam-
ily of activities). But for now, these differences do not make a difference.
However many standards are in play at a certain point, and however nar-
rowly or broadly they are to be conceived, it remains true that all of them
are recognizably norms or standards against the background of which an
activity is evaluated.
On this basis, I therefore propose to understand Ryle’s notion of “intel-
ligent practice” (1949, 27) – in the wider, capital-‘I’-sense pointed out by
Bengson & Moffett (2011b) – as normative practice. What we are interested
3 Next to the passages quoted above, Ryle mentions further examples in four other
passages, and all of these examples clearly contain evaluations. He says that “we char-
acterise either practical or theoretical activities as clever, wise, prudent, skilful, etc.”
(1945a, 1) and that “thinking and doing do share lots of predicates, such as ‘clever,’
‘stupid,’ ‘careful,’ ‘strenuous,’ ‘attentive,’ etc.” (1945a, 2) Ryle examines “[a]dverbs
expressing intelligence-concepts (such as ‘shrewdly,’ ‘wittily,’ ‘methodically,’ ‘scrupu-
lously,’ etc.).” (1945a, 3) And he writes: “When a person knows how to do things
of a certain sort, we call him ‘acute,’ ‘shrewd,’ ‘scrupulous,’ ‘ingenious,’ ‘discerning,’
‘inventive,’ ‘an expert cook,’ ‘a good general,’ or ‘a good examiner,’ etc.” (1945a, 14)
4 The example “strenuous” (Ryle 1945a, 2) comes closest to a counterexample to this
view. But the contrast between acting strenuously and acting with ease can be under-
stood as the contrast between failing and succeeding at meeting the norm of efficiency.
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in when we use the concept of know-how is behavior engaging in activities
which in turn are governed by norms. In fact, these norms are also able to
explain the otherwise puzzling co-existence of positive and negative ‘intel-
ligence-predicates’ in Bengson & Moffett’s general category. The hallmark
of the positive evaluations which refer to the phenomenon of genuine in-
telligence is that the norms of the activity in question are in fact met. In
contrast, negative evaluations refer to the fact that the performances under
discussion fail to meet these norms.
I take it that this proposal is something Ryle should have applauded
because he makes very clear how important the normative dimension of
know-how is, even if he does not use this term himself. He writes:
When a person knows how to do things of a certain sort (e.g., cook omelettes,
design dresses or persuade juries), his performance is in some way governed by
principles, rules, canons, standards or criteria. (For most purposes it does not
matter which we say.) (Ryle 1945a, 8)
What is involved in our descriptions of people as knowing how to make and ap-
preciate jokes, to talk grammatically, to play chess, to fish, or to argue? Part of
what is meant is that, when they perform these operations, they tend to perform
them well, i.e. correctly or efficiently or successfully. Their performances come up
to certain standards, or satisfy criteria. (Ryle 1949, 29)
Ryle is certainly correct in assuming that terminological differences between
‘standards’, ‘criteria’, and related terms do not make a difference for the
present questions. However, all of these expressions clearly refer to norma-
tive concepts. Thus, it should be obvious that Ryle explicitly endorses the
idea that know-how is closely connected to the normativity of activities.
§ 1.2 Clarifying the Normativity of Activities
I have argued that the normativity of practice is at the heart of the concept
of know-how since it is at the heart of the specific phenomenon for which
this concept is supposed to account – what Ryle called ‘intelligence’. How-
ever, Ryle does not pick up these phenomena systematically. He does not
explicate in which sense activities are governed by norms and in which sense
one ought to conform to these norms. Therefore, at least some amount of
clarification is in order.
In this section, I offer three such clarifications. First, I argue that the
normativity of practice suggests a way to individuate activities. Second, I
discuss the bindingness of the norms of an activity. And third, I comment
on the question of their nature and their ontological status.
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As for the first point, I hold that we can individuate each activity
uniquely by giving the unique set of norms which governs it as well as
the way these norms are weighed with respect to each other. Certainly, the
individual norms which are members of this set can be of different impor-
tance for the activity in question. Some norms may form the core of the
set, while others are merely at the periphery, and there may even be several
gravitational centres more or less balancing one another.
Consider a swimmer. What is the activity she is engaged in? At a first
level of description, we may say that she is swimming, period. At a second
level of description, she is swimming the breast stroke. The norms and
standards in play are clearly different in these different perspectives. One
may be swimming very well, but not thereby swimming the breast stroke
at all. The converse, however, does not hold. Swimming the breast stroke
well is one of several ways of swimming well. A third level of description
would be one where we describe her as swimming a race. Again, the norms
and standards in play change. One may be swimming very well, but not
thereby doing well at swimming a race. Again, the converse is false since
everybody who does well at swimming a race also does well at swimming.
Further, some performances will count both as swimming the breast stroke
and as swimming a race, others will count as only one of them and some
will count as neither while still being exercises of swimming.
These phenomena can be accounted for in terms of the hypothesis that
activities are to be individuated in terms of weighed sets of norms – those
which govern the activity. The set of norms which identifies the activity
of swimming is a proper subset of the set of norms which constitutes the
activity of swimming the breast stroke and again a proper subset of the
set of norms which constitutes the activity of swimming a race. And these
latter two sets intersect, but do not coincide.
On these grounds, I shall go on employ the view that activities are
identified by the weighed sets of norms which govern them – particularly
in § 2.2 and § 4.5. Thus, part of the full justification for this claim will
hopefully stem from the way in which it proves useful at these later stages.5
This brings me to my second point, the question how binding the norms
of a certain activity are. Crucially, to say that the activities one may know
how to engage in are governed by norms is not to say that one ought to
engage in these activities in a moral or an otherwise non-instrumental sense
5 One may object that the identity criteria of the individual norms are unclear and that
therefore the identity criteria of an activity in terms of a set of such norms are equally
unclear. This, however, is not an argument against my view but something I entirely
endorse. As I shall argue in § 1.7, know-how is a vague concept anyway.
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of ‘ought’. The fact that some activity is governed by certain norms simply
means that if one’s performances are evaluated as exercises of that activity,
it is these norms against the background of which the assessment is to be
conducted. In other words, if the question is how good a performance is as
an instance of A-ing, then what one ought to do is such-and-such. But it is
an entirely open question whether or not one ought to act in that way all
things considered.
For example, one may assess a policewoman’s shot at another person
in many different ways. According to the norm not to harm others, it will
count as morally bad. According to the norm to prevent a serial killer from
continuing to commit murders, it may count as excusable, acceptable or
even heroic, depending on one’s moral principles. But regardless of these
assessments, it is clear that one can also assess the policewoman’s shot as
an exercise of her marksmanship. Then, one can judge, for example, the
speed, efficiency and dexterity of her performance. And clearly, a person’s
marksmanship and her moral judgment or character can be assessed quite
independently.
However, this does not mean that such things cannot interfere at all.
There may very well be cases where excellence at a certain activity is not
morally neutral because the acquisition of the know-how in question goes
hand in hand with a process of stupefying of one’s capacity for moral emo-
tion and ethical judgment. Torturers come to mind, and some may argue
that marksmanship should be regarded in the same way. Further, maybe
possessing or exercising certain know-how already is a moral achievement.
Think of activities like rescuing people from drowning in the sea or from
burning to death in a car or building which is on fire. But such interconnec-
tions are clearly only a local phenomenon. The vast majority of know-how
concerns activities where the mere possession or non-possession of the rele-
vant know-how is morally neutral.6
My third and final point of clarification concerns the ontological status
or the norms of an activity. While the general philosophical question of
norms and normativity is indeed very important, I venture to be very brief
in the context of this book. My proposal is intended as entirely neutral with
respect to this question, and I contend that an account of know-how should
be neutral in these respects.
6 I cannot comment here in more detail on the the precise demarcation of those cases
where having know-how itself is morally good or bad. This issue clearly seems to be
connected to the question to which extent the relevant practices are automatized or
habitualized, to which extent they are second nature. I will discuss this general issue
at length in chapter 3, particularly in § 3.1.
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To begin with, there are myriads of different kinds of activities which one
may know how to engage in (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14) – just
as there are myriads of different facts of which one may have propositional
knowledge. And just like the debate about propositional knowledge tries to
abstract away from the particularities of the facts one may know, the debate
about know-how also tries to abstract away from the particularities of the
activities one may know how to engage in. And part of what we abstract
away from here is precisely the nature and the metaphysical status of these
activities and of the norms which govern them.
For example, with some of these activities, there is a sense in which what
it takes to succeed is ‘objectively out there’. Intuitively clear cases along
these lines involve hunting or in foraging for food. In other cases, the rele-
vant norms seem entirely socially constructed and in this sense ‘subjective’,
for example when it comes to dressing well for a certain social occasion or
behaving politely with respect to a specific group of people. Probably, there
is a continuum of cases along the axis of objectivity and mind-independence
versus subjectivity, social constructedness and mind-dependence.
Other questions concern the question how to account for the norms
themselves and for our relation to them. Some explanations begin with
an independent ontology of norms and spell out how they have a grip on
us. Other explanations start with our normative attitudes and spell out
how these come to be calibrated and institutionalized in such a way that we
can finally speak of there being norms for us to follow.7 Probably, different
norms and activities will have different statuses.
An account of the concept of know-how should be able to encompass
all of these intuitive assessments and all philosophical accounts of how nor-
mativity in general and the normativity of activities in particular is to be
classified, explained or otherwise elucidated. This is why the account offered
here will be neutral in all of these respects.
§ 1.3 Living Up to What it Takes
So far, I have argued that the concept of know-how explains the engage-
ment of people in normative activities. For this general phenomenon of the
normativity of practices, Bengson & Moffett “use ‘Intelligence’ (capital ‘I’)
7 Ryle seems to suggest briefly that this is his preferred view (cf. Ryle 1945a, 4). Norms
as independently existing abstract objects would probably appear to him just as mys-
terious and problematic as propositions (cf. Ryle 1930). However, his more positive
suggestions on the nature of the mind in general and the intellect in particular make
these worries much less problematic. I shall discuss this in § 2.5.
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as an umbrella term” (2011b, 5). Now, I shall go on to explicate intelligence
proper, what they call “intelligence (lowercase ‘i’)”. In this section, I will
discuss a necessary condition of know-how, achieving success at the activity
in question. Then, in § 1.5, I complete the first step of my Rylean account
of know-how by explicating know-how as a capacity to succeed in virtue of
an understanding of the norms which govern the activity in question.
The two passages just quoted on page 18 contain an important further
insight: Ryle points out that the concept of know-how does not only signify
that the activity in question has a normative dimension, but also that the
person who possesses know-how lives up to these normative requirements.
To repeat:
What is involved in our descriptions of people as knowing how to make and ap-
preciate jokes, to talk grammatically, to play chess, to fish, or to argue? Part of
what is meant is that, when they perform these operations, they tend to perform
them well, i.e. correctly or efficiently or successfully. Their performances come up
to certain standards, or satisfy criteria. (Ryle 1949, 29)
Thus, to know how to do something is to know how – to have an ability
or capacity – to do it well. That is, to know how to engage in an activity
involves the characterization of one’s performances as good performances of
that activity – as cases of achievement or success. Ryle expresses this idea
as follows:
We often say of a person, or of a performing animal, that he can do something
in the sense that he can do it correctly or well. [...] Many of the performance-
verbs with which we describe people and, sometimes with qualms, animals, signify
the occurence not just of actions but of suitable or correct actions. They signify
achievements. Verbs like ‘spell’, ‘catch’, ‘solve’, ‘find’, ‘win’, ‘cure’, ‘score’, ‘de-
ceive’, ‘persuade’, ‘arrive’, and countless others, signify not merely that a perfor-
mance has been gone through, but also that something has been brought off by
the agent going through it. They are verbs of success. (Ryle 1949, 125)
‘Know’ is a capacity verb, and a capacity verb of that special sort that the person
described can bring things off, or get things right. (Ryle 1949, 128)
What does such a success come down to? I think that this question can be
answered only in very general terms. To achieve success at an activity, is to
meet the norms which govern that activity. Knowing how to A is knowing
how to A well in the sense that one’s performances meet the norms of A-ing.
This can be seen most clearly on the basis of Ryle’s own explication. He
is concerned with performing “well, i.e. correctly or efficiently or success-
fully” (Ryle 1949, 29) – that is, with the norms of correctness, efficiency
and success. However, we should also note some further cases in point,
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the norms which underlie what Ryle calls “a few more determinative adjec-
tives of th[e] family [of intelligence-concepts]: ‘clever’, ‘sensible’, ‘careful’,
‘methodical’, ‘inventive’, ‘prudent’, ‘acute’, ‘logical’, ‘witty’, ‘observant’,
‘critical’, ‘experimental’, ‘quick-witted’, ‘cunning’, ‘wise’, ‘judicious’, and
‘scrupulous’.” (Ryle 1949, 26) We may thus place wisdom, inventiveness,
originality, and wits alongside correctness, efficiency, and success.
For the present point, it is not important how many norms are involved,
how they are related to each other and whether or not they may even be
united in a single scale of proficiency. What matters is that each activity
one may know how to perform is governed by norms which determine which
candidate performance counts as a good performance of that activity, which
does not, and to which degree this is the case. This, I contend, is what Ryle
has in mind when he speaks of performing “well, i.e. correctly or efficiently or
successfully” (Ryle 1949, 29). By using the abbreviation “i.e.”, Ryle makes
clear that performing well encompasses the “more determinative adjectives”
which follow (Ryle 1949, 26) and that performing well is exemplified by
things like correctness, efficiency, and success.
I have argued that knowing how to engage in an activity is knowing
how to live up to the norms of that activity – however exactly these are
characterized. Given that know-how is thus connected to achieving success
in the activity in question, it is important to see how strong this connection
is. Given that I know how to read pretty well, it is not merely true that I
can read. Rather, my know-how is an ability or a capacity to do so:
When a person is described by one or other of the intelligence-epithets such as
“shrewd” or “silly”, “prudent” or “imprudent”, the description imputes to him not
the knowledge, or ignorance, of this or that truth, but the ability, or inability, to
do certain things. (Ryle 1949, 27)
More precisely, Ryle holds that know-how is a special kind of ability, a skill
or a competence. While the terms ‘skill’, ‘competence’ and ‘know-how’ may
evoke different associations, one being ‘a form of knowledge’ and the others
being something else, I share Ryle’s contention that they denote the very
same concept. Thus, somebody knows how to A just in case she has the skill
to A and just in case she has the competence to A. Know-how, competence
and skill are one.
A detailed defense of this conceptual policy will be offered in chapter 7,
where I also give an explanation of the undeniable fact that it is sometimes
entirely acceptable to use the expression ‘knows how to’ in cases without
ability and therefore without skill or competence. Further, I will discuss the
alleged counterexamples against this claim at length in chapter 5.
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While Ryle never explicitly asserts that skill is know-how and know-
how is competence, it is easy to find him switching back and forth between
characterizing something as know-how and as a skill. For example, on the
question “[w]hen a person knows how to do things of a certain sort”, he
considers what happens when “[a] good experimentalist exercises his skill”
(Ryle 1945a, 8).8 I contend that whenever Ryle uses the expression ‘skill’ at
all, it is possible to replace this expression with ‘know-how’ and vice versa,
without altering the content and coherence of what he says. And the same
holds for ‘competence’.9
This has also been stressed by others who have wondered about Ryle’s
point in choosing the expressions he chooses:
[R]eferences to know-how are not singled out as especially significant from the
large array of other action-related terms that Ryle uses to characterize his posi-
tion and to accompany the notion of intelligent behavior: ‘competence’, ‘capacity’,
‘skill’, ‘habit’, ‘bent’, ‘disposition’, ‘performance’, ‘practice’, ‘procedure’, ‘opera-
tion’, ‘task’, and ‘exercise’ all appear. ‘knowledge-how’ is just one convenient
label out of many that Ryle took to point in the same general direction. It seems
that he saw in nature a certain distinctive sort of mental prowess, and he took the
various words he selected to be good ways of identifying that for his readers. He
was not particularly invested in whether any particular locution, e.g. ‘know-how’,
did the job perfectly. (Glick 2011, 428–429)
Ryle’s occasional use of ‘knowledge-how’ (and related forms) is philosophically id-
iomatic; it is merely an abbreviation for the sort of prowess or expertise, whatever
it ultimately is, in virtue of which one performs intelligently. This usage is natu-
ral, for it is common in English to speak of the things that one does intelligently
as what one knows how to do. (Sax 2010, 512)
Thus, the conceptual policy of treating know-how, skill, and competence
as one is well-founded. This is true for the interpretation of Ryle’s texts,
and it will be developed and defended systematically over the course of this
book. Like know-how, skill and competence also refer to intelligent abilities
– to abilities to live up to what it takes to do well in a certain activity.
8 This passage is quoted fully on page 52, where I discuss the general point Ryle tries
to make on that occasion.
9 Obviously, I cannot discuss this for all of Ryle’s uses of these terms. To allow an
evaluation of the textual basis of my claim, I shall at least list the pages where Ryle
uses ‘skill’, ‘skilled’, etc. (Ryle 1945a, 1, 4–5, 7–8, 10, 13, 15; Ryle 1949, 28–29, 32–34,
40, 42, 45, 48–49, 58, 60, 78, 80–81, 134, 139, 145, 191, 260, 279, 294–295, 312–313)
and where he uses ‘competence’, ‘competent’, etc. (Ryle 1945a, 1; Ryle 1949, 17–18,
31, 48–49, 54–56, 70–71, 77, 111–112, 129, 131, 194, 308, 312, 316).
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§ 1.4 Reliable Ability and Normal Situations
If know-how is an ability, as just shown in § 1.3, the question arises what kind
of ability it is. I will come back to this question § 1.5. In the present section,
however, I would first like to discuss the concept of ability in general.
First, it is important to stress that ability is opposed to mere possibil-
ity.10 To take an example from the contemporary literature on know-how:
Lottery (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 414–415)
[I]f Hannah wins a fair lottery, she still does not know how to win the lottery,
since it was by sheer chance that she did so.
Clearly, I, like Hannah, can win a fair lottery because it is possible for me
to win it, but I do not know how to win the lottery because I do not have
the ability to do so. But why? Is it really problematic to say that I do have
the ability to win the lottery simply because I am able to win the lottery,
and that I am able to win the lottery simply because I can win the lottery?
Of course, it is perfectly fine to talk like this. But if ‘able to’ is used as
equivalent with ‘can’, then we should draw a distinction between being able
to do something and having the ability to do so.
In order to see this, let me come back to Ryle again. He writes:
Now successes are sometimes due to luck; a cricketer may score a boundary by
making a careless stroke. But when we say of a person that he can bring off things
of a certain sort, such as solve anagrams or cure sciatica, we mean that he can be
relied on to succeed reasonably often even without the aid of luck. He knows how
to bring it off in normal situations. (Ryle 1949, 125)
Thus, knowing how to A is knowing how to meet the norms of A-ing, in
Ryle’s words, “reasonably often” – that is, reliably. A genuine ability which
suffices for know-how always requires sufficient reliability, unlike my being
able to win the lottery where I am not reliable at all. A physician who
regularly fails to cure an illness will, other things equal, not count as knowing
how to cure that illness, even if he was successful in a small number of cases.
Normally, an overwhelming number of failures shows that a small number of
successes were just lucky coincidences. Knowing how to A requires sufficient
reliability at living up to the norms of A-ing.
10 I deny that every possibility is an ability, but I accept that ability a form of possibility.
There has been prominent criticism of the idea that abilities can be understood in terms
of possibilities, for example by Anthony Kenny (1975). But this criticism only brings
out that possibility cannot be sufficient for ability – something I endorse – and it does
not falsify my view that possibility is necessary for ability (cf. e.g. Maier 2010, sect.
4.2; Carr 1979).
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This point is nicely illustrated by the following pair of examples which
Katherine Hawley has brought into the contemporary debate:11
Avalanche (Hawley 2003, 27)
[C]onsider Sally, out for an ill-advised winter walk in the hills. She has no idea
what to do in the event of an avalanche. When an avalanche occurs, she mis-
takes the snow for water, makes swimming motions, and—luckily—escapes the
avalanche, since in fact the way to escape an avalanche is to make swimming mo-
tions. [...] [H]er two failings (not knowing how to escape from an avalanche and
mistaking snow for water) cancel each other out. Despite her success, she does
not know how to escape avalanches.
Lucky Cake (Hawley 2003, 27)
[C]onsider Shelley, who attempts to make a cake by throwing together the ingre-
dients she discovers on opening the kitchen cabinet. Luckily for her, the cupboard
contains flour, sugar, butter, and eggs, and she makes a passable cake. Of course,
she doesn’t know how to make a cake under normal circumstances, which include
selecting the ingredients.
Ryle notes that whenever somebody in a particular instance does something
well and meets the norms of the activity in question, it is still an open
question whether or not she exercised a reliable ability to do so:
In judging that someone’s performance is or is not intelligent, we have [...] in a
certain manner to look beyond the performance itself. For there is no particular
overt or inner performance which could not have been accidentally or ‘mechani-
cally’ executed [...]. (Ryle 1949, 44)
Ryle exemplifies this point as follows: “We observe, for example, a soldier
scoring a bull’s eye. Was it luck or was it skill?” (Ryle 1949, 45) The fact
that the soldier met the norms of shooting on target extremely well does not
settle the question whether he is a skilled marksman who actually knows
how to score a bull’s eye or whether he merely had beginner’s luck and
actually does not know how to score a bull’s eye after all. Making a good
shot was a possibility for him, but maybe this was merely a possibility. It
is an open question whether or not he exercised a reliable ability to do so.
A second example is this: “A drunkard at the chessboard makes a move
which upsets his opponent’s plan of campaign.” (Ryle 1949, 45) Again, the
fact that the drunkard’s move meets the norm of disturbing his opponent’s
plans very well does not settle the question whether he is a skilled chess-
player who actually knows how to upset his opponents’ plans or whether he
11 Hawley also mentions a third case, which I shall quote as Annoying Smoker on
page 163. But I will discuss this example later because it differs in important ways
from Avalanche and from Shelley’s lucky baking.
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merely luckily moved a piece of wood, has no skill at playing chess at all
and does not know how to disturb his opponents’ plans at all. Making a
good move was a possibility, but maybe this was a mere possibility. It is an
open question whether he exercised a reliable ability.
These distinctions and examples suggest that mere possibility does not
suffice for know-how. Instead, reliable ability is a necessary condition for
know-how. In this sense, the concept of ability connects possibility, which
could otherwise very well be mere possibility, with full-blown know-how.
But it is easy to misunderstand abilities: The sense of ability which helps
build the bridge to know-how is not the sense of merely being able to do
something which comes too close to mere possibility. Instead, it is the sense
of having the ability to do something in the sense in which ability already
involves some degree of reliability.
These degrees of reliability at living up to norms are part of the reason
why know-how is itself a gradual concept. Know-how is gradable:
[I]t is proper and normal to speak of a person knowing in part how to do something,
i.e. of his having a particular capacity in a limited degree. An ordinary chess-player
knows the game pretty well but a champion knows it better [...]. (Ryle 1949, 58)
Thus, one person may know how to play chess better than a second person,
while both can be credited with the know-how to play chess in general.
And a natural reason for this would be that both are sufficiently reliable in
satisfying the norms which govern chess, while the first person meets them
more reliably than the second one. Sufficient reliability marks at least part
of the threshold between knowing how to A, but not being very good at it,
on the one hand, and not knowing how to A at all. But it is not always
clear where exactly this threshold lies and whether it applies to all cases.
In § 1.7, I shall come back to this issue.
However, the insight that reliable ability is necessary for know-how must
be further refined. As Ryle is fully aware, somebody might regularly fail
at exercising an activity well, but still possess the knowledge how to do
so. Suppose that the physician considered earlier regularly fails to cure the
illness in question, but that this can be traced back to extreme stress, a
dizzying illness the physician has herself, insufficient supply of the medicine
needed, constant distraction by ongoing fighting around her or other factors
along these lines. It may well be that such a physician does know how to
cure the illness, despite the fact that she regularly fails to do so. This is
because nobody who knows how to A is reliable in all situations. Know-how
only requires reliability when things are normal. As Ryle puts it, a skilled
person “knows how to bring it off in normal situations.” (1949, 125)
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Ryle does not give us any clue as to which situations are normal situa-
tions. But I do not think he or anyone can say much about this problem. I
contend that the only way to characterize normal as opposed to abnormal
situations is purely negative and entirely derivative of the activity under
consideration. We can say: A situation is normal with regard to A-ing just
to the extent in which nothing impedes A-ing substantially.12
Of course, something can be impeded in weaker and stronger ways. But
this does not show that this characterization is inadequate. These degrees
of the severity of the impediments of A-ing mirror exactly the degrees of
the normality of the situations for which A-ing is considered. We may thus
rephrase the above statement by saying that the more A-ing is substantially
impeded, the less normal the situation is with regard to this activity. To
illustrate, consider an archer trying to shoot at a target. One way in which
the exercise of her competence to hit the target may be impeded is by strong
wind. Equivalently, one way in which the situation may be abnormal with
regard to the activity of shooting at her target is in there being strong wind.
The strength of the impediment mirrors the distance from the normal case.
The stronger the wind, the less normal the situation for archery.
I conclude that know-how involves ability which involves sufficient relia-
bility at meeting the norms of an activity, while this reliability is measured
against the background of normal situations in which success is required.
To end this section, I would like to point out that what I have expressed
here in terms of reliable abilities and normal situations can often also be
found in terms such as ‘affordance’, ‘option’ and ‘specific’ vs. ‘general ability’
or, equivalently, ‘narrow’ vs. ‘wide ability’.
For example, one can translate back and forth between the latter dis-
tinction od ‘specific’ vs. ‘general ability’ (cf. Maier 2010; Clarke 2015) and
the vocabulary I have been using so far. On the one hand, to have the
general ability to A is to have the reliable ability to A in situations which
are sufficiently normal with regard to A-ing, independently of the question
whether the current situation is sufficiently normal or not. On the other
hand, to have the specific ability to A is to be able to A in the current
situation – paradigmatically, because one has the general ability to A and
because the current situation is sufficiently normal with regard to A-ing.
Another way to say that somebody has the specific ability to A is to say
12 This view has already been defended more generally. For example, Justin Fisher has
argued that this is true of all dispositions (cf. Fisher 2013). And Sebastian Rödl has
given an elaborate argument for this idea with respect to all powers and capacities,
tracing it back to Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas (cf. Rödl 2010, 144). However, I
bracket the question if know-how is itself a disposition until § 5.6.
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that A-ing is an option for her here and now (cf. Maier 2013). In this sense,
as I am writing these sentences, I have the general ability to play volleyball
fairly well, but lacking a ball, I do not have the specific ability to do so –
playing volleyball is not one of my current options.
There is also a third way of saying that somebody has the specific abil-
ity to A or, equivalently, that she has A-ing as an option here and now.
Namely, one may say that A-ing is one of the affordances which presents
itself to her here and now. The term ‘affordance’ has been made famous by
James Gibson (1977; 1979)13 and has since been employed and discussed
in psychology and philosophy (cf. e.g. Chemero 2003; Michaels 2003). On
a standard view, “[a]ffordances are [...] understood as an organism’s possi-
bilities for action in some situation.” (Rietveld 2008, 976) Thus, suitable
features of the environment – those which Ryle labeled ‘normal situations’ –
and suitable general abilities come together to create options or affordances
to exercise the respective ability:
The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides
or furnishes, either for good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the dictionary,
but the noun affordance is not. I have made it up. I mean by it something that
refers both to the environment and the animal in a way that no existing term
does. (Gibson 1979, 127)
Affordances, then, are relations between the abilities of organisms and features
of the environment. Affordances, that is, have this structure: Affords-φ (feature,
ability). (Chemero 2003, 189)
After this quick survey of the interconnections between related debates and
concepts, I shall now return to the development of my Rylean conception of
know-how as an intelligent ability. When I continue to use the term ‘ability’,
this should be understood as ‘general ability’ in the sense distinguished
above. And when I occasionally speak of ‘options’, ‘affordances’, ‘normal
situations’ or ‘specific abilities’, I refer to the fact that it is possible for a
(general) ability to be exercised in the given situation.
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So far, I have argued that Ryle makes two important points about the rela-
tion between know-how and normative practice. First, § 1.1 and § 1.2 have
shown that the activities one may know how to perform always involve a
13 This concept has some important predecessors, in Gestalt psychology, however, namely
what Kurt Lewin (1935) has called ‘Aufforderungscharakter’ and what Kurt Koffka
(1935) has called ‘demand-character’, often alternatively translated as ‘valence’.
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dimension of normative adequacy. They are governed by norms which de-
termine the quality of performances as exercises of that activity. Second,
§ 1.3 and § 1.4 have argued that knowing how to do something means know-
ing how to perform well in the sense that one’s performances satisfy those
norms with sufficient reliability.
On this basis, however, Ryle makes an important third point14 – and this
is the insight missed by those who take Ryle to be an anti-intellectualist in
the sense discussed in the Introduction.15 In a crucial passage the beginning
of which has already been quoted on pages 18 and 22, he writes:
What is involved in our descriptions of people as knowing how to make and ap-
preciate jokes, to talk grammatically, to play chess, to fish, or to argue? Part of
what is meant is that, when they perform these operations, they tend to perform
them well, i.e. correctly or efficiently or successfully. Their performances come
up to certain standards, or satisfy criteria. But this is not enough. [...] To be
intelligent is not merely to satisfy criteria, but to apply them; to regulate one’s
actions and not merely to be well-regulated. A person’s performance is described
as careful or skilful, if [...] [h]e applies criteria in performing critically, that is, in
trying to get things right. (Ryle 1949, 29)
Ryle’s talk of ‘trying to get things right’ resonates with my earlier explica-
tion of intelligence in terms of normativity. In this vein, the third point in
this passage can be understood as follows. To know how to do something
not only means to be capable to engage in an activity which is governed by
norms, and to reliably meet those norms in one’s performances. It requires
further that one’s performances are guided by the norms of the activity in
question. This is Ryle’s point when he writes that to exercise a compe-
tence is “not merely to satisfy criteria, but to apply them; to regulate one’s
actions and not merely to be well-regulated” and that it means “trying to
get things right” (Ryle 1949, 29). Elsewhere, and as I already quoted on
page 18, Ryle makes the same point, stating that exercises of a competence
are “in some way governed by principles, rules, canons, standards or crite-
ria.” (Ryle 1945a, 8) And again, “to perform intelligently is to apply criteria
in the conduct of the performance itself” (Ryle 1949, 40).
14 The same point has recently been discussed by Ernest Sosa in his 2015 book Judgment
and Agency. A crucial passage from this book is this: “Competences are a special case
of dispositions, that in which the host is disposed to succeed when she tries, or that
in which the host seats a relevant skill, and is in the proper shape and situation, such
that she tries in close enough worlds, and in the close enough worlds where she tries,
she reliably enough succeeds. But this must be so in the right way.” (Sosa 2015, 23).
However, I will have to leave a detailed discussion of the similarities and differences
between Sosa’s an my views for another occasion.
15 Notable exceptions who see a distinction along these lines include Fantl (2008, 455)
and Hornsby (2011, 82).
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All of these formulations – ‘applying criteria’, ‘trying to get things right’,
‘being governed by standards’ – are ways to make the same point. They
refer to the meeting of normative demands by striving for them (cf. Kremer
2016, 8) – in a word, to normative guidance.
This notion of normative guidance is crucial. Obviously, being guided by
the norms governing an activity requires a specific relation to those norms.
Ryle, however, is notoriously vague as to what this relation exactly is. Still,
there is one passage in which he explicitly mentions something which can
account for this relation:16
Understanding is a part of knowing how. (Ryle 1949, 53)
In other words, those who know how to A must have a grip on the norms
of A-ing. They must have an understanding of the norms governing the
activity in question, an understanding in virtue of which they eventually
meet those norms. Thus, exercising one’s knowledge how to A means, first,
having an understanding of what it takes to A well and, second, acting
on such an understanding – in Ryle’s terms: ‘applying criteria’, ‘trying to
get things right’, ‘being governed by standards’. Again equivalently, know-
how requires a conception of the relevant activity and the guidance by this
conception in one’s practical conduct.
These considerations provide the final step in explaining Ryle’s concept
of “intelligence”. This is indeed an umbrella term. But it does not concern
the mere presence of certain norms which govern the activity in question –
as Bengson & Moffett (2011b) would have it for capital-‘I’-Intelligence. And
it does not refer to the mere satisfaction of those norms – as they would
have it for lowercase-‘i’-intelligence. What makes a performance intelligent
in the full sense of the term is that it meets the norms of the activity in
question in virtue of its being guided by an understanding of those norms.17
16 It should be noted that Ryle in fact merely mentions this notion of understanding and
that this sentence is taken from a different, and more specific, context of understanding
what it is that one, or somebody else, is doing. Still, this suggestion will turn out to
be the key to spelling out more fully what Ryle otherwise merely sketches – the very
intelligence of know-how. Also, I am not alone in giving pride of place to the concept
of understanding and to this remark by Ryle. Katherine Hawley discusses this point
with respect to ‘internalist’ conceptions of know-how (Hawley 2003, 28). And most
importantly, Bengson & Moffett (2007; 2011c) even identify know-how with a suitable
state of understanding. I will comment on this view, objectualist intellectualism, at
various later points in this book, especially in chapters 8 and 9.
17 I have recently seen that Benjamin Elzinga has just made a very similar proposal.
He writes: “For Ryle, S knows-how to Φ iff (1) S is able to reliably live up to the
normative standards governing Φ-ing, and (2) S Φ’s responsibly.” (Elzinga 2016, 2)
While I cannot spell out all the parallels and the few remaining differences here in
detail, I take the Rylean responsibilist account of know-how presented in Part One of
this book to be very much in Elzinga’s spirit.
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This view fits the description recently suggested by Adam Carter and
Duncan Pritchard. They stress the fact that know-how is a genuine cognitive
achievement and propose that, in know-how,
the ability and success components can’t merely be ‘accidentally satisfied’ con-
junctively; instead, we stipulate that the success element be because of the ability
element. [...] What results, then, is a cognitive-achievement account of knowledge-
how that is a viable alternative to both intellectualist views (given that knowledge-
how and cognitive achievement come apart in both directions), and to neo-Rylean
anti-intellectualists accounts according to which knowledge-how is just a matter
of possessing certain abilities. (Carter & Pritchard 2015, 194–195)
I have argued that know-how is an intelligent ability – an ability to meet the
norms governing an activity in virtue of being guided by an understanding
of those norms. Bringing out the full force of the idea of normative guidance,
and filling in Carter & Pritchard’s sketch with a full account of know-how,18
will occupy the lion’s share of Part One of this book. In the remainder of
this section, I will to strengthen the intuitive support for this line of thought
by distinguishing what I want to call a mere ability from genuine know-how.
What is a mere ability?19 While genuine know-how is an ability to do
something well because one does it intelligently, mere ability is an ability to
do something well, but not because one does it intelligently. In other words,
genuine know-how involves conforming to the norms of an activity in virtue
of being guided by an understanding of them. But mere ability only involves
conforming to those norms and nothing further. Let me develop and spell
out this difference with the aid of some of Ryle’s ideas and examples.
In the passage quoted on page 30, I have ommitted two sentences which
provide an example of mere ability as opposed to genuine know-how:
Clocks & Seals (Ryle 1949, 29)
The well-regulated clock keeps good time and the well-drilled circus seal performs
its tricks flawlessly, yet we do not call them ‘intelligent’. We reserve this title for
the persons responsible for their performances.
Thus, Ryle holds that a clock keeping the time correctly or a circus seal
performing artistic tricks do not have an understanding of the norms of time-
keeping and of animal artistics, respectively. Therefore, their performances
cannot be understood as intelligent, and therefore they cannot be counted
as knowing how to keep the time or as knowing how to perform artistic
18 A further recent proposal to account for know-how as a cognitive achievement stems
from Ben Kotzee (2016), who explicitly draws on virtue.
19 This way of expressing the distinction has already been proposed in very early discus-
sions of Ryle’s view (cf. e.g. Brown 1970, 218; Brett 1974, 295).
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tricks, respectively. They do these things well, but they do not do them
intelligently. This seems to be uncontroversially correct as far as clocks are
concernd. But non-human animals are a more complicated topic on which
I shall comment briefly in § 6.7. In any case, Ryle’s insight can also be
motivated and applied within the realm of human persons:
The ability to give by rote the correct solutions of multiplication problems differs
in certain important respects from the ability to solve them by calculating. (Ryle
1949, 42)
These two abilities are introduced in order to illustrate the distinction be-
tween what Ryle calls “pure or blind habits” on the one hand and “intelligent
capacities” on the other hand (cf. Ryle 1945a, 15; Ryle 1949, 42). This is
exactly the distinction between mere reliable conformity to norms on the
one hand and reliable conformity in virtue of normative guidance on the
other hand – between mere reliable ability and genuine know-how.
Being able to give correct solutions of multiplication problems does not
by itself qualify as possessing the know-how to multiply. For if one gives
these correct solutions by sheer rote, then one does not possess an under-
standing of multiplication and one does not give the correct answers in virtue
of being guided by this understanding. Instead, one merely parrots what
one has learned by heart. This is also an achievement, but a very different
one – one of remembering things correctly and of speaking a language.
Another case in point is swimming. It is sometimes said that newborn
human babies ‘know how to swim’, but that they lose this ability over time
and that, later on, they have to learn how to swim anew. From what I under-
stand, it is true that human newborns possess a set of reflexes which involve
holding one’s breath when their face is underwater and making rudimen-
tary swimming motions when a certain portion of their body is immersed
in water. Let us suppose that triggering these reflexes actually constitutes
a way for newborns to swim. However, I also take it to be clear that this is
not an instance of know-how or competence. It is not only that grown-ups
who have learned how to swim and do possess this competence are better at
swimming than newborn babies. This difference does not suffice to make the
distinction between competence and mere ability. Rather, the babyies’ abil-
ity is a mere ability because it consists of nothing but a pattern of reflexes.
It does not involve what competence requires and what grown-up swimmers
have, an understanding of swimming in virtue of which they swim.
The notion of intelligence in the sense of normative guidance is indeed
crucial for demarcating cases of know-how from other capacities. It is in-
structive to consider some further intuitive verdicts here. For example:
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Digestion (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 414)
Digesting food is not the sort of action that one knows how to do.
This is certainly true. Despite the fact that I can digest food, and that I do
so reliably, it would be wrong to think that I know how to do so. But why?
There are clearly norms which govern the digestion of food and which
an effective digestive system meets reliably. One does not have to be a
reductive naturalist about normativity to appreciate the fact that digestion
can work well, efficiently or badly or anything in between, and that this fact
stems from the biological function of keeping the organism nourished. Of
course, the norm that an organism is to be kept well-nourished and the way
in which digestion plays a role in meeting this norm are very different from
such norms as the ones governing language use and other things. But this
is beside the point. The reason why digesting food is not something one
may know how to do must lie beyond the normativity of this phenomenon
– however basic and undemanding that normativity may be.
And it does. In order to digest food efficiently, one does not rely on an
understanding of the norms of sustenance and nourishment. It is not that
one digests food efficiently in virtue of one’s understanding of these norms.
Rather, this understanding is entirely independent from the digesting of
food. Some people may come to understand the workings and the biological
functions of one’s digestion very well. But even they do not digest food in
virtue of this understanding.
This example may appear problematic since digesting food is certainly
something which we do not ‘do’ in the sense of intentional action. But as
I shall argue in chapter 3, the distinction between intentional actions and
other performances is not coextensive with the distinction between exercises
of know-how and other acts. To foreshadow, digestion is something which
we never do intentionally, and therefore it is something which we cannot
know how to do. By contrast, things which we sometimes do intentionally
and sometimes entirely automatically can perfectly well happen in virtue of
guidance by an understanding, even in the completely automatic cases.
But even bracketing these questions for the moment, it is easy to see
that even some intentional actions are not exercises of know-how. I take it
that the clearest cases of this are intentional basic actions.20
20 This has also been noted by several other philosophers. Alva Noë mentions the example
of breathing while sleeping (cf. Noë 2005, 279 fn. 2, crediting David Chalmers). Paul
Snowdon considers blinking with one’s left eyelid (cf. Snowdon 2011, 76). And as
David Carr notes quite generally, a description of such very simple and basic abilities
as skills or as cases of know-how is “odd”, it “transgresses good sense” (Carr 1981a,
53). Further proponents of this view include Katzoff (1984, 61–69), Snowdon (2003,
12) and Stanley & Williamson (2001, 440).
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Many actions are performed by doing something else. Basic actions,
however, are just those actions where this is false. I take it that there are
very clear cases of basic actions. For example, opening or closing my eyes
or my mouth are things which one may do and have the ability to do. But
it would be mistaken to think that I know how to perform these acts, that I
have the competence to perform them. I have the ability to perform them,
but this is a mere ability.21
These phenomena are perfectly in line with the account I have given so
far. In fact, there is even a sense in which my proposal predicts them. Given
that know-how is a capacity to engage in a normative activity, I have said
that such norms determine which acts amount to good performances of that
activity, and to which degree this is the case. But the relation of an act’s
counting as a performance of an activity is just the inverse of the relation
of that activity’s being performed by performing that act. In other words,
that my moving a piece of wood on a board counts as making a smart move
in our current game of chess is just another way of saying that I make a
smart move in our current game of chess by moving a piece of wood on a
board. Given that know-how is only concerned with normative practices, it
follows that it cannot be concerned with basic actions.
Of course, one may argue over the question whether an allegedly basic
action is indeed basic.22 But I contend that, however one is inclined to draw
the line between basic and non-basic actions, one will thereby also draw a
line between what one can actually know how to do and what one cannot
know how but merely be able to do.23 I return to this point in § 1.7.
§ 1.6 Normative Guidance and Rule-Following
I have argued that the concept of know-how as an intelligent ability can
be elucidated in terms of the difference between such cases of know-how
on the one hand and cases of mere ability on the other hand. To conclude
this section, I would now like to follow up on Ryle’s explicitly declared
terminological liberalism. As I have already quoted on page 18, he states:
21 Kieran Setiya (2012) holds that I do know how to perform basic actions because I
am able to perform them intentionally. But he basically agrees with the view I have
offered when he says that “knowing how to perform a basic action is being disposed
to act on the relevant intention when one has it” (Setiya 2012, 296). After all, such a
disposition is clearly compatible with mere ability.
22 I think that this is what lies behind David Carr’s remark that it may be acceptable to
describe basic actions as exercises of competences “in exceptional circumstances largely
irrelevant to present concerns” (Carr 1981a, 53).
23 One might object that the notion of a basic action is too unclear, or even that there
are no truly basic actions (cf. Lavin 2013). But I will have to bracket this here.
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When a person knows how to do things of a certain sort (e.g., cook omelettes,
design dresses or persuade juries), his performance is in some way governed by
principles, rules, canons, standards or criteria. (For most purposes it does not
matter which we say.) (Ryle 1945a, 8)
In § 1.1, I have suggested that we should use the general notion of norms
and normativity in order to describe the crucial phenomenon of intelligence.
Now, I would like to point out that it is equally possible to use ‘rule’ as the
central term and tell exactly the same story. If we do so, we can see how two
important philosophical debates turn out to deal with essentially the same
problem – first, the debate about know-how and, second, the debate about
rule-following and the normativity of meaning which stems from Ludwig
Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations (1953) and from the influential
interpretation of part of this work in Saul Kripke’s Wittgenstein on Rules
and Private Language (1982).24
This connection can be brought into view by the relevant paradigm ex-
amples which include mastery of a natural language, of the use of a certain
linguistic term, of a mathematical method or of a certain term in a formal
language such as the expression ‘+’. It is not an accident that these exam-
ples are also discussed as paradigm cases of activities one may know how
to engage in. Ryle mentions them explicitly – cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on
page 14 – and many other philosophers do so, as well.
A further obvious parallel between the debates under consideration is
that philosophers discussing rule-following typically make a distinction which
coincides with the distinction between having a mere ability and having a
competence – the distinction between merely conforming to a rule and ac-
tually following it in the sense of being guided by it. It is a common cause
of confusion when talk of ‘following’ a rule is not sufficiently clarified with
regard to these two senses. Further, when it comes to the concept of a
rule, what is typically meant is exactly what I have pointed out above –
the fact that there is a distinction between doing something correctly or
incorrectly, better or worse, and so forth. Instead of ‘rules’ which determine
these assessments, we can also speak of norms, criteria, and standards.
Thus, Ryle is correct to point out that terminology does not matter. To
illustrate, consider a quotation from a classic discussion of rule-following:
I intend no particular theoretical implications by talking of rules here. The topic
is that there is such a thing as the correct and incorrect application of a term [...].
I shall talk indifferently of there being correctness and incorrectness, of words
24 For a brief overview of these complex debates, see Miller & Wright (2002) and Glüer
& Wikforss (2009).
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being rule-governed, and of their obeying principles of application. Whatever this
is, it is the fact that distinguishes the production of a term from mere noise, and
turns utterance into assertion—into the making of judgment. (Blackburn 1984,
281–282)
Furthermore, the debate about the so-called normativity of meaning which
has spawned from the debate about rule-following can be understood along
the same lines. For the normativity of the meanings of linguistic expressions
stems from the normativity of the performances of employing them. Again,
this can be illustrated with a quotation from a seminal texts on this problem:
The normativity of meaning turns out to be, in other words, simply a new name
for the familiar fact that, regardless of whether one thinks of meaning in truth-
theoretic or assertion-theoretic terms, meaningful expressions possess conditions
of correct use. (On the one construal, correctness consists in true use, on the
other, in warranted use.) (Boghossian 1989, 513)
Finally, Ryle’s distinction between know-how and propositional knowledge
and his argument that the former cannot be reduced to the latter – his
famous regress argument against propositionalist intellectualism which I
will discuss in chapter 9 – also have analogues in the debate about rule-
following. Arguably, the very same considerations underlie Wittgenstein’s
equally famous argument for the conclusion:
[T]here is a way of grasping a rule which is not an interpretation, but which, from
case to case of application, is exhibited in what we call ‘following the rule’ and
‘going against it’. (Wittgenstein 1953, § 201)
I contend that the Rylean point that know-how cannot be defined as the
propositional knowledge of the norms governing the activity in question,
but must rather be understood as the competence to follow these norms,
is analogous to the Wittgensteinian insistence that grasping the rules of
a language in the sense exhibited in following them cannot be defined as
grasping these rules in the sense of interpreting them as such-and-such, but
must rather be understood as having “mastered a technique”, as a “practice”
(Wittgenstein 1953, §§ 199, 202). In fact, one of Wittgenstein’s favorite ways
of expressing this kind of grasp of rules, “Jetzt weiß ich weiter”, is standardly
translated as “Now I know how to go on” (Wittgenstein 1953, § 180).25 And
Ryle explicitly declares:
Knowing a rule is knowing how. It is realized in performances which conform to
the rule [...]. (Ryle 1945a, 7)
25 I will comment on the question of the German translations of ‘knows how to’ in § 7.3.
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In fact, the problem of know-how on the one hand and the problem of rule-
following and the normativity of meaning on the other hand are not only
closely connected. It is even possible to support the stronger claim that the
latter debate is a special case of the former. To see this, it is important to
realize that the debate about rule-following and the normativity of meaning
concerns the status of linguistic and conceptual competences and norms.
But speaking a language or using a concept is only one of many examples of
activities one may know how to do. In this sense, the debate about know-
how can be seen as a generalization of the debate about rule-following and
the normativity of meaning. Given how often philosophers discussing rule-
following appeal to analogies between speaking a language and activities
like playing chess, this conclusion should not be surprising.
I have followed Ryle in disregarding subtle terminological differences
between rules, norms, standards and the like, as long as the point of these
terms is sufficiently clear. Especially when it comes to the term ‘rule’, some
philosophers seem to agree with much of the content of my view, but to
disagree with using this term. One example among many is Erik Rietveld.
On the one hand, we shares an undemanding notion of normativity:
The notion of normativity implied here is a very basic one; it is revealed when we
distinguish better from worse, correct from incorrect, optimal from suboptimal,
or adequate from inadequate in the context of a specific situation. (Rietveld 2008,
974)
On the other hand, Rietveld takes the term ‘rule’ to be inappropriate in
characterizing this notion. Discussing the example of the normative assess-
ment of a work of craft, he writes:
Appreciation of the object (in context) by the craftsman is normative without
being (explicitly or implicitly) guided by rules. (Rietveld 2008, 979)
Part of the explanation of this disagreement may lie in a disagreement about
the phenomenon of entirely unreflective and automatic exercises of skills:
With respect to such an episode of unreflective action no additional story about
operations at the mental level is needed (for example in terms of having a propo-
sitional representation of a goal, following explicit or implicit rules, or reflecting
consciously or even unconsciously). (Rietveld 2008, 993)
This shows beautifully how Rietveld – I should repeat, alongside many other
philosophers – takes the notion of a rule to be entangled with the idea
of propositional representations and of the conscious application of these
propositions. This view belongs to what Ryle forcefully rejects under the
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label ‘the intellectualist legend’. But unlike Rietveld, Ryle has no qualms
about using the term ‘rule’ himself. As just quoted on page 37, Ryle even
goes so far as to equate knowledge of rules and know-how (Ryle 1945a, 7).
Accordingly, I maintain that it remains to be unproblematic to use the
term ‘rules’ for the norms governing an activity the understanding of and
guidance by is the defining feature of know-how. Still, the systematic prob-
lem underlying Rietveld’s terminological choices certainly remains to be
addressed. How should we conceive of entirely automatic and unreflective
performances and how can we understand them to be guided by norms or
rules? I shall provide an account of these problems in chapter 3.
In sum, I contend that Ryle’s and Wittgenstein’s concerns are indeed
analogous.26 While I cannot discuss the intricacies of this analogy between
know-how and rule-following in detail in this book, I find it nevertheless
important to point out that I take my considerations to also have conse-
quences for the problem of rule-following and vice versa, for better or worse.
In any case, I hope that this analogy helps to bring out Ryle’s crucial notion
of intelligence as normative guidance which will continue to be at the core
of the explanatory project of this book, particularly in chapter 4.
§ 1.7 Clarifying Loose Boundaries
In this section, I would like to elaborate on the Rylean view laid out so far
and comment on the loose boundaries of the concept of know-how. I shall
argue that ordinary ascriptions of know-how are both vague and context-
dependent. While this view ties in very well with Ryle’s stated position, he
does not discuss it explicitly. I shall therefore develop these considerations
independently and only occasionally come back to Ryle’s texts.
To begin with, it is important to realize that a performance will be
evaluated very differently depending on the activity as an exercise of which
it is interpreted. To see this, let me start with an example.
Park Chess
Consider myself walking through the park and stumbling upon a boy and a girl
who move chess pieces on a chessboard. I stop and watch them for a while,
noticing the unusual pattern in which the pieces are set. After observing the
girl’s next move, I criticize her for moving her rook diagonally and piont out that
this is forbidden. They laugh at me and tell me that they are not engaged in a
game of chess, at all. They are playing a game of draughts on the chessboard,
26 Given these obvious interconnections, it is surprising that the current debate about
know-how is conducted largely in disregard of the debate about rule-following – some
notable exceptions notwithstanding (cf. e.g. Tanney 2009).
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using chess pieces instead of the regular flat draughts pieces. Obviously, the girl’s
performance is impermissible as a performance of playing chess, but perfectly
fine as a performance of playing draughts. And as it turns out, it is not only
a permissible move, but a very smart one, too. Accordingly, I cannot appeal to
the norms of chess in order to assess their performances, but I must switch to
the norms of draughts instead. Of course, I might consider whether or not the
children should, as a matter of good taste, continue to use chess pieces when
playing a game other than chess. But I sensibly decide not to and walk away.
In such a case, performances are wrongly assessed as exercises of a given
activity. While I falsely take the children to play chess, what they actually
play is draughts. Such a misconception can not only occur from the per-
spective of a spectator, but also from that of a practitioner. In the case
just imagined, the children might also have reacted to my criticism quite
differently. Maybe they were indeed playing chess and had a perfect grasp
of all of its rules except the one rule which states which moves are permitted
with a rook. After my suggestion, they correct their own conception of the
norms which govern their activity and continue to play correctly.
These examples raise some further questions which are very important
for the idea that such activities are governed by norms.
First, it is plausible to distinguish what I would like to call minimal
and evaluative norms or rules.27 In the case of chess, this is the distinction
between the rules of the game which determine the permissible moves on
the one hand and the strategic norms which state which moves in which
situations are good ways to win the game against a given opponent on the
other hand. Along these lines, one may wish to distinguish between playing
chess at all – being successfully guided by the minimal norms of chess –
and playing chess well – being successfully guided by the minimal and at
least some of the evaluative norms of chess.
But it is not entirely clear how strictly this distinction can be maintained.
In the variation of Park Chess I gave above, the children were clearly playing
chess, even if there was a minimal norm – the rule for the permitted moves
of the rook – which they did not understand and apply. Accordingly, even
if there is such a distinction, it is at least not clearly true that meeting all
of the minimal norms is necessary for engaging in an activity.
An alternative application of the distinction between minimal and evalu-
ative norms would be the idea that, never mind the preconditions of merely
engaging in an activity, it is a necessary condition for having a competence to
27 This is obviously related to John Searle’s famous distinction between constitutive and
regulative rules (cf. e.g. Searle 1969; Searle 1995). But I will leave these interconnec-
tions to Searle’s distinction and the surrounding questions implicit here.
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understand and be guided by all of the minimal norms involved in the activ-
ity in question. Along these lines, the children in my example would count
as engaging in playing chess, but not as knowing how to play chess. This
view is more plausible, but nevertheless entirely optional. Alternatively, it
is equally plausible to describe the children as having the competence to
play chess but as not being very good at it.
This issue has already come up in § 1.4. There, I said that there is a
threshold between knowing how to do something, but being rather bad at
it, on the one hand, and not knowing how to do something at all. It is easy
to imagine a continuum of cases of people playing chess with a complete
ignoramus at the one end and an aspiring grandmaster at the other end.
Where exactly should we draw the boundary we are looking for?
Obviously, this problem brings out the fact that the concept of know-
how is vague. The considerable sophistication of the debate about vagueness
notwithstanding, I think it is safe to follow one of the classic characteriza-
tions of vagueness, which I take to be the common sense view, namely:
To say that an expression is vague [is] to say that there are cases (actual and
possible) in which one just does not know whether to apply the expression or to
withhold it, and one’s not knowing is not due to ignorance of the facts. (Grice
1989, 177)
The vagueness of know-how can be understood in terms of the question what
exactly the norms of a given activity are, and how they are weighed against
each other. As I argued in § 1.2, this is how activities can be individuated.
What I shall try to show now is that this idea can make sense not only of
the vagueness of the concept of know-how, but thereby also of its context-
sensitivity. We can cash out these phenomena in terms of the vageness and
context-sensitivity of the boundaries of the weighed set of norms in terms
of which the activity in question can be understood. This is especially
helpful given that what one could also conceive of as distinct formulations
or interpretations of the same norm can also be distinguished as several
specific norms. Ascriptions of know-how are vague and context-sensitive
because the relevant set of weighted norms which is taken to be governing
the performances in question is vague and context-dependent.
Consider again the continuum of cases of chess players with a complete
ignoramus at the one end and an aspiring grandmaster at the other end.
Depending on where one is inclined to draw the line between the minimal
and the evaluative norms of chess, certain cases will not count as involving
skills at all, others as borderline cases and still others as meeting these
requirements minimally. Is the threshold at making a mistake every third
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move, at making three mistakes for every five moves, or somewhere else?
What degree of reliability in meeting these minimal norms one should take
to be required here is not clear, but vague.
But this phenomenon is not limited to minimal norms. If we want to
evaluate who is currently the best chess player, there are several criteria
which one may plausibly apply and several ways in which one may weigh
them – swiftness of winning, elegance of play, maintenance of momentum,
and so forth. And even if we resort to the seeming simplicitly of sheer
statistics, there are not always clear lines to be drawn. If one player has
won five out of five matches against other grandmasters and a second player
has won seven out of eight, it is not clear at all whether the first should be
judged to be the better one since she has won 100% as opposed to 87.5% of
her matches or whether the second should be judged to be better than the
first since she has won seven as opposed to five matches.
I have argued that we can make sense of the vagueness and context-
sensitivity of know-how in terms of the set of norms which constitute the
activity in question, together with their relative weight. What I have said so
far may seem to be concerned only with vagueness as opposed to context-
sensitivity. But I take it to be clear that at least one form of context-
sensitivity can easily be identified in the picture proposed so far: Given
that there is no precise criterion for the membership of a norm in the set of
norms constituting an activity and for its exact relative weight with respect
to the other norms in that set, there is a certain amount of variation in
the norms one may reasonably assume a performance to be governed by
– that is, in the activities one may reasonably assume a performance to
be engaging in. Depending on the perspective of the person assessing the
performance and depending on the context in which the assessment takes
place, one may reach differing, but equally reasonable verdicts.
For example, consider again two chess players and suppose that what
they are engaging in cannot only be described as the activity of playing
chess, but also in various more specific ways – just like the swimmers already
discussed on page 19. Suppose that the chess players are also experimenting
with a certain opening strategy, focusing on winning the game with the
force of the rooks alone, and so forth. Any given sequence of performances
of moving chess pieces can be understood as exercises of many of such
finely-grained activities. These finely-grained activities are constituted by
intersecting, but different sets of norms. Accordingly, when assessed as an
exercise of one such activity, a given performance will count as particularly
good, and when assessed as an exercise of another such activity, it may
count as very bad and maybe not even a proper exercise of that activity
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in the first place. Of course, the assessment of a person’s performances
is guided by the principle of charity and it is important to focus on those
activities in the context of which a performance makes sense. But even in
these boundaries, there is a considerable amount of reasonable variation.
A further example for the context-sensitivity of know-how stems from
Katherine Hawley. After spelling out the way in somebody’s knowledge
how to drive is assessed with regard to a limited range of situations – what
I followed Ryle in calling “normal” situations in § 1.4 –, she writes:
Driving Contexts (Hawley 2003)
There is, however, no unique task or range of tasks which is always involved when
we ask whether someone knows how to drive. Rather, different tasks are salient
in different conversational contexts. For example, in a UK context, it would be
reasonable to infer from Sarah’s knowing how to drive that she knows how to
drive a manual, stick shift car. In most US contexts, however, this would not be
a reasonable inference. (Hawley 2003, 21)
Again, there are several equally reasonable ways to conceive of Sarah’s com-
petence. One may say that she knows how to drive, period, and bracket the
question whether this is true in virtue of her skill to drive a manual shift or
an automatic shift car. Or one may say that these are actually two different
competences and demand a clarification of which skill is under discussion.
I have argued that many performances can be understood as exercises
of a variety of different activities and that these activities can in turn be
understood as constituted by the set of norms which govern their exercise,
as well as by the relative weight of these norms. Further, I have character-
ized the vagueness and context-sensitivity of competences in these terms.
However, there is more to the vagueness of know-how than only these phe-
nomena. Everything I have said so far may in principle also pertain to mere
abilities as opposed to full-blown skills. For I have only been talking about
abilities to reliably meet the norms in question and left out the crucial el-
ement which distinguishes know-how, namely that one reliably meets the
norms in question because one is guided by an understanding of them.
A further form of vagueness in conceiving of know-how stems from the
vagueness of the boundary between an ability’s being a mere ability and its
being a full-blown competence. Ryle explicitly discusses this:
Animals & Infants (Ryle 1949, 121)
Our concern is only with a restricted class of dispositional terms, namely those
appropriate only to [...] the characterization of such stretches of human behaviour
as exhibit qualities of intellect and character. [...] Of course, the edges of this
distinction are blurred. Dogs as well as infants are drilled to respond to words of
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command, to pointing and to the ringing of dinner-bells; apes learn to use and
even construct instruments; kittens are playful and parrots are imitative. If we
like to say that the behaviour of animals is instinctive while part of the behaviour
of human beings is rational, though we are drawing attention to an important
difference or family of differences, it is a difference the edges of which are, in
their turn, blurred. Exactly when does the instinctive imitativeness of the infant
develop into rational histrionics? By which birthday has the child ceased ever to
respond to the dinner-bell like a dog and begun always to respond to it like an
angel?
Ryle is certainly correct that children are a wonderful example of the loose
boundary between mere abilities and full-blown competences since it seems
very clear that newborns only have mere abilities and adults possess genuine
know-how. However, the details are far from trivial, and so is the question
of non-human animals. I will come back to these points in § 6.7.
However, there is also a group of paradigm cases on the borderline be-
tween mere ability and know-how within the realm of normal human adults,
namely, performances at the borderline between basic actions and non-basic
actions. As I have argued in § 1.5, basic actions are not the things one may
know how to do because they are not normative practices in the relevant
sense. However, one may compete for the most finely-grained description
available and argue over whether an allegedly basic action is indeed basic
– that is, whether there is a more finely-grained description of the perfor-
mance in virtue of which it can be described as a doing of something else.
I do not need to take a stance on the general question if there is such a
thing as ‘the’ or ‘the finest-grained’ description of a performance. But to
the degree that we are unsure if an action is indeed basic, we will also be
unsure if there is such a thing as knowing how to perform it. And since
different people in different contexts draw the distinction between basic and
non-basic actions differently, the distinction between know-how and mere
ability is context-dependent.
For example, one may find it odd to say that I have the competence to
walk or that I know how to walk. But as soon as the internal complexity of
this everyday competence is brought into view, maybe in comparison with
people who must re-acquire the capacity to walk after an accident, it is
clear that I walk by moving my limbs and balancing my weight in many
more simple and basic acts – acts in virtue of which I walk well. In this
sense, it is also entirely innocuous to speak of the normativity of walking,
of the standards which make the difference between somebody who walks
elegantly or with ease or somebody who hardly even manages to shuﬄe
along. Normally, such norms of the activity of walking are not at issue.
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But as soon as one realizes how the complex arrangement of basic acts in
an ordinary walk could go awry, it becomes intelligible, and natural, to see
walking as a competences.
I have discussed forms of vagueness context-dependence of the concept
of know-how which stem from the element which distinguishes know-how
from mere ability – the fact that one reliably meets the norms in question
because one is guided by an understanding of those norms. In chapter 2, I
will go on to clarify this notion of understanding activities and of guidance
by an understanding of an activity. One of the notions which plays a crucial
role there is what Ryle calls ‘the intellect’. And in the discussion of this
concept, he also admits its loose boundaries. He writes:
But after all, does it matter if all attempts at giving a hard-edged definition of ‘in-
tellectual’ and ‘thought’ break down at some somewhere or other? We know well
enough how to distinguish urban from rustic areas, games from work, and spring
from summer, and are unembarrassed by the discovery of undecidable marginal
cases. [...] Our daily use of the concepts of the intellect and of thought is unem-
barrassed by the discovery of a moderate number of borderline cases. (Ryle 1949,
267)
If the boundaries of the intellectual are vague, and if, as I will show, the
concept of know-how partially depends on the intellect, it follows that the
boundaries of the concept of know-how turn out to be vague, as well.
At the risk of stating the obvious, I would like to conclude by siding
with Ryle’s assesment of this phenomenon. Vague concepts, as well as con-
text-dependent concepts, are not therefore useless or otherwise problematic.
There is no good reason to suppose that the characteristics of the concept of
know-how which have been spelled out so far discredit this concept in any
way. Likewise, it is not a flaw of a conception of know-how to call attention
to these phenomena. Instead, it is a virtue of such a conception of these
important facts about know-how are spelled out and explicitly account for
in the proposed conception. And that was the project of this section.

Chapter 2
Ryle on Intelligence and Intellect
I have argued that know-how is an intelligent ability, an ability to do well
in an activity in virtue of an understanding of what it takes to do so. In
this chapter, I will continue to spell out this account by following Ryle’s
discussion of what he calls ‘the intellect’ and its role in intelligent practice.
I begin, in § 2.1, with the notion of exercising a skill and therein man-
ifesting an understanding of the activity in question, distinguishing this
phenomenon from further ways of manifesting such an understanding – say,
by talking about an activity. In § 2.2, I discuss the interrelations between
having know-how and having the competences to teach one’s skills and to
assess performances of them.
In § 2.3, I show how Ryle introduces what he calls ‘the intellect’ into the
notion of know-how and discuss the crucial role of learning. The next section
§ 2.4 expands elaborates this in terms of the distinction between acquisition
and improvement by learning. § 2.5 will show that such an understanding
turns out to include propositional knowledge because this plays a crucial
role in the acquisition of know-how. The concluding § 2.6 is devoted to a
defense of this interpretation of Ryle’s texts and to an account of prima
facie contradicting passages.
§ 2.1 The Manifestation of Know-how
This section is concerned with the question what it means to manifest or
exercise one’s know-how. When a person knows how to do something, how
does this competence manifest itself? There is one sense in which the answer
to this question is “in a potentially infinite number of different ways”, but
there is another sense in which the answer is “in one way, and one way only”.
Let me explain.
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When I exercise my competence to play squash, I do lots of different
things. I observe the ball, I run through the court, I hit the ball, I watch the
movements of my opponent, I feint to play the ball here and play it there
instead, and so forth. Also, I do these different things in many different
ways. For example, when I hit the ball, I may move my arm in a continuum
of ever so slighty different ways. And similarly for all the other acts just
mentioned and for the myriad further ways of behavior involved in squash.
I take it that this is what Ryle has in mind when he says that competences
are “dispositions the exercises of which are indefinitely heterogeneous” (Ryle
1949, 44). In this sense, my know-how manifests itself in a potentially
infinite number of different ways.
By contrast, it is also true that I exercise my skill to play squash in one
way, and in one way only. That is, I exercise my competence to play squash
if and only if I play squash. All of the different things I have mentioned
above are unified in that they are examples of a single activity – playing
squash. What differs on a fine-grained level of distinguishing performances
is nevertheless the same thing on a coarse-grained level of distinguishing
performances.
This distinction between levels of granularity makes good on the in-
tuitively contradictory ideas this section started out with. One exercises
know-how by doing one thing and one thing only, but this single thing is
realized in a potentially infinite number of ways.
This insight is more than a play on words. Among other things, it is
crucial in understanding some otherwise rather puzzling remarks by Ryle.
In the remainder of this section, I will elaborate and defend this position,
and I will show how it is precisely what the most plausible interpretation of
Ryle’s texts requires him to hold. To see this, consider first what he says
about someone, indeed anyone, who exercises know-how:
[H]is observance of rules, principles, etc., must, if it is there at all, be realised
in his performance of his tasks. It need not (though it can) be also advertised
in an extra performance of paying some internal or external lip-service to those
rules or principles. He must work judiciously; he may also propound judgments.
For propounding judgments is just another special activity, which can itself be
judiciously or injudiciously performed. (Ryle 1945a, 8–9)
Applied to a couple of examples, he puts this point as follows:
Cleverness at fighting is exhibited in the giving and parrying of blows, just as
ability at reasoning is exhibited in the construction of valid arguments and the
detection of fallacies, not in the avowal of logicians’ formulae. Nor does the
surgeon’s skill function in his tongue uttering medical truths but only in his hands
making the correct movements. (Ryle 1949, 48)
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Thus, that the hallmark of my skill at squash are my performances of playing
squash. Thinking or talking about squash would not be an exercise of my
competence to play squash anymore. This is “another special activity” (Ryle
1945a, 9) which differs from the activity it is about.
On the other hand, when Ryle discusses the question whether somebody
who happened to make a good shot actually knows how to shoot, he writes:
[W]e should take into account his subsequent shots, his past record, his explana-
tions or excuses, the advice he gave to his neighbour and a host of other clues
of various sorts. There is no one signal of a man’s knowing how to shoot, but a
modest assemblage of heterogenuous performances generally suffices to establish
beyond reasonable doubt whether he knows how to shoot ot not. (Ryle 1949, 45)
This suggests that his knowledge how to shoot can manifest itself not only
when he shoots and shoots intelligently, but also when he gives advice about
shooting, gives explanations, and so on. But this contradicts his view that
talking about an activity is “another special activity” (Ryle 1945a, 9).
This tension is even more clear in the following pair of passages:
Principles of inference are not extra premisses and knowing these principles ex-
hibits itself not in the recitation of formulæ but in the execution of valid inferences
and in the avoidance, detection and correction of fallacies, etc. (Ryle 1945a, 7)
You exercise your knowledge how to tie a clove-hitch not only in acts of tying
clove-hitches and in correcting your mistakes, but also in imagining tying them
correctly, in instructing pupils, in criticizing the incorrect and clumsy movements
and applauding the correct movements that they make, in inferring from a faulty
result to the error which produced it, in predicting the outcomes of observed
lapses, and so on indefinitely. (Ryle 1949, 54)
Suppose that – in line with the second passage – knowledge how to tie
a clove-hitch can manifest itself in talking about how to tie a clove-hitch
correctly. If this is true, why should it be impossible – as the first passage
has it – that knowledge how to draw an inference manifests itself in talking
about how to draw inferences correctly? Ryle appears to be inconsistent
with regard to the question what counts as an exercise of know-how and
what does not.1 But given what I have laid out so far, it is possible to
clarify these problems rather easily.
According to the Rylean view I shall defend, all we need in order to set
the record straight is a distinction which Ryle evidently did not make clear
enough: I have pointed out that knowing how to do something involves
1 Part of the reason for this confusion on Ryle’s part may be the ambiguity or polysemy
of the expression ‘knows how to’ which I shall discuss in detail in chapter 7.
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an understanding of the norms which govern that activity. Thus, we can
distinguish between an exercise of know-how and a different manifestation
of the understanding which is part of that know-how.2
Let me take up the above examples in order to illustrate this distinction.
When I want to know whether somebody knows how to shoot, I can
have a look at two different kinds of evidence. First, I can consider “his
subsequent shots” and “his past record” (Ryle 1949, 45) and ask whether he
has shot well so far and shoots well now. The result will be evidence for or
against the hypothesis that he has a reliable ability to meet the norms of
shooting. Since this is a proper part of what it takes to know how to shoot,
this will also be evidence in deciding whether he has this know-how. Second,
however, I can have a look at “his explanations or excuses, the advice he
gave to his neighbour and a host of other clues of various sorts” (Ryle 1949,
45) and ask whether he has an apt understanding of shooting, whether he
has a grasp of what it takes to shoot well. The result will be evidence for
or against the hypothesis that he has an understanding of the norms of
shooting well. Since this is a proper part of what it takes to know how to
shoot, this will also be evidence in deciding whether he has this know-how.
Similarly in the case of drawing inferences. On the one hand, I can find
out whether a student correctly draws inferences according to the rule of
modus ponens, regardless of how she comments on this practice. And on the
other hand, I can find out whether that student has an understanding of the
rule of modus ponens by considering how she comments on such inferences
or on formal or informal statements of the corresponding rule of inference.
Both are part of what it takes to know how to draw inferences according to
modus ponens. Therefore, both are legimimate pieces of evidence in order to
decide if somebody has the competence to make modus ponens inferences.
The distinction between an exercise of know-how on the one hand and
a different manifestation of the understanding which is part of that know-
how on the other hand allows Ryle to maintain a claim which I have already
presented – that every exercise of knowledge how to engage in some activity
A is an A-ing. This view is very dear to Ryle. Most pointedly, he declares
that “intelligence is exhibited by deeds, not by internal or external dicta.”
(Ryle 1945a, 8) Thus, thinking, talking or theorizing about the standards
of the activity of A-ing is not an exercise of the competence to A. Still, it
is evidence for this competence because it is a manifestation of something
which is necessary for it – of an understanding of the standards of A-ing.
But Ryle seems to contradict this view elsewhere:
2 Benjamin Elzinga expresses a cognate distinction in terms of ‘first-order’ know-how
and ‘second-order’ know-how (cf. Elzinga 2016, 7–10).
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Knowing how, then, is a disposition, but not a single-track disposition like a reflex
or a habit. Its exercises are observances of rules or canons or the applications of
criteria [...]. Further, its exercises can be overt or covert, deeds performed or deeds
imagined, words spoken aloud or words heard in one’s head, pictures painted on
canvas or pictures in the mind’s eye. Or they can be amalgamations of the two.
(Ryle 1949, 46)
It is natural to read this to entail that a competence can be exercised in all
the ways Ryle mentions here. And Ryle’s comments on the knowledge how
to tie clove-hitches, as quoted on page 49, also sit well with this interpreta-
tion. This suggests that my thinking about my playing squash, my talking
about squash and my picturing the playing of squash would also qualify as
exercises of my knowledge how to play squash. But it is not clear that this
passage should be read in this way. And given that this interpretation would
lead to a self-contradiction in Ryle’s view, we should look for an alternative.
Fortunately, such an alternative reading is easily available. For the scope
of the quantifiers on the claim under discussion is far from precise. It is not
clear that Ryle wants to say that one and the same competence can be
exercised in all the ways he mentions. Instead, he could just as well want
to say that skills in general can be exercised in all these ways. This, in
turn, is compatible with the view that only some or even no individual
competences can be exercised in all of those ways, as long as there is at
least one competence for each. And clearly, there are competences where
speaking, thinking or imagining are straightforward exercises of them.
Ryle is perfectly clear on this everywhere else. In addition to the above
quotations, Ryle offers another elegant statement of his view:
When a person knows how to do things of a certain sort (e.g., cook omelettes,
design dresses or persuade juries), his performance is in some way governed by
principles, rules, canons, standards or criteria. [...] But his observance of rules,
principles, etc., must, if it is there at all, be realised in his performance of his
tasks. It need not (though it can) be also advertised in an extra performance
of paying some internal or external lip-service to those rules or principles. (Ryle
1945a, 8–9)
In other words, the hallmark of somebody’s knowledge how to A are her
performances in A-ing. Since these rely on her understanding of what it
takes to A well, she can also exhibit what Ryle calls “extra performances”
of other activities such as thinking about the activity A or discussing what
it takes to A well. But this does not show that such performances are also
manifestations of the competence to A. They remain “extra performances”.
In the light of this account, it is also possible to make sense of an idea
which Ryle expresses in passing in the following passages:
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When a person knows how to do things of a certain sort (e.g., make good jokes,
conduct battles or behave at funerals), his knowledge is actualised or exercised
in what he does. It is not exercised (save per accidens) in the propounding of
propositions or in saying “Yes” to those propounded by others. His intelligence
is exhibited by deeds, not by internal or external dicta. A good experimentalist
exercises his skill not in reciting maxims of technology but in making experiments.
(Ryle 1945a, 8)
[T]he engineer’s schooling and workshop experience teach him to design bridges
and not, save per accidens, to build or expound theories. (Ryle 1949, 298)
While Ryle here forcefully reiterates his core contention – that the compe-
tence to A is exercised in A-ing and in A-ing only –, he also speaks of a ‘per
accidens’ exercise of know-how. The distinction between exercising know-
how and otherwise manifesting one’s understanding of an activity clarifies
this notion: The competence to conduct battles is exercised in conducting
battles well and only in conducting battles well. But the understanding of
warfare which is required for this skill can also manifest itself in theorizing
about how to conduct a battle. From the perspective of the competence to
conduct battles, these further manifestations of the understanding involved
are accidental. They are not part of the essence of that competence.
In sum, there is a clear distinction between the exercises of somebody’s
know-how, that is, her engaging in the activity in question, and other forms
in which she may manifest her understanding of that activity.
§ 2.2 Teaching and Assessing
In § 2.1, I have only considered cases where somebody knows how to do
something and therefore also has an understanding of this activity, and
asked how the manifestations of her competence can differ from other man-
ifestations of her understanding of the activity she has the skill to engage in.
This possibility is built into the notion of competence because competence
involves understanding. But there are several different such further ways in
which an understanding of an activity can manifest itself.
In what follows, I shall comment on the two most important cases –
the rather complex phenomenon of teaching an activity on the one hand
and the more basic competence to assess performances of an activity on the
other hand. Following Ryle, I shall argue that the capacity to teach a skill is
independent from having that competence oneself, but that the capacity to
assess performances of an activity is closer connected to that skill – indeed,
it is necessary for it. The latter insight will prove to be crucial at various
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later points in this book and play a crucial role in elucidating the notion of
an understanding of an activity and its standards.
To begin with, I shall follow Ryle in considering a wide notion of teach-
ing. While the paradigm case of teaching, say, how to speak a foreign
language, is certainly a language lesson by a professional language teacher,
there are also other things which fall under this broader notion. For exam-
ple, a language learner can also be taught how to speak a language better
than she already does simply by some small comments and corrections she
receives in her conversations with native speakers. Such remarks certainly
do not require the competence to give a whole training program in the
language, but there is a good sense in which even these count as cases of
teaching, however imperfect.
One of Ryle’s most important points about teaching know-how is this:
Knowing how to behave is exhibited by correct behaviour, just as knowing how
to cook is exhibited by palatable dishes. True, the conscientious man may be
asked to instruct other agents how to behave, and then he will, if he knows how,
publish maxims or specific prescriptions exemplifying maxims. But a man might
know how to behave without knowing how to give good advice. [...] Knowing how
to advise about behaviour is not the same thing as knowing how to behave. It
requires at least three extra techniques: ability to abstract, ability to express and
ability to impress. (Ryle 1945a, 13)
Ryle correctly states that the competence to do something does not entail
the competence to convey one’s know-how. But to draw a more nuanced
picture, it seems that normal people with competences have something like
a minimal capacity to convey their competences. Everybody with sufficient
time, verbal and demonstrative capacities can try to convey their know-how
by showing others how they engage in the activity in question and comment
on it. However, it is crucial to see that having a skill does not entail any
substantial competence at such teaching attempts. In other words, the way
in which every skilled person seems to have a minimal capacity to teach that
competence does not differ from the way in which an intelligent observer
can learn from the example of another person, entirely independently of the
question whether or not that person intends her performances as examples
for the first one to learn from. I shall come back to this issue in § 2.3. In
essence, then, Ryle is right. The competence to do something does not
entail any substantial skill to convey one’s know-how.
However, and much more importantly, the entailment in the other direc-
tion fails to hold, and very clearly so. The sentence left out in the middle
of the passage just considered reads:
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Sometimes a man might give good advice who did not know how to behave. (Ryle
1945a, 13)
Accordingly, it is possible to have an understanding of an activity, and to
know how to teach others in this activity, but still fail to know how to
engage in that activity oneself. The competence to teach something does
not entail the skill to do it oneself.
This is not to deny that it is very helpful for a teacher to also possess
the relevant competence herself, say, the knowledge how to perform a som-
ersault. This way, a teacher has a first-personal experience of performing
a somersault which certainly helps her to give advice on how to behave at
certain stages of the performance. But, again, this does not require that
a teacher must know how to perform a somersault herself, merely because
she is good at teaching how to do it. The most common scenario which
illustrates this point is one in which the teacher used to be able to perform
a somersault, but has lost this competence in the meantime.
However, the clearest cases are those where a teacher never had this
skill herself. Suppose that she is an expert in sports science, as well as
an expert motivational psychologist, as well as an expert teacher, as well
as a specialist for somersaulting. Such a person would have a competence
to teach the somersault which borders on perfection. But all of this does
not entail that she ever acquired the competence to perform a somersault
herself. Ellen Fridland has illustrated this point as follows:
Bela Karoli (Fridland 2012, 9)
Bela Karoli is the world-famous coach of several gold-medal-winning women gym-
nasts. Bela Karoli knows the rules governing the skills that he teaches his athletes,
but he is unable to perform these skills himself. It is not the case that he once
could perform these skills, but is too fat or too old to perform them now. He
never knew how to perform these skills and neither a good diet nor a good time
machine could change that fact. Bela Karoli knows the rules governing the skillful
performance of, e.g., a standing layout on beam, and he also knows how to express
that knowledge in such a way that his gymnasts can apply it to their own learning
and performance. He knows about how to perform a standing layout on beam.
What he does not know, however, is how to perform a standing layout on beam.
I have argued that first-order skills are neither sufficient nor necessary for
second-order skills to teach them. Ryle exemplifies this as well:
Critics & Writers (Ryle 1949, 49)
There have been thoughtful and original literary critics who have formulated ad-
mirable canons and prose style in execrable prose. There have been others who
have employed brilliant English in the expression of the silliest theories of what
constitutes good writing.
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This example is also helpful in order to clarify the limits of the idea that
competences entail a minimal capacity to teach them. I have already said
that such a minimal capacity will often amount to nothing more than the
possibility of practicing while somebody else observes one’s deeds and tries
to learn from what they perceive. The example of writing with literary style
is instructive here because it makes vivid that such ‘lessons’ will sometimes
be of very little use. In order to acquire a novelist’s competences, it is not
only very impractical to sit in on an esteemed novelist’s writing sessions. It
is probably also hopeless to do so.
Thus, teaching an activity is a possible manifestation of an understand-
ing of an activity which is independent from having the knowledge how to
engage in that activity oneself. However, there is a different manifestation of
such an understanding which is indeed necessary for having the competence
oneself – the capacity to assess performances of the activity in question.
Ryle expresses this insight in the slogan that “a person’s appraisals of
his own performances do not differ in kind from his appraisals of those of
others” (Ryle 1949, 52). And given what I have laid out so far, it is easy to
see why this is the case. To know how to do something is to have an ability
to do so well in virtue of one’s understanding of what it takes to do so. But
when I understand what it takes to do something well, my understanding is
not limited to my attempts to live up to these norms. Instead, it can also be
applied to the acts of others. When I assess someone else’s performances, I
appeal to the same standards which also guide my own performances:
Of course, to execute an operation intelligently is not exactly the same thing as
to follow its execution intelligently. The agent is originating, the spectator is only
contemplating. But the rules which the agent observes and the criteria which he
applies are one with those which govern the spectator’s applause and jeers. (Ryle
1949, 53)
However, assessing performances of an activity does not necessarily involve
the capacity to explicate the grounds for these assessments or to express
them in a descriptively and explanatorily rich way. Ryle states that “the
capacity to perform and to appreciate an operation does not necessarily
involve the ability to formulate criticisms or lessons.” (Ryle 1949, 55). And
he gives the following example:
Knotting Sailor (Ryle 1949, 55)
A well-trained sailor boy can both tie complex knots and discern whether someone
else is tying them correctly or incorrectly, deftly or clumsily. But he is probably
incapable of the difficult task of describing in words how the knots should be tied.
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The sailor boy is able to assess attempts to tie complex knots. This compe-
tence is part of his understanding of the tying of these knots, and without
such an understanding, we could not coherently understand him as having
the skill to tie them. But he lacks the appropriate conceptual capacities to
describe or explain how these knots should be tied. He is surely able to re-
fer demonstratively to a variety of examples and assess their respective and
comparative qualities. But he cannot describe these procedures precisely.
However, while the capacity to assess a given performance of an activity
is clearly necessary for having the skill oneself, Ryle is also led to assert
that it is sufficient for having that skill. As I shall argue in the remainder
of this section, this is where Ryle goes against his own declared view, and
he is mistaken in this respect. However, this mistake can be explained in
the light of the specific example he considered.
First, here is how Ryle asserts that skills are not only sufficient for having
the capacity to assess performances of that skill, but also necessary for it:
The knowledge that is required for understanding intelligent performances of a
specific kind is some degree of competence in performances of that kind. [...]
[T]he one necessary condition is that he has some mastery of the art or procedure,
examples of which he is to appraise. (Ryle 1949, 53)
The intelligent performer operates critically, the intelligent spectator follows crit-
ically. Roughly, execution and understandling are merely different exercises of
knowledge of the tricks of the same trade. (Ryle 1949, 54)
The most blatant problem with this view lies in the possibility of being
able to teach others how to do something without having the competence
to do so oneself. This fact is incompatible with the idea that the capacity
to assess a given performance of an activity is sufficient for having the
competence to do so. The simple reason is that being able to teach others
how to do something already involves the capacity to assess performances
of this activity. It would therefore be inconsistent to go on to argue that
this capacity is in turn sufficient for having the competence. For if it were,
every competent teacher of a certain competence would necessarily – and
miraculously – possess that competence herself.
Ryle wants his claim to be taken with a pinch of salt. He remarks that
“the ability to appreciate a performance does not involve the same degree of
competence as the ability to execute it.” (Ryle 1949, 54–55) This is a fair
and important point. But it does not solve Ryle’s present problem. Even
if the capacity to assess performances of a given activity does not entail
a particularly good competence to engage in that activity, the idea that it
entails such a competence at all remains very implausible. Or so I, following
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Ryle himself, have argued earlier. Thus, Ryle is mistaken at this point. The
capacity to assess the quality of performances of an activity is not sufficient
for having the skill to engage in this activity, despite the fact that at least
some degree of proficiency in assessing the quality of performances of an
activity is indeed necessary for having the competence oneself.
But it should be noted that Ryle might well be correct locally as opposed
to globally. That is, it is arguably true for some, but not for all activities
that the capacity to assess performances entails the competence to perform.
The example Ryle mentions in this context is very instructive:
The commentator on Plato’s philosophy need not possess much philosophic origi-
nality, but if he cannot, as too many commentators cannot, appreciate the force,
drift or motive of a philosophical argument, his comments will be worthless. If he
can appreciate them, then he knows how to do part of what Plato knew how to
do. (Ryle 1949, 53–54)
In short, Ryle holds that the competence to assess philosophy is not only
necessary for knowing how to philosophize oneself. It is also sufficient. And
in this case, I am very much inclined to agree. Philosophy seems to be
a kind of activity in which being good at performing and being good at
assessing performances are closely connected. But even if this is indeed the
case for philosophy, and also for other activities, it is clearly still a local
phenomenon. Globally, the capacity to assess performances does not entail
the competence to produce these performances. In § 4.7, I shall come back
to these phenomena and offer an explanation of why and where they occur.
To conclude this section, I would like to propose a further way to see
the distinctions and connections between the competence to do someting,
the competence to assess performances of it and the competence to teach
it. In § 1.2, I have proposed to individuate an activity in terms of the set
of norms which govern it. Therefore, I can distinguish the skill to A from
the skill to assess A-ing and from the skill to teach A-ing by distinguishing
between the norms which govern A-ing, the norms which govern assessing
A-ing, and the norms which govern teaching A-ing.
I take it to be clear that what it takes to do well at A-ing determines
partially, but not fully, what it takes to do well at assessing A-ing. If one
assesses, say, performances of playing football, then part of what makes such
an assessment an accurate assessment is determined by the norms which
govern football. The quality of these assessments is also determined by other
factors – that is, not only by the facts about how well the relevant norms
are met in these performances in question, but also by further elements such
as the amount of time and information which is available to the one making
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the assessment. Thus, A-ing and assessing A-ing are distinct activities, but
they are related because what it takes to do well in the former partially
determines what it takes to do well in the latter.
What it takes to do well at teaching A-ing is also partially, but not
fully determined by what it takes to do well at A-ing. If one teaches skills
at football, then part of what determines the quality of such lessons is
determined by the norms of football because those who have been taught
are supposed to actually live up to these norms later. Further elements also
include the amount of time and information available to the teacher, as well
as the pre-existing skills and health conditions of the students. Again, it
follows that A-ing and teaching A-ing are distinct activities, but they are
related because in the former partially, but not fully determines the latter.
As I have argued, both the competence to A and the competence to
teach A-ing require the capacity to assess A-ing. In chapter 4, I shall come
back to these points and discuss how exactly the capacity to assess A-ing
plays a role both in the teaching of A-ing and in the activity of A-ing itself.
Before this, however, I will now go on to follow Ryle’s further discussion of
the role of the intellect in intelligence.
§ 2.3 Learning and the Intellect
In sections § 2.1 and § 2.2, I have discussed the exercise of know-how and
the way in which the underlying understanding of an activity can manifest
itself in other ways. It has turned out that a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for having a competence is the capacity to assess performances of
the activity in question. And it has turned out that a sufficient, but not
necessary condition for the knowledge how to make such assessments is the
capacity to teach the competence in question to others. Now, I shall turn
the tables and look at the acquisition of know-how not from the side of the
teacher, but from the side of the learner. This, I will argue, sheds more
light on the notion of understanding activities. The key to this argument is
Ryle’s discussion of what he calls ‘the intellect’.
To begin with, Ryle is very careful to distinguish the intellect from in-
telligence and thereby from know-how. Most pointedly, he declares that
“ ‘Intelligent’ cannot be defined in terms of ‘intellectual’ [...].” (Ryle 1949,
32). But already in chapter II of The Concept of Mind, the chapter on
know-how, he draws a closer connection between know-how and ‘intellec-
tual capacities’, one which is entirely compatible with the earlier insistence
that the latter does not define the former. He writes:
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It will be shown later (in Chapter IX), that the learning of all but the most unso-
phisticated of knacks requires some intellectual capacity. The ability to do things
in accordance with instructions necessitates understanding these instructions. So
some propositional competence is a condition of acquiring any of these compe-
tences. [...] I could not have learned the breast stroke, if I had not been able to
understand the lessons given to me in that stroke [...]. (Ryle 1949, 48)
Thus, learning a skill from instruction involves the intellect. It involves un-
derstanding the instructions one is given and this involves something which
Ryle calls, without much further elaboration, a “propositional competence”.
These promissory notes are indeed taken up in chapter IX of The Concept
of Mind, but Ryle explicitly mentions how his discussion of the intellect
bears on the problem on know-how only in chapter II. I shall argue that
Ryle’s discussion of the intellect in chapter IX ties in well with his earlier
elaboration of the concept of know-how and with his claim that instances
of know-how “require some intellectual capacity” (Ryle 1949, 48).
I suggest that what Ryle here discusses under the label ‘intellectual
capacity’ is nothing other but the understanding of an activity which is
required for knowing how to engage in it (cf. § 1.5). If so, it is perfectly
clear why “the most unsophisticated of knacks” do not require intellectual
capacities (cf. Ryle 1949, 48). These are not competences, but mere abilities
or dispositions. Intelligence requires the intellect.
On the face of it, the term ‘the intellect’ may appear way too specific
and sophisticated in order to be the kind of thing that underlies the whole
variety of activities one may have a competence to engage in. After all, skills
include much more than the practices of intellectuals and Ryle is very aware
of this (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14). However, he is willing to use
the terms ‘intellect’ and ‘intellectual’ even for those cases. In the passage
just quoted from chapter II, he names even the activity of swimming the
breast stroke as a skill which involves the intellect. And at the end of chapter
IX, he repeats this assessment more generally:
It is easy to see that intellectual development is a condition of the existence of
all but the most primitive occupations and interest. [...] We do not have to be
scientists in order to solve anagrams, or play whist. But we have to be literate
and be able to add and subtract. (Ryle 1949, 298)
But if ‘the intellect’ is supposed to cover all cases of understanding activities,
how are we to make sense of this term? On Ryle’s view, we can understand
the intellect in terms of the practice of teaching and learning. An intellectual
feature turns out to be just that kind of feature which one paradigmatically
acquires by learning it from somebody else who teaches it. He writes:
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There is one idea not far from the forefront of most people’s minds when they con-
trast intellectual powers and performances with other powers and performances,
namely that of schooling. The intellectual powers are those or some of those which
are developed by set lessons and tested by set examinations. Intellectual tasks are
those or some of those which only the schooled can perform. (Ryle 1949, 268)
[I]t is in terms of didactic discourse that the concept of the intellect is being elu-
cidated. At least an important part of what we mean by ‘intellectual powers’ is
those specific capacities which are originally inculcated and developed predomi-
nantly by didactic discourse [...]. (Ryle 1949, 291)
It is important to stress that Ryle never equates the intellect with what
one has been taught. He only says that the intellect is “elucidated” by
learning and teaching and that “[a]t least an important part” of intellectual
accomplishments are acquired by being taught (Ryle 1949, 291). But how
should the intellect be understood more precisely?
I propose to clarify Ryle’s view by leveraging the explanatory weight
away from teaching and over to learning. On this view, a feature is an
intellectual feature – an instance of understanding or knowledge – just in
case it has been acquired by learning it – be it by being taught or in other
ways. I take it that this interpretation is most faithful to the progression
of Ryle’s elaboration of the intellect over the course of the whole of chapter
IX. To see why, consider the following idea with which Ryle starts:
Native or untutored knacks are not classed with intellectual proficiencies, and even
arts learned mainly by sheer imitation, like skipping, playing Snap, and chatting,
are not spoken of as intellectual accomplishments. This certificate is reserved for
exploitations of lessons learned at least in part from books and lectures, or, in
general, from didactic discourse. (Ryle 1949, 268)
Later, Ryle distinguishes these two claims more carefully, maintaining one
and retracting the other. On the one hand, he defends the claim that native
capacities are not intelligent, i.e. not guided by the intellect. And rightly
so. Since competences involve an understanding of what activities require,
they cannot come into existence in any way which does not involve the
acquisition of such an understanding. Know-how requires learning.3
3 There are certainly borderline cases with respect to the criterion that know-how must
be acquired by learning. But these borderline cases are at the vague and context-
dependent borderline between basic and non-basic actions on which I have already
commented in § 1.5 and § 1.7. For example, one may say that I learned how to wiggle
my ears because I have tried doing so often enough, grimacing awkwardly in front of a
mirror. At some point, I got the hang of it and acquired this ability. But there is only
a very far-fetched sense in which I now know how to wiggle my ears. This is because
there is only a far-fetched sense in which I have an understanding of ear-wiggling which
guides my performances. I just do this as a basic action. I shall come back to this on
page 151 and discuss a puzzle case involving ear-wiggling by Bengson & Moffett.
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On the other hand, Ryle quickly steps back from the claim that learning
competences necessarily requires being taught in ‘didactic discourse’:
Of course, not all teaching is done by talking didactically. Infants learn things by
following examples which may, or may not, be deliberately set for their imitation.
Some lessons are taught by deliberately setting examples and giving demonstra-
tions. (Ryle 1949, 292)
Didactic influence can be exerted not only by one person upon another but also
by one person upon himself. He can coach himself to say and do things which are
not echoes of the words in which that coaching is given. [...] When we comment
on a person’s intellectual proficiencies and limitations, the main things we have in
mind are his efficiency and keenness in making such advances. (Ryle 1949, 294)
In the first of these passages, Ryle extends his conception of teaching from
what he takes to be the paradigm cases of ‘talking didactically’ to other
practices, including non-verbal ones where students gain insight from ex-
ample and demonstration. And in the second passage just two pages later,
it turns out that the core of the intellectual is not what teachers do, but
what learners do. To learn, in this sense, is to continue to be open to
improvement. And this crucially includes practices of teaching oneself.
This opens up the possibility of conceiving of even further situations as
‘teaching’ somebody something.4 In fact, it already entails this. A student
can learn from a teacher’s example, but what matters in the end is not the
fact that the example has been set by a teacher, but the fact that a student
takes her teacher’s performances as an example she can learn from. But
then it follows that a student can also learn from other examples which
are instructive to her, even if these were not intended as demonstrations.
Somebody who secretly observes a carpenter manufacture a piece of furni-
ture can, given suitable background competences, learn from this example
how to manufacture another such piece. Despite the fact that the carpen-
ter’s work is not set as an example for others to learn, it nevertheless is an
example from which others can learn. What counts is not what teachers set
as examples for learners, but what learners take as examples.
This point can also be found explicitly earlier in Ryle’s discussion:
But it would be quite possible for a boy to learn chess without even hearing or
reading the rules at all. By watching the moves made by others and by noticing
which of his own moves were conceded and which were rejected, he could pick up
the art of playing correctly while still quite unable to propound the regulations
4 Katherine Hawley has offered an illuminating discussion of teaching and learning of
know-how (cf. Hawley 2010). She also poses a problem for anti-intellectualism con-
cerning know-how from testimony. I comment on this topic in § 2.5 and § 6.3.
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in terms of which ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ are defined. We all learned the rules
of hunt-the-thimble and hide-and-seek and the elementary rules of grammar and
logic in this way. We learn how by practice, scooled indeed by criticism and
example, but often quite unaided by any lessons in the theory. (Ryle 1949, 41)
The general aim of this passage is to defend the view that competences
do not require explicit knowledge of rules or norms, a point I have already
stressed and discussed in § 1.5 and § 2.2. But Ryle also states – in passing,
but very explicitly – that somebody can “pick up the art of playing correctly”
– i.e. acquire the competence to play correctly – simply by keen observation.
Thus, the explanatory burden in Ryle’s elucidation of the concept of the
intellect lies clearly on the idea of learning, and not on the specificities of
teaching. Teaching is the paradigm source of learning, but learning is still
a broader affair which also covers cases in which learners are not taught.
Still, there appears to be a sense in which teaching is more than the
paradigm source of learning. It could very well be the origin of all instances
of learning, even if those later instances do not then involve teaching. For
example, the secret observer of the carpenter just imagined can only learn
from her example if he is able to grasp her example as an example for
himself to learn from. But maybe this is only possible if the observer has
himself already received some explicit teaching. If this is true, one can learn
without being taught, but one cannot learn without being taught unless one
has been taught before. This clarification notwithstanding, I maintain that
not every instance of learning involves being taught there and then.
§ 2.4 Acquisition and Improvement
I have argued that Ryle’s elucidation of the concept of the intellect in chapter
IX of The Concept of Mind is centered around the capacity to learn and
improve. In this section, I shall expand on this argument. On the one hand,
I will tie this discussion back to the specific issue of competences. And on
the other hand, I will take into account the double nature of the notion of
learning, both as acquisition of a skill and as its improvement.
In fact, Ryle’s concern for the capacity to learn is not limited to his
discussion of the intellect chapter IX. This is also what he uses to demarcate
know-how in chapter II. An important passage which I already employed in
§ 1.5 ties the understanding of norms very closely to learning:
To be intelligent is not merely to satisfy criteria, but to apply them; to regulate
one’s actions and not merely to be well-regulated. A person’s performance is
described as careful or skilful, if in his operations he is ready to repeat and improve
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on successes, to profit from the examples of others and so forth. He applies criteria
in performing critically, that is, in trying to get things right. (Ryle 1949, 29)
Later, Ryle even stresses the connection between know-how and continuous
improvement as something essential to know-how:
It is of the essence of intelligent practices that one performance is modified by its
predecessors. The agent is still learning. (Ryle 1949, 42)
Thus, the core criterion for demarcating know-how as an ability to succeed
in virtue of understanding has as its essence what Ryle otherwise calls an
‘intellectual’ feature – an understanding acquired and continuously refined
by learning. Again, intelligence requires the intellect.
To be clear, the criterion that current exercises of one’s competences
must always be used to improve on future such exercises should not be
too strong. Ryle’s formulation that it is essential “that one performance is
modified by its predecessors” (Ryle 1949, 42) is clearly too demanding. For
example, this would make it difficult to conceive of an exercise of a skill
which is known to be the very last – say, when somebody knows that they
will die shortly afterwards. Instead, Ryle’s idea is that something counts
as an exercise of a competence only if it is possible for this performance to
figure in the future improvement of that competence. In Ryle’s more apt
formulation, he speaks of readiness to continue to learn, of being “ready to
repeat and improve on successes [...] and so forth” (Ryle 1949, 29).
But how is such a possibility and readiness to learn essential to a per-
formance’s being an exercise of know-how? As I have laid out so far, it
is essential to an ability’s being know-how that it involves an understand-
ing of what it takes to succeed in the activity in question – a capacity to
assess performances against the standards of this activity. On this basis,
the possibility to implement these assessments in one’s further conduct al-
ready shows that know-how essentially involves the possibility to learn from
past conduct. For now, I will have to leave this argument at this intuitive
sketch. However, I will return to this crucial idea in § 4.4, where I spell out
this notion of an implementation of assessments more fully.
I have argued that intelligence requires the intellect in the sense that
know-how requires an understanding acquired and continuously refined by
learning. Apart from the general argument for this claim I have laid out so
far, there is also a further systematic case to be made.5
5 Will Small has recently suggested further arguments in this direction (cf. Small (2014),
with particular emphasis on the social aspects of learning and teaching skills and on
learning through guided practice. While I cannot discuss these considerations here in
detail, I take it that the view presented here is very much in the same spirit.
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As I have argued, to know how to do something is to be able to meet the
norms of an activity in virtue of guidance of an understanding of them. But
there is a spectrum of differences between individual activities with respect
to the question how fixed or settled these norms are. At one end, there
are activities the standards of which are entirely or almost entirely settled
– such as calculating the sums of one-digit numbers in the decimal system.
At the other end, there are activities the standards of which are entirely or
almost entirely variable – such as entertaining an audience with jokes. But
it does not matter where any specific activity and or competence lies in this
spectrum, such as the ones I mentioned here. Given vagueness and context-
dependence (cf. § 1.2 and § 1.7), this is complicated anyway. What matters
is only that there is such a spectrum, with certain examples here and there.
Normally, activities lie somewhere between these extremes, with some
aspects settled and others in flux. In particular, very general norms are
often rather stable while their consequences for specific cases and situations
are more variable. In any case, I shall formulate my argument for the view
that intelligence involves continuous learning in terms of these extremes,
but my considerations will also apply at any point in between.
On the one hand, if a normative standard is in flux, I take it to be very
clear that guidance by such a norm requires the continuous awareness of
these changes and appropriate adjustments. Suppose that somebody either
fails to realize that it takes something else to surprise an audience with
a new joke than it took an hour ago, or who does realize this, but fails to
adjust to it. Ceteris paribus, such a person would not count as competent at
surprising people with new jokes. Thus, guidance by norms in flux requires
continuous learning because it requires continous adjustment to changes.
On the other hand, consider normative standards which are completely
settled. Arguably, nobody meets these normative demands perfectly – that
is, always, in every respect and to a degree of 100%. Even if some perfor-
mances are perfect in some respects, there is always room for improvement
in elsewhere such as in reliability, efficiency, elegance or ease. Competences
entail an awareness of this and the drive for improvement where possible.
Ryle understands moral knowledge as know-how rather than as proposi-
tional knowledge. On this basis, he beautifully illustrates the present point
by generalizing from moral knowledge to know-how in general:
Moral imperatives and ought-statements have no place in the lives of saints or
complete sinners. For saints are not still learning how to behave and complete
sinners have not yet begun to learn. So neither experiences scruples. Neither
considers maxims. Logical rules, tactical maxims and technical canons are in the
same way helpful only to the half-trained. (Ryle 1945a, 14)
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Maxims, imperatives and ought-statements about what to do are helpful
only for those who still learn. But this is true of all of us. Just like every
real person is somewhere in between being a sinner and being a saint, every
real competence is somewhere in between perfection and failure.
As a side note, it is important to see that Ryle’s talk of imperatives does
not undermine the fact that genuine knowledge is involved here, despite the
fact that Ryle attempts a quick argument on this direction elsewhere:
[W]hen we try to express these principles we find that they cannot easily be put
in the indicative mood. They fall automatically into the imperative mood. Hence
comes the awkwardness for the intellectualist theories of stating what are the
truths, or facts which we acknowledge when we acknowledge a rule or maxim. We
cannot call an imperative a truth or falsehood. (Ryle 1945a, 12)
Ryle makes this case only here. Elsewhere, he easily switches between im-
perative and declarative expressions, both in other passages of his Presiden-
tial address and in The Concept of Mind. Accordingly, I shall continue to
disregard this distinction. For the purposes of this book then, imperatives
which express the command to do certain things in order to, say, cook a
certain dish, and can be reformulated in declarative statements which assert
that doing so is what one should or ought to do in order to cook that dish.
In sum, understanding the normative requirements of an activity in-
volves the insight that one’s competence can always be improved. Every
attempt is an opportunity to refine and improve one’s competence, and es-
sentially so. In this sense, exercising know-how is “performing critically”
(Ryle 1949, 29) and making sure that “one performance is modified by its
predecessors” because one is “still learning” (Ryle 1949, 42). It is in terms of
this idea of learning – from teaching and practical experience – that we can
elucidate what it is to understand an activity. My proposal for an account
of understanding and guidance in chapter 4 will be in precisely this spirit.
§ 2.5 A Place for Propositional Knowledge
I have argued that the understanding of an activity and its normative de-
mands which underlies the competence to engage in it is, in Ryle’s word,
something intellectual. It is something which is acquired by learning, the
paradigm of which is learning by being taught. Given this background, I
shall now go on to show that there also is a place for propositional knowl-
edge in every competence. Understanding an activity requires at least some
propositional knowledge. As I shall argue, propositional knowledge plays a
crucial role in the acquisition of know-how.
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This insight can also be found very clearly in Ryle’s own texts, despite
the fact that received interpretations of Ryle have him denying any role
of propositional knowledge. While I will comment on these views later, in
§ 2.6, the present section is devoted to the systematic positive case for a
place for propositional knowledge.
The key to this point lies in the close connections Ryle draws between
two concepts: being able to talk didactically and having theories or plans.
To begin with, Ryle has a very broad notion of ‘theory’ and ‘theorizing’:
[T]he word ‘theory’ has widely different senses. Sherlock Holmes’s theories were
not built by the same methods as those of Marx, nor were the uses or applications
of them similar to those of Marx. But both were alike in delivering their theories
in didactic prose. (Ryle 1949, 269)
[I]n talking of building theories I am not referring only to the classical examples
of famous discoveries but to a class of tasks in which all people who have had any
education participate to some degree on some occasions. [...] I am also using the
word ‘theory’ to cover the results of any kind of systematic inquiry, whether or
not the results make up a deductive system. (Ryle 1949, 272)
Thus, any piece of insight which can be expressed in what Ryle calls ‘didactic
prose’ qualifies as a bit of theory in this broad sense. And at least in
principle, theories or plans are the kind of thing which one can teach or tell:
[T]o have a theory or plan is to be prepared either to tell it or to apply it, if
occasion arises to do so. [...] Having a theory or plan is not merely being able to
tell what one’s theory or plan is. Being able to tell a theory is, in fact, being able
to make just one, namely the didactic exploitation of it. (Ryle 1949, 270)
We might say, therefore, that in theorizing the soul is, inter alia, preparing itself to
talk or write didactically; and that the intended benefits to the recipient consist
of acquired preparednesses to act and react in various new ways, only some of
which will themselves be further didactic pronouncements. (Ryle 1949, 271)
Thus, theories or plans are what can be expressed didactically, which is to
say that they can be told to somebody else. And at this point, Ryle finally
seems to feel comfortable to introduce a notion he otherwise eschews:
It will not escape those who are familiar with the philosophical discussions of the
nature and status of what are called ‘propositions’, that the predicates by which
propositions are described are just those which do belong ex officio to the jobs of
didactic discourse [...]. It is no accident that some theorists like to define ‘intel-
lectual operations’ as operations with propositions, or that other theorists like to
define ‘propositions’ as the product or implements of intellectual operations. Both
are implicitly referring to our lesson giving, lesson taking and lesson using activ-
ities and powers, without, of course, explicitly mentioning such vulgar matters.
(Ryle 1949, 293)
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In his own explanations, Ryle largely avoids to use the term ‘proposition’
himself. But he does not strictly refuse to use this notion. After all, he
explicitly states that the intellectual competence involved in understanding
activities is a “propositional competence”. (Ryle 1949, 48) But here, finally,
he explains how to understand this notion. Propositions are the contents of
teachings and tellings, of rememberings, thinkings, and so forth.
It is useful to have a conception of such contents as propositions because
what we teach and tell each other, what we listen to, repeat and eventually
learn are things which it is useful to be able to identify and re-identify
intersubjectively and intrasubjectively. For example, I can think the same
thing on different occasions, forget it in between and be reminded of it
by somebody else who explicitly asserts this thought. Ryle expresses this
insight by saying that “the predicates by which propositions are described”
include that they can be “accumutaled, assembled, compared, sifted, and
criticized” (Ryle 1949, 292–293). According to him, these characterizations
are precisely “the predicates [...] which do belong ex officio to the jobs of
didactic discourse” (Ryle 1949, 293).6 And of course, this view of the role
of propositions is widely shared and usually expressed as the idea that we
need to appeal to them in explaining propositional attitudes.7
Finally, Ryle claims that the natural goal of our intellectual endeavors
turns out to be a specific propositional attitude – knowledge:
When we speak of the intellect or, better of the intellectual powers and perfor-
mances of persons, we are referring primarily to that special class of operations
which constitute theorizing. The goal of these operations is the knowledge of true
propositions or facts. (Ryle 1949, 27)
Paradigmatically and in the case of success, what a student acquires by
learning it from a teacher who tells her something is propositional knowledge
by her teacher’s testimony.8 And such testimonial propositional knowledge
is therefore an important part of what it means to understand an activity,
and therefore also of what it means to be guided by such an understanding.
Ryle brings up the concept of a proposition only in passing and only at the
end of his discussion of the intellect because he is engaged in a larger project
6 Ryle defended a similar position in his early “Are There Propositions?” (cf. Ryle 1930)
7 There is a substantial debate about the nature of propositions and about the way they
are involved in the explanation of propositional attitudes (cf. Brogaard 2008a; McGrath
2012; McKay & Nelson 2010; King 2011; Fitch & Nelson 2013). Nevertheless, I take it
that Ryle’s explication of the place of propositionality is sufficiently uncontroversial.
8 Of course, there are many important and interesting problems in the epistemology of
testimony on which I cannot comment here (cf. e.g. Adler 2012). My claim that the
cases described constitute cases of testimony is intended to be neutral with respect to
both additional and more specific questions.
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trying to demystify this notion. But given his own account of the intellect
and his explications of the point of these notions, it is now safe to use this
concept in the way he offers himself.
This has merely been a sketch of the place of the notion of propositional
knowledge and of Ryle’s view of this notion.9 Still, this finally puts us in
a position to make the case for a place for propositional knowledge in the
acquisition and possession of know-how.
I have already claimed that propositional knowledge is involved in the
understanding of what an activity requires. But why exactly should this
be so? In what follows, I shall argue that propositional knowledge plays a
crucial role in the process of learning a competence. To see this, it is in-
structive to consider the way in which Ryle describes swimming instructions
as a paradigm example for learning by being taught:
Didactic talk is meant to instruct. The swimming instructor says things to his
pupils, but he is not primarily intending to get the pupil to say those same things.
He intends him now to make the required strokes with his arms and legs and
later to make strokes like these without the accompaniment of spoken or silent
instructions. Ultimately, perhaps, the pupil will teach other novices to swim, or at
least teach himself to make new strokes or to make the old strokes in more difficult
conditions. Learning the imparted lesson is becoming competent, not merely or
primarily to parrot it, but to do a systematic variety of other things. The same
holds good of more academic lessons [...]. (Ryle 1949, 293–294)
What a swimming instructor wants her pupils to acquire is the skill to swim.
That is, she wants them to acquire an ability to swim well in virtue of an
understanding of what it takes to swim. In this passage, Ryle says twice
that such a teacher does “not primarily” want her student to be able to
repeat the given instructions. And this is fair enough because the student is
supposed to manifest his understanding of what it takes to swim by swim-
ming well rather than in any other way (cf. § 2.1). But because what should
become manifest is an understanding of what it takes to swim, the student
thereby also acquires the ability to manifest this understanding in other
ways. Teaching something “not primarily” is still teaching it – ‘secondarily’
or ‘per accidens’, to borrow Ryle’s own expression (cf. Ryle 1945a, 8; Ryle
1949, 298) on which I have commented in § 2.1.
Thus, a student who is verbally instructed in swimming does not merely
have an opportunity to learn how to swim. He can also gain testimonial
propositional knowledge about swimming. Afterwards, his understanding
of swimming can manifest itself for example when he passes on the lesson
he has received – i.e. when he expresses this propositional knowledge.
9 John Hyman (1999) and Michael Kremer (2016) discuss this topic more thoroughly.
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But these developments can also be connected. The propositional knowl-
edge which the student acquires often figures as a stepping stone in the
process of acquiring an understanding of the activity in question and the
competence to engage in that activity. Ryle writes:
It is, of course, true that when people can reason intelligently, logicians can then
extract the nerve of a range of similar inferences and exhibit this nerve in a
logicians’ formula. And they can teach it in lessons to novices who first learn the
formula by heart and later find out how to detect the presence of a common nerve
in a variety of formally similar but materially different arguments. (Ryle 1945a, 7)
In such a cases, some of the rules or norms which givern the activity in
question are expressed by a teacher in propositional form, and then conveyed
to students who can come to acquire testimonial propositional knowledge
about the activity in question.
Of course, and as discussed in § 2.3 and § 2.4, competences are not always
learned by being taught. But all of them are acquired by some process of
learning. How is propositional knowledge involved in these other cases?
One important family of cases involves learning from trial and error and
by coincidence. Ruth Millikan puts this as follows:
Pink Ice Cream (Millikan 2000, 64)
[O]bserving only once that you have a certain capacity can immediately turn it
into an ability. Anything that you find out you can effect immediately becomes
an ability. Having observed that stirring the red strawberries into the vanilla ice
cream turns it pink, the child knows how to make pink ice cream.
In such a case, the child has gained propositional knowledge through her
experiences of playing around with food. She has acquired a competence
– knowlede how to make pink ice cream – because she has learned that
stirring the red strawberries into the vanilla ice cream turns it pink and
because she was antecedently able to do just that. The child already had a
sufficiently rich understanding of what it takes to color ice cream such that
she was able to realize that stirring something into it may do the job.
In this and other ways, crucial pieces of propositional knowledge can
play the role of a stepping stone in gaining or deepening the understanding
of an activity. Millikan’s Pink Ice Cream brings out that it is less impor-
tant whether the relevant propositions were learned from a teacher or from
experience or, indeed, from any other source. What counts in the end is
their role in making the understanding of the relevant activity sufficiently
rich such that the person is then able to guide herself in the light of this
understanding and actually proceed to engage in the activity herself.
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One can even generalize from examples like these. As discussed in § 2.3
and § 2.4, there are many ways in which somebody may acquire or improve a
competence in learning – whether by being taught explicitly, or by observing
somebody else, or even by observing their own acts and seeing the potential
for improvement. In all of these cases, there is a clear sense in which such
a learner gains knowledge about the quality of specific token performances.
Whatever the relevant example was, the learner comes to know that this
example was a good or a bad exercise of the relevant activity, or an efficient
or a subtle one, or indeed any other relevant kind of normative qualifica-
tion. Thus, every case of competence-learning involves such propositional
knowledge, even if this knowledge is merely demonstrative.
I will elaborate on this crucial point in chapter 4, and particularly in
§ 4.3. As I shall argue there, there is even an additional case to be made
why every competence involves such propositional knowledge. As of now,
however, I have merely argued that propositional knowledge plays a crucial
role in the acquisition of know-how, among other things as a steppig stone
in gaining the understanding which is involved in competence.
But it should be noted that this does not show that learning a compe-
tence necessarily involves propositional knowledge rather than merely true
belief or merely justified true belief. However, as I will argue with respect
to the problem of epistemic luck in § 6.3, this is a strength rather than a
weakness. While Ryle’s paradigm case of learning by being taught is cer-
tainly such that the true beliefs in question do amount to knowledge qua
expert testimony, many other cases can also be construed in such a way that
no full-blown knowledge is involved. But since successful cases of testimony
nevertheless form the core of the practice of explicit teaching, it remains
true that propositional knowledge is crucial for acquiring know-how.
And the same holds for other cases of learning. The observational beliefs
about specific instances of exercising a given activity may be nothing more
than true beliefs. But if all goes well, they, too, will amount to genuine
propositional knowledge.
§ 2.6 Ryle on Knowledge and the Mind
In the preceding sections, I have offered an interpretation of Ryle’s texts, and
the beginnings of an independently developed Rylean account. The resulting
views include a number of elements which may seem alien to Ryle. In this
final section of this chapter, I would like to point out where the account
offered in this book departs from Ryle. I will mainly comment on the role
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of propositional knowledge as a necessary condition of competence and on
the question of primacy between know-how and propositional knowledge.
At the end, I will close with some remarks on the place of know-how in the
whole of Ryle’s The Concept of Mind, and on Ryle’s stance on behaviorism.
As for the first point, it is fair to say that the received view of Ryle’s
philosophical outlook is one which does not reserve any substantial role for
propositional knowledge. And there are indeed passages in which Ryle ex-
plicitly states that know-how does not require any propositional knowledge.
However, I hope to have shown that the best account of Ryle’s discussion
of know-how and of his own view of the place and point of the notion of
propositional knowledge entails that these dissenting statements should be
seen as less decisive. In order to save the coherence of the Rylean view
defended here, some of Ryle’s own words must be explained away.
In order to spell out how this can be accomplished, I shall comment on
the clearest passage in question. Ryle declares:
Efficient practice precedes the theory of it; methodologies presuppose the appli-
cation of the methods, of the critical investigation of which they are products. It
was because Aristotle found himself and others reasoning now intelligently and
now stupidly and it was because Izaak Walton found himself and others angling
sometimes effectively and sometimes ineffectively that both were able to give to
their pupils the maxims and prescriptions of their arts. It is therefore possible
for people intelligently to perform some sorts of operations when they are not yet
able to consider any propositions enjoining how they should be performed. (Ryle
1949, 31)
The last sentence of this passage clearly denies that know-how could possibly
require any propositional attitude, let alone knowledge, about how a given
activity should be performed. But it is crucial to see that the sentences
which precede this assertion do not constitute an argument for this view,
despite the fact that Ryle uses “therefore” to indicate this.
He begins with the observation that people who have developed influen-
tial theories of activities such as arguing and inferring in the case of Aristotle
and fishing in the case of Izaak Walton could not possibly have done what
they have done were it not for the fact that these practices were already
functioning well. In this sense, intelligent practice clearly precedes theory.
Elsewhere, Ryle makes this point with the aid of elegant analogies:
In short the propositional acknowledgement of rules, reasons or principles is not
the parent of the intelligent application of them; it is a step-child of that applica-
tion. (Ryle 1945a, 9)
Rules, like birds, must live before they can be stuffed. (Ryle 1945a, 11)
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But unfortunately, this insight does not entail what Ryle takes it to entail.
Given his own clarification of the concepts of theory, plan, and proposition
(cf. § 2.5), there is lots of propositional knowledge to be had which does not
amount to advanced theory. The fact that there must already be compe-
tences before their advanced theory can come into being does not entail the
possibility of competences without any propositional knowledge whatsoever.
I propose to diagnose this shortcoming as a lack of oversight over the
whole of The Concept of Mind. In the passage just considered, which stems
from page 31 of this monograph, Ryle uses the term “theory” in a narrow
sense, referring to advanced and explicit theory involving sufficiently rich
descriptions and explanations. In § 2.5, I have argued that Ryle liberalizes
the use of the notion of theory in chapter IX so as to include all the mundane
things which “all people who have had any education” can come to know
(Ryle 1949, 272).
This can be illustrated with an example which Ryle discusses just before
the passage under consideration:
The wit, when challenged to cite the maxims, or canons, by which he constructs
and appreciates jokes, is unable to answer. He knows how to make good jokes and
how to detect bad ones, but he cannot tell us or himself any recipes for them. So
the practice of humour is not a client of its theory. (Ryle 1949, 30)
Know-how certainly does not require the ability to give a “recipe” for per-
forming well – a complete or near-complete statement of all and only those
steps necessary in order to succeed. However, it does require the competence
to detect failure, which is part of the general requirement of the capacity to
assess performances in general. This, however, is intelligible only if we can
understand the person in question as having some propositional knowledge.
First, as discussed in § 2.5, detecting failure requires knowledge of nec-
essary conditions which must be satisfied for a performance to qualify as
meeting the norms of an activity. In the case of joking, these necessary
conditions might be hard to state or even very trivial – à la “A joke can be
good only if at least some people can get it”. But this difficulty is beside the
current point. However the relevant knowledge is to be construed precisely,
somebody who has no such propositional knowledge whatsoever cannot be
understood as knowing how to make jokes.
Second, as I will spell out in more detail in chapter 4, it is not even
necessary to be able to describe such necessary conditions in any substantial
way. For the capacity to “detect” successes and failures, as Ryle puts it in the
passage just quoted, it is already sufficient to be able to refer demonstratively
to certain cases. It is already full-blown propositional knowlede to know de
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re, of a given performance, that it is a failure, or a success, or how else it may
be evaluated with respect to the relevant activity. Having such propositional
knowledge is necessary for know-how.
I take it that a large part of Ryle’s criticism of the idea that propositional
knowledge plays an important role for know-how stems from the fact that
focused on propositions of the form of universally quantified rules or maxims
where “the reason, or maxim, is inevitably a proposition of some generality”
(Ryle 1949, 31). If this arbitrary restriction is lifted, it becomes even clearer
why propositional knowledge is involved in know-how.
At the end of his discussion of the intellect, Ryle is much clearer about
the relationship between know-how and propositional knowledge, or between
intelligence and the intellect. There is even a subsection with the telling title
“The Primacy of the Intellect”, which starts as follows:
It is now easy to distinguish the sense in which intellectual operations are higher
than, and do ‘govern’, the exercises of other mental capacities, from the sense in
which I have denied that the occurrence of intellectual operations is implied in all
those descriptions we give of people’s actions and reactions which embody mental
concepts. (Ryle 1949, 295–296)
Accordingly, it is one thing to say that having know-how requires having
propositional knowledge about the activity in question. It is quite another
thing to say that such (or any) propositional knowledge must be the object
of explicit thought whenever one exercises a competence or that it single-
handedly explains such an intelligent performance. The latter claim leads to
what Ryle calls ‘the intellectualist legend’, a view which he dismisses with
a forceful regress argument on which I shall comment in chapter 9. Still, it
is important to stress already at this point that Ryle sees no contradiction
between his rejection of intellectualism and his affirmation of the view that
there is, after all, some sense in which the intellect is primary. Competences
are abilities to achieve success in virtue of an understanding of what it takes
to do so – an understanding which involves propositional knowledge.
This naturally leads to the question of priority in the relationship be-
tween know-how and propositional knowledge. At one point, Ryle explicitly
sets out to show that “knowledge-how is a concept logically prior to the con-
cept of knowledge-that” (Ryle 1945a, 4–5) and explains:
[K]nowing-that presupposes knowing-how. [...] To know a truth, I must have
discovered or established it. But discovering and establishing are intelligent op-
erations, requiring rules of method, checks, tests, criteria, etc. A scientist or an
historian is primarily a man who knows how to decide certain sorts of questions.
Only secondarily is he a man who has discovered a lot of facts, i.e., has achieved
successes in his application of these rules, etc. (Ryle 1945a, 15–16)
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Thus, know-how and propositional knowledge presuppose each other – these
kinds of knowledge are essentially interdependent. This interpretation of
Ryle, and the plausibility of view, has been spelled out most clearly by
David Wiggins (2012) and Michael Kremer (2016). Since this topic will
continue to play a role at various points over the course of this book, I shall
here only offer some intitial considerations.10
On the one hand, know-how requires propositional knowledge because
know-how requires an understanding of the activity in question, a necessary
ingredient of which is at least some relevant propositional knowledge about
that activity – e.g. in the form of specific assessments of examples (cf. § 2.5
and § 4.3). On the other hand, Ryle is equally right when he says that
propositional knowledge requires know-how because one cannot know that
something is the case without having exercised one’s competences in order to
find out that it is the case. Of course, it is difficult to name and distinguish
the relevant epistemic competences for every kind of proposition one may
come to know. But one does not have to settle this question in order to see
the present point. For propositional knowledge certainly requires conceptual
capacities, capacities which allow somebody to understand the content of
the proposition in the first place. But,as I will discuss in more detail in
chapter 4, conceptual capacities are themselves competences.
Thus, know-how and propositional knowledge presuppose each other.
They are interdependent. To possess knowledge at all always means to
possess two kinds of knowledge states. But none of these kinds of knowledge
is more fundamental than the other.
In sum, the best interpretation of Ryle’s view includes the claim that
competences require an understanding of activities and this requires at least
a minimum of propositional knowledge about this activity. But this claim
is compatible with Ryle’s rejection of the view that competences require
anything over and above such a minimum of propositional knowledge, let
alone theories or ‘recipes’ of what to do.
To conclude this section, and the present chapter, I would also like to
say a few words about a topic otherwise notoriously associated with Ryle’s
The Concept of Mind – behaviorism. I take it that the fact that I have
been able to tell my Rylean story up to this point without touching on
this issue already shows that Ryle’s thinking about know-how can be seen
as sufficiently independent from the general question of the ontology of
the mind. Instead, the ontological view of behaviorism becomes important
only in the context of the rival ontological claim of Cartesian dualism at
10 For a recent overview over the debate about the relationship between know-how and
propositional knowledge, see Pavese (2016a; 2016b).
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which many of the arguments (and most of the polemic) of Ryle’s book is
directed. For all I have quoted Ryle as saying, and indeed for all he should
have said, he can reject dualism on epistemological grounds, but remain
neutral, perhaps even quietistic, at the ontological level.
One may complain that this is a non-standard interpretation of Ryle,
but this point is unsuccessful as an objection to my project. True, Ryle
concludes this book by remarking that “[t]he general trend of this book will
undoubtedly, and harmlessly, be stigmatized as ‘behaviorist’.” (Ryle 1949,
308) But this characterization is indeed harmless because Ryle sees himself
in the same boat as behaviorists in psychology only with respect to method-
ological and epistemological issues. That is, he also claims that “theories
should be based upon repeatable and publicly checkable observations and
experiments.” (Ryle 1949, 308–309) This methodology, however, is entirely
neutral with regard to the ontological question if all there is to the mental
just is what is overtly available.
Such an interpretation of Ryle’s texts may be less frequent than the stan-
dard assumption. But at the same time, there already is a growing literature
on Ryle which argues that he should not be regarded as a behaviorist, at
all.11 The account developed here is in very good company.
With these findings, I shall now depart from a closer engagement with
Ryle’s texts and proceed to a more systematic development of my own
Rylean position in chapters 3 and 4. In Part Two, this Rylean account will
be defended against a number of problems surrounding the relation between
the Rylean concept of know-how as intelligent ability on the one hand and
the English expression ‘knows how to’ as well as the role of ability on the
other hand. Some of Ryle’s views will continue to come up in several places
along the way. For example, I will comment on what Ryle may have made
of the semantics of ‘knows how to’ in § 7.5, and I will discuss the relationship
between know-how and dispositions, and Ryle’s position on this question,
in § 5.6. Most importantly, I will discuss Ryle’s famous regress argument
against what he calls ‘the intellectualist legend’ in chapter 9.
11 This includes Park (1994), Tanney (2009), and Stout (2003), among others. For dis-
sent, see Stanley (2011b, 7–11).

Chapter 3
Exercising Know-how
According to the Rylean view I have spelled out so far, the concept of know-
how is the concept of a reliable ability to succeed at meeting the norms of
an activity in virtue of being guided by an understanding of these norms.
This raises the question what it is to understand the norms of an activity
and how it is that these intellectual aspects of know-how guide the conduct
of competent actors. In chapter 4, I shall offer answers to these questions.
But before I can do this, I will have discuss something more fundamental,
the question what it is to exercise know-how in the first place. This notion
already played a crucial role in § 2.1, where I discussed Ryle’s considerations
about this issue. But this will have to be substantially refined.
I begin with the notion of automaticity in the exercise of know-how.
In § 3.1, I argue that not every exercise of know-how is an intentional ac-
tion since there are entirely automatic and therefore non-intentional perfor-
mances which nevertheless qualify as genuine exercises of know-how. Then,
in § 3.2, I turn to those exercises of know-how which are intentional actions
and discuss what it is about an intentional action that one explains when
one cites the agent’s competence. In § 3.3, I argue that, despite the fact
that not every exercise of know-how is an intentional action, the possibility
of intentional action is nonetheless crucial for the concept of competence.
In § 3.4, I propose an answer to the pressing question how a perfor-
mance can be completely automatic and at the same time, qua exercise
of competence, be guided by norms. This will lead to some fundamental
considerations concerning norms, normativity and normative guidance.
Finally, § 3.5 comments on consciousness, awareness, and knowledge of
action in the exercise of competences. The closing § 3.6 deals with on the
alleged phenomenological support which the automaticity of competences
is supposed to lend to anti-intellectualism.
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§ 3.1 Automatic Exercises of Competences
Knowing how to do something is knowing how to engage in an activity. But
engaging in an activity need not consist in executing an intentional action.
I have flagged this point already in § 1.1 and so far, this has not made
any difference to the view I have been spelling out. Now, however, I shall
elaborate this point more thoroughly and defend it against some objections.
To begin with, I take it to be phenomenologically clear that at least
some exercises of skills are not intentional actions. Here is a paradigm case:
Unwelcome Sign
I know how to read and I execute this competence very often. But I do not only
execute it intentionally, say, when I read a book which I want to read and which
read for reasons. I also exercise my skill to read when I walk down the street and
happen to see a sign with words written on it. I do not need desires or reasons
in order to read what it says on such a sign. I might even have clear desires and
reasons not to read what the sign says – say, because I do not want to pollute my
mind with advertisements. But I still do read the sign and I read it correctly. I
exercise my know-how completely automatically.
As another case in point, take the drawing of inferences. People often infer
propositions from other propositions without paying any explicit attention
to this. It would be very strange to assume that people always intentionally
infer, say, that there will be thunder soon, from seeing lightning now. Some-
times, such an inference more or less happens to people, rather than that
it is performed as an intentional action. On the other hand, Gilbert Ryle
acted intentionally when he argued that what he calls “Descartes’ Myth” is
false. His inference from the premises he offers to the conclusion that the
view in question is mistaken is something which he draws voluntarily and
which he has reasons for drawing. At least to me, this seems to be a clear
case of the intentional drawing of an inference.
These observations about reading and drawing inferences can be sup-
ported by considering analogous activities which one may know how to
engage in, e.g. reading a map and calculating, which are also paradigmatic
examples of know-how (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14). Sometimes
these things are done voluntarily and intentionally. Other times they are
performed completely automatically (cf. Schneider 1999). Still, all of these
performances are genuine exercises of the respective competences.1
1 These cases may appear strange because they seem to involve motionless performances.
But this worry is unfounded. It is simply false that every intentional action involves
motion. For one thing, Ryle characterizes an “exercise of intelligence” as an “overt
or inner performance” (Ryle 1949, 44) and thereby explicitly includes performances
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I have deliberately proposed these considerations without presenting a
detailed account of the notions of intentionality, intention, and intentional
action, all of which are subject to philosophical debate.2 Perhaps too boldly,
I maintain that whatever one’s philosophical view of intentional action may
be, these cases of completely automatic performances do not amount to
intentional actions on any such view. Such completely automatic acts are
not done with the intention and on the basis of the intention of doing so.
They are also not performed with a reason and for a reason. But intentional
action clearly seems to require at least some criterion along these lines. I
shall come back to these points in § 3.2. The phenomenology of practice
clearly suggests that not every exercise of know-how is intentional, and that
many cases are instead completely automatic.
To clarify, the fact that completely automatic performances are not done
for reasons is entirely compatible with the fact that there still are reasons
for performing them. In Unwelcome Sign on the facing page, the obvious
reason to read the sign in the way I do is that the symbols on the sign mean
what they mean. But, again, when I read this sign completely automatically,
I do not read it for this reason. This is merely a pro tanto reason for me
to read the sign in this way, if I read it at all, and not a reason to do so in
the first place and all things considered. As I construed this case, there are
overriding reasons not to read the sign.
This allows me to point out that the norms which govern an activity
always provide pro tanto reasons to exercise one’s competence in a certain
way, provided one has reason to exercise them at all. Just like the norms of
reading the language in question always provide a reason to read its symbols
in a certain way, the norms of every activity always provide a reason to
engage in them in this rather than in another way. Ryle already sees this
when he continues the passage already quoted on page 18 as follows:
When a person knows how to do things of a certain sort (e.g., cook omelettes,
design dresses or persuade juries), his performance is in some way governed by
principles, rules, canons, standards or criteria. (For most purposes it does not
matter which we say.) It is always possible in principle, if not in practice, to
explain why he tends to succeed, that is, to state the reasons for his actions. It is
tautology to say that there is a method in his cleverness. (Ryle 1945a, 8)
without any directly discernible overt manifestations. Examples for such ‘inner perfor-
mances’ include coming to believe something on the basis of reasoning or calculating
(cf. page 51). For another thing, there are also motionless overt performances. I can
keep a door shut by pressing my hand against it, I can stand still, I can refuse to
answer a question by keeping quiet, I can stare at something intensely, and so forth.
All of these can be performed, both automatically and intentionally, despite the fact
that they are motionless (cf. von Wright 1988, 97; Sandis 2012, 326).
2 For an overview of these problems, see Wilson & Shpall (2012) and Setiya (2014).
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As a further clarification, in calling the latter kinds of performances ‘com-
pletely automatic’, I do not intend to suggest a mechanistic view of these
aspects of human practice. Instead of the term ‘automatic’, I will also talk
of sheer routine acts and performances. But the mechanistic metaphor im-
plicit in the term ‘automatic’ is helpful at least in stating very clearly, and
better that the term ‘routine’, that the performances in question are to be
conceived as completely devoid of intentional action.
Furthermore, there is certainly a continuum between completely auto-
matic performances at the one end and maximally reflective and intentional
acts at the other end. When I discuss completely automatic performances
here, I do not wish to deny this. Methodologically, I try to show that my
account holds for all exercises of know-how, regardless of the exact degree
to which they are automatic or not, by discussing those cases that are in-
deed completely automatic. Mutatis mutandis, my conclusions will then
also apply to all other cases which involve a lower degree of automaticity.
To illustrate this point, let me briefly discuss the view of automaticity
and habituation proposed by Julia Annas (2011). She argues that there is a
crucial distinction between two kinds of automatic or habitualized abilities,
and that only one of these deserves the title “practical expertise”, while the
other one can only be described as “routine” (Annas 2011, 103). What she
has in mind is illustrated by her examples. A person’s drive from home
to work, which she performs almost every day, is a case of “habituation
that results in mere habit and routine”, where “the reaction to the relevant
situation is always the same” (Annas 2011, 102). On the other hand, a
skilled pianist playing a piece she has learned to play and practiced very well
is a different affair. According to Annas, this is a case of practical expertise
which involves “reactions that differentiate among, and are appropriate to,
different situations” (Annas 2011, 102).
This notion of practical expertise has many of the features of the notion
of know-how or competence that I defend here. For example, it involves an
understanding of what Annas calls “the point” of the activity in question
and the drive to improve one’s capacity in this respect (Annas 2011, 104–
105, 108). This makes for a clear contrast with mere routine and what I
call a mere automatized ability.
However, it is not clear in which sense all the individual performances
of driving to work are indeed “always the same”, while all the individual
acts of playing a certain piece on the piano “differentiate among, and are
appropriate to, different situations” (Annas 2011, 102). I take it to be
much more plausible to credit both abilities with some degree of differential
responsiveness to novel situations and with some degree of routinely doing
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the same all over again. Even on a routine commute, a driver has to respond
to today’s traffic in a way which is different from the way she responded to
yesterday’s traffic. And even when playing a very demanding piece for the
first time, a pianist can rely on the fact that at least some of her acts are
routine responses. It is precisely on the basis of these routines that she can
strive to play as best as she can and even to improve her capacities further.
As I have just pointed out, there is a continuum of cases with completely
automatic performances at the one extreme and less and less automatic and
more and more reflective and intentional acts from there on.
Further, Annas thinks that the possibility of the articulation of reasons
and explanations for one’s practice makes for a further distinction between
routine and practical expertise. In cases of routine, she writes, “I have
to detach myself from my ongoing practice” in order to give reasons and
explanations, while in cases of practical expertise, the person’s “thoughts
have effaced themselves, but they have not entirely evaporated” and “they
will become available without her having to detach herself from the activity”
(Annas 2011, 111). Again, however, I contend that this distinction is better
described as a matter of degree than as a substantial distinction marking
off entirely different phenomena. And this is what Annas says for herself
when she mentions the corresponding question of the ability to convey one’s
reasons, explanations and skills to somebody else (cf. Annas 2011, 111).
Accordingly, I take Annas’ examples to illustrate the spectrum of the
degrees of automaticity and routine within the broader notion of know-
how or competence rather than to mark off this concept from something
else entirely. As long as a person is able to exert direct control, or even a
form of indirect control that I will discuss in § 3.4, her performances can be
understood as exercises of genuine competences rather than of mere abilities.
In spite of the unequivocal phenomenological datum of completely auto-
matic exercises of know-how, some philosophers explicitly or implicitly hold
that know-how is a capacity for intentional action and only for intentional
action. For example, Paul Snowdon comments on Ryle’s example of the
skill to draw correct inferences as a case of know-how as follows:
[T]alk of knowing how to F is appropriate only where F represents a genuine
action. [...] [F]orming a belief (by inference) is not an action, but is, rather, a
cognitive development or change. [...] If inference is not an action, then there is
no such thing as knowing how to do it. (Snowdon 2011, 70)
Similarly, Katherine Hawley holds:
[S]uccess cannot amount to knowledge-how unless intentional action is involved.
(Hawley 2003, 26)
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And Jason Stanley and Timothy Williamson also restrict the exercise of
know-how to intentional action alone. Discussing Ryle’s famous anti-intel-
lectualist argument which I shall defend in chapter 9, they write:
(1) If one Fs, one employs knowledge how to F.
[...] Premise (1) is true only when the range of actions is restricted to intentional
actions. (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 413, 415)
In short, the view expressed here is that every exercise of know-how must be
an intentional action. But on the basis of my observations and arguments
above, I would claim to have shown that this view is false – indeed, that it
must be false if our philosophical views are to be faithful to the phenomena.
But if the situation is indeed as obvious as I would like to have it, why
should this mistaken view become so widespread? A closer consideration of
the passages I have just quoted reveals that these philosophers are led to
believe that every exercise of know-how is intentional because they want do
distinguish know-how from what I have called a mere ability:
[T]alk of knowing how to F is appropriate only where F represents a genuine
action. We do not know how to digest food, faint or sweat. We simply are able
to and do these things (in a nonactional sense of ‘do’). (Snowdon 2011, 70)
Digesting food is not something done intentionally, and that is why it is not a
manifestation of knowledge-how. Similarly, Hannah did not intentionally win the
lottery, although she doubtless hoped to win it. So, for premise (1) to be true,
the range of actions under consideration must be restricted to intentional actions,
or perhaps even a proper subset thereof. (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 415)
[S]uccess cannot amount to knowledge-how unless intentional action is involved.
We don’t describe ourselves as knowing how to produce white blood cells. (Hawley
2003, 26)
These cases can be classified along the lines I have proposed in chapter 1 –
indeed, I have already mentioned some of them. Digestion on page 34 is a
mere ability – reliable yet unintelligent success. So is the ability to produce
white blood cells. Maybe sweating and fainting can be classified similarly,
provided one sweats or faints with sufficient reliability in situations of some
specified type. If not, they will go into the same box as Lottery on page 25
and cases of beginner’s luck. These are examples of things one can do, but
in the sense of mere possibility as opposed to reliable ability.
Thus, Snowdon, Hawley and Stanley & Williamson argue that if mere
abilities are not cases of know-how, and if mere abilities are not cases of
intentional action, then every exercise of know-how must involve intentional
action. But this can now be revealed as a fallacy. Given the premises in
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play, it remains perfectly possible to account for the distinction between
know-how and mere ability in terms of something other than intentional
action. And indeed, this is what I supported in detail in § 1.5. Unlike mere
ability, know-how involves success in virtue of normative guidance – an
understanding of and a guidance by the norms of the activity in question.
So far, nothing whatsoever must be said about intentionality.
I conclude that Snowdon, Hawley and Stanley & Williamson are mis-
taken. It is false that every exercise of skill is an intentional action. However,
I shall come back to the relationship between know-how and intentional ac-
tion in § 3.4 and add a more friendly amendment to these criticisms.
Unfortunately, the view defended here gives rise to a problem – a problem
which the philosophers just criticized would be likely to point out now. If
normative guidance is what distinguishes know-how from mere ability, and
if exercising know-how can be automatic, how can one be automatically
guided by norms? It seems rather clear how I can be in control of my living
up to certain norms when I intentionally try to act in accordance with these
norms. But how can I be in control of this when I do not intentionally try
to act in accordance with these norms? When my conformity to certain
norms is an automatism, how can it be a competence?
This worry is a serious and important. But before giving a direct answer
in § 3.4, I would like to show how this tension shows up in Ryle’s texts.
Ryle initially makes the same mistake as Snowdon, Hawley, and Stanley
& Williamson. When he tries to distinguish exercising know-how from “do-
ing something by pure or blind habit”, he appeals to the idea that the latter
means doing something “automatically” (Ryle 1949, 42). This suggests that
exercising know-how cannot be automatic at all. Ryle goes on:
The distinction between habits and intelligent capacities can be illustrated by
reference to the parallel distinction between the methods used for inculcating
the two sorts of second nature. We build up habits by drill, but we build up
intelligent capacities by training. Drill (or conditioning) consists in the imposition
of repetitions. [...] The practices are not learned until the pupil’s responses to his
cues are automatic [...]. Training, on the other hand, though it embodies plenty
of sheer drill, does not consist of drill. It involves the stimulation by criticism
and example of the pupil’s own judgement. [...] Drill dispenses with intelligence,
training develops it. (Ryle 1949, 42)
Ryle thinks that while blind, automatic habits are acquired by sheer drill
and independently of an understanding of the norms of the activities in ques-
tion, intelligent capacities or competences are acquired by training, which
does involve the development of such an understanding (cf. Ryle 1945a, 15).
This makes intelligence and automaticity appear nearly incompatible.
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However, the passage just quoted already hints at a way to resolve this
tension. This idea can be traced back to Ryle’s claim that training “does
not consist of drill”, but that it “embodies plenty of sheer drill” (Ryle 1949,
42). If this is true, then know-how involves automatic habits. If training
is what generates competences, if training “embodies plenty of sheer drill”
(Ryle 1949, 42) and if drill is what generates automatic habits, it clearly
follows that competences can ‘embody plenty of’ automatic habit, as well.
And indeed, this is what Ryle claims explicitly. In an earlier statement of
these considerations, he says of a soldier in training:
He acquires not a habit but a skill (though naturally skills contain habits). (Ryle
1945a, 15)
Thus, and despite the apparent tension, Ryle acknowledges that there must
be some sense in which automatic habits and intelligent capacities are com-
patible. Indeed, they must be compatible if automatic habits are supposed
to be part of skills. Given his careful choice of words, Ryle appears to be
aware of this problem. For whenever he contrasts intelligent skill with mere
unintelligent ability, he avoids to use the plain notion of ‘habit’, but only
talks of ‘pure’ habit or ‘blind’ habit. And he avoids to use the plain notion
of ‘drill’, but only talks of ‘sheer’ drill (cf. Ryle 1949, 42). However, Ryle
does not say how exactly habits can be part of competences. In § 3.4, I will
present a solution to this problem that is very much in Ryle’s spirit.
§ 3.2 How Know-how Explains Action
In § 1.5 and § 3.1, I have argued that the distinction between know-how
and mere ability is independent of the question of intentional action. What
distinguishes know-how from mere ability is normative guidance. But what,
then, is the relationship between somebody’s competence in an activity on
the one hand and her intentional actions of performing that activity on the
other hand? How, in short, are know-how and intentionality related?
In this section, and in § 3.3, I will develop answers to this question. First,
I shall reconsider what it is exactly that we explain about a performance
when we explain it in terms of the person’s know-how. I shall disentangle
different explananda and point out what kind of explanation the concept of
know-how is aimed at. Then, in § 3.3, I discuss the crucial connection which
still remains between know-how and intentional action.
In order to address the issue of how know-how explains action, I must
come back to something very important – the nature of the explanandum
for which know-how was introduced as an explanans. I have argued that
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the concept of know-how helps us understand a crucial feature of normative
practice (cf. § 1.1). If somebody knows how to do something, then this is
what explains her intelligence in doing it – the fact that her reliable success
(cf. § 1.4) is due to her understanding of and guidance by the norms against
which the successes in the activity in question are measured (cf. § 1.5).
What kind of explanation does the concept of know-how offer? Suppose
that a skilled archer shoots a couple of arrows at a target and does extremely
well: She hits the bull’s eye with every single arrow. If we seek to explain
these performances, we may ask a very general question such as this:
(1) How come that the archer shot her arrows well?
I take it that this question is the most general way to express a request
for an explanation of these performances in ordinary English. But we can
distinguish two more specific ways of asking for such an explanation, which
differ in the kind of explanation they are after:
(2) (a) Why did the archer shoot her arrows well?
(b) Why was it even possible for the archer to shoot her arrows well?
I take it to be obvious that an explanation which cites the archer’s know-
how, her skill in archery, does nothing to answer question (2 a), but provides
a perfect answer to question (2 b). Know-how, in short, is not what explains
why an act happens. Rather, it explains why a certain kind of act – an
intelligent, that is, successful because norm-guided act – is possible in the
first place. According to that explanation, the act is possible because it is
an exercise of the archer’s competence – her reliable ability to succeed in
virtue of her understanding of the relevant norms.3
By contrast, when talking about intentional action and its explanation,
what we have in mind is typically question (2 a), the question why the archer
shot her arrows well. Again, I cannot discuss the concepts of intention
and intentional action here in detail (cf. footnote 2 on page 79). Still, I
contend that, on any plausible account of these notions, the explanation of
an act as an intentional action would concern (2 a) rather than (2 b). Such
an explanation would refer to the archer’s desires or intentions – say, to
practice her archery skills, to impress her friend by performing well, or to
win a competition. And it would also refer to her reasons or beliefs – say,
that this is a good method to practice, that this is indeed a means to impress
her friend, or that the competition actually is about hitting the bull’s eye.
3 This explanation is probably closely related to Aristotle’s notion of a formal cause
(cf. e.g. Physics 195a). But I cannot address these questions here in proper detail (cf.
Falcon 2015; Henning 2009). For a discussion of the deep Aristotelianism within Ryle’s
work, particularly in The Concept of Mind, see Stout (2003) and Wiggins (2012).
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To be clear, there is also a way of answering question (2 a) which does
not lead to an explanation of the performance in question as an intentional
action. This question can also be understood to ask for different kinds of
explananda. For example, Constantine Sandis distinguishes between three
elements which might be the targets of questions of the form “Why did A
move her body?” like (2 a) (Sandis 2012, 333):
(3) (a) Why A’s body moved
(b) Why A’s action of moving her body occurred
(c) Why A moved her body
Subtle differences notwithstanding, I take it to be very clear that explana-
tions of (3 a) or (3 b) would be merely explanations of why an event occurred
which happens to have been a moving of a body. By contrast, only an ex-
planation of (3 c) would be an explanation of the performance in question as
an intentional action. While the explanans of (3 a) or (3 b) can be a purely
causal story on the sub-personal level, the explanans of (3 c) will have to
include elements from the personal level – desires, intentions, beliefs or rea-
sons. Of course, it is highly contested how these four elements are connected
to one another and how they relate to the notion of causation which also
plays a role in explaining (3 a) or (3 b) (cf. Wilson & Shpall 2012). However,
these complications between (3 a), (3 b) and (3 c) all only concern the first
question I have distinguished above, question (2 a).
I have argued that the concept of know-how is involved in question (2 b),
but not in answering question (2 a). It does not explain why a performance
occurred, in any of the senses just considered. Instead, it explains why it
was possible for such a norm-guided performance to occur in the first place.
However, it is important to see that the explanandum is not the mere
possibility of a performance, but rather the possibility of an intelligent per-
formance. To cite an archer’s know-how in order to explain her successful
shots is not merely to say that it was possible for her to make these shots.
Given that this has already happened, it is clear that it must have been
possible. The interesting part of the explanation is not that this that it was
an intelligent performance. This involves two elements.
First, the explanation includes that the act was performed with sufficient
reliability (cf. § 1.4). This rules out lucky coincidences because it entails that
the performance would have been equally or close-to equally successful if the
circumstances had been slightly different. In other words, the explanation
entails that the performance was not merely possible, but that it was, in
some relevant sense, probable. Given the archer’s competence, her success
at shooting the arrows was not merely to a possibility. It was to be expected.
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Second, the explanation includes that the act was not performed as an
exercise of a mere ability. It was not to be expected for any reason – such as
a secretly installed magnet which guided the arrowheads4 – but for the right
reason. That is, it was to be expected in virtue of the person’s understanding
of the relevant activity which guided her in her practical conduct.
In sum, to explain a performance with appeal to know-how is not to
explain why the person performs this act, answering question (2 a) with an
intentional action explanation. Rather, it is to explain why it was even
possible for that person to perform this act as an intelligent performance.
This is faithful to Ryle who explicitly states that different kinds of ex-
planation are required in order to explain intelligent practice:
There is the one activity, but it is one susceptible of and requiring more than one
kind of explanatory description. (Ryle 1949, 50)
And earlier, he expresses the specific distinction I have laid out in this
section with the following analogy:
The explanation is not of the type ‘the glass broke because a stone hit it’, but
more nearly of the different type ‘the glass broke when the stone hit it, because
it was brittle’. (Ryle 1949, 49)
In this case, the explanation under consideration does not give a cause
of the breaking of the glass. Analogously, the explanation of the archer’s
success in terms of her competence does not answer the first question, by
giving reasons or causes. Instead, the explanation in Ryle’s example explains
how the glass’ being hit by a stone could be a cause for the breaking of
the glass in the first place. It explains the glass’ breaking by appealing
to its brittleness – that is, as an actualization of its disposition to break
when hit by a stone. Analogously, the competence-based explanation of
the archer’s success explains how these things could lead to the archer’s
intelligent success in the first place.
I will come back to this important tie between know-how and dispositions
in § 5.5 and § 5.6. For now, I conclude that the concept of know-how does a
very different explanatory job than the concept of intentional action.
Furthermore, there are also explanatory questions which neither of these
notions manages to answer. Consider the example that Lionel Messi scores
an amazing goal. One part of the explanation of this performance will be
that he intended to do so, that he had reasons and desires to do so, and
that he had beliefs about how he can manage to do it. A second part of
4 I will discuss cases like these at length in § 5.4, where I categorize them as ‘practical
luck’ in order to distinguish them clearly from other families of puzzle cases.
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the explanation of Messi’s scoring that amazing goal will be that he had the
competence to do so in the first place, in the absence of which this perfor-
mance would not have been possible at all. But even given these elements,
it may remain an open question why, given all of this, Messi managed to
perform so exceptionally well right here. After all, even he misses shots,
makes mistakes, and so forth. In such a case, I take it that we are looking
for further explanatory elements such as favorable circumstances, recent
learning and adjusting to things like the play of his opponents or to the
weather, and even sheer luck.
Thus, while the notion of know-how does a different explanatory job
than the notion of intentionality, even when these are combined, there are
further aspects of somebody’s performances requiring further circumstan-
tial explanation. The general demand for an explanation of some action,
as in (1) on page 85, can be answered with an explanation appealing to
intentional action – answering question (2 a) – and it can, alternatively or
additionally, be answered with an explanation appealing to competence –
answering question (2 b). But even if one has given perfect answers to these
questions, the initial question (1) may still require further elaboration.
§ 3.3 Why Know-how Needs Intentional Action
So far, I have had only negative things to say about the relationship between
know-how and intentional action. In particular, § 3.1 has argued that it is
simply false that an exercise of know-how is always an intentional action.
And § 3.2 has shown that the concept of know-how and the concept of inten-
tionality explain entirely different things about an intelligent action. One
might take this to imply that intentionality and know-how are completely
independent from one another. But this would be a mistake. Instead, I
will now show how competence and intentional action are importantly in-
tertwined, and why and where know-how needs intentional action, after all.
To begin with, there are many kinds of intentional actions which only
the skilled can perform (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14). Without
the relevant know-how, it is impossible to do things like calculating, ar-
guing, and speaking. All intentional actions which constitute exercises of
intelligence can be pursued in practice and explained in theory only on the
basis of know-how. Unlike scoring a bull’s eye, which may or may not be an
intelligent action, performances like calculating or inferring are essentially
intelligent. Without competences to perform them, nothing will allow one
to perform such an essentially intelligent act.
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These considerations also permit to comment on the view that the con-
cept of intentional action itself has what is often called a ‘skill’ or ‘control’-
sense. For example, results from empirical psychological studies support a
close correlation between the description of people’s actions as intentional
on the one hand and as skilled, controlled or at least not accidental on the
other hand.5 Furthermore, there is a somewhat neglected philosophical ex-
plication of intentional action by Harry Frankfurt (1978)6 which appeals to,
roughly, guidance through actual and possible voluntary interference rather
than to the causal history of the performance in question. This idea is
closely related to the notion of responsible control which will play a crucial
role in my explanation of intellectual guidance in § 4.4.7 But I cannot com-
ment on all of these subtleties of the everyday usage of ‘intentional’ and of
the debate on the concept of intentional action. And in any case, the no-
tion of skilled control which is relevant for the concept of know-how is more
specific than whatever is involved in the explanation of intentional action.
I will come back to this point at the end of this section.
Still, the account of know-how developed in this book directly predicts
a close connection with intentional action. When we are dealing with inten-
tional actions that are intelligent performances – that is, acts guided by an
understanding of what it takes to do well in a given activity –, then skill,
control and non-accidentality are all necessary.
There is an even more important connection between competence and
intentional action. Despite the fact that some exercises of skills are unin-
tentional and completely automatic performances, it is still true that every
competence can be exercised intentionally. Conversely, no competence can
only be performed automatically and never intentionally.
Let me point out that this constitutes an important concession in my
dismissal of the claim that every exercise of know-how is an intentional ac-
tion. In § 3.1, I have discussed the phenomenology of automatic exercises
of know-how and criticized Snowdon (2011), Hawley (2003) and Stanley
& Williamson (2001) for denying these phenomena in a failed attempt to
distinguish intelligent know-how from mere ability. I can now add that
these philosophers are certainly correct to insist on a closer conceptual rela-
tionship between know-how and intentional action. However, it is not true
5 See, for example, Malle & Knobe (1997), Cova et al. (2012) and Nadelhoffer (2005).
6 Kent Bach seems to have proposed a similar view at the same time (cf. Bach 1978).
7 Ezio Di Nucci has presented an interesting discussion and defense of this view (2011a;
2011b; 2013). Di Nucci argues that this is the best way to account for involuntary,
unreflective and automatic acts, and that it supersedes causalist views of action. I
am very sympathetic with this position, but I shall bracket it, at least partly, as my
present topic is know-how and its exercise rather than intentional action in general.
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that every exercise of any given competence must be an intentional action.
Rather, the possibilities to exercise of any given skill must include inten-
tional actions. Along these lines, it turns our that intentional action plays
an important role in distinguishing competence from mere ability after all.
The fact that every competence can be exercised intentionally, even if
some of its exercises may be entirely automatic, also allows me to respond to
a more subtle way of connecting know-how and intentional action, proposed
by John Bengson and Marc Moffett. They write:
[K]now-how becomes a possibility only in cases of intentional, though possibly
rote, action. For instance, one can know how to shift gears on a car, but one
cannot know how to jerk one’s knee reflexively[.] (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 45)
This statement can be taken to express precisely what I have been advocat-
ing here. It is possible for somebody to know-how to do something only if
it is also possible for them to intentionally engage in this activity. However,
one may also read this statement as another way of arguing that every exer-
cise of know-how is an intentional action, while accomodating the fact that
some intentional actions are unreflective routines. This idea fits in nicely
with my discussion of the spectrum of degrees of reflectiveness or automatic-
ity, where even clearly intentional action may involve a lot of automaticity
(cf. § 3.1). Still, some exercises of competences are entirely automatic and
therefore not intentional at all. This also explains why it is correct to say
that “one cannot know how to jerk one’s knee reflexively” (Bengson & Mof-
fett 2007, 45). Maybe one can know how to jerk one’s knee, but one cannot
know how to do so reflexively since this description already involves the fact
that the action is completely automatic.
But so far, I have merely stated the crucial claim that every competence
can be exercised intentionally. I shall now turn to the task of justifying it.
I shall prove that there is no skill for which an intentional exercise is
impossible by showing that the existence of all automatic routines in the
exercise of competences depends on the possibility to intentionally exercise
them. In other words, I shall argue that no competence can only be exercised
automatically because the very existence of such automatisms depends on
the fact that these competences can also be exercised intentionally.
My argument for this view starts with the simple observation that ev-
ery routine to perform in a certain way – just like every automatism even
of automata – comes into existence at some point in time. In particular,
automatisms in the performance of intelligent acts – that is, routines in
exercising skills – are acquired by learning. As I have argued in § 2.3, every
competence is learned and only mere abilities can be innate.
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But how is it that a routine in exercising a skill is acquired? I contend
that the only way to do so is to start to practice engaging in the activity
in question, and to do so intentionally. After all, one of the aims of the
performances in question just is to improve one’s capacities and to develop
routines. I take it to be a commonplace datum of phenomenology, and
indeed a well-established result of cognitive science,8 that skills are improved
by practice. But at least in the beginning, the engaging in an activity cannot
be understood as a practicing of it unless it is an intentional action – an
action intentionally aimed at meeting the norms of the activity in question
and at acquiring automatic routines of doing so.
Could this be true and still fail to entail my point? Could the acquisition
of automatic skills requires their intentional exercise, while at least some
people who have acquired an automatic skill thereby lose the capacity to
exercise it intentionally? This seems to be possible in principle. But it is
hard to imagine an example which fits this description.
Fortunately, there is also a systematic reason which rules out such cases:
The fact that the acquisition of a competence requires its intentional exercise
need only be considered in tandem with the further insight that any given
competence can always be improved – by practice and in other ways – and
that the distinction between acquiring a new skill and improving an existing
one depends on the exact conception of the activity. In other words, as I
have spelled out in § 1.7, there is no precise boundary as to whether an im-
provement is described as the acquisition of a whole new piece of know-how
– say, the competence to beat a chess grandmaster – or as an improvement
of an existing competence – the competence to play chess. It follows that if
an automatism can only be acquired by intentional rather than purely au-
tomatic exercise, then it can also only be improved by intentional exercise.
And if it is true that no competence is ever perfect, i.e. that every compe-
tence can be improved further as suggested in § 2.3, then this already shows
that every competence can be exercised intentionally. One may improve a
competence by later assessing an entirely automatic performance, but one
can also intentionally exercise an otherwise automatized competence just
in order to improve it. Wanting to improve a competence and exercising it
because of this desire makes for a clearly intentional action.
Thus, the claim that every skill can be exercised intentionally, even if
not all exercises are intentional since some are completely automatic, is a
direct consequence of my account of know-how. I will come back to this in
my discussion of the opacity of know-how ascriptions in § 6.1 and § 6.2.
8 In The MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences, it says that “[a]utomatic processes
generally develop slowly, with practice over hundreds of trials” (1999, 63).
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To conclude my account of the relationship between intentional action
and know-how, I would like to comment on one last question. While I
have argued that not all exercises of know-how are intentional actions, even
if every piece of know-how can be exercised intentionally, we should also
look at the reverse of this statement – the claim that if somebody does
something intentionally, then she exercises her knowledge how to do so.
Many philosophers subcribe to this claim, including Stanley & Williamson
(2001) (cf. page 82). However, I think that this claim is false.
As I have argued in § 1.5, basic actions such as opening one’s eyes are
not activities which one may know how to perform. Instead, capacities
to perform basic actions are what I called mere abilities as opposed to
competences because such acts do not rely on guidance by an understanding
of what it takes to do them well. Instead, one simply acquires such capacities
at some point and is then able to exercise them. The boundary between
the basic and the non-basic is admittedly difficult to draw (cf. § 1.7). Still,
performing basic actions is clearly something one can do intentionally. I can
certainly open my eyes intentionally – that is, with reasons for doing so, with
the desire to do so, with the explicit plan to do so at the right moment, and
so on. And I can also be in control of such basic actions in Frankfurt’s sense
that, roughly, I oversee and voluntarily influence what I do (cf. Frankfurt
1978). Thus, it is false that if one does something intentionally, one exercises
one’s know-how to do so. If one intentionally performs an automatic action,
one exercises a mere ability.
What I have shown is this. Not every exercise of a competence is an
intentional action. But every competence can be exercised intentionally.
And not every intentional action is an exercise of a competence.
§ 3.4 What Ought to Happen
In § 3.1, I have argued that it is a criterion of adequacy for any view of know-
how that it should be able to account for the fact that people sometimes
exercise their skills automatically and unintentionally. However, this seems
to create a tension with the view that know-how involves normative guid-
ance. How can something which I do completely automatically be guided
by understanding of the norms which govern such acts?
In this section, I will propose an answer this question. My core idea is
that the norms which one must understand and be guided by in order to
exercise know-how are norms of two different forms. These norms are not
only about what one ought to do, but also about what one ought to be like.
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Consider again the case of Unwelcome Sign on page 78. Despite the fact
that my automatic exercises of my competence to read are not intentional
actions and therefore not guided by my understanding of how I ought to
act, these performances are still guided by my understanding of norms of
what I ought to be like. In particular, the orthography of German requires
that a sequence of letters such as “Parken verboten” be read to mean that
one may not park at the corresponding location. There are norms for what
one ought to come to believe about the significance of written signs. One
can read in conformity with these norms without reading intentionally. And
this can nevertheless be a case of guidance by these norms as opposed to
mere conformity to them. If one has acquired this automatism in the light
of an understanding that these are the norms to comply with, then even
an automatic performance counts as genuinely guided by these norms. It
is because one ought to be somebody who reads German in this way that I
have acquired the automatic competence to follow these rules.
With this, I have sketched the view I shall now defend in more detail.
This defense will consist of two steps. First, I discuss the distinction between
the two kinds of norms just outlined – between how one ought to act and
what one ought to be like. Second, I show how guidance by an understanding
of what one ought to be like can be manifest in automatic acts.
To begin with, however, I should finally reveal that the distinction be-
hind this account is not an invention of mine. While several philosophers
have proposed similar distinctions, I shall mainly rely on Wilfrid Sellars. In
his words, we must distinguish between “rules of action” and “rules of crici-
cism” or, equivalently, between “ought-to-be” and “ought-to-do” (cf. Sellars
1968, 75–77; Sellars 1969, 506–513).
Sellars mentions this distinction after presenting essentially the same
considerations I have developed in § 1.5. That is, Sellars distinguishes mere
conformity to norms from conformity in virtue of normative guidance.
In order to introduce the distinction between “ought-to-do” and “ought-
to-be” norms, Sellars mentions the following cases of “ought-to-be” norms:
[O]ne ought to feel gratitude for benefits received, though feeling gratitude is not
something which one does, save in that broad sense in which anything expressed
in the active voice is a doing. (Sellars 1968, 76)
One ought to feel sympathy for bereaved people. (Sellars 1969, 509)
These cases should make the distinction in question pretty clear. Feeling
gratitude for benefits received or feeling sympathy for bereaved people is
not something which one ought to do, simply because they are not the kind
of thing one can possibly do – they are not actions. However, one ought
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to be somebody who feels gratitude for benefits received, and one ought to
be somebody who feels sympathy for bereaved people. These norms differ
from related norms such as the norm to say “Thank you” or to offer one’s
condolences in these situations. The former are “ought-to-be”, the latter are
“ought-to-do”, and both are clearly species of the genus of norms.
But this clarification only pushes the problem back one step. True, one
might say, now we have pointed out that there are “ought-to-be” norms that
one does not follow by acting intentionally. But the question was how this
should be compatible with the claim that knowing how to meet such norms
involves that one’s performances are guided by those norms in the sense
that one possesses an understanding of the norms and meets them in virtue
of that understanding. Labelling a phenomenon is not explaining it.
This is where the second step of my Sellarsian proposal comes in. In a
characteristically dense passage already quoted partially above, Sellars gives
the following answer to this problem:
[O]ught-to-be’s imply (with additional premises) ought-to-do’s, and ought-to-do’s
imply ought-to-be’s. [...] [O]ne ought to feel gratitude for benefits received, though
feeling gratitude is not something which one does, save in that broad sense in
which anything expressed in the active voice is a doing. [...] One ought, however,
to criticize (an action proper) oneself for not feeling gratitude and to take steps
(again an action proper) to improve one’s character. (Sellars 1968, 76)
Thus, “ought-to-be” norms and “ought-to-do” norms are intimately interre-
lated in both directions. I shall unpack this idea a little more slowly.
On the one hand, the “ought-to-do” norm that one ought to express
gratitude after receiving benefits implies the “ought-to-be” norm that one
ought to be such that one expresses gratitude after receiving a benefit. It
would be strange to say that somebody ought to do something, and to deny
that she ought to be such that she does so. Generally, if it is true that one
ought to A in circumstances C, one ought to be a person who As in C.
On the other hand, the “ought-to-be” norm that one ought to feel grati-
tude for benefits received implies several other and more interesting “ought-
to-do” norms – that one ought to criticize oneself for not feeling gratitude
for benefits received, that one ought to shape one’s character such that
one does feel gratitude for benefits received, that one ought to criticize and
shape other people’s characters in the same way, and so forth. Generally,
if it is true that one ought to be a person who As in C, then one ought to
make it the case that one becomes or remains a person who As in C.9
9 I shall come back to these principles later in this section, on page 97.
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Along these lines, we can finally come to grips with the idea that the
act of feeling gratitude after receiving benefits is guided by a relevant norm.
Somebody can conform to the norm in virtue of being guided by an under-
standing of it. Such a guidance by an “ought-to-be” norm consists in the fact
that she has been guided by at least some of the “ought-to-do” norms which
are entailed by that “ought-to-be” norm. She has shaped or participated
in shaping her character in such a way that she now often automatically
meets the norm in question. Thus, being guided by “ought-to-be” norms
is perfectly intelligible. It requires something which merely conforming to
them without this normative guidance does not involve. That is, it requires
understanding the “ought-to-be” norm and being guided by at least some of
those “ought-to-do” norms which the former norm entails.
So far, it is not entirely clear how this applies to the case of know-how.
Intuitively, it appears obvious that feeling gratitude and feeling sympathy
are not the kinds of things one may know how to do.10 And indeed, this is
what the account defended so far predicts. As shown in § 3.3, it is necessary
for competence that it be possible to intentionally exercise it, even if some
of its exercises are automatic (cf. § 3.1). Feeling gratitude is not the sort of
thing which one may know how to do because one cannot intentionally feel
gratitude. At most, one may have the mere ability to do so.11
Thus, it remains to be seen how the idea of normative guidance by
“ought-to-be” norms applies to cases of genuine know-how. I began with
examples where somebody possesses a genuine competence, but exercises
it automatically. In § 3.1, I argued that knowing how to read and how to
draw inferences are at least sometimes nonintentional, but rather entirely
automatic. Sellars himself mentions a further example which parallels these
Rylean cases, namely the following “ought-to-be” norm:
(Ceteris paribus) one ought to respond to red objects in sunlight by uttering or
being disposed to utter ‘this is red.’ (Sellars 1969, 511)
For Sellars, norms like these play an important role in explaining the very
contents and the normativity of thought and talk in general. In particular,
they are crucial for his project to explain the nature of thought in terms of
overt linguistic behavior (cf. e.g. Sellars 1968; Sellars 1969). By contrast,
10 There may be philosophers who would welcome the view that feeling gratitude is
something one can be skilled at, arguing that experiencing emotions is itself a form of
agency. For example, Nico Frijda (1986) and Brian Parkinson (1995) have proposed
conceptions of emotions which tie them more closely to agency. But these questions
should be settled independently from the account of know-how I am advertising here.
11 I say ‘at most’ because I can leave open the question whether things like feeling grat-
itude allow for genuine abilities or only for something weaker, say, a mere disposition.
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my own use of this example will be entirely independent from these issues.
What I draw from Sellars’ view is only one element – the fact that the norm
in question is an “ought-to-be” norm governing the use of the term ‘red’.
But this is already enough to establish an example of know-how which
involves guidance by an “ought-to-be” norm. Using the term ‘red’ is an ac-
tivity governed by norms – among other things, by the norm Sellars quotes.
That norm – that, ceteris paribus, one ought to respond to red objects in
sunlight by uttering or being disposed to utter ‘this is red’ – is an “ought-to-
be” norm since becoming disposed to utter ‘this is red’, or coming to believe
that this is so,12 is not something one does intentionally. Further, success-
fully engaging in the activity of using the term ‘red’ requires knowledge how
to use this term. And qua know-how, this involves the understanding of,
and the normative guidance by, the norms governing that activity. And
among these is the “ought-to-be” norm mentioned above.
Thus, employing the term ‘red’ is an instance of know-how which involves
the understanding of, and the normative guidance by, “ought-to-be” norms.
I propose to tell the same story whenever a piece of know-how is executed
automatically and unintentionally. Let me return to Unwelcome Sign on
page 78 again. When I automatically read a sign in the street, I do not act
intentionally. But my reading performance is guided by the same norms
which also play a role when I do read intentionally. I am guided by the
“ought-to-be” norms of language and orthography. For example, one ought
to be somebody who responds to the written letters “Parken verboten” by
coming to believe that one may not park there. My automatic response
is still guided by these norms because I understand them and because I
participate in the continuing process of becoming and remaining somebody
who automatically conforms to them.
I conclude that the exercises of know-how can be both automatic and
guided by an understanding of norms. People are in control of such au-
tomatic performances because they can intentionally shape these automa-
tisms. Indirect control of individual automatic acts in virtue of direct control
of the automatisms which produce these acts is a sufficiently rich form of
control to allow for normative guidance. In chapter 4, I will build on these
considerations and offer a full account of the notion of normative guidance.
It may seem that these considerations still remain somewhat alien to
Ryle’s view. But even if Ryle does not talk about the distinction between
“ought-to-be” and “ought-to-do” norms, he clearly endorses Sellars’ expla-
12 I shall remain neutral on the question if a belief may just be a disposition which
manifests itself in such utterances and in other ways (cf. Schwitzgebel 2002). However,
this option will also play a role later, in § 9.5.
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nation of normative guidance as, among other things, following the norms
to correct mistakes and shortcomings and to shape one’s character appro-
priately. This has already been foreshadowed in § 2.4, where I discussed
how continuous learning is essential for know-how. The point is further
substantiated in a passage already quoted on page 62 and earlier:
To be intelligent is not merely to satisfy criteria, but to apply them; to regulate
one’s actions and not merely to be well-regulated. A person’s performance is
described as careful or skilful, if in his operations he is ready to detect and correct
lapses, to repeat and improve on successes, to profit from the examples of others
and so forth. He applies criteria in performing critically, that is, in trying to get
things right. (Ryle 1949, 29)
This characterization resonates with Sellars’ explication of how one may be
guided by an “ought-to-be” norm in virtue of being guided by “ought-to-do”
norms. When one performs completely automatically, but is nevertheless
“ready to detect and correct lapses, to repeat and improve on successes, to
profit from the examples of others and so forth” (Ryle 1949, 29), then it is
clearly the “ought-to-be” norms of one’s automatic acts which one tries to
meet by acting in accordance with the “ought-to-do” norms these entail.
To conclude this section, I would now like to apply these considerations
to my account of the identity criteria of activities presented in § 1.2. Ac-
cording to my proposal, an activity can be individuated in terms of the
weighed set of norms which govern it. Now, I have discussed two different
kinds of norms – “ought-to-do” norms and “ought-to-be” norms – and their
interrelations. The result of these considerations can be stated as follows:
(A) For any activity A, there is a set of norms which govern A-ing, where
this set includes, for each relevant specific act of type Xi and for each
relevant specific set of circumstances Ci, norms of the forms (A 1–3).
(A 1) In A-ing, one ought to perform Xi in Ci.
(A 2) In A-ing, one ought be such that one performs Xi in Ci.
(A 3) In A-ing, one ought to make it the case that one performs Xi in Ci.
As I have already indicated, these distinct kinds of norms entail each other.
First, each norm of the form (A1) entails the corresponding norm of the
form (A2) – each norm according to which one ought to do something in
a certain situation entails the norm that one ought to be such that one
does so in that situation. Second, each norm of the form (A2) entails the
corresponding norm of the form (A3) – each norm according to which one
ought to be such that one performs a certain act in a certain situation entails
the norm that one ought to make it the case that one does so.
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When it comes to completely automatic acts, norms of the form (A3)
play the most important role. These “ought-to-do” norms account for the
notion of guidance by the underlying “ought-to-be” norms of the form (A2).
However, whenever the relevant acts can be performed intentionally, it is
also important to see that each norm of the form (A3) entails the corre-
sponding norm of the form (A1) – each norm according to which one ought
to make it the case that one performs a certain act in a certain situation
entails the norm that one ought to perform this act in that situation. For
intentionally doing something is simply the most straightforward way for
one to make it the case that one does this.
These relations of entailment between individual norms rely only on con-
siderations about their form. They are conceptually necessary. Accordingly,
a weighted set of norms which governs an activity must be, to put it techni-
cally, closed under this entailment relation. That is, any set of norms which
includes a norm of the form (A1) thereby also includes the corresponding
norm of the form (A2). Any set of norms which includes a norm of the
form (A2) thereby also includes the corresponding norm of the form (A3).
And any set of norms which includes a norm of the form (A3) thereby also
includes the corresponding norm of the form (A1), even if this norm will be
cancelled wherever the relevant act can never be performed intentionally,
on grounds of the principle that ‘ought’ entails ‘can’.
Thus, every activity one may know how to engage in relies on a set of
norms, where each relevant pair of specific acts Xi and specific sets of cir-
cumstances Ci figures in three distinct, but conceptually interrelated norms
(A 1–3). Therefore, this is the set of norms with which somebody who is
able to engage in that activity conforms. By the same token, this is the
set of norms which guides the practical conduct of somebody who exercises
not only her mere ability, but her knowledge how to engage in that activity.
This will be spelled out in detail in chapter 4, particularly in § 4.4.
§ 3.5 Consciousness and Knowledge of Action
In § 3.1, I have argued that the exercise of know-how is not necessarily an
intentional action but sometimes an entirely automatic performance. Never-
theless, § 3.3 has shown that a competence is a kind of ability which cannot
be exercised only automatically, but which can always also be exercised
intentionally. This raises the question to what extent the exercise of a com-
petence is a conscious act, something one is aware of doing. In this section,
I will provide an answer to this question and to some related problems.
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To introduce the relevant notion of consciousness, a natural starting
point is the idea of intentional action on which I have already commented.
After all, a paradigmatic case of something I do consciously is something
I explicitly intend to do because I consciously decide to do it and then, in
fact, go on to do so. However, it is important to realize that one might have
lots of different things in mind when calling an act or a state ‘conscious’.
At the very least, pertinent survey articles distinguish between a decent
number of established senses of this term (cf. Van Gulick 2014; Menary
2009). What I am interested in here is not a performance’s being conscious
in the sense that it has phenomenal qualities or that there is something it
is like to perform that act. These and other important senses of the term
‘conscious’ notwithstanding, my topic concerns the consciousness of an act
in the sense of being aware of it or of attending to it.13
In a survey article on consciousness and control of action in The Cam-
bridge Handbook of Consciousness, Carlo Umiltà writes:
It is important to point out, however, that the terms “conscious” and “intentional”
should not be used interchangeably when referring to action. In fact, consciously
performed actions are not necessarily actions that are performed intentionally.
One can be conscious of performing an action that is non-intentional, or auto-
matic, in nature. [...] [I]ntentional actions engage processes different from those
engaged in automatic actions (e.g. Prochazka et. al., 2000). Here the fundamental
principle is that consciousness is necessary for intentional action. In some cases,
this principle is explicitly stated in one of a variety of different forms, whereas in
some other cases it is simply implied. (Umiltà 2007, 327–329)
Thus, every intentional action is conscious in the sense of awareness, but not
every conscious act is therefore an intentional action. If every intentional
action is conscious, it follows that those exercises of competences which are
intentional actions are conscious acts. But since it is false that all automatic
acts are unconscious, it remains an entirely open question whether none,
some, or all of the automatic exercises of competences are conscious, too.
One might think that conscious awareness is indeed necessary for every
exercise of a competence – be it intentional or automatic. In particular,
this seems to be essential to the account I gave in § 3.3 and § 3.4. I have
argued that the hallmark of normative guidance is, if not an intentional
action guided by the norms of the activity in question, then at least the
indirect control of automatic acts via a direct intentional influence on the
automatic processes which produce it, intentionally bringing it into accord
with the norms in question. For this to be possible, one must be aware of
one’s performances.
13 For an overview of the attention and its significance, see Watzl (2011a; 2011b).
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These considerations imply that consciousness in the sense of awareness
is absolutely essential to the exercise of know-how and I am entirely in
agreement with this line of thought. However, it is important to see that
this argument only shows that some, indeed most and the paradigmatic
cases of exercising competences must be conceived of as conscious. It does
not require that there cannot be any non-conscious exercise of a competence
whatsoever. For nothing I have said so far requires that every single exercise
of a competence needs to play a role in the further improvement of this
competence. Instead, there may very well be cases which do not.
I think that this is a welcome result. There are clear cases of unconscious
exercises of competences – in sleepwalking. Both anecdotally and from
scientific studies (cf. e.g. Luce & Segal 1966), we know that there are people
who do remarkable things in their sleep. Some do not only walk around,
but climb up the roof or get into the car and drive off. Others do not
merely babble in their sleep, but talk clearly and coherently – sometimes
even in dialogue with a wake person.14 I take it that such people are simply
exercising the very competence they also exercise while being awake. Being
asleep is certainly an impediment in exercising a skill where one is not as
reliable as when one is awake. But even so, it is the very same skills that
people exercise when awake and when asleep. After all, the reason why
people can do what they do in their sleep, say speak a certain language, is
simply that they have learned how to do so during waking hours.15
It would make for an interesting thought experiment to imagine a per-
son who has a certain competence to engage in some activity which she is
only able to exercise in her sleep. I, for one, am not sure if I can actually
conceive of such a case.16 But to the extent that I can imagine something
along these lines, it seems clear that we could not describe such a person as
having a competence, but only as exercising a mere ability. This intuition
is neatly captured by the account I have been advertizing. It follows imme-
diately as soon as one acknowledges that some of the necessary ingredients
for skills are missing here. Without intentional and conscious guidance by
an understanding of norms, and without the possibility for an intentional
exercise of the ability in question, it cannot be a case of know-how.
14 I know from testimony that I can express my gratitude very eloquently when I am
asleep, and that I even respond politely to mumbled requests for clarification.
15 For more on sleepwalking, see Wallis (2008) and Brownstein & Michaelson (2016).
16 One may, however, think of somebody who cannot exercise certain competences be-
cause of panic attacks due to a severa trauma, but who is perfectly able to exercise
these competences when sleepwalking or under the influence of hypnosis. In such a
case, however, it is only accidentally true that the competence cannot be exercised
when the person is awake. For a discussion of such examples, see § 5.2 and § 5.5.
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However, exercising a competence in one’s sleep is still a very peculiar
and entirely derivative way to do so. It is entirely derivative because it
depends essentially on the skill’s having been learned during waking hours.
And it is very peculiar because it is not only a wholly automatic perfor-
mance, but one of which the person is entirely unaware. Therefore, these
experiences are not available for the further shaping of the automatic pro-
cesses involved. I can speak Spanish in my sleep, but I cannot practice my
Spanish in my sleep, not even in the minimal sense that, say, I happen to
notice my mispronunciations and try to remember to do better next time.
To some, this peculiarity of unconscious exercises of a competence will
probably suggest the view that these performances are not intelligent and
therefore not exercises of know-how. One philosopher who seems to subscibe
to this assessment is Gilbert Ryle. He writes:
In judging that someone’s performance is or is not intelligent, we have, as has
been said, in a certain manner to look beyond the performance itself. For there is
no particular overt or inner performance which could not have been accidentally
or ‘mechanically’ executed by an idiot, a sleepwalker, a man in panic, absence of
mind or delirium or even, sometimes, by a parrot. (Ryle 1949, 44–45)
Ryle, explicitly referring to sleepwalking, seems to hold that unconscious
performances cannot be exercises of know-how. This is not surprising since
unconscious performances are automatic acts and since Ryle often asserts
that automatic performances are not exercises of know-how. In § 3.1, I have
already discussed this topic and argued that Ryle’s view is best understood
as allowing for automatic exercises of competences. Along the same lines,
I can now add that Ryle should be happy to accept unconscious exercises
of know-how as well. In other words, Ryle’s failure to accept unconscious
exercises of competences is a direct result of his failure to accept automatic
exercises of competences in general. If my arguments against the dismissal of
automatic exercises of know-how in general are sound, so are my arguments
against the dismissal of unconscious exercises of know-how.
In sum, I suggest that the exercise of know-how – be it intentional or
automatic – is paradigmatically a conscious performance – an act which the
person is aware of performing. However, to the extent that a skill is habitu-
alized or automatized, it can also be exercised unconsciously – paradigm ex-
amples being cases of sleepwalking. The sufficiently automatized processes
are precisely what is responsible for the production of entirely unconscious
acts. Despite other peculiarities, I hold that there is nothing mysterious in
calling these performances exercises of the very same competences which
one can also exercise consciously.
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These considerations also allow me to comment on one of the senses of
‘practical knowledge’ which I have distinguished in the Introduction – the
knowledge of what one is currently doing. Following the seminal work of
Elizabeth Anscombe (1957), there has been a lively debate about the nature
of such knowledge, focusing, among other things, on the idea that it does
not require observation (cf. Schwenkler 2012). Sadly, I cannot give sufficient
credit to the intricacies of this debate in the context of this book. However,
I take it to be obvious that there is a close relation between what I have
been concerned with, consciousness in the sense of awareness of what I am
currently doing, and ‘practical knowledge’ in the sense of knowledge that
what I am currently doing is such-and-such.
Gilbert Ryle also seems to suggest such a close relation when he takes
the term ‘intelligent’ to involve the agent’s ‘thinking what she is doing’ (cf.
Ryle 1949, 32). And there is also a systematic argument to be made for
this.17 Intuitively, being aware of what I am currently doing already is being
aware of it as engaging in some particular activity – say, as dancing or as
talking. Thus, such awareness must already be understood as involving the
concept of what I am currently doing and the knowledge that I am currently
doing such-and-such.18 This goes hand in hand with the assessment of one’s
own performances. The capacity to make such assessments was already
introduced in § 2.2 and it will play a crucial role in chapter 4.
§ 3.6 The Phenomenological Fallacy
I have argued that the exercise of know-how can proceed both completely
automatically and fully intentionally, and that it involves consciousness in
the sense of self-awareness or practical knowledge of one is doing. To con-
clude this account, I will now comment on the role of explicit thinking in
the exercise of know-how. This will also include the alleged phenomenolog-
ical support which unreflective, automatic performances without occurrent
thought are often claimed to provide for anti-intellectualism. As I shall
argue, however, this argument for anti-intellectualism fails. It constitutes
what I shall call a ‘phenomenological fallacy’.
17 Further considerations on this relationship habe been proposed by Setiya (2012),
Brownstein (2014) and Hornsby (2016), among others.
18 One might object that mere awareness of what I am currently doing may only consist
in a true belief as opposed to full-blown knowledge. But as Adrian Haddock (2010) and
others have suggested, the justification of such a true belief may already be grounded
in the fact that I am in intentional control of my performances. Similarly, in § 4.1, I
will propose an argument to the effect that assessments of an activity which stem from
an understanding of this capacity amount to knowledge for precisely this reason.
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The question of explicit thinking and can be put in terms of the dis-
tinction between an actor’s beliefs about what to do as remaining merely
dispositional beliefs or as becoming occurrent at the time of the exercise of
the competence (cf. Schwitzgebel 2010, sect. 2.1). To begin with, I take it
to be clear that, sometimes, explicit thinking indeed occurs in the exercise
of a competence. For example, my practical knowledge that what I am
currently doing is writing is not merely a dispositional belief but just be-
came occurrent. In § 2.5, I have followed Ryle in showing how propositional
knowledge plays an important role in learning and improving competences.
As I have already quoted on page 64, Ryle thinks that propositions like
“[l]ogical rules, tactical maxims and technical canons are [...] helpful only to
the half-trained.” (Ryle 1945a, 14) Here, it may also be the case that not
only dispositional beliefs are in play, but that an actor exercising a compe-
tence explicitly and reflectively considers relevant propositional knowledge.
Paradigm examples of this include people who cook with the help of a recipe
they have memorized and need to recall explicitly from time to time. And
some people may only be able to screw or unscrew a bolt after they recite
“Righty, tighty; lefty, loosey” (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011b, 15–16).
But experts certainly do not or only seldom explicitly consider rules
when they are engaged in their practice. Hubert Dreyfus famously argues:
[P]henomenology suggests that, although many forms of expertise pass through
a stage in which one needs reasons to guide action, after much involved experi-
ence, the learner develops a way of coping in which reasons play no role. After
responding to an estimated million specific chess positions in the process of be-
coming a chess master, the master, confronted with a new position, spontaneously
does something similar to what has previously worked and, lo and behold, it usu-
ally works. In general, instead of relying on rules and standards to decide on or
to justify her actions, the expert immediately responds to the current concrete
situation. (Dreyfus 2005, 53)
However, the phenomenological fact that experts do not explicitly and con-
sciously reflect does not entail what Dreyfus takes it to entail, namely that
when an expert performs, there is no “relying on rules and standards to
decide on or to justify her actions”. Dreyfus and a number of other philoso-
phers prominently, and notoriously, defend this inference. One of the boldest
statements of this conclusion reads:
[T]he expert is simply not following any rules! (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1986, 108).
But if this were indeed the consequence of phenomenological facts, then
experts would not have genuine know-how, after all precisely because they
would not be guided by norms anymore. This would threaten to collapse
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the whole distinction between know-how and mere ability and make it im-
possible to explain the core facts – ironically, phenomenological facts – with
which the Rylean project of understanding competence begins (cf. § 1.5).19
Fortunately, however, this consequence can be avoided. As have argued
extensively in § 3.4, it may be true that one “immediately responds to the
current concrete situation”, and this entirely automatically, while one is still
guided by norms in the full sense of the term. In chapter 4, I shall go on to
substantiate this insight with a full account of this notion of guidance.
Thus, the premise that automaticity is widespread and crucial for the
exercise of competences fails to entail the conclusion that automaticity is
essential to competence to the extent that every form of occurrent thought
or deliberate intentionality is an impediment to expertise. To cling to this
inference is to overstate a mere part of the phenomenological evidence over
the rest of the evidence. In a word, it is a phenomenological fallacy.
Bracketing this fallacy, however, Dreyfus’ phenomenological evidence is
certainly very important. As he reports, explicit and consciuous reflection
may impede rather than support the exercise of a skill. Following John
McDowell and Hans-Georg Gadamer in calling such explicit and conscious
reflection a “free, distanced orientation” towards one’s environment (cf. Mc-
Dowell 2007, 346; Gadamer 1992, 445), Dreyfus presents this case:
Chuck Knoblauch (Dreyfus 2007, 354)
As second baseman for the New York Yankees, Knoblauch was so successful he
was voted best infielder of the year, but one day, rather than simply fielding a
hit and throwing the ball to first base, it seems he stepped back and took up a
“free, distanced orientation” towards the ball and how he was throwing it—to the
mechanics of it, as he put it. After that, he couldn’t recover his former absorption
and often—though not always—threw the ball to first base erratically—once into
the face of a spectator. Interestingly, even after he seemed unable to resist stepping
back and being mindful, Knoblauch could still play brilliant baseball in difficult
situations—catching a hard-hit ground ball and throwing it to first faster than
thought. What he couldn’t do was field an easy routine grounder directly to
second base, because that gave him time to think before throwing to first. I’m
told that in some replays of such easy throws one could actually see Knoblauch
looking with puzzlement at his hand trying to figure out the mechanics of throwing
the ball. There was nothing wrong with Knoblauch’s body; he could still exercise
his skill as long as the situation required that he act before he had time to think.
19 There is certainly much more to be said about the status of this inference (cf. Dreyfus
2002; Dreyfus 2005; Dreyfus 2007; McDowell 2007; Rietveld 2010; van Dijk & Bongers
2013). Hower, I contend that, as far as the big picture is concerned, my argument is
entirely accurate. An argument along the same lines has been proposed in more detail
by Ellen Fridland (2014b, sect. 3), as well as in cognate criticisms (cf. e.g. Rey 2002;
Sutton et al. 2011; Gottlieb 2011).
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Dreyfus continues: “In this case we can see precisely that the enemy of
expertise is thought.” (Dreyfus 2007, 354) “The same phenomenon must
occur in all high-speed, skilled activities.” (Dreyfus 2007, 365 fn. 8)
As I have already pointed out, it may sometimes be true that “the enemy
of expertise is thought” – at least “in all high-speed, skilled activities” –
while expert performances are nevertheless guided by an understanding of
the relevant norms. The phenomenon that conscious reflection can impede
expertise in certain high-speed activities is well-supported by empirical work
in cognitive science (cf. e.g. Beilock et al. 2002; Flegal & Anderson 2008).
This is also known as ‘Steve Blass Disease’, with reference to a further
affected athlete next to Chuck Knoblauch. But this phenomenon is perfectly
compatible with the account I have been offering so far.
Such “high-speed, skilled activities” crucially depend on the automati-
zation of many, if not all performances, simply because there is normally
not enough time to perform them after prior reflection. At the same time,
such automatisms may very well be fragile and vulnerable to disturbance by
conscious reflection. Thus, if a highly specialized and automatized skill such
as catching and throwing the ball quickly is once brought out of balance by
the tendency to reflect, it seems plausible that, in extreme cases such as
Chuck Knoblauch, the exercise of the competence will remain very reliable
in cases with no time for the tendency to reflect to interfere, but become
rather unreliable where there is enough time for this to happen.
These phenomena concern the way in which explicit reflection can both
sometimes impede and support the exercise of a skill. Conversely, however,
it is also true that completely unreflective automaticity can also both some-
times be a supporting factor and sometimes interfere with a competence’s
quality. Its supporting function has already been discussed extensively here
and in § 3.1, for example in the case of high-speed athletic performances.
In addition to these considerations, unreflective automaticity in more basic
activities appears to be necessary for proficiency in higher-order activities –
for example, one cannot have the competence to give a good philosophical
talk if one is not sufficiently competent at speaking the relevant language
in an automatic way which does not require too much explicit reflection.
Likewise, unreflective automaticity can also constitute an impediment
for the quality and the exercise of a skill. For example, a boxer may realize
that her unreflective and automatic attempts to parry her opponent’s blows
are bound to fail, but still continue to automatically make such attempts,
despite the fact that she actually knows better and is trying in vain to im-
prove her habits. Another case in point concerns a widespread phenomenon
in second-language acquisition, the fact that some speakers fail to improve
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their capacities beyond a certain point because they have learned that they
can get by with, say, an only close-to correct pronunciation, and maybe
even fail to perceive the relevant phonetical differences at all. Linguists call
this problem the ‘fossilization’ of second-language competence (cf. e.g. Han
2004; Han 2012). I take it to be clear that the problem with ‘fossilized’
language competence consists in imperfect automatisms which cannot be
improved any further, or would require extreme effort to do so. And the
same may very well also occur in other activities.
However, it should be noted that the phenomenological evidence is not
univocal. Dreyfus argues that occurent thought may impede the exercise of
expert competeces, but there are also many examples which show how cru-
cial, indeed essential it is not only to think automatically or implicitly, but
explicitly and occurently. In fact, there is even strong phenomenological ev-
idence that this is the case even in the kinds of activities which Dreyfus cites
as paradigm cases – in elite sports and other high-speed physical activities.
Barbara Montero, for example, shows that this is the case in professional
ballet dancing (cf. Montero 2010; Montero 2013). Thus, the relationship
between conscious reflection and efficient practice is much more intricate
than anti-intellectualists often assume.
What I have discussed here can be called the dialectics of automatic-
ity and reflection, of habit and intentionality. Explicit reflection on what
to do both sometimes supports and sometimes impedes the exercise of a
competence, and unreflective automatization can equally both support and
impede a skill’s exercise or development. Thus, an account of the core no-
tion I propose in order to account for know-how, the notion of normative
guidance, must be open to and dependent upon both explicit reflection and
unreflective automaticity. This will be the topic of chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Intellectual Guidance
In chapters 1 and 2, I have followed Ryle in arguing that know-how is
an intelligent ability, and that intelligence requires the intellect. In this
chapter, I will come back to these intellectual aspects and I shall build on my
discussion of the exercise of competences in chapter 3 in order to complete
my positive proposal and offer an account of how an understanding of an
activity can be seen to guide the conduct of a skilled person.
In § 4.1, I propose an account of what it is to understand an activity in
terms of the capacity to assess performances of it. On this basis, an under-
standing of an activity will turn out to require the possession of the concept
of this activity, as shown in § 4.2. In § 4.3, I proceed to discuss the form
of the assessments reached by exercising this conceptual competence. As I
shall argue, these assessments constitute states of propositional knowledge.
In § 4.4, I spell out how the understanding of what an activity demands
can play the role of guiding the exercises of one’s competence to engage in
that activity. While this proposal may be seen to create a problem of vicious
regress, § 4.5 and § 4.6 will discuss two different versions of this problem and
show in detail that both worries are unfounded. Finally, § 4.7 will defend
my account, among other things by discussing the obvious problem that
it appears viciously circular because conceptual assessment capacities must
themselves be understood as competences. This will also lead me to general
considerations about the self-reflexivity of concepts.
§ 4.1 Understanding as Capacity to Assess
I have argued for two necessary conditions of know-how. In this section, I
will show that these conditions are one. Mutatis mutandis, my arguments
for these necessary conditions will be revealed as supporting the same claim.
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In § 1.5, I have argued that an understanding of the normative structure
of an activity is a necessary condition for the knowledge how to engage in
it. In § 2.2, I have argued that know-how requires the capacity to assess the
performances of the activity in question. Now, I shall go on to claim that a
conception of an activity, in the sense in which it is involved in know-how,
simply is the capacity to assess performances of that activity against the
very standards which govern it.
To make this case, I shall start with the concept of understanding. Of
course, what understanding amounts to is itself far from trivial and there is
an intricate debate surrounding this notion (cf. e.g. Grimm 2012). However,
I shall only try to give an account of the particular kind of understanding
which is at issue here, without undertaking too serious commitments con-
cerning understanding in general. Following a classic distinction (cf. e.g.
Kvanvig 2003, 189), there are two main varieties of understanding: propo-
sitional understanding – that is, understanding that or why something is
the case – and objectual understanding – that is, understanding of some
object in the broadest sense of the term. The understanding of an activity,
then, is a kind of objectual understanding. It is just that kind of objectual
understanding where the object is an activity governed by norms.
Obviously, I cannot comment on the debate about the concept of under-
standing here at length. However, I shall discuss four characteristic proper-
ties of understanding which seem to be specific to this epistemic concept.1 I
shall argue that these aspects also pertain to the understanding I am inter-
ested in – the understanding of normative activities – and that these can be
explained very well by the assumption that such an understanding consists
in the competence to assess performances of this activity.
First, understanding admits of degrees. As I have repeatedly argued,
competences also admit of degrees. Therefore, it is attractive to identify
the understanding of a normative activity with the competence to assess
performances of that activity against these norms. This way, the graduality
of the understanding just is the graduality of proficiency in assessing.
Second, while it is a matter of controversy whether or not understanding
can somehow be reduced to propositional knowledge, it is common ground
that understanding entails some propositional knowledge, or at least some
true beliefs about the subject at hand. For example, whether or not my
understanding of computer programming is exhausted by the things I know
about computer programming, I can only have this understanding if I know
or truly believe at least some things about computer programming.
1 These properties are often contrasted with those of propositional knowledge. One of
the most prominent issues is the phenomenon of epistemic luck. I discuss this in § 6.3.
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This constitutes a further prima facie reason to identify the understand-
ing of a normative activity with the capacity to assess performances of it. As
foreshadowed in § 2.5, and as I will discuss in more detail in § 4.3, there is a
direct relation between understanding, assessment and propositional knowl-
edge. By exercising the capacity to assess performances of a given activity,
such as computer programming, one comes to believe that certain proposi-
tions are true, say, the proposition that entering this particular line into the
program code will fix the current problem. And crucially, the propositions
which play a role here are exactly the propositions which would also play
a role in what is entailed by my understanding of computer programming.
Therefore, the identification of the understanding of a normative activity
with the capacity to assess performances of it makes perfect sense of the
relation between the understanding of the activity and the propositional
knowledge about it. It is just is the relation between the competence to
assess performances of the activity in question and the knowledge it entails.
Third, and relatedly, it has been argued that understanding is not wholly
‘factive’, unlike propositional knowledge.2 While my knowledge that the
heater is broken entails the truth of my belief that the heater is broken,
my understanding of the heater and the way it works does not entail that
I believe only true propositions about this subject matter. Instead, my
objectual understanding is compatible with my having false beliefs about
the thing I understand. At least, this is Jonathan Kvanvig’s view. He writes:
Objectual understanding is, of course, not straightforwardly factive, for only
propositions can be true or false. Still, the uses I wish to focus on are ones
in which factivity is in the background. For example, to understand politics is
to have beliefs about it, and for this objectual understanding to be the kind of
interest here requires that these beliefs be true. (Kvanvig 2003, 191)
[I]t is hard to resist the view that understanding may be correctly ascribed even
in the presence of some false beliefs concerning the subject matter [...]. When
the falsehoods are peripheral, we can ascribe understanding based on the rest of
the information grasped that is true and contains no falsehoods. In such a case,
the false beliefs are not a part of the understanding the person has, even though
they concern the very material regarding which the person has understanding.
So in this way, the factive character of understanding can be preserved without
having to say that a person with false beliefs about a subject matter can have no
understanding of it. (Kvanvig 2003, 201–202)
2 The notion of factivity is somewhat problematic in this context since it expresses
the thought that something is, in fact, true. But an understanding of something
cannot be true or false, only more or less accurate. Talk of ‘factivity’ in this context
should therefore be understood as a shorthand for a more general notion of objective
correctness, including the truth of a proposition and the accuracy of an understanding.
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It has been questioned whether this is too restrictive. Some philosophers
argue that understanding does indeed survive large amounts of error, even
error about matters at the core of what is understood (cf. e.g. Zagzebski
2001; Elgin 2009; Riggs 2009). While I cannot assess this issue at length, I
think that Kvanvig’s view can be defended, at least for the purposes of the
project of this book. There may be cases which involve significant propor-
tions of false beliefs about the subject matter and even false beliefs about its
most important aspects. But it is still part of the concept of understand-
ing that the things about which the person who has that understanding
is correct are even more significant, where this assessment may include a
comparison in number, reliability, relative weight or other respects.
If this view is correct, then there is further reason to identify the under-
standing of a normative activity with the capacity to assess performances of
it. As I have argued, somebody who possesses a competence is hardly ever
perfect at the activity in question (cf. § 2.3) and also does not have to be
absolutely reliable (cf. § 1.4). Understanding admits of such degrees as well.
As already noted, by exercising the capacity to assess a given performance,
one comes to believe that certain propositions are true, say, the proposition
that this particular move in our game of chess will upset my plans. Likewise,
false beliefs stem from imperfect or failed performances of assessing chess.
The fact that understanding requires sufficient propositional knowledge is
mirrored in the fact that a competence requires sufficient reliability.
Let me take stock. I have presented three prima facie reasons to iden-
tify the understanding of a normative activity with the skill to assess per-
formances of it. First, both are gradable, and the graduality of the under-
standing of an activity can be cashed out in terms of the graduality of the
assessment capacity. Second, both entail propositional knowledge, and the
way in which the understanding of an activity entails propositional knowl-
edge can be explained in terms of the way the assessment capacity does.
Third, both are compatible with having false beliefs about the activity in
question, and the way in which this holds for the understanding of an ac-
tivity can again be cashed out in terms of the way in which it holds for
the assessment competence. Given my initial observation that know-how
entails both an understanding of the activity in question and the capacity
to assess performances of it, this even amounts to a total of four facts which
can be explained very neatly if the understanding of a normative activity
simply is the same thing as the capacity to assess performances of it.
Of course, some of these facts only support the view that such an under-
standing consists in some competence, but remain neutral on the question
which competence it is supposed to be. This is particularly clear in the
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case of the first point concerning the graduality of both competence and
understanding. However, I contend that the other three facts can only be
explained if the understanding of a normative activity is identified with the
specific competence to assess performances of it. As I have argued, the kind
of propositional knowledge which an understanding of an activity requires
just is the kind of propositional knowledge which the capacity to assess
performances of that activity requires. And the false propositions which
one may believe about an activity, and still count as understanding it, cor-
respond to the false propositions which one may come to believe on the
grounds of an imperfect capacity to assess performances of that activity.
My argument therefore proceeds in a two-step inference to the best ex-
planation. If the identification of the understanding of a normative activity
with some skill already constitutes a good explanation of certain facts, and
if its identification with the specific skill to assess performances of it consti-
tutes an even more general explanation of these and further facts, then this
idea is indeed sufficiently justified. True, qua inference to the best explana-
tion, this is not a knock-down argument. Its merits and flaws are interwoven
with the general explanatory power of the account I am advertizing.
Again, my proposal should not be understood as an account of the con-
cept of understanding in general, but only of the specific kind of under-
standing which is objectual and directed at a normative activity. Whether
this proposal can be generalized into an account of other cases of objec-
tual understanding or even of other kinds of understanding is an interesting
question, but one independent from the problems discussed in this book.
I would also like to mention a prima facie problem for my account. If
a competence involves guidance by an understanding of what the activity
in question demands, and if this understanding is the capacity to correctly
assess performances of that activity – itself a further competence –, how
should we conceive of the understanding which guides the exercises of this
capacity? It seems as if this requires a second capacity to assess the perfor-
mances of the first, and so on ad finitum. This is indeed a severe problem
which I will have to solve. But I will first need to lay out the details of my
account of normative guidance before I can return to this problem in § 4.6.
§ 4.2 Assessment Capacities as Conceptual
I have argued that the understanding required by competence can be iden-
tified with the capacity to assess individual performances of the relevant
activity. This, however, paves the way for a further important issue – the
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way in which know-how involves concepts and conceptual capacities. This
is the topic of the present section. Here, I shall not discuss other accounts of
know-how which also include an appeal to concepts and conceptual capaci-
ties.3 The most important of these, the objectualist intellectualism defended
by John Bengson and Marc Moffett (2007; 2011c), will later be addressed
in detail, especially in chapter 8.
To begin with, I think that there is a very straightforward argument for
the role of concepts and conceptual capacities already implicit in the account
as I have spelled it out so far. I have argued that know-how entails true
beliefs, some of which even amount to propositional knowledge. § 2.5 has
shown which role these beliefs play in learning a competence, and the current
argument has shown that the exercise of an understanding of an activity –
i.e. of the capacity to assess performances of it – generates further beliefs
in the form of particular assessments. However, one can only have a belief
and entertain a proposition if one possesses the concepts which are involved
in this proposition.4 And clearly, the one concept which plays a role in all
of these beliefs which are entailed by a competence is the concept of the
relevant activity itself. In § 4.3, I will offer further support for this point by
spelling out the general form of the propositional assessments required for
understanding an activity.
Thus, these considerations already commit me to the view that the ca-
pacity to assess performances of an activity must involve the concept of this
activity. But it has remained unclear how exactly this should be spelled out
in detail. I contend that it is very natural to say that what one assesses
when one assesses an act as a performance of a given activity just is whether
or not it falls under one’s concept of that activity. Of course, this is not as
simple as saying whether, say, my computer is switched on. To assess an act
as a performance of a given activity is a qualitative matter which admits
of degrees of normative adequacy. But, crucially, so does the corresponding
concept. For example, in assessing an act as a performance of dancing, one
wonders whether or not the concept of dancing simpliciter applies to it at
all. But this is only part of the assessment. One also wonders to what de-
gree the qualitative concept of dancing well applies to that act. The degrees
to which the act meets the relevant norms are mirrored in the degrees in
which the concept of a good, proper or elegant dance applies to it.
3 This also includes Bartels & May (2015a), who also claim that this view ties in well
with the way in which empirical cognitive science draws on concepts. For discussion,
see Glauer (2015) and Bartels & May (2015b). I discuss other core notions from
cognitive science, particularly on the concept of procedural knowledge, in § 6.5.
4 At the very least, this is true on the most natural and most widely held view of what
propositions are. On this debate, see footnote 7 on page 67.
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Of course, I should note that there is an important and substantial
debate about the notion of a concept on which I cannot even begin to
comment here (cf. e.g. Laurence & Margolis 1999; Margolis & Laurence
2011). But while it is a difficult question what a concept is, there is one thing
which I take to be, at least nearly enough, common ground: One possesses
a concept if, and only if, one has the capacity to employ it correctly. One
may also defend the related stronger claim that possession of the concept
just is possession of the capacity for its correct employment. But the first
and weaker claim suffices for the purposes of this book.
To clarify, this view requires a notion of correctness which applies to
the employments of the relevant concepts. But this is nevertheless neutral
with respect to several substantively different explications of concepts. To
illustrate this point in an overly simplified way, my view is neutral between,
on the one hand, representational accounts, according to which a concept is
applied correctly just in case a corresponding property actually applies to
the object(s) in question, and, on the other hand, inferential accounts, ac-
cording to which it is applied correctly just in case the inferential rules which
govern the use of the concept allow for this application. These accounts are
substantially different, but both clearly support a notion of correct use. At
this level of abstraction, we can bracket the question whether this notion is
explained in terms of referential or inferential correctness.5
Given that the possession of a concept is essentially correlated with a
capacity, it has been argued that concepts can themselves be understood
as the capacities of their use (cf. Margolis & Laurence 2011, sect. 1.2). For
example, Anthony Kenny writes:
Concepts are best understood as a particular kind of human ability: a person who
has mastered the use of a word for F in some language possesses the concept of
F. Abilities are individuated by their possessors and their exercises, though they
are not to be identified with either. (Kenny 2010, 105)
I take it that Kenny is right to point out that an ability is not identical with
its exercises, just as no potentiality is identical with its actualizations (e.g.
my window’s fragility is not identical with the instances of its breaking), and
that an ability is not identical with its possessor just like no potentiality is
identical with its bearer (e.g. my window’s fragility is not identical with my
window). But his claim that an ability can nevertheless be individuated by
its possessor and its exercises strikes me as problematic. For this obviously
only leads to a conception of token abilities as opposed to types of abilities.
5 This point is nothing new, of course. It is part of the common ground of the debate
about rule-following and the normativity of meaning (cf. § 1.6). And on page 37, I
have already quoted a crucial passage on this question by Paul Boghossian (1989).
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In particular, this view makes it impossible to conceive of shared abilities
and competences. If the competence to play chess is individuated in terms
of its possessor, then I have my token competence to play chess and you have
yours. This view renders it unclear how all of these token competences can
be token competences of the same type – competences to play chess. Even
worse, if such competences are supposed to explain concepts, then there are
only subjective tokens of concepts rather than shared tyes of concepts.
But this problem can be solved on the basis of § 1.2, where I have sug-
gested that an activity can be individuated in terms of the set of norms
which govern it. Along these lines, we can see that two people can possess
the same competence – know how to engage in the same activity – because
they understand and are guided by the same set of norms – the norms which
constitute the activity in question. On this basis, we should not individuate
concepts by their possessors and their exercises alone, but instead by the
activities of their use, that is, by the specific norms which govern their use.
Crucially, however, this point about the individuation of concepts does
not entail an answer to the question what a concept is. As I have already
stressed, I cannot attempt to answer this big question here. One may go
on to argue that concepts cannot merely be individuated in terms of the
activities of their use, i.e. the norms of their correct use, but that concepts
are identical with these activities, i.e. that activities are these sets of norms.
However, one may also go on to treat this point about the individuation of
concepts merely as a criterion of adequacy for any substantial account of
concepts. Given that I have already sketched the reasons why referentialist
and inferentialist accounts of concepts both support a notion of correct use,
it is plausible to assume that there is still much room for different views.
Returning to my main argument, Kenny’s remark on the preceding page
makes clear that the easiest way to appreciate the fact that possessing a
concept is a skill rather than a mere ability is via the expression of concepts
in language. Mastery of a natural language is one of the most salient ex-
amples of know-how. Gilbert Ryle, among many others, cites this example
frequently (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14) and it underwrites the
debate about rule-following and the normativity of meaning (cf. § 1.6). Ac-
cordingly, if the mastery of a word in a natural language is an example of
know-how, so is the mastery of the concept which that word expresses.
However, it is only a sufficient and not a necessary condition for the
possession of a concept F that one has mastered the use of a specific word ‘F’
in some language (cf. e.g. Kenny 2010, 106). That is, I may possess and be
competent in the application of a concept for which I do only have multiple
words, complex descriptions or even only demonstrative conceptions.
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I conclude that the capacity to assess an act as a performance of an
activity already involves the use of the concept of that activity. In this
sense, know-how requires a conception of the activity in question, and it
requires the possession of the concept of this activity.6
§ 4.3 Assessments as Propositional Knowledge
I have argued that know-how requires an understanding of the relevant
activity, i.e. the conceptual capacity to assess the performances of it (cf.
§ 1.5, § 4.1 and § 4.2). In this section, I would like to show in detail how
having such an assessment capacity entails having propositional knowledge
about the activity in question in the form of the correct assessments reached
by exercising this competence.
In doing so, I expand on Ryle’s argument from § 2.5, where I showed
that propositional knowledge can play an important role in the acquisition
of competences. Now, I will support the additional claim that having an
assessment capacity for a given activity also requires having and coming to
possess propositional knowledge.7
I proceed in two steps. First, I shall propose an argument for this con-
clusion, establishing two interrelated kinds of correct assessments which
somebody with an understanding of an activity must make and be capable
of making. Second, I shall show why these correct assessments amount to
full-blown propositional knowledge as opposed to merely true beliefs.
Let me begin by introducing the idea that there are two kinds of assess-
ments involved here. The capacity to assess the performances of an activity
is a capacity to make correct judgments about individual cases. Crucially,
however, these individual cases are always specific and situated. A specific
act is performed in a specific situation. One cannot assess the quality of
an individual act without taking into account its circumstances. The very
same behavior will be assessed very differently in different circumstances.
On this basis, the very same capacity to assess acts in their circumstances
can also be employed to focus on these circumstances themselves, assessing
them with regard to the question which acts would, in these circumstances,
amount to a good performance of some activity. In § 1.4, I have discussed
6 Of course, one of the main points of dissent is whether or not one may possess concepts
without any linguistic capacities whatsoever. This problem is closely connected to the
problem whether or not non-linguistic beings are capable of thinking, of knowing facts
and of knowing how to do things. I will discuss this briefly in § 6.7.
7 For independent considerations which point in this direction, see Michael Luntley’s
arguments for the view that the mark of an expert is not what she already knows or
how she knows it, but her capacity to learn (cf. Luntley 2009).
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Ryle’s notion of a normal situation with regard to the a given activity, and
I have introduced the notions of an option or an affordance for doing so. In
these terms, assessing circumstances in this way can also be described as
perceiving options or affordances for exercising a given competence.
In sum, assessing performances in their circumstances and assessing cir-
cumstances with regard to the options they provide are two sides of the
same coin – both are exercises of the single capacity to assess the activity
in question. Of course, it is a delicate matter to specify the precise absolute
and relative quality of a performance as an exercise of some activity of A-ing
and the exact quality of an option as an option for A-ing. But as discussed
in § 1.4 and § 1.7, I can leave open these details in the present context.
This argument establishes the following claim:
(B) The exercise of a capacity to assess A-ing leads to assessments of
individual acts and situations, i.e. judgments of the forms (B 1–2).
(B 1) Token act x in token circumstances c is a performance of A-ing of
quality Q.
(B 2) Token circumstances c provide the option for performing token act
x, which is a performance of A-ing of quality Q.
In other words, possessing an understanding of A-ing entails possessing and
coming to possess propositional knowledge of the forms (B 1–2).
Such assessments do not require sophisticated conceptions of individual
acts and their circumstances. In § 1.4, I have already argued that it is
impossible to explicate all the enabling and defeating conditions of doing
something well – to explicate what Ryle called a ‘normal situation’ for the
exercise of a given competence. Likewise, it is overly demanding to assume
that possessing a conception of an activity requires a complete grasp of all
the relevant aspects of an individual act and an individual situation.
However, this does not constitute an argument against my claim that
knowledge of the forms (B 1–2) is nevertheless necessary for possessing an
understanding of an activity. For nothing I have said entails that one needs
to possess a descriptive conception of these acts and situations. It is entirely
sufficient to possess a demonstrative conception of them in order to possess
knowledge of the forms (B 1–2). As I shall discuss later, in § 8.4, this point
has already been stressed by intellectualists about know-how. One way to
illustrate this idea is with respect to paradigm examples.
Being competent at swimming or otherwise possessing an understanding
of swimming requires knowledge of the form (B1) because it requires the
correct assessment of paradigm cases of good swimming and of paradigm
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cases of not swimming at all. Somebody who carefully observes professional
swimmers in a breast stroke championship race and fails to know that what
they do qualifies as swimming the breast stroke rather well would hardly
count as being able to assess performances of swimming the breast stroke.
At the very least, we would have to make substantial adjustments to what we
take that person to believe and how reliable we take her perception to be in
order to maintain the idea that she is actually still competent to assess what
she so blatantly fails to judge correctly. Generally speaking, somebody who
systematically fails to recognize all paradigm examples of particularly good
exercises of an activity does not have the capacity to assess performances
of that activity. And the same holds for performances which clearly do not
amount to swimming the breast stroke at all.
Likewise, being competent at swimming or otherwise possessing an un-
derstanding of swimming requires knowledge of the form (B 2) because it
requires the correct assessment of paradigm situations which offer the option
to swim and of paradigm situations which do not offer this option at all. To
take simple examples, this involves the knowledge that swimming requires
a certain minimum amount of water and the absence of other swimmers or
objects who are constantly in one’s way, and the knowledge that a perfectly
calm swimming pool without any people or objects floating around offers a
perfect opportunity for swimming. Again, if somebody fails to possess such
propositional knowledge, we would, at the very least, have to substantially
adjust our interpretation of this person in order to maintain the idea that
she is actually still competent to assess what she so blatantly misconceives.
As should have become clear from my characterization of these examples,
my claim (B) does not require the people in question to possess anything
like a rich descriptive conception of the performances and situations in ques-
tion. It is entirely sufficient to just know demonstratively, of a certain act
or situation, that it is assessed thus.8 However, it is hard to imagine a case
where somebody who is genuinely competent at swimming or who other-
wise possesses a genuine understanding of swimming has only and purely
demonstrative conceptions of the relevant acts and situations.
8 John McDowell has prominently made this point in a discussion of color concepts,
pointing out that “one can give linguistic expression to a concept that is exactly as
fine-grained as the experience, by uttering the phrase ‘that shade’, in which the demon-
strative exploits the presence of the sample.” (McDowell 1994, 57) But McDowell’s
insight is a general one and can also applied elsewhere. This also includes his famous
debate with Hubert Dreyfus which has already played a role in § 3.6 (cf. McDowell
2007; 2013; Dreyfus 2005; 2007; 2013; Schear 2013). But since this exchange is con-
cerned with the nature of mind and action in general, rather than specifically with
know-how, I shall not address this debate in detail. For further discussion of demon-
strative concepts with respect to know-how, see § 8.4.
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First, even if one starts out with such purely demonstrative concep-
tions, they remain genuinely conceptual. And if things go well enough, it
will therefore be possible at least to demonstratively re-identify numerically
distinct acts as acts of ‘doing the same’ as earlier performances and numer-
ically distinct situations as situations ‘offering the same option’ as earlier
ones. Thus, demonstrative conceptions are nevertheless sufficiently general.
They can, at least in principle, also be applied elsewhere.
Second, it is hard to imagine that in such a process the relevant con-
cept remains purely demonstrative and does not, precisely through such re-
identifications, gain at least some descriptive content. For example, some-
body who first has a merely demonstrative conception of a token instance
of paradigmatically good breaststroke swimming will, other things being
equal, be able to realize, in her re-application of this demonstrative concept
to other token instances of swimming the breaststroke, that such swimming
performances are ceteris paribus better to the extent that both pairs of
limbs are moved synchronously. In this way, a demonstrative conception of
a paradigmatically good example of swimming the breast stroke easily gains
at least some descriptive aspects, even if its demonstrative nature remains.
I take it to be uncontroversial that a conception of A-ing often involves
relatively rich descriptive elements in cases of learning from explicit teach-
ing (cf. § 2.3). What my present argument suggests is that at least some
descriptive elements are directly involved, or evolve very easily, in every
conception, whatever its source, even if the degree of descriptive specificity
and sophistication varies very strongly and arguably even reduces to trivial
matters at the extreme end. On the basis of (B), then, I can also formulate
a further way in which propositional knowledge is involved in possessing
assessment capacities – as assessment principles:
(C) Every capacity to assess A-ing involves knowledge of at least some
principles of assessment of acts and situations of the forms (C 1–2).
(C 1) An act of the type X in circumstances of the type C is a performance
of A-ing of quality Q.
(C 2) Circumstances of the type C provide the option for performing an
act of the type X, which is a performance of A-ing of quality Q.
It should be noted that it is an entirely open question how fine-grained the
types of acts abbreviated as ‘X’ are individuated and how much sophis-
tication a competent actor possesses in understanding the interrelations
between these ways – say, as mutually exclusive, as entailing each other, as
hierarchically ordered, and so forth. As discussed in § 1.7, even the level
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of granularity of individuating the whole of the activity somebody knows
how to engage in can differ in different contexts. The same holds for the
granularity of the types of acts which count as engaging in this activity.
One may worry that such a view is too far from Ryle’s position. But
given my considerations in Chapter 2, Ryle can happily endorse this view.
All forms of assessment principles, however demonstrative or descriptive
they may be, still clearly depend on particular assessments of individual
cases of intelligent conduct. (C) depends on (B), which, in turn, depends
on the existence and practice of the activity in question. This is in keeping
with Ryle’s view that practice is prior to descriptive theory (cf. § 2.6).
I have argued that understanding an activity necessarily requires propo-
sitional knowledge. But this is not to say that understanding an activity
requires knowing a lot about that activity. I do not deny the fact that
many competent practicioners are not particularly good theorists of their
practices.9 As Ryle has correctly stressed, being able to abstract away from
particular instances and to express the relevant differences descriptively is
distinct from the competence to produce these instances oneself (cf. § 2.1).
But I have argued that at least a minimal degree of these capacities is in-
volved in every understanding of an activity and hence in every competence,
vast differences between allegedly ‘pure’ practicioners and expert theorists
notwithstanding. Further, with respect to the notion of guidance as respon-
sible control which I will propose in § 4.4, the crucial kind of knowledge is
only knowledge of the forms (B 1-2) – i.e. assessments of individual perfor-
mances and situations, which may well be demonstrative. Thus, even when
somebody misconceives what they do and attend to on a descriptive level
– as apparently many professional athletes do when it comes to the skill to
catch balls (cf. Reed et al. 2010) –, they may still be able to point to partic-
ular performances and correctly assess them as good or bad. This, too, is
propositional knowledge which stems from a genuine assessment capacity, a
genuine understanding of how to catch balls.10
So far, however, all of this propositional knowledge is independent from
the question whether somebody actually possesses the relevant competence
or if she merely possesses an understanding of this activity. But in fact,
there is one kind of propositional knowledge which one can only come to
possess when one possesses the relevant competence oneself.
9 This phenomenon has been studied extensively in cognitice science (cf. e.g. Berry &
Broadbent 1984; Reed et al. 2010).
10 Cases like these are still problematic since they involve a tension between what a person
explicitly declares and what she practically demonstrates. For a detailed discussion of
such problems with respect to know-how, see Brownstein & Michaelson (2016).
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As I shall argue in § 4.4, exercising one’s know-how relies in part on
assessing one’s own acts and on assessing the situation in which one finds
oneself. But this is possible only if one conceives of them in the right way,
namely as what I am doing here and now. The general form of the individual
assessments in (B 1-2) is more specific here, which can be expressed thus:
(D) If one can engage in the activity A oneself, then the exercise of the
capacity to assess A-ing leads to self-assessments of one’s own individ-
ual acts and the individual situations in which one finds oneself, i.e.
judgments of the forms (D 1–2).
(D 1) My token act x in the circumstances here and now is a performance
of A-ing of quality Q.
(D 2) The circumstances here and now provide the option to perform my
token act x, which is a performance of A-ing of quality Q.
This point relies on the observation that some demonstrative or indexical
concepts are, in John Perry’s term, ‘essential indexicals’ (cf. Perry 1979).
That is, the content of the relevant proposition depends constitutively on
the involvement of indexical concepts.
My assessments can only play the right kind of role in my guiding of
my performances if I conceive of what I am doing right now as what I am
doing right now – rather than, say, as what that guy I currently see on the
monitor happens to do at the time he was filmed. For even if what the
guy I currently see on the monitor happens to do at the time he is filmed
is what I am doing right now, because the monitor shows a live picture
of myself, broadcast by a hidden camera, these assessments of mine would
merely happen to be assessments of myself, and I could and would not take
them into account in guiding my acts. In order to do so, I must come to
realize that this guy is me, and that these things happen here and now.
Such essentially indexical conceptions of oneself have also come to be
known under the name de se. Thus, I have shown that conceiving of oneself
as oneself – that is, conceiving of oneself de se – is a crucial element in
the explanation of the concept of know-how because an exercise of know-
how requires guidance by assessments of one’s own acts as one’s own acts.
Likewise, conceiving of the relevant circumstances as the situation I am
facing here and now is equally crucial.11 However, I will only be able to
present a full account of the role of such essentially indexical assessments of
self and situation in the guidance of the exercise of a competence in § 4.4.
11 However, I cannot offer a detailed discussion of these notions in the context of this
book. For an overview, compare Ninan (2010). For seminal contributions to the
debate, compare Perry (1977; 1979), as well as Lewis (1979).
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This concludes my argument for the claim that an understanding of an
activity, i.e. a suitable assessment capacity, always involves propositional
knowledge, and my elaboration of the kinds of propositions involved.
However, there is a final worry which I promised to address in this
section. Given everything discussed said so far, one may object that I
have not yet shown that a competence requires that the examples I have
established actually qualify as propositional knowledge rather than only
as true beliefs. However, the considerations discussed in § 4.1 suggest an
answer. Of course, I cannot provide a detailed account of propositional
knowledge here and comment on the debate surrounding this core concept.
But I can give a rather straightforward argument in terms which are widely
shared even despite further controversies.
My argument is, in fact, simple. If the understanding of an activity con-
sists in the capacity to assess performances of it, and if this capacity is itself
a competence which is exercised without substantial interference, then this
exercise will be a non-accidentally correct act of assessing a performance.
By the same token, the assessment which is thereby made will be non-ac-
cidentally correct as well, i.e. non-accidentally true. Such assessments are
non-accidentally true because they stem from the exercise of one’s reliable
competence to make such assessments, thereby providing justification for
its truth. Of course, this is not to say that every assessment competence
is always exercised perfectly well without mistakes or interference. All my
current argument requires is that somebody who possesses a competence
has or can come to believe at least some such propositional knowledge –
that is, that she is at least sometimes correct in making these assessments
in her exercise of her competence to do so. And this, I take it, is ensured
for conceptual reasons. As shown in § 1.4, without being at least sometimes
correct under normal circumstances, it would be inconsistent to describe
someone as being competent in making such assessments in the first place.
Of course, the argument just proposed is a paradigm example of the rea-
soning employed by defenders of virtue epistemology, particularly of virtue
reliabilism (cf. e.g. Battaly 2008; Greco & Turri 2011). John Greco expresses
one of the main strands in this family of views as follows:
S knows p if and only if S’s believes the truth (with respect to p) because S’s
belief that p is produced by intellectual ability. (Greco 2009, 18)
While my argument is of precisely this kind, I can leave open the question
if all propositional knowledge can be explained in this way,12 or if this
is only true in some cases. At the same time, I contend that whatever
12 Michael Kremer argues that this is indeed Ryle’s view (cf. Kremer 2016, 12–13).
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plausibility this line of argument has already gained in the debate about
virtue epistemology should also be granted to my reasoning.
I would like to conclude by pointing out that it is common within virtue
epistemology to explain intellectual competence as merely one example of
many other things one may be competent at doing. John Greco writes:
The idea is that knowledge is an instance of a more general and familiar normative
kind—that of success through ability (or success through excellence, or success
through virtue). Thus in any realm of human activity where success is possible,
we make a distinction between success from ability and mere lucky success. For
example, in soccer one can score a goal through ability, as when Pele unleashes a
forceful, well-placed shot, and one can score a lucky goal, as when an errant pass
finds its way into the net. The idea, then, is that knowledge is a species in this
familiar genus. (Greco 2009, 17)
This raises a number of interesting further questions and arguably even
promises a mutually illuminating discussion of the relationship between the
epistemology of know-how and virtue epistemology, very much like with
the debate about linguistic competences and rule-following on which I com-
mented in § 1.6. However, I cannot pursue these interesting connections
between my project and virtue epistemology any further at this point.
§ 4.4 Guidance as Responsible Control
In § 4.1, have argued that the understanding of an activity and its normative
demands which underlies the competence to engage in it should be under-
stood as the capacity to assess performances of the activity in question.
Earlier, in § 2.4, I have followed Ryle in arguing that such an understanding
allows a person to continue to improve her skills. Obviously, the key to this
option is the fact that the capacity to assess an act as a performance of some
activity involves the capacity to thereby assess one’s own acts and options.
This is what I have just discussed in § 4.3 and stated in (D) on page 120.
In this section, I will argue that such assessments of self and situation
are a key element in the explanation of how an understanding of an activity
can guide one’s acts. It is in the light of such assessments that competent
actors are in responsible control of their acts. I will begin with a first way
of formulating this proposal and then go on to offer further refinments.
The proposal is this. Guidance by an understanding of an activity can
be understood as responsible control of one’s acts in the light of assessments
of self and situation. More fully, to be guided by an understanding of the
norms of an activity just is to exercise one’s capacity to assess one’s own
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performances and one’s options for performing and13 to act in the light of
these assessments in order to meet the norms of the activity in question.
I have said that a competence is a special case of a reliable ability since
a competence’s reliability is explained by the guidance of an understanding
of what it takes to do well at the activity in question. Now I can add that
this requires the exercise of one’s assessment capacity in order to establish,
maintain and improve one’s reliability. I will now go on to explain this view
in detail. This is the core of what I have called Rylean responsibilism.14
Rylean responsibilism and its core notion of guidance as responsible
control is very close to what Ryle suggests when he writes about acquiring
competences by learning (cf. § 2.3). And there are several passages in Ryle’s
work which clearly suggest that responsible control is not only important
for learning, but involved in every exercise of a competence. Ryle writes:
Trying to comply with the teaching is part of trying to do the thing, and as
the child learns to do the things, he also learns to understand better and apply
better the lessons in doing the thing. Hence he learns, too, to double the roles of
instructor and pupil; he learns to coach himself and to heed his own coaching, i.e.,
to suit his deeds to his own words. [...] We are all trained in some degree to be our
own referees, and though we are not, all or most of the time blowing our whistles,
we are most of the time ready or half-ready to blow them, if the situation requires
it, and to comply with them, when they are blown. (Ryle 1949, 148)
This suggests that the understanding which one acquires when learning
how to do something – that is, the understanding of what it takes to do
well in that activity – allows one to be ‘one’s own coach’, to assess one’s
performances and to act on the basis of these assessments. However, all
the considerations about learning discussed in § 2.3 have turned out not to
be specific to those cases where one learns by being taught. Instead, they
are entirely general. Thus, we can also generalize the present point in this
passage of Ryle’s. That is, independently of the specific way a competence
13 It is very important that this ‘and’ is only a logical conjunction. As I shall clarify
later, the exercise of one’s assessment capacity does not always antecede or even occur
in tandem with one’s being guided by this understanding.
14 I use the term ‘responsibilism’ with a nod to an important paper by Michael Williams
(2008) which spells out precisely such an interplay between reliable performance and
responsible maintenance of reliable procedures with respect to perceptual abilities and
propositional knowledge. My employment of the Sellarsian notion of “ought-to-be”
norms discussed in § 3.4 is very much in the spirit of Williams’ use of this concept
with respect to perceptual belief formation. But since the scope of my project in
this book is much broader than only perceptual capacity, a topic which would also
introduce a number of problems of its own, I have not developed my view closer to
Williams’ considerations. However, as mentioned at the end of § 4.3 with respect to
virtue reliabilism, it promises to be fruitful to pursue this further.
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has been acquired by learning, everybody who possesses and exercises a
competence can and does ‘double the role’ of the practitioner and the critic.
This combination of practicing and self-assessing is also present in an-
other very important passage already discussed on page 97 and earlier:
To be intelligent is not merely to satisfy criteria, but to apply them; to regulate
one’s actions and not merely to be well-regulated. A person’s performance is
described as careful or skilful, if in his operations he is ready to detect and correct
lapses, to repeat and improve on successes, to profit from the examples of others
and so forth. He applies criteria in performing critically, that is, in trying to get
things right. (Ryle 1949, 29)
Clearly, being ‘ready to detect and correct lapses, to repeat and improve on
successes, to profit from the examples of others and so forth’ clearly requires
to ‘double one’s role’ and to combine one’s practice of doing something with
one’s self-assessments in doing so. And there are several further pertinent
passages where Ryle explicitly says, for example, that somebody’s exercis-
ing a competence involves acting “with care, self-control, attention to the
conditions and thought of his instructions” (Ryle 1949, 45).
Thus, there is clear evidence that the core idea of responsible control
is already present on Ryle’s own discussion of know-how. However, Ryle
does not give a clear account of how we should spell out this view of more
clearly.15 Rylean responsibilism will hopefully complete Ryle’s own account
and spell out his suggestions in a coherent and plausible way.16
To introduce the notion of control, I would like to rely on a wonderfully
clear and accurate characterization by Ellen Fridland. She writes:
[I]t is by an agent’s ability to respond to both expected and unpredictable envi-
ronmental circumstances and to revise her strategy accordingly, that we measure
skill. As such, control is evident not only in the smooth, elegant execution of an
15 In an insightful paper, Richard Parry has argued that Ryle fails to develop a clear
stance on what he calls ‘self-monitoring’ because he is too occupied with the problem
of Cartesian dualism. Parry develops an interpretation of Ryle’s account of know-
how which is very much in line with my proposal: “Ryle’s theory of action aimed
to maintain that there is a difference in kind between intelligent and nonintelligent
action and that the difference is based on the claim that in intelligent action the agent
monitors his action.” (Parry 1980, 390) However, Parry suggests that Ryle failed to
ask the right question about this notion: “Ryle’s anti-Cartesian program led him to
mislocate the logical problem. The problem is not whether the second tier monitoring
activity is occult or not. Rather it is in what way the second tier monitoring activity
is related to the first tier activity.” (Parry 1980, 391) I hope to do better – by spelling
out how the intelligence of performances can be explained in part in terms of ‘second
tier monitoring’ – i.e. guidance by an understanding of the ‘first tier activity’.
16 Very similar considerations have recently been proposed by Michael Kremer (2016,
13–16), with explicit reference to Ryle, and by Benjamin Elzinga (2016, 17–19). Un-
fortunately, I cannot spell out these parallels here in detail.
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uninterrupted action but in the appropriate responses and recovery to variable
factors, as well. As such, I submit that it is the controlled part of skilled action;
that is, that part of an action that accounts for the exact, nuanced ways in which
a skilled performer modifies, adjusts, revises, and guides her performance, which
we must give an account of, if we are to have an adequate, philosophical account
of skill. (Fridland 2014b, 3)
What distinguishes genuine competence from mere ability is the control
which competent actors have over their conduct. And as I have suggested
in chapter 1, such control lies in the fact that the actor has a grasp of what
it takes to do well in the activity in question and attempts to live up to
these norms on this basis. In this sense, competent actors are answerable to
the norms of the activity they are engaging in, and they take responsibility
for meeting them. In a word, the mark of know-how is responsible control.17
Crucially, competences are situated. Every exercise of know-how takes
place as a performance of a specific person in a specific situation. There-
fore, the key to understanding responsible control lies in understanding how
competent actors grasp the merits and flaws of their performances and the
opportunities and impediments of the situation they are facing. My pro-
posal is that this is precisely the role which the understanding of an activity
in the sense of the capacity to assess self and situation is able to play.
Rylean responsibilism holds that responsible control is exerted by exer-
cising this capacity in order to reach de se assessments of oneself and the
options here and now (cf. (D) on page 120), and by acting responsibly in
the light of this propositional knowledge in order to do as well as possible.18
In what follows, I would like to spell out in more detail what this notion
of responsible control comes down to. To do so, I shall rely extensively on
my arguments in chapter 3. Since the capacity to assess an activity is itself
a competence, my general considerations about the exercise of competences
in general can also be applied to the exercises of this competence. And
on this basis, I can show that the relation between one’s assessments and
one’s performances is at its core a relation of conceptual foundation and
explanatory priority, and not necessarily one of temporal or even causal
antecedence. I shall spell out this point a little more slowly.
I take it that there are two paradigmatic ways in which one may perform
in the light of one’s assessments of one’s own acts, i.e. of knowledge of
17 For further discussion of control, see Buskell (2015) and Fridland (2015; 2016).
18 In fact, this is well-supported even with respect to the kind of high-speed physical
activities which motivate the anti-intellectualism of Hubert Dreyfus (cf. § 3.6). This
has been shown most clearly by Barbara Montero (cf. Montero 2010; Montero 2013)
and Ellen Fridland (cf. Fridland 2014a, 2015, 2016). For further discussion, see also
Sutton et al. (2011), Toner (2014), Boutin et al. (2014) and Christensen et al. (2016).
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the form (D1), and in the light of one’s assessments of the options in a
given situation, i.e. of knowledge of the form (D2). These ways rely on
the paradigms of fully intentional actions on the one hand and completely
automatic performances on the other hand, which I have discussed before,
and of which I have already said that they merely mark the clearest ends of
the continuum of possible degrees.
For example, I can begin by intentionally assessing my own performances
as well as the relevant situation, then go on to consciously judge that such-
and-such would be the best thing to do now, determining the best option
in my knowledge of the form (D2), and intentionally perform this act.
In the same way, one can also assess one’s performances in action or
during their performance. One may realize that one is on the way to com-
plete a very good performance and therefore make sure to keep on track,
relying first on one’s knowledge about how well one is currently doing of
the form (D1). In this way, one may see how one’s present course of action
could be improved, comparing one’s knowledge about one’s current options
of the form (D2), and see to taking advantage of the best option. Likewise,
one may perceive mistakes in one’s performances and try to correct them.
Finally, one can also assess one’s own acts after performing them, for
example when they are completely automatic. When one performs a quick
routine act and only later realizes to what extent one has succeeded in meet-
ing the norms of the activity in question, this act may still be understood
as guided by the capacity for such assessment, particularly when the later
assessment leads to attempts for improvement in the future.
Crucially, the very same considerations apply to completely automatic
assessments of self and situation rather than to one’s automatically acting in
the light of these. When the assessment one reaches during or after perform-
ing is also an automatic reaction to the situation and one becomes aware of
it only later, it may still be a genuine exercise of the competence of assess-
ing oneself and one’s situation. This is arguably one of the most important
aspects of true competence. Part of what distinguishes genuine expertise
from lesser ability is that it does not always require occurrent thinking
and explicit attention to certain aspects of one’s performances and options.
Such assessments are routinely and automatically made, thereby freeing the
agent’s limited cognitive capacities to attending to more finely-grained de-
tail.19 However, as discussed in § 3.4, § 3.5 and § 3.6, these exercises are
nevertheless guided by the relevant norms in the full sense.
19 This crucial role of automatic self-assessments resonates with many observations in
cognitive science (cf. e.g. Bargh & Chartrand 1999). For an insightful discussion of
this point with respect to the concept of skill in general, see Fridland (2014b).
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Part of this explanation, the idea of unreflective automatic assessment
and guidance, has also been discussed by Erik Rietveld in his work on the
notion of situated normativity. He writes:
[T]he skillful individual’s responsiveness to relevant affordances forms the core of
the normative aspect of unreflective action. I will refer to such responsiveness as
‘being moved to improve’ by a relevant affordance or object. (Rietveld 2008, 977)
Rietveld explains this notion of an affordance’s or an option’s moving some-
body to take advantage of it in terms of a specific form of assessment ca-
pacity.20 He takes up examples of craftsmanship and design and follows
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s suggestion that experts in such activities experience
their assessments as what he calls ‘directed discontent’. Rietveld writes:
Directed discontent is related to the craftsman’s ability to make all kinds of subtle
discriminations instinctively and immediately in unreflective action. This enables
him to see what should be done to improve the current situation or solve the
problem; to perceive and act on possibilities for action (affordances). An example
of directed discontent could be a situation in which the architect notices that the
door in its architectural context is incorrect and immediately senses two relevant
alternatives (make the door more narrow or make it higher), and, what is more,
he responds immediately to the best of these [...]. (Rietveld 2008, 980)
Directed discontent immediately orientates and ‘draws’ the craftsman’s action
towards improvement or correctness. This is an example of being moved to im-
prove by an incorrect object (in context). More specifically, directed discontent
expresses the appreciation of an object (in context) as not (yet) correct. (Rietveld
2008, 982–983)
As these passages make clear, the capacity to experience directed discontent
is what provides the grounds of Rietveld’s notion of ‘being moved to improve
by perceiving affordances’. Such cases exemplify the ubiquitous importance
of unreflective automaticity in the exercise of competences.
And this discussion fits in well with the proposal I am advertising. I
contend that a capacity to experience directed discontent with regard to
a certain object to be produced or worked upon already is a capacity to
normatively assess this object as to whether or not and to what extent it
satisfies the relevant norms. And we can even generalize Rietveld’s charac-
terization of affordances to improve the quality of an object to any affor-
dances to exercise one’s skills. After all, Rietveld explicitly mentions that
the object of directed discontent “can be a thing [...] but also an event or a
person” (2008, 967 fn. 4). It is therefore no great leap to add that the object
20 As Rietveld stresses, this includes embodied concerns and an affective, emotional in-
volvement of the person in question. But I will bracket these elements here.
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of someone’s directed discontent can also be her own doing. And in many
other activities, this is even the only way to assess quality, simply because
no objects are created – e.g. in dancing, singing, and in sports.
At this point, one might object that experiencing something as incorrect
is less demanding than conceptually assessing it and gaining genuine propo-
sitional knowledge, as I maintain.21 Instead, the way in which competent
actors adjust their behavior may rest on non-propositional affective states
or image-like mental representations. Proposals along these lines have been
prominently defended by Garry Young (2004; 2009; 2011) and Eva-Maria
Jung (2012).22 While I regret that cannot discuss these proposals here in
more detail, my general reaction to them is twofold. On the one hand, I am
happy to admit that the exact nature of the relevant assessments by compe-
tent actors is still an open question and just remain neutral here, as long as
these assessments play the crucial explanatory role I have reserved for them.
But on the other hand, however exactly such assessments are represented in
the mind, they must remain genuinely conceptual and propositional. There
may be a notion of control which does not require concepts and proposi-
tional knowledge states, but such control would not be responsible control.
Responsible control requires that the relevant assessments are intelligible as
genuinely conceiving of some act as a good performance of doing something,
or of some situation as a good opportinity for doing so. And this structure,
I contend, is possible only with genuine concepts and propositional states,
even if these may only be demonstrative (cf. § 4.2 and § 4.3).
Thus, I have argued that the capacity to assess one’s own performances
and options is what guides intelligent practice because exercising this ca-
pacity allows for the steering of one’s current or future conduct such as to
meet the norms of the activity in question. Such guidance can consist in
the intentional choosing of a course of action, in the on-the-fly adjustments
to the specificity of the situation, and in the intentional shaping of one’s
automatisms and routines. This is the Rylean responsibilist view of being
guided by the norms of an activity in one’s attempts to live up to them.
To conclude this section, I would like to briefly comment on the some-
what loose way in which I have been talking about guidance over the course
of this book, particularly on the many kinds of relata which I have men-
tioned as involved in this relation. In the light of the account offered in this
21 Rietveld may prefer this view since he has no qualms employing the notion of perceiving
and acting on affordances also for creatures which, intuitively, are clearly not capable of
concepts, such as earthworms. For a brief discussion of the boundary between human
and non-human animals with respect to know-how, see § 6.7.
22 For discussion, see also Jung & Newen (2010; 2011) and Demmerling (2013).
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section, I hope that it has become clear how these ways of speaking should
be understood. In particular, I have said that who or what is guided in the
exercise of a competence can be expressed in at least three ways – that I am
guided, that my A-ings are guided, and that, in my A-ings, I am guided.
Evidently, however, the last of these three ways of talking is the crucial one,
and the other two should be seen as derived from it.
As for what it is that guides, rather than is guided, in the exercise of a
competence, I have variously said that it is my understanding of A-ing, or
my understanding of the norms of A-ing, or my capacity to assess A-ing.
Given my arguments in § 1.1, the first pair of these is equivalent, and given
my arguments in § 4.1 and § 4.2, the third one is also equivalent with these.
Likewise, I have argued at length that the exercises of this competence
lead to propositional knowledge in the form of correct assessments of one’s
own acts and of the options provided by the situation, and that exercising a
competence involves acting in the light of this propositional knowledge. In
this vein, one may also say that these options or affordances are what guides
the exercise of a competence. Similarly, one may also say that the norms
of an activity guide intelligent practice, as long as this is simply meant to
convey that the guiding understanding of these norms is sufficiently correct.
In the end, however, the core notion of guidance in my account of respon-
sible control identifies actors themselves as the ones who guide themselves
in their A-ing. Responsible control ultimately rests on the fact that it is
my exercise of my understanding of A-ing or of my grasp on the norms
governing A-ing and that it is my acting in the light of my assessments of
self and situation and of my knowledge of my options.
§ 4.5 Guidance without Regress
I have argued that competences involve the responsible control of one’s act
in the light of assessments of self and situation. But this seems to create
a problem of vicious regress.23 As a consequence of a Rylean account,
this is deeply ironic since Ryle himself employs a famous regress objection
against intellectualism. In chapter 9, I will go on to discuss and defend
this argument. In this section, however, I shall elaborate how this problem
arises for Rylean responsibilism. But I shall offer a number of arguments
against this objection. The aim of these considerations is to show that
Rylean responsibilism provides an account of guidance without regress.
23 For a general account of the nature and structure of regress problems, see Löwenstein
(2016). But I will leave formal reconstructions of the regresses discussed here implicit.
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The objection can be presented as follows. Given the account on offer,
it looks as if the competence to A involves an ability to A on the one hand,
and an ability to act in the light of one’s assessments of self and situation in
the other hand. But if so, then acting in the light of these assessments would
itself be something one would not only need an ability to engage in, but a
full-blown further competence. Guiding the exercises of one’s ability in this
way is certainly something which can be done better or worse, efficiently or
not, and so forth. It is an activity governed by norms in the sense identified
in § 1.1. And being able to guide oneself in this way could not be something
a competent person is merely able to do, but would itself have to be an
intelligent performance in the sense identified in § 1.5. Thus, it looks as if
the competence to A consists of an ability to A, a competence to assess
A-ing, and a further competence to guide one’s A-ings on the basis of one’s
assessments of one’s A-ings. Clearly, this would fail to account for the
concept of know-how. But my proposal does not lead to this consequence.
To begin with, Ryle is fully aware of this difficulty for his own view. In a
passage the beginning of which I have already quoted on page 73, he writes:
It is now easy to distinguish the sense in which intellectual operations are higher
than, and do ‘govern’, the exercises of other mental capacities, from the sense
in which I have denied that the occurrence of intellectual operations is implied
in all those descriptions we give of people’s actions and reactions which embody
mental concepts. Intellectual work has a cultural primacy, since it is the work
of those who have received and can give a higher education, education, namely,
by didactic discourse. It is what constitutes, or is a sine qua non of, culture.
[...] [T]o describe someone as doing something which he could not have done
without formerly having had a certain education does not entail saying that he
must have recited all or any of these lessons just before he acted. I could not now
read a Greek sentence, if I had not formerly learned Greek grammar, but I do
not ordinarily remind myself of any rules of Greek grammar, before I construe a
Greek sentence. I construe according to those rules, but I do not think of them.
I bear them in mind, but I do not appeal to them, unless I get into difficulties.
(Ryle 1949, 295–296)
I take it that the Sellarsian account I proposed in § 3.4 and the Rylean
responsibilist view of guidance as responsible control in the light of assess-
ments of self and situation I have just laid out are very much in the spirit
of these remarks. My proposal explains what it means to say that guiding
norms are such that “I bear them in mind, but I do not appeal to them,
unless I get into difficulties”. (Ryle 1949, 296)
I have promised to show why my proposal does not lead to the problem
of regress. The crucial point in the line of thought just spelled out is the
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premise that responsibly controlling the exercises of one’s ability to A in
the light of one’s assessments of self and situation is an activity in its own
right, i.e. a further activity. But this premise is false. Instead, this activity
is identical with the activity A itself. Therefore, the competence to A does
not consist of three elements – the ability to A, the competence to assess A-
ing, and the capacity to guide the former on the basis of the latter. Instead,
the competence to A already is the ability to responsibly control one’s A-ing
in light of one’s assessments of self and situation in A-ing.
I take it that this claim is already plausible on intuitive grounds. Ar-
guably then, it can already stand for itself. Furthermore, the line of thought
just presented constitutes a powerful argument for this claim – a reductio of
its negation, the claim that the allegedly different activities in play are in-
deed different. Nevertheless, I would like to propose two further arguments
in its support, both of which are independent from these considerations.
My first argument relies on § 1.2 where I have argued that an activity
can be individuated in terms of the set of norms which govern it. On this
basis, I can justify the claim that the activity of A-ing is identical with
the activity of responsibly controlling one’s A-ing by showing that these
allegedly distinct activities are governed by the very same set of norms.
This, however, is revealed by the considerations presented in § 3.4, where
I argued that such a set of norms always includes all three of the distinct,
but interrelated norms of the forms (A 1–3) on page 97.
At a first glance, the norms which govern the activity of A-ing have the
form given in (A 1) – that is, the form “In A-ing, one ought to perform
Xi in Ci.” Likewise, the norms which govern the activity of responsibly
controlling one’s A-ing seem to have the form given in (A 3) – that is, the
form “In A-ing, one ought to make it the case that one performs Xi in Ci.”
But this difference in the form of the most salient norms does not amount to
a difference in the activity itself. As shown in § 3.4, any set of norms which
governs an activity which one may know how to do involves a norm of the
form (A1) just in case it also involves the corresponding norm of the form
(A3). Thus, one engages in an activity which is constituted of norms of
the form (A1) just in case the very same activity is also constituted by the
corresponding norms of the form (A3). Accordingly, the activity of A-ing
is identical with the activity of responsibly controlling one’s A-ing.24
24 Thus, what it takes to do well at A-ing fully rather than only partially determines
what it takes to do well at responsibly controlling one’s A-ing. Thereby, the crucial
difference between this relation and the relation between A-ing and assessing A-ing is
maintained. As I have discussed in § 2.2, what it takes to A well partially but not fully
determines what it takes to do well at assessing A-ing and at teaching A-ing.
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I shall now turn to my second argument. This relies on the following
analogy between practicing an activity and teaching it:
(4) (a) The competence to A is the capacity to guide one’s current and
future A-ings on the basis of one’s assessments of one’s past and
current A-ings.
(b) The competence to teach A-ing is the capacity to guide one’s
students’ current and future A-ings on the basis of one’s
assessments of their past and current A-ings.
Obviously, this characterization of competence at teaching A-ing is entirely
parallell to my characterization of competence at A-ing. The only difference
between (4 a) and (4 b) is that the one assessed and guided in the relevant
activity is oneself in the case of the competence to A, whereas it is one’s
student in the case of the competence to teach A-ing.
My argument, then, is this. If (4 b) is a plausible view of teaching A-ing,
and if the notion of guidance by assessments is intelligible in this case, then
the same is true for (4 a) as a view of the competence to A, and of the notion
of guidance by own assessments which is involved there. If it is plausible
to deny a difference in the activity of teaching A-ing and in the activity of
guiding students on the basis of one’s assessments of their performances and
options, then the same holds for the false impression of a difference between
the activity of A-ing and the activity of responsibly controlling one’s own
A-ings on the basis of one’s assessments of self and situation.
I would also like to take this opportunity to mention that there is indeed
an important social dimension of self-assessment and guidance which can
be brought out with the aid of these considerations about teaching. In the
passage I quoted on page 123, Ryle suggests an analogy between an external
referee and an internal self-refereeing competence. This analogy is very apt.
As already discussed in § 2.3, somebody who learns how to do something
often does so on the basis of her teacher’s testimony about how well she
has been doing so far and what she can do in order to improve. But as I
have already argued, such considerations about learning can be generalized
because the process of improving one’s competences is open-ended.
This shows that the assessments in the light of which one guides oneself
do not necessarily all have to stem from the exercise of one’s own assessment
capacity. Instead, one may also rely on the testimony of, say, a sports
coach or an academic instructor who also exercised her competence to assess
these acts.25 This social dimension leads to a substantial enrichment of the
25 This has already played an important role in § 2.5, where I also referred to the impor-
tant general debate about testimonial knowledge (cf. footnote 8 on page 67).
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assessment capabilities of an individual, simply because others may have an
even better understanding, or an understanding more to the point of the
current problem, or simply more time to reflect or a better angle to observe.
One may worry that this social dimension of assessment constitutes a
problem for my account since my coach’s assessments of my performances
are clearly not my self -assessments anymore. But this is beside the point.
For I am still the one who is responsible for what to do about them. If
I accept the assessment of my performances proposed by my coach, either
because I understand her reasons and come to share this judgment on my
own terms or even because I take her word on her expertise, then I still
come to possess a genuine de se self-assessment. And as just discussed in
§ 4.4, only this form of assessment is what explains my guiding myself.26
§ 4.6 Understanding without Regress
The account of guidance as responsible control just discussed in § 4.4 and
defended in § 4.5 finally brings me back to a problem already highlighted at
the end of § 4.1. In this section, I shall propose a way to solve it.
The problem is this. If a competence involves guidance by an under-
standing of what the activity in question demands, and if this understand-
ing is the capacity to correctly assess performances of that activity, then
this capacity is clearly a further competence. Assessing performances of an
activity is itself an activity which is governed by norms (cf. § 1.1), and do-
ing well in assessing requires an understanding and guidance by these norms
(cf. § 1.5). Thus, one cannot block this regress problem by claiming that
assessment capacities are mere dispositions or mere abilities.27 Instead, a
competence involves a further competence as a guiding understanding.
26 What if somebody merely takes somebody else’s word on authority and never exercises
her own judgment save in the decision to blindly follow these instructions? If this
happens in the process of acquiring the competence in question in the first place, I take
it that this phenomenon is neither problematic nor uncommon. It simply illustrates
that every instance of teaching and learning has to pass the vague borderline between
not yet possessing a competence and already possessing it. Taking these suggestions to
the extreme, one may also imagine a pair of people who deliberately ‘team up’ in such
a way that one blindly follows the other’s instructions. But it is hard to spell out such
a case more clearly, and a lot will depend on the details. Intuitively, the ‘practicioner’
will fail to have a genuine competence to do something because she relies on the lucky
coincidence that her ‘instructor’ gives the right commands. Thus, we may have an
example of what I will analyze as ‘practical luck’ in § 5.4 and § 5.5. But, again, such a
scenario is too far-fetched and too unclear to present a firm view here.
27 Meanwhile, Stanley & Williamson (2016) have proposed a view of know-how and skill
which relies on dispositions to gain relevant knowledge, insisting that these dispositions
are not or not always themselves competences. I will discuss this view in § 8.6.
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But then, how should we understand the understanding which guides
the exercises of this competence? If it also consists in a competence to self-
assess, as it must since the first capacity is a piece of know-how, then the
account I have proposed seems to lead to an infinite regress of self-assess-
ment competences. The competence to A would require the competence
to assess one’s A-ings, which would require the competence to assess one’s
assessments of one’s A-ings, and so on. Clearly, such a view renders the
idea of guidance by the exercise of any of those entirely absurd.
This problem of regress is different from the problem discussed in § 4.5.
There, the regress seemed to arise from the distinction between the com-
petence to A on the one hand and the ablility to act in the light of one’s
assessments of self and situation with respect to one’s A-ing on the other
hand, where the latter also qualifies as a competence and thereby threatens
to create an infinite regress. Now, the regress seems to arise from a further
distinction between the competence to make these assessments of self and
situation on the one hand and the understanding which guides the exercise
of this competence on the other hand, where the latter also qualifies as a
competence and thereby threatens to create an infinite regress.
The two kinds of regress problems just distinguished are structurally
similar, but importantly different in their content and nature. In fact, my
answers to these problems will also turn put to be structurally similar. In
§ 4.5, I denied that the two competences in question are indeed distinct and
argued that they are identical. The same will also turn out to be true with
regard to the second regress problem, albeit for different reasons.
Let me develop this core idea of my answer more slowly. I am committed
to the view that what guides a self-assessment capacity, which may in turn
guide the exercise of another competence, must also be some self-assessment
capacity. But this does not entail that it must be an additional one. I
would like to suggest that these are the very same capacities. The alleged
infinite regress of assessment competences stops at the level of conceptions
of activities. In a word, assessment competences are self -reflexive.
In order to support this view, I shall first formulate a short and intuitive
idea and later spell out a total of three more detailed arguments.
To begin with, consider an example. Somebody who knows how to fish
and exercises her competence to fish is guided by her understanding of what
it takes to fish well – that is, by her capacity to assess her own acts against
the standards of fishing. In other words, she applies the concept of good or
proper fishing to her own performances. In doing so, she is guided by her
understanding of what it takes to do well in these assessments – that is, by
her capacity to assess assessments of fishing which involves her capacity to
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employ the concept of a good assessment of fishing. What I need to show
now is that these are merely two sets of exercises of the very same capacity.
My first and intuitive argument in favor of this claim is this. If you are
capable of making assessments of something, you are thereby also capable
of making assessments of such assessments. In order to make such meta-
assessments, you only have to make a first-level assessment and go on to
compare it with other first-level assessments. On the basis of your first-
level assessment, you can judge the accuracy of other such assessments.
These meta-assessments will then depend on the accuracy of the first-level
assessment which is employed as a standard for others.
In order to strengthen this argument, I shall now spell out a more de-
tailed version of these considerations, relying on the form of the judgments
which are reached in assessments and in -assessments discussed in § 4.3. I
have explicated their general form as (B 1) on page 116,28 which I repeated
below alongside (B 1’), an iterated version of (B 1).
(B 1) Token act x in token circumstances c is a performance of A-ing of
quality Q.
(B 1’) That token act x in token circumstances c is a performance of A-
ing of quality Q – i.e. (B 1) – is, in circumstances c, an accurate
assessment of x as a performance of A-ing.
These verdicts are conceptually connected in the following way.
(E) The self-reflexivity of assessments can be expressed as the conceptual
truth (E 1), an instance of which is (E 2).
(E 1) x has quality Q with respect to y just in case that x has quality Q
with respect to y is an accurate assessment of x with respect to y.
(E 2) Token act x in token circumstances c is a performance of A-ing of
quality Q just in case that token act x in token circumstances c is a
performance of A-ing of quality Q is, in circumstances c, an accurate
assessment of x as a performance of A-ing.
I must confess that I fail to see how (E 1) could possibly be false. When my
knife is good as an instrument for cutting, then that my knife is good as an
instrument for cutting is an accurate assessment of my knife with respect
to cutting. I contend that (E 1) is a conceptual truth about what it is for
something to be a good assessment. And (E 2) immediately follows from this
28 Of course, there is not only the assessment of acts in (B 1), but also the assessment of
situations in (B 2). But as already discussed in § 4.3, these are merely two sides of the
same normative coin. And in any case, one may also construe an argument for (B 2)
which is parallel to the one presented here with respect to (B 1).
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claim, ensuring a conceptual bridge between (B 1) and (B 1’). This shows
that assessing performances of an activity and assessing such assessments of
that activity are exercises of the same competence – the conceptual capacity
to correctly employ the concept of that activity.
A natural source of skepticism about this inference is that, on the face
of it, second-order assessments of the form (B 1’) which refer to first-order
assessments of the form (B1) seem to involve a further concept over and
above those employed in first-order assessments alone – namely, the concept
of an assessment of A-ing. But I contend that, in fact, (B 1) does involve
the concept of an assessment – not explicitly, of course, but implicitly.
I contend that every token act x in token circumstances c is a perfor-
mance of A-ing of quality Q just in case, assessed as a performance of A-ing
in circumstances c, x has quality Q. This shows that every assessment of the
form (B1) implicitly involves the concept of an assessment. For example,
for an act to be good as a performance of a given activity just is for it to be
good as assessed as a performance of that activity. The relation between a
particular act and a particular activity in virtue of which the act meets the
norms of that activity already is the assessment relation we were looking
for. The competence to make assessments of the form (B1) already entails
having the concept of an assessment. Thus, the conceptual truth expressed
in (E 2) shows that the competence to assess performances of an activity is
one with the competence to assess these assessments.
This concludes the first of my three arguments. The second argument
also proceeds by way of supporting (E 2). Here, I mainly rely on the con-
ceptual nature of the assessment capacities, as discussed in § 4.2.
This argument draws on a principle which I shall formulate as follows:
(F) The self-reflexivity of judgment and concept use can be expressed as
(F 1), an instance of which is (F 2), and a further specified version of
this, in turn, is (F 3).
(F 1) It is conceptually true that p just in case that p is true.
(F 2) It is conceptually true that ‘F’ applies to x just in case that ‘F’
applies to x is accurate.
(F 3) It is conceptually true that, in circumstances c, ‘F’ applies to x just
in case that, in circumstances c, ‘F’ applies to x is, in circumstances
c, an accurate assessment of x as a candidate for applying ‘F’.
First, (F 3) clearly entails (E 2). Unlike (E 2), (F 3) is not concerned with
the use of a specific concept of the form ‘performance of A-ing of the quality
Q’ and its application to a specific performance x, but instead with the use
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of any concept ‘F’ and its application to any object x.29 Second, (F 3)
can be seen as a further specified version of (F 2), where (F 2) abstracts
away from two factors which are explicitly mentioned in (F 3). On the one
hand, it abstracts away from the particular circumstances of concept use
and instead takes the perspective of the objective accuracy of an application
of a concept. And on the other hand, it also abstracts away from the specific
acts of judging and concept use and instead look at their contents. Finally,
given that (F 3) is supported by (F 2), it is easy to see why (F 2) is true in
light of the fact that it follows from the uncontroversial platitude in (F 1).
In short, my second argument in favor of (E 2) can be summarized as
follows. First, the principle concerning the objective accuracy of concept
use in (F 2) is true because it follows from the platitude about truth in (F 1).
Second, the principle concerning the accuracy of specific uses of concepts in
specific circumstances in (F 3) is true because it constitutes a fine-grained
version of the more abstract principle (F 2). And finally, the crucial principle
(E 2) follows from the principle just supported, (F 3), as a special case for
concepts of the form ‘performance of A-ing of the quality Q’.
In sum, somebody can have the competence to assess A-ing – and to
reach the verdict that some performance x is a good performance of A-ing
– only if she also possesses the concept of an assessment of A-ing. In virtue
of this, she also has the competence to assess assessments of A-ing. For she
will reach the judgment that x is a good performance of A-ing just in case
she will also reach the judgment that this judgment is a good assessment of
x as a performance of A-ing. The capacity to assess A-ing and the capacity
to assess assessments of A-ing are merely different sets of exercises of one
and the same competence – the conception of A-ing.
This concludes the second of my three arguments. The final argument I
can offer relates back to the issues already discussed in in § 4.5.
There, I have argued that the capacity to A and the capacity to re-
sponsibly control one’s A-ing are different sets of exercises of one and the
same competence – the competence to A. I have already commented on the
difference between this problem and the current one at the beginning of
this section. One of my arguments in § 4.5 was that A-ing and responsibly
controlling one’s A-ing are one and the same activity because they are con-
stituted by the same set of norms. And my current argument can also be
connected with this former reasoning. The crucial premise that activities
can be individuated in terms of the relevant sets of norms, defended in § 1.2
and § 3.4, also leads to a structurally similar conclusion in the current case.
29 Of course, ‘F’ may also apply to an ordered set of objects x1–xn. I only speak of its
application to single objects x, but this is merely a shorthand.
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In any assessment activity, the core norm is the norm to make accurate
assessments. Thus, the core norm of the activity of assessing A-ing is to
make an assessment of the form (B1) on page 135 just in case this assessment
is accurate. However, that such an assessment is indeed accurate is just
what (B 1’) on the same page asserts. And as I have discussed at length,
the conceptual principle given in (E 2) ensures that to make a judgment
of the form (B1) is ipso facto to make the corresponding judgment of the
form (B1’). One meets the norms of accurately assessing a performance
of A-ing just in case one also meets the norms of accurately assessing this
very assessment of A-ing. Thus, assessing A-ing and assessing assessments
of A-ing are exercises of one and the same conceptual assessment capacity.
§ 4.7 Self-Reflexivity without Circularity
I have argued that the competence to A is one with the competence to
act in the light of one’s assessments of self and situation with respect to
one’s A-ing (cf. § 4.5). And I have argued that the competence to make
such assessments is one with the competence to assess such assessments (cf.
§ 4.6). Thus, the account of guidance as responsible control is indeed an
account of intellectual guidance without regress.
However, the arguments brought forward so far are bound to raise fur-
ther questions and create other problems. This final section of the current
chapter is therefore devoted to two of the most pressing concerns. First,
I shall discuss the question of the results established so far threaten the
general account of guidance presented in § 4.4. And second, I will address
the problem whether this makes my account of know-how viciously circular.
This will also give me the opportunity to discuss and explain a phenomenon
already highlighted in § 2.2 – the fact that the understanding of a particular
class of activities, but only of this proper subset of activities, requires the
competence to engage in them.
The first problem can be presented as follows. The view just defended
has it that assessing A-ing and assessing assessments of A-ing are different
sets of exercises of one and the same competence. In § 4.6, I have argued
that somebody who possesses a conceptual capacity will reach the judgment
that a given concept applies just in case she also reaches the judgment that
this application of the concept in question is correct. But if this is true, how
can the latter competence to assess assessments guide the first competence
to produce these assessments in the first place? This would require a single
competence to guide itself. How is this intelligible?
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I think that this problem is less serious than it seems. As I have spelled
out in § 4.4, an assessment competence can guide an act not only in that
it causally antecedes it or takes place simultaneously. I may also exercise
my competence to assess my employments of a concept later and go on
to shape my habits of concept use accordingly. In such cases, the easy
equivalence between reaching the judgment that a given concept applies
and also reaching the judgment that this application of a concept is correct
fails. For here, the circumstances in which the second-order judgment is
made differ from the circumstances in which the first-order judgment was
made. In reassessing my judgments later, I may have more time to think or
access to new evidence or even the testimony of a peer or a teacher.30
This answer brings out an important simplification with which I have
been working so far. Until now, I have assumed that the token circumstances
in which the second-order assessment takes place are the same token cir-
cumstances in which the first-order assessment takes place. This is why I
used the same schematic letter ‘c’ on both sides in the conceptual princi-
ple (E 2). However, the circumstances in which a second-level assessment
of a first-order assessment is undertaken can, but need not be the same
circumstances in which that -level assessment is undertaken.
Both possibilities are crucial for my proposal. Since the circumstances
are the same in some cases, I was able to argue that one cannot have the
capacity to make first-order assessments without also having the concept of
an assessment and thereby the capacity to make second-order assessments.
But this capacity to make second-order assessments is not limited to those
cases in which one also makes a first-order assessment. Since it is not always
the case that both assessments are undertaken in the same circumstances, I
can now account for the phenomenon that an assessment capacity is guided
by an understanding of what it takes to make these assessments – by itself.
As I have elaborated in § 4.4, the core notion of guidance which grounds
all other such notions in play here is that I am the one who guides myself in
my A-ing. That I am also guided by my capacity to make such assessments is
true, but only derivatively so. Thus, the fact that, in self-reflexive capacities,
my A-ings and my assessments of my A-ings are different sets of exercises of
one and the same competence does nothing to show that I cannot guide the
former by acting in the light of the latter. However convincing my arguments
in § 4.4 may have been, they apply equally to cases of guidance where first-
order assessments are guided by second-order assessments of these, even if
these are all exercises of one single competence.
30 This seems to be particularly important in sports, where coaches and analysts play a
crucial role in pointing athletes to aspects of their performances (cf. § 4.6).
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In sum, assessment competences are self-reflexive conceptual compe-
tences. That is, they belong to a unique kind of know-how the exercise
of which can be guided by other exercises of itself. Since these are the kind
of competences which play the role of guiding the exercises of other compe-
tences, there is still no threat of an infinite regress of further competemces
in the explanation of any first-order skill. The alleged regress always stops
at the level of conceptual capacities.
This result, however, immediately invites the second problem I promised
to address at the beginning of this section. That is, the regress seems to be
avoided only by running straightforwardly into a vicious form of circularity.
How can the Rylean responsibilist account of know-how be defended if it
bluntly assumes precisely what it sets out to explain?
In response to this worry, I would like to simply restate the account on
offer, and do so in such a way that the explanandum play no role whatsoever
in the explanans. Stated in this way, the explanation reads as follows:
(G) A competence is a reliable ability the exercises of which are guided by
the exercises of the reliable ability to correctly assess performances of
the relevant activity and options to do so, which are in turn guided
by other exercises of the very same assessment ability.
In this explanation, I have simply employed the concept of reliable ability in
the explanans and avoided to employ the notion of a competence again. But
why is it possible to do so? Establishing this was the whole point of § 4.6,
i.e. establishing the view that an assessment competence is self-reflexive, a
reliable ability the exercises of which are guided by other exercises of itself.
On this basis, I contend that my explanation of the concept of know-how
is plausible and defensible because it explains this concept completely in
terms of the independent concepts of a reliable ability, of guidance in the
sense of responsible control, and of the self-reflexivity of the guidance of a
certain class of reliable abilities – namely, conceptual capacities.
This also allows me to come back to a phenomenon I have mentioned in
§ 2.2 and promised to explain later. The issue was this. Generally speaking,
it is perfectly possible to have a mere understanding of an activity or mere
knowledge about an activity without having the competence to engage in
it oneself. However, there seem to be cases where this is false. A special
proper subset of activities is such that understanding the activity in the
relevant sense already requires the competence to engage in it. But why?
In § 2.2, I already discussed one example of such an activity when I
quoted Ryle’s view that the capacity to assess philosophical work requires
the capacity to philosophize oneself (cf. Ryle 1949, 53–54). As I argued
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there, Ryle falsely generalized from this example and held that every assess-
ment capacity requires the corresponding skill. However, it has remained
an open question how this local peculiarity can be explained and why it is
that the capacity to assess philosopical work requires the knowledge how
to philosophize oneself. Now, I can finally give a straightforward answer
to this problem. This answer is simple. Philosophy is concerned with con-
cepts, at least primarily and possibly even exclusively so. Of course, the
philosophy of philosophy is itself a controversial field on the intricacies of
which I cannot even begin to comment here. I shall nevertheless venture
the assumption that the activity of philosophy is, at least largely, engaged
with concepts and with the their change, analysis, creation, clarification,
deconstruction, improvement, and so forth.
As I have just argued, conceptual capacities are the unique kind of com-
petence which is self-reflexive in that the competence to assess its perfor-
mances is just a meta-level instance of the competence itself. Accordingly,
my account directly predicts that every conceptual capacity is such that
one cannot merely understand what it takes to exercise it well without also
being able to do so oneself. And Philosophizing is a conceptual activity.31
A further such example has been proposed by David Carr:
Multiplication (Carr 1981a, 54)
To understand the rules of multiplication is ipso facto to be able to multiply and
hence there is an air of paradox about the statement—‘he understands multipli-
cation but cannot multiply’.
This is perfectly correct. Understanding the rules of multiplication in the
relevant sense and the competence to multiply oneself cannot be separated.
The account of know-how I have offered can explain this fact by saying that
performing acts of multiplication and assessing acts of multiplication are
two sets of exercises of one and the same conceptual competence – the use
of the concept of multiplication.32
To clarify, the problem brought up by Carr is not that one may un-
derstand multiplication and fail to know the meanings of expressions like
‘+’ or ‘plus’.33 One may have no clue whatsoever about these terms, but
31 In § 7.1, I will discuss a further case in point by John Bengson and Marc Moffett. This
example will be quoted in sentences (5 a–d) on page 212.
32 The view that competence at multiplication is a conceptual affair does not rule out
the fact that simple machines like pocket calculators can multiply, too. However, their
capacities do not constitute genuine competences, but remain on the level of mere
dispositions or mere abilities. I will come back to these problems in § 6.7.
33 A thought experiment along these lines underlies Saul Kripke’s famous interpretation of
Ludwig Wittgenstein’s remarks on rule-following (cf. Kripke 1982). On the relationship
between these issues and the question of know-how, see § 1.6.
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nevertheless understand multiplication perfectly well, maybe on the basis
of learning to calculate with non-standard symbols or simply in a different
language. In such a case, the person in question would both understand
multiplication and have the competence to multiply. She would simply be
unable to exercise her competence with the aid of certain tools, which she
fails to understand, but which are, in fact, entirely optional. A different
sign with the same meaning would do the job as well.
This can be explained very well on the basis of the fact that an under-
standing of multiplication involves the concept of this activity. As I have
argued in § 4.2, there is an important distinction between concepts and the
words or symbols which express them. One may therefore possess an under-
standing of multiplication and thereby possess the concept of this activity,
but nevertheless fail to be able to identify a foreign symbol which expresses
it. On the other hand, understanding multiplication and thereby having the
concept of this activity is already sufficient for knowing how to multiply.
This concludes my discussion of the self-reflexivity of conceptual assess-
ment competences, the final element of my Rylean responsibilist account
of know-how. I have argued that Ryle correctly explains know-how as an
intelligent ability and I have explained this notion as a reliable ability the
exercises of which are guided by the competence to assess performances of
this ability and options to do so. This latter competence is itself a piece of
know-how, but it can be understood in terms of its self-reflexivity, the fact
that its exercises are guided by further exercises of itself.
Part Two
Cases, Language, and
Intellectualism

Man muß manchmal einen Ausdruck aus der Sprache herausziehen,
ihn zum Reinigen geben, – und kann ihn dann wieder in den Verkehr
einführen.
(Wittgenstein 1977a, 504)
Sometimes you have to take an expression out of the language, to send
it for cleaning, – then you can put it back into circulation.
MS 117 156: 5.2.1940
(Wittgenstein 1977b, 44)

Chapter 5
The Practical Nature of Know-how
In Part One of this book, I have presented an account of know-how which
does justice to the crucial phenomenology of intelligent practice introduced
by Gilbert Ryle (cf. chapter 1). In doing so, I have sometimes discussed
specific cases and examples, arguing why they should or should not be
treated as a case of know-how. Beginning with Ryle’s Range of Cases on
page 14 as an intuitive starting point for the scope of the concept of know-
how, I have later employed further specific examples. I have used Clocks
& Seals on page 32 to distinguish genuine know-how from mere ability (cf.
§ 1.5) and I have used Bela Karoli on page 54 to distinguish know-how from
a mere understanding of or knowedge about an activity (cf. § 2.1).
In this chapter, and in chapter 6, I will return to this project of account-
ing for the phenomena in general and for specific cases in particular. I shall
present the further examples and puzzle cases which have been discussed in
the debate about know-how and show how Rylean responsibilism is able to
account for them. While chapter 6 will be concerned with the distinctively
cognitive nature of know-how, this chapter deals with the practical nature of
competences – that is, with the fact that they are a specific kind of ability.
However, since some examples are mentioned elsewhere, it may at times be
useful to consult the index of cases on page 317.
The first pair of sections in the present chapter concerns my commitment
that genuine ability is necessary for know-how. § 5.1 will defend this idea
against some initial objections and § 5.2 will continue to defend this view
even in the face of particularly strong counterexamples which purport to
establish cases of know-how without any possibility of their being exercised.
The second pair of sections discusses the claim that not all abilities are
cases of know-how. § 5.3 will argue that the Rylean responsibilist account
defended here can correctly explain that and why certain abilities are mere
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abilities as opposed to genuine competences. In § 5.4, I will then try to
make the same case with respect to a particularly problematic family of
mere abilities, those which involve what I shall call ‘practical luck’.
In the final pair of sections, I will connect these considerations about
know-how with the debate about dispositions. § 5.5 will strengthen some of
the arguments from the preceding sections by discussing an analogy with
structurally identical cases for dispositions. And § 5.6 will discuss whether
this means that know-how is itself a disposition.
§ 5.1 Ability as Necessary for Know-how
In § 1.3, I have argued that having know-how requires having the ability to
engage in the activity in question. This, I take it, is the common sense view
of the relationship between know-how and ability. And it is what under-
writes the identification of the concepts of know-how, skill and competence
with which I have been working in Part One of this book. However, the
view that ability is necessary for know-how has met with forceful criticism,
especially by intellectualists. Already in 1974, David Brown stated:
There is an abundant supply of people who cannot do things but know how to do
them. They can be found among aging athletes, neurotics, coaches, actors with
stage fright, architects, and male experts on natural childbirth. (Brown 1974, 303)
However, it should be noted that part of the disagreement with my intel-
lectualist rivals is merely verbal. As I shall argue at length in chapter 7,
the English expression ‘knows how to’ can unproblematically be used even
in cases without ability. As I shall show in § 7.5, the overall most plausible
view is that ‘knows how to’ is polysemous and can semantically express
both genuine know-how and a mere understanding of or knowledge about
an activity. But regardless of these linguistic questions, I am nevertheless
committed to showing what exactly my account of know-how entails about
the examples which have been cited as alleged cases of know-how without
ability. That is the topic of this section and of § 5.2.
I shall argue that all alleged counterexamples to the claim that the ability
to do something is necessary for the know-how to do so can be rejected since
they can be sorted into three groups. First, there are examples which are
misdescribed as lack of ability and amount to genuine know-how after all.
Second, there are cases which are misdescribed as know-how in the first place
and only involve mere understanding. And third, there are puzzling cases
where the exercise of know-how seems to be entirely impossible. In § 5.2, I
will argue that these are borderline cases between the first two groups.
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The first group involves cases where somebody knows how to do some-
thing but to lack the ability to do so because they cannot do this now :
Distance (Snowdon 2003, 9)
A group of friends want to open my safe in England while I am away in New
Zealand. They ring me up and ask, somewhat tentatively given my forgetfulness,
whether I know how to open my safe. I answer that I do and tell them how to do
it. My claim to know how to do it is obviously true, and it is clearly unaffected by
my being so far away that I am quite unable to open it myself for at least thirty
six hours, and what is worse, have consumed so much Speight’s Ale that I have
developed a tremor in my hands preventing me, for some time, from opening safes.
Part of the point of this example is to generate a sense of how totally irrelevant,
in such a case, my own capacities for performing the action in question are to the
issue of whether I know how to do it.
As I have discussed in § 1.4, know-how involves an ability which is reliable,
but reliable only in those situations which are sufficiently normal with re-
spect to the activity in question. In other words, a general ability cannot
be questioned by pointing to situations in which the person does not have
the corresponding specific ability. Thus, Distance is unproblematic because
the current lack of the specific ability to open one’s safe does not entail that
one does not have the general ability to open one’s safe. Cases of this sort
are simply misdescribed as cases of know-how without ability. These are
genuine cases of know-how involving ability without a current opportunity.
The second group of examples involves cases where somebody is said to
know how to do something because they can teach others how to do so but
are unable to do it themselves. Paul Snowdon comments:
To construct such examples we need to describe cases in which the subject can
show, teach, or tell (or otherwise convey to) us how to do something, and hence
must be credited with knowing how to do it, but is for some reason or other unable
to do it. There is no assumption here that the presence of knowledge entails that it
can be passed on by the knower, but it makes a denial of the knowledge ascription
very hard when the subject can, apparently, convey the relevant information to
someone else. (Snowdon 2003, 9–10)
However, as discussed in § 2.1, there is an important distinction between
the exercise of one’s know-how and a different way of manifesting one’s un-
derstanding of an activity. The knowledge how to engage in an activity and
the knowledge how to teach others how to do so share the understanding
of what it takes to perform well, but these competences are still distinct.
Most importantly, one may know how to teach how to do something with-
out having the competence to do so oneself, as exemplified by Fridland’s
paradigm case Bela Karoli on page 54.
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Two much-discussed examples along these lines have been proposed by
Stanley & Williamson, crediting Jeffrey King, and by Bengson & Moffett.
Ski Instructor (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 416)
[A] ski instructor may know how to perform a certain complex stunt without being
able to perform it herself.
Quintuple Salchow (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 32, 32 fn. 2)
[A] figure skater might know how to perform an extremely difficult jump, such
as a quintuple salchow, though she cannot actually do the jump herself. [...] The
salchow (pronounced sal-kow), named after the Swedish skater Ulrich Salchow, is
a figure skating jump with a takeoff from a back inside edge and landing on the
back outside edge of the opposite foot after one or more rotations in the air. The
quintuple salchow would then require five complete rotations in the air. To our
knowledge, no skater has ever landed a quintuple salchow.
I hold that the coach in Ski Instructor merely knows about how to perform
the stunt, that she possesses a mere understanding of how to do so, but
does not know how to perform it herself.1 Likewise, the figure skater in
Quintuple Salchow merely knows about how to perform a quintuple salchow,
she possesses a mere understanding of how to do so, but does not know
how to perform this maneuver herself. Still, the intuition remains that it
is in most contexts perfectly acceptable to say of these people that they
‘know how to’ do these things, simply because it would be sufficiently clear
that what is meant is not genuine competence, but merely ‘know-how’ in
the sense of knowledge about or understanding of an activity. Again, this
intuition will be discussed in chapter 7.
Bengson & Moffett have also offered a more detailed version of Ski In-
structor in an attempt to support the intuition that there are such cases of
know-how without ability. Their case is the following:
Ski Experts Pat and Albert (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 168–169)
Pat has been a ski instructor for twenty years, teaching people how to do complex
ski stunts. He is in high demand as an instructor, since he is considered to be
the best at what he does. Although an accomplished skier, he has never been
able to do the stunts himself. Nonetheless, over the years he has taught many
people how to do them well. In fact, a number of his students have won medals in
international competitions and competed in the Olympic games. [...] [C]ontrast
Pat with Albert, an unathletic (nonskiing) scientist who studies the mechanics of
skiing, including but not limited to the mechanics of complicated ski stunts. As a
1 In his more recent book Know How (2011b), Jason Stanley seems to change his view
and to suggest that there is some sense of ability involved in this case, after all. After
presenting the relevant theoretical background in chapter 8, I will comment on this
issue in footnote 5 on page 272.
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result of his theoretical studies, Albert knows how one does the stunts (namely, by
contracting such-and-such muscles in such-and-such ways). Suppose that Pat, too,
knows the mechanics of the ski stunts he teaches his students (he studies them in
his spare time). Then Pat and Albert both know how one does the stunts; neither
is able to do the stunts.
According to Bengson & Moffett’s proposal, the difference between Pat and
Albert is best explained in terms of know-how. They continue:
But plainly a significant difference remains: only Pat knows how to do the stunts.
Indeed, even though Pat cannot do them, he grasps the stunts in a way that
Albert, who only knows the theory, does not. [...] [T]his not-purely-theoretical
grasp is arguably part of what enables Pat to teach the stunts to Olympic-caliber
students. (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 169, 169 fn. 21)
However, Bengson & Moffett mislocate the distinction between Pat and
Albert. As they themselves demonstrate, this distinction can be explained
entirely independently from their knowledge how to perform the stunts, but
instead in terms of the kind of understanding of the ski stunts which Pat
and Albert have and the other competences they have. Unlike Albert’s,
Pat’s understanding of the ski stunts also constitutes a part of a further
competence, the knowledge how to teach others how to perform the stunts.
A further case by Bengson & Moffett is also instructive. They write:
Ear-Wiggling Frustration (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 40 fn. 15)
Consider, for instance, an expert in the anatomical underpinnings of facial ap-
pendage-wiggling who knows, for any facial appendage, precisely which muscles
he must flex in order to wiggle that appendage. Over the course of many years,
he has used this knowledge to teach himself to wiggle his nose, which he now does
with ease. An aspiring ear-wiggler, he practices wiggling his ears daily, though
to his frustration he has never succeeded. Of course, he knows how to wiggle his
ears: this is, in part, why his failure is so frustrating.
Again, I am not convinced. While Bengson & Moffett describe this person
as knowing how to wiggle their ears, partly on the grounds that this is what
explains their frustration, I contend that we can explain this frustration
equally well with appeal to the fact that such an expert has a perfectly
accurate understanding of ear-wiggling and nevertheless does not manage to
wiggle their own ears. Independently, such examples are further complicated
because ear-wiggling can plausibly be regarded as a basic action. As I have
argued, basic actions do not allow for genuine know-how, but only for mere
abilities. I have discussed these problems, as well as the vagueness and
context-dependence involved here in § 1.5 and § 1.7.2
2 In fact, ear-wiggling was one of my own examples with respect to these problems. I
mentioned this in footnote 3 on page 60.
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Thus, the cases in this second group are also misdescribed as cases of
know-how without ability, but for other reasons than in the first group.
They are not cases of know-how at all, precisely because they lack ability.
Instead, they only involve an understanding of the activity in question.
§ 5.2 On Impossible Exercises of Know-how
I have argued that standard counterexamples against the view that know-
how requires ability are misdescribed. Either they do entail ability, after all,
and therefore also know-how. Or they involve a mere understanding of or
knowledge about an activity rather than genuine know-how. In this section,
I shall continue to discuss further alleged counterexamples against the view
that ability is necessary for know-how against this background. These cases
are particularly puzzling since they seem to involve know-how which it is
impossible to exercise, at all. But without the possibility to do something
at least in some scenarios, there is no sense whatsoever in which the person
in question can have the relevant ability.
To begin with, Paul Snowdon offers the following case.
Impossible Pudding (Snowdon 2003, 8)
I know how to make Christmas pudding, and have done so frequently. Alas, a
terrible explosion obliterates the world’s supply of sugar, so that no one is able to
make it. I still know how to but, like everyone else, cannot.
I think it is fairly clear that this case falls into the first group of cases
discussed in § 5.1. In Distance on page 149, the corresponding ability could
be exercised after traveling elsewhere or undergoing treatment for the tremor
in one’s hands. Impossible Pudding seems different because there seems
to be no opportunity whatsoever to make Christmas pudding, given that
there is no sugar in the entire world anymore. But this is only a difference
in degree. The person in question still has the ability to make Christmas
pudding in normal situations, which crucially includes the availability of
sugar. If there is no sugar anymore, there are also no normal situations
with regard to making christmas pudding anymore. But then again, it seems
unlikely that it is actually impossible to produce this missing ingredient.
Thus, Impossible Pudding is indeed just like Distance. Even if the person
in question is currently not in a normal situation with regard to the exercise
of her know-how, there could be such a situation, and then she could do so.
Of course, this assessment of such cases is nothing new. For example,
Ruth Millikan uses a case very much like Impossible Pudding in order to
illustrate the whole distinction between general and specific abilities:
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If there was a time when people knew how to make tasty dodo stew, they didn’t
suddenly stop knowing how on the expiration date of the last dodo. They still
had the ability, but they were no longer able to apply it. True, in ordinary speech
the word ‘ability’ may be a little fuzzy around this edge. But let us settle on using
it in this unwavering manner. Abilities don’t disappear just because the world is
uncooperative in supplying the necessary conditions for their exercise. (Millikan
2000, 54)
But can we imagine a cognate case where normal situations have indeed
become entirely impossible? I have said that I do not take it to be very
plausible that nobody in the world can produce a missing ingredient such
as sugar. But there are clearer examples. In fact, three families of cases
have been proposed which fall under this description. The first of these
families can be introduced with the following paradigm:3
Speech Impediment (Snowdon 2003, 8–9)
Susan, having spent a lifetime in the Royal household, knows how to address the
queen. She can tell you that the rule is ‘Ma’am to rhyme with spam, not Ma’am
to rhyme with harm.’ She is, however, unable herself to address the monarch
correctly, (or, indeed, recite the rule in the monarch’s presence) since being of a
nervous disposition, she develops a speech impediment when in the royal presence,
and cannot pronounce any word beginning with ‘m’.
The phenomenon exhibited here can be put as follows. Somebody knows
how to do something but is nevertheless unable to engage in this activity
because in every situation in which she has this opportunity, some interfer-
ring factor makes it impossible to do so. Crucially, the interferring factor
occurs whenever this opportunity arises and precisely as a cause of this. In
Speech Impediment, it is a necessary enabling condition for exercising the
competence to address the queen properly that the queen is present. But
this is precisely what triggers Susan’s speech impediment.
But does this mean that there are indeed no options for Susan to exercise
her competence? I do not think so. Just like in Impossible Pudding where we
only need to imagine the production of sugar in order to make it possible
to make Christmas pudding again, we only need to imagine that Susan
3 A second case which can be treated completely analogously is this: “Ann is in a room
at the top of a burning building. There is no escape through the door since the corridor
is ablaze. The only way to escape is to climb out of the window and crawl along a
narrow ledge on one side of which is a sheer drop. Ann realises that that is the only
way to escape. Unfortunately, the sight of the drop has the effect of making it true
that she simply cannot get onto the ledge. She is, as we say, paralysed by fear. It
seems plausible to me to say in this case that Ann actually knows how to escape, since
she certainly realises that the one and only way to escape is to crawl along the ledge,
but she is unable to do that, and hence unable to escape.” (Snowdon 2003, 9)
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undergos a suitable therapy in order to manage to actually go ahead and
address the queen correctly. Thus, it does not seem as if this case adds
anything to the discussion. The normal situations for Ann to exercise her
competences appear to be somewhat more remote since undergoing therapy
appears to require a more substantial change than artificially producing
sugar, arguably because the former is an internal change of her character
and not a merely external change in her environment. Still, there are normal
situations for Ann to exercise her competences.
In sum, these are cases where there are momentarily no normal situa-
tions for the exercise of the respective competence because of some further
element which blocks these exercises. But this impediment can be removed.4
This brings me to the second family of cases purporting to show that one
may have know-how but no ability because there are no normal situations
for its exercise. These are cases where the performances themselves are such
that beings like us can impossibly succeed in them.
Two such examples have been discussed by Bengson & Moffett. The
first, Quintuple Salchow on page 150, involves an ice-skating stunt which
nobody ever successfully performed. In § 5.1, I have already argued that this
case is best described as involving mere understanding rather than genuine
know-how. Their second case is more problematic, however:
Pi (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 170)
Louis, a competent mathematician, knows how to find the nth numeral, for any
numeral n, in the decimal expansion of pi. He knows the algorithm and knows
how to apply it in a given case. However, because of principled computational
limitations, Louis (like all ordinary human beings) is unable to find the 1046
numeral in the decimal expansion of pi.
This case is distinctive in that the relevant performances are far out of
reach of any remotely normal human being. However, I think that this case
is entirely compatible with the view that genuine know-how requires ability.
To see this, note that Louis is described as someone who “knows how
to find the nth numeral, for any numeral n, in the decimal expansion of pi”
because he “knows the algorithm and knows how to apply it in a given case.”
(Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 170) While Louis certainly knows the relevant
algorithm, the crucial question is what it means to say that he ‘knows how
to apply it in a given case’. For Bengson & Moffett’s argument to go though,
this must mean that he knows how to apply it in any case, with respect to
any numeral n. But is this really the true?
4 Readers who are not convinced by this will find further support in the analogy with
examples from the debate about dispositions which I discuss in § 5.5.
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Louis certainly knows how to apply the algorithm in a vast number
of cases. But if the numbers are much too high for his, or anybody’s,
computational capacities, then it seems odd to say that he knows how to
apply the algorithm there. Instead, it is much more natural to say that he
knows what it would take to do so, but not how to do so himself. Thus, I
propose to understand Louis as having genuine knowledge of the relevant
algorithm, and as having genuine know-how, including ability, of a vast
number of cases of applying the algorithm. For sufficiently high numerals,
however, he has no genuine knowledge how to apply the algorithm anymore
and only possesses a mere understanding of how to do so. The competence
which is his know-how is excellent, but still limited in a way in which his
general understanding of the relevant calculations is not.
The third and final family of cases of know-how which can impossibly
exercised in practice share the feature that they involve tragic accidents:
Amputee Pianist (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 416)
[A] master pianist who loses both her arms in a tragic car accident still knows
how to play the piano. But she has lost her ability to do so.
Amputee Cyclist (Hawley 2003, 23)
The cyclist knows how to ride a bike, and does so daily. After an accident, her
leg is amputated, and she can no longer ride her bike. Yet it seems that she still
knows how to ride her bike—the accident does not cause her to forget how to ride
her bike, and she may be able to teach others.
Amputee Chef (Snowdon 2003, 8)
Raymond Blanc, the world’s greatest chef, knows how to make an excellent
omelette. He loses his arms in a car accident, and is no longer able to make
omelettes. However, he retains his knowledge how to make omelettes, and if you
wish to learn how to make an omelette you should consult Blanc. He has, that is,
not lost his knowledge, merely his capacity.
One way to react to these cases is to sort them into the first group by
viewing them just like Impossible Pudding on page 152. This is what Alva
Noë proposes when he comments on Amputee Pianist as follows:
[O]ne might be unable to play because, even though one does know how, conditions
whose satisfaction is necessary for one to exercise one’s ability are not satisfied.
For example, no matter how good a piano player I am, I won’t be able to play
piano if there is no piano ready to hand. Lacking access to a piano would mean
I would be unable to play, even though I would not, for that reason, lack the
relevant know-how. This explains, I think, our shared judgement about [Amputee
Pianist ]. We judge she knows how to play even though she is now unable to play,
because we think of the loss of her arms as comparable (in the relevant sense) to
the loss of her piano [...]. (Noë 2005, 283)
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I think that this account is very plausible, but I also think that Noë misses
part of the force of these cases. To clarify, this account is plausible because
people can sometimes retain abilities without further exercise and practice.
For example, I have retained my knowledge how to play soccer for many
years without playing soccer even once. True, my skill has grown much
worse without practice, but I have retained it nonetheless to some degree.
The same may be true in the amputee cases.
However, Noë’s view misses an important aspect of these examples. In
Impossible Pudding, we can easily imagine a way in which the crucial nec-
essary enabling condition might come to be fulfilled again in the future –
namely, by the production of artificial sugar. And, as I have argued, the
same is true for Speech Impediment. But in the amputee cases, it is much
harder to imagine such a possible future development. The possibility of
sophisticated prosthetics notwithstanding, it is quite a stretch to maintain
that somebody without the necessary limbs has the ability to do things like
cycling and playing the piano. What gives these cases their intuitive force
is that the possible situations in which the relevant necessary enabling con-
ditions are met are not, or at least not plausibly, real possibilities in the
future, but they are merely counterfactual possibilities.
Katherine Hawley is very explicit about this consequence. First, she as-
sesses her own example Amputee Cyclist in a way which is entirely analogous
to Noë’s verdict of Amputee Pianist. She writes:
The apparent counterexample dissolves when we distinguish different tasks more
carefully. There are two tasks here—the ordinary task of riding a bike with two
legs, and the much harder task of riding a bike with one leg. Both before and
after the accident, the cyclist knows how to perform the ordinary task, and does
not know how to perform the more difficult task. But both before and after the
accident, the cyclist has counterfactual success in the ordinary task, and not in
the more difficult task. Even afterward, if she were to try to ride a bike, under
the circumstances of having two legs, she would succeed in riding a bike. [...]
The same strategy will handle apparent counterexamples regarding coaches (who
know how to perform under the circumstances of being younger, fitter or more
agile), prisoners (who know how to perform if free) and those who lack material
resources (who know how to perform given resources). (Hawley 2003, 23)
Hawley also sides with Noë in assimilating the Amputee cases to Impossible
Pudding and thereby sorts them into my first group of examples. And she
explicitly puts alleged counterexamples involving coaches into the same cat-
egory. But as I have argued, such examples like Ski Instructor on page 150
form a distinct group of cases. These are not examples of know-how in-
volving ability which merely seem to lack opportunity, as in the first group.
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Instead, the second group consists of cases of mere understanding the rel-
evant activity which merely seems to involve know-how. Thus, the line of
argument proposed by Noë and Hawley shows too much. It threatens to blur
the distinction between the two groups of cases I carefully distinguished. In
the end, this would lead to the loss of the crucial distinction between full-
blown know-how and mere understanding of an activity I defended in § 2.1.
But how, then, are we to assess these puzzling examples? At this point, I
would like to rely on my discussion of the vagueness and context-dependence
of know-how in § 1.7. As I have argued there, it may be vague and context-
dependent whether or not a person knows how to do something because it
may be vague and context-dependent how exactly the relevant activity and
therefore the relevant norms are individuated. Now, I shall argue that the
Amputee cases exhibit a similar form of context-dependency.
First, to the extent that we can imagine a real possibility in the actual
future where the amputated limbs are suitably replaced, we should take the
inclination to ascribe know-how to these people at face value. Then, they do
know how to do these things because they have the relevant ability after all.
The fact that there are no current opportunities to exercise these skills is
then just as unproblematic as in cases like Impossible Pudding on page 152.
Missing limbs are not the same thing as missing ingredients, but both are
unfulfilled necessary enabling conditions which could become fulfilled in the
future. On this reading, the Amputee cases fall into the first group.
Second, however, to the extent that we are reluctant to ascribe the
relevant ability precisely because of the amputation, I hold that this stems
from the fact that we are equally inclined to say that the possibility of having
the relevant limbs after all is not a real possibility in the actual future. Then,
these people do not know how to do the things in question because they
do not have the relevant ability and fall into the second group of cases
distinguished above, the paradigm of which was Ski Instructor on page 150.
They involve no full-blown know-how, but merely an understanding of the
activity in question, however sophisticated this understanding may be and
however fruitfully it may play a role in the distinct competence to teach.
In short, my proposal is to understand the Amputee cases as borderline
cases between the two groups of cases distinguished in § 5.1. Either they
are cases of know-how including ability, however remote the possibility of
their exercise may have become. Or they are cases which merely involve an
understanding of the activity in question, but no knowledge how to engage
in them oneself. Depending on reasonable variation in the assessment of
these cases, either of these options is plausible and can even be made more
plausible if the relevant case is suitably spelled out in more detail.
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§ 5.3 Ability as Insufficient for Know-how
I have argued that one can only know how to do something if one possesses
the ability to do so. Beginning in § 1.5, however, I have made a distinction
between abilities which do and abilities which do not amount to know-how
– between competences and mere abilities. As I have argued in § 1.7, this
is a vague and context-dependent distinction, but this is entirely adequate,
for example with respect to the capacity to walk. Given this background, I
shall now take up the contrast between genuine competence and mere ability
again and discuss some further and more difficult examples which threaten
this distinction. While this section will discuss a number of different cases,
a separate section, § 5.4, will be devoted to the most puzzling kind of case,
those which involve what I will call ‘practical luck’.5
Paul Snowdon has mentioned some instructive examples of abitity with-
out know-how. I shall start with the following:
Press-ups (Snowdon 2003, 11)
Martin is someone who can do fifty consecutive press-ups. Let us suppose that
none of us here can do that. It would be, I suggest, quite counterintuitive to say
that Martin knows how to do something we do not know how to do. Rather, he
is, simply, stronger then we are. He is stronger, but not more knowledgeable.
On the face of it, this example involves an ability, namely, the ability to do
fifty consecutive press-ups, and suggests that having or lacking this ability
is not a matter of know-how, at all. If so, this is a case of mere ability. And
there is a good prima facie reason to think so. Doing a press-up looks like
a paradigm case of a basic action, something one does simpliciter rather
than by doing something else. As established in § 1.5, this characteriza-
tion already entails that basic actions are not the kind of thing which one
may know how to do, but which one may only have the mere ability to do.
However, § 1.7 has shown that the distinction between basic and non-basic
actions is context-dependent. And in a context where we assess our com-
parative physical fitness, it is reasonable to say that doing fifty consecutive
press-ups is something one may learn and thereby come to know how to do
after all. At least, I shall assume this for the sake of Snowdon’s argument.
Further, Press-ups is also open to the two readings just discussed for
Exit on the facing page. On the first reading, the activity in question
is individuated narrowly as ‘doing fifty consecutive press-ups’ while, on the
5 Examples concerning the opacity of know-how ascriptions can also be construed as
cases of ability without know-how. However, I will discuss these examples only later,
in § 6.1 and § 6.2, where I focus more generally on the cognitive nature of know-how.
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second reading, it is individuated more generally as ‘doing consecutive press-
ups’. Again, I take it that the general reading is more natural but I agree
that both readings are available. Thus, Martin either knows how to do
something which we do not know how to do – doing fifty consecutive push-
ups – and Snowdon’s question is how this can be a difference of know-how.
Or Martin is the only one to possess a level of proficiency in an ability we
share – the ability to do consecutive push-ups – and Snowdon’s worry is
how this gradual difference can be due to what Martin knows how to do.
In response, recall that I have accounted for know-how as an ability to
do well in an activity in virtue of being guided by an understanding of what
it takes to do so. However, this does not entail that every difference in
know-how must lie in the relevant understanding. Instead, it may also be
a difference in the way in which this understanding succeeds in guiding the
performances in question. And this, in turn, may depend crucially on a per-
son’s bodily features which are largely independent from her understanding.
Thus, just like the coach in Bela Karoli on page 54, who understands
performing a standing layout on beam just as well or even better than his
students, but fails to have the skill to perform one himself, the people in
Press-ups may understand doing fifty or any other number of consecutive
press-ups just as well or even better than Martin, but others may still fail
to have this specific skill or the same proficiency at this general skill. The
difference in know-how is largely due to a difference in bodily features.
In sum, a difference in know-how can be due to a difference in the un-
derstanding of the activity in question or due to a difference in the guidance
by this understanding which, in turn, can be largely due to a difference in
the bodily enabling conditions for such guidance to be successful.
Apart from Press-Ups, Snowdon has also offered the following cases:
Exit (Snowdon 2003, 11)
A man is in a room, which, because he has not explored it in the least, he does,
as yet, not know how to get out of. In fact there is an obvious exit which he can
easily open. He is perfectly able to get out, he can get out, but does not know
how to (as yet).
Rock (Snowdon 2003, 11)
There is an irregular and rather narrow opening in a rock. S, who is fairly agile
and thin, can certainly get through it. If, however, he has no knowledge of the
rock or the task it would be odd to say that he knows how to get through it.
According to Snowdon, the people in Exit and Rock lack the relevant know-
how because he lacks some crucial propositional knowledge about the situa-
tion he finds himself in. This, I take it, is indeed a possible verdict of these
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cases. Likewise, the man in Exit does not have the knowledge how to exit
the room because he fails to know what it would take to do so – i.e. he lacks
an understanding of this activity which could guide him. And the person
in Rock does not know how to get through the opening because she fails to
have an understanding of doing this.
However, I think that a second verdict is even more plausible. In most
contexts, it is more natural to individuate somebody’s know-how with re-
gard to more general activities such as arguing certain kinds of cases in
court or escaping from rooms of a certain kind, as opposed to overly specific
activities such as arguing this case in court or exiting this room. It would
be strange to say that a lawyer does not know how to argue a certain case in
court, a case of a kind for which she is an absolute expert, merely because
she has not yet opened the file on her desk. Instead, it seems more natural
to say that she has the competence to argue this case, but merely needs
to acquire propositional knowledge about the specifics of how to exercise
this know-how with regard to that case. Likewise, it seems natural to say
that the man in Exit does have the know-how to exit the room after all and
that the person in Rock does know how to squeeze through the opening,
simply because they are generally competent in such movements,6 even if
they will only be able to exercise this know-how after learning something
about the specifics of the situation. But acquiring such situation-specific
knowledge before acting on it is at the heart of the exercise of competence
for independent reasons (cf. § 4.4).
I contend that a further example deserves a very similar assessment:
Sight-Reading (Snowdon 2003, 11)
During an evening of music I sight-read the accompaniment to a song by Wolf
that I had not seen or heard before. It is clear that I was able to do that, and,
indeed was able to do it well before I actually did it. But it would seem quite
incorrect to say that I knew how to sight-read that piece.
This case parallels Exit in that the person in question merely lacks certain
knowledge and can therefore plausibly be seen as lacking the relevant know-
how. But again, it is more natural to understand the person in question
as possessing the relevant know-how after all, while merely failing to be
acquainted with a novel situation in which this know-how can also be exer-
cised. Thus, the person in Sight-Reading does know how to sight-read the
song because he knows how to sight-read such songs in general. The fact
that he did not know this particular song beforehand makes no difference.
6 Part of the peculiarity of Exit stems from the fact that moving out of rooms may
plausibly be at the borderline between basic and non-basic action (cf. § 1.5 and § 1.7).
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A more elaborate case which concerns essentially the same point has
been proposed by Bengson & Moffett:
Kytoon (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 172–173)
Chris forms the desire to build a kytoon—a lighter-than-air kite that may, like
a balloon, be filled with gas (e.g. hydrogen, hot air, or helium). She has never
built a kite before, let alone a kytoon. But she is very good with her hands and
thus is confident in her ability to make one. Seeking information about how to
build a kytoon, information she currently lacks, Chris goes online and performs
a Google search for “building a kytoon.” She finds a Web site with instructions.
The instructions are long, but she is able to understand and follow each step with
a modest amount of effort. Over the course of the next few days, she succeeds in
executing the steps. The result of her efforts is her own personal kytoon, which
she then proceeds to learn to fly.
Crucially, Chris does not learn how to build a kytoon first and then proceed
to exercise this newly acquired competence later. Instead, she follows the
steps she finds in the instructions, and has already begun to build a kytoon
when learning more about how this is to be done. Bengson & Moffett
conclude that “at the time of her initial decision, Chris is reliably able to
intentionally ϕ (build a kytoon), but at the time of her initial decision, she
does not know how to ϕ (build a kytoon).” (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 173)
Given Chris’s manual dexterity, her quick uptake and the reliability of
the sources she proceeds to consult, I think it is indeed possible to describe
her as having the reliable ability to build a kytoon even at the time of
her initial decision. Lacking a grasp of that activity altogether, however,
she does not possess the competence to do so at that time. But I contend
that this verdict is not mandatory. In the light of my discussion of cases
along the lines of Exit on page 159, it is easy to imagine a continuum of
cases where different amounts of information have to be acquired on the
fly. Where virtually every piece of information is lacking, the verdict that
a person is reliably able to do something she nevertheless does not know
how to do will be clearest. By contrast, where only a minimal amount of
information is lacking, it is much more natural to say that the person in
question does know how to do the job after all.
At the one extreme, suppose that Chris has never built anything on her
own and that she never even read a manual for building something, but that
she still happens to be extremely reliable in learning such things. I take it
that this variation on Kytoon supports the verdict proposed by Bengson &
Moffett even more clearly. Such a person may happen to have the reliable
ability to build a kytoon which she has never exercised so far, but it does
not seem correct to say that she knows how to build a kytoon.
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At the other extreme, suppose that Chris is already very good at building
kites and handles manuals with ease. She has already heard a lot about
differences between kites and kytoons, but still has to look up a handful
of facts while she works. This second variation on Kytoon illustrates that
having to look up only a small amount of information is entirely compatible
with having full-blown know-how. Maybe Chris has to look up only one
piece of information, and maybe she considers her own notes instead of a
Google search. In this case, it would be far too strict to maintain that she
did not know how to build a kytoon already.
Luckily, I do not have to take a firm stance on these questions here. I
intended to show that cases like Kytoon are a further group of borderline
cases between mere ability and full-blown competence (cf. § 1.7). There is
no clear threshold for how rich the understanding of an activity has to be
and how much refinement of that understanding in the course of action is
compatible with saying that somebody does know how to do something.
In sum, I have argued that my proposal for explicating know-how as a re-
liable ability guided by understanding does well at drawing the line between
mere ability and full-blown know-how, including in borderline areas.
§ 5.4 Practical Luck
While I have already defended the distinction between mere ability and
genuine competence for a range of cases in § 5.3, there is a final family of
problematic cases for this distinction which deserves a separate treatment.
The paradigmatic example of such cases stems from Bengson & Moffett:
Lucky Salchow (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 46)
Suppose that Irina is seriously mistaken about how to perform a salchow. She
believes incorrectly that the way to perform a salchow is to take off from the front
outside edge of her skate, jump in the air, spin, and land on the front inside edge of
her skate. (The correct sequence is to take off from the back inside edge and land
on the back outside edge of the opposite foot after one or more rotations in the air.)
However, Irina has a severe neurological abnormality that makes her act in ways
that differ dramatically from how she actually thinks she is acting. Whenever
she actually attempts to do a salchow (in accordance with her misconceptions)
this abnormality causes her to reliably perform the correct sequence of moves.
So, although she is seriously mistaken about how to perform a salchow, whenever
she actually attempts to do a salchow (in accordance with her misconceptions)
the abnormality causes Irina to perform the correct sequence of moves, and so she
ends up successfully performing a salchow. Despite the fact that what she is doing
and what she thinks she is doing come apart, she fails to notice the mismatch. In
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this case, it is clear that Irina is (reliably) able to do a salchow. However, due to
her mistaken belief about how to perform the move, she cannot be said to know
how to do a salchow.
I think that this verdict is entirely accurate. The fact that Irina’s under-
standing of performing a salchow is completely misguided shows that she
does not have the knowledge how to perform a salchow. Luckily for Irina,
her misconception does not undermine her ability to perform the salchow
since this shortcoming is cancelled out by the further shortcoming of her
neurological condition which happens to cause her to perform the salchow
whenever she intends to perform what she mistakes for the salchow. I pro-
pose to say that, in such a case, a person has practical luck.
This is also one of two plausible assessments of the following example:
Annoying Smoker (Hawley 2003, 27)
[C]onsider Susie, who likes to annoy Joe, and believes that she does so by smoking.
In fact Joe is annoyed by Susie’s tapping on her cigarette box, which she does
whenever she smokes. Susie would succeed in annoying Joe if she tried, but it
seems that she does not know how to annoy Joe, perhaps because she misconstrues
the situation.
I take it to be reasonable to diagnose this case as an example of practical
luck. But maybe it does not involve a sufficiently reliable ability in the
first place. John Williams has argued that Susie in Annoying Smoker is
not relevantly more reliable than Sally in Avalanche on page 26 where the
relevant ability is clearly not sufficiently reliable to count as know-how (cf.
J. Williams 2008, 122). Likewise, Susie does not seem to have a sufficiently
reliable ability to annoy Joe. She may at some point smoke without tapping
her cigarette box, or tap a different cigarette box which is not annoying
at all. In such cases, she would not succeed in annoying Joe by smoking
anymore. Thus, there seems to be a continuum between cases of practical
luck and examples without sufficient reliability.
These difficulties notwithstanding, there are clear enough cases which
exhibit the phenomenon of practical luck. But what to make of them?
After proposing Lucky Salchow, Bengson & Moffett comment:
We take it that examples such as this one show that errors in understanding how to
ψ are sufficient to undermine know-how attributions even when the corresponding
abilities are in place. Abilities, it seems, are at most reliable dispositions to
intentional behavior, whereas know-how involves some degree of understanding.
We believe that this insight is the key to a general philosophical theory of know-
how. (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 46)
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Again, I am entirely in agreement. As a matter of fact, I have already
argued for this key insight into the nature know-how and I even made the
case that Ryle already saw this point very clearly (cf. § 1.5). However, it
remains an open question why it is exactly that cases of practical luck fail
to amount to know-how. For unlike mere abilities like my ability to digest,
examples of practical luck do involve an understanding of the activity in
question, which is even responsible for the ability’s reliability.
As I shall show, cases of practical luck involve two elements both of which
are incompatible with know-how. As Bengson & Moffett already pointed
out, they involve a substantial misunderstanding of the activity in question.
Further, they also rely on a substantially deviant form of guidance by this
inaccurate understanding. The fact that these shortcomings cancel each
other out in the end does not show that cases of practical luck are examples
of know-how after all. Let me comment on these two elements in turn.
Intuitively, one may understand an activity but still be wrong about
specific aspects of how the activity works exactly. One does not need to
have a perfect grasp of all the intricacies of it, and one does not need to be
able to describe one’s understanding perfectly (cf. § 2.2). As I spelled out
in § 4.1, in order for one’s conception of an activity to count as an actual
understanding, it must be sufficiently accurate overall. But examples of
practical luck clearly violate this constraint. In Lucky Salchow, Irina’s un-
derstanding of the salchow is substantially misguided because she explicitly
believes that the salchow must be performed in a way in which it cannot
be performed at all. And in the borderline case between failure of reliable
ability and practical luck Annoying Smoker, there is sufficient reason to
take the understanding involved to be substantially misguided, too. Susie
severely misconceives her activity of annoying Joe because she mistakes her
smoking to be the relevant factor rather than her tapping her cigarette box.
This brings me to the second element of practical luck, a substantially
deviant form of guidance by an inaccurate understanding. This is what
makes the difference between cases which lack reliable ability in the first
place and examples of practical luck which do involve reliable ability, but
for the wrong reasons. In the paradigm example Lucky Salchow, Irina’s
misunderstanding of doing the salchow only leads to her reliably performing
the salchow because she fails to be guided by her actual conception of what
she should do. If, counterfactually, she were to manage to get rid of her
neurological problems in some way, and then began to be properly guided
by her actual conception of the salchow, she would clearly fail to perform a
salchow since she drastically misconceives what it takes to do so and would
correct her performances in the wrong direction.
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Something similar can also be argued for in the case at the borderline
between practical luck and lack of reliable ability, Annoying Smoker. Here,
Susie is only reliable at annoying Joe because her being guided by her actual
conception of what she should do is accidentally coupled with a further fact
such that it accidentally leads to her annoying Joe. If, counterfactually, she
were properly guided by her conception and her conception alone, she might
at some point also smoke a cigarette or a pipe without tapping a cigarette
box, maybe because she has none at hand. Then, she would fail to annoy
Joe, but also fail to correct her performances in the right direction, namely,
towards tapping a cigarette box.
Following Bengson & Moffett, I have argued that cases of practical luck
undermine know-how despite the fact that they involve reliable ability ex-
plained by an understanding of the activity in question. This is because the
understanding involved is not sufficiently accurate, and because this un-
derstanding explains the person’s performances in the wrong way, leading
to the accidental and lucky reliability of the person’s performances. Thus,
even if I disagree with Bengson & Moffett’s positive intellectualist account
of know-how, I follow their insistence on the crucial role of cases like these.
Couched not in terms of guidance, but in terms of intentional action,
Jason Stanley’s response to Lucky Salchow is very similar. He writes:
Irina has a false belief about how to do the Salchow, and she is lucky enough that
whenever she intends to do the Salchow, she succeeds. Though she intelligently
and successfully performs the Salchow, she does not intentionally do the Salchow
when she succeeds, anymore than it follows that I intentionally win the lottery
when I win the lottery after buying a lottery ticket intending to win. Of course,
when Irina performs the Salchow, she does it with the intention of performing
the Salchow, and there is a causal connection between her intention to perform
the Salchow and performing the Salchow. But as we have learned from Davidson,
F-ing with the intention of F-ing does not entail intentionally F-ing, even when
there is a causal connection between one’s intention to F and one’s F-ing. In order
to intentionally F, there must be the right kind of causal relations between one’s
intention to F, and one’s F-ing, and those are lacking in Irina’s case. (Stanley
2011c, 218)
It seems as if this answer can easily be translated into the account I have
proposed, simply by adding the view that intentional action and guidance
are conceptually connected. However, this would not be completely suf-
ficient because it does not cover cases of entirely automatic exercises of
know-how – an issue I have discussed in detail in chapter 3. Thus, a person
who benefits from practical luck may also exercise her alleged know-how
entirely automatically rather than as an intentional action. In contrast to
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Stanley’s proposal, my account can handle even the automatic exercises of
an alleged competence which is in fact undermined by practical luck. For the
two criteria I mentioned are independent from the question if the exercises
of the ability are intentional or automatic. A substantial misconception of
the activity and a substantially deviant form of guidance to cancel it out
can also play a role when an ability is exercised automatically.7
Thus, a treatment of practical luck in terms of understanding and guid-
ance should be preferred over Stanley’s view. His proposal may be plausible
locally for the limited range of cases which involve intentional action, but
the heart of the explanation does not lie in intentionality, but instead in the
idea of a guiding understanding (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 172–174).
§ 5.5 Masks, Finks, and Mimics
In this section, and in § 5.6, I will discuss an analogy between know-how and
ability on the one hand and dispositions on the other hand. As I will argue,
this analogy will add credibility to some of my assessments of the cases
over the course of this chapter. For my take on these cases of know-how
is entirely analogous to the widespread view about dispositions which are
masked, finkish or mimicked. In this section, I shall present these notions
from the literature on dispositions and spell out the analogy. § 5.6 is then
devoted to the question what this analogy shows and what it presupposes.
Let me introduce this analogy with reference to an example discussed
in § 5.2. I have argued that Speech Impediment on page 153 is a case in
which a necessary enabling condition for exercising the relevant competence
contingently also causes a further element to interfere with the exercise of
the competence.8 Cases of this sort have gained some prominence in the
debate about dispositions. Mark Johnston writes in a seminal paper:
Consider a fragile glass cup with internal packing to stabilize it against hard
knocks. Packing companies know that the breaking of fragile glass cups involves
three stages: first a few bonds break, then the cup deforms and then many bonds
7 The paradigmatic example for automatic exercises of competences in § 3.1 was Unwel-
come Sign on page 78. On this model, one may imagine a case in which I possess the
ability to read a certain script automatically, while misunderstanding it entirely, but
nevertheless associating every symbol with the right meaning in the end because I also
automatically confuse everything. In such a case, I would still have practical luck and
no full-blown know-how, because my understanding of the script I read is mistaken,
and because, if, counterfactually, I were to guide myself properly by the way I think
the script is to be read, I would ‘correct’ my performances in the wrong direction.
8 Again, everything I add about Speech Impediment here also applies to the parallel case
involving acrophobia which I mentioned in footnote 3 on page 153.
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break, thereby shattering the cup. They find a support which when placed inside
the glass cup prevents deformation so that the glass would not break when struck.
Even though the cup would not break if struck the cup is still fragile. The cup’s
fragility is masked by the packing which is a) something extrinsic to the glass
cup and b) causes the glass cup when struck to withstand deformation without
breaking. (Johnston 1992, 233)
This makes for an obvious analogy between dispositions and know-how and
ability. Dispositions on the one hand and skills and other abilities on the
other hand are similar in that both involve the possibility of manifestation.
Just like the fragility of a thing can manifest itself in that it breaks, the com-
petence to play chess can manifest itself in that one plays chess. However,
both the manifestation of know-how and the manifestation of a disposition
can go awry. And in both cases, something can go wrong systematically.
One way in which this can happen is by what Johnston calls a ‘mask’ and
what others, synonymously, call ‘antidote’ (cf. Bird 1998). A masked dis-
position, ability or competence is one where the enabling conditions for its
manifestation are such that they always prevent its manifestation.
Crucially, however, a masked disposition is nevertheless a disposition. A
cup does not cease to be fragile because of the protective packaging around
it. Exploiting this analogy, I shall say that Susan in Speech Impediment
has the masked competence to address the queen correctly. Her know-how
is not undermined by the fact that her speech impediment systematically
prevents her from exercising it.
True, Susan’s know-how is of no help to her in actually confronting the
queen. But this does not show that she does not have the relevant skill.
Instead, it would take additional, indeed quite remarkable competences for
her to succeed after all. Addressing the queen correctly in spite of a serious
speech impediment is a much greater accomplishment than doing it without
one. This would require more than the ordinary skill to address the queen
correctly, which Susan has. In the same way, some cups may be so fragile
that even normal protective packaging would still not prevent their breaking.
Evidently, this does not mean that an ordinary fragile cup does not remain
fragile even if the same protective packaging prevents its breaking.
There are also further features of dispositions that have interesting coun-
terparts in the debate about know-how. I have said that a masked disposi-
tion, ability or competence is one where the enabling conditions for its man-
ifestation are such that a further element prevents its manifestation, while
the respective disposition, ability or skill nevertheless remains in place. A
closely connected phenomenon is the so-called ‘finkishness’ of dispositions
(cf. Martin 1994). David Lewis explicates this term as follows:
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[A] stimulus s itself might chance to be the very thing that would cause the
disposition to give response r to stimulus s to go away. If it went away quickly
enough, it would not be manifested. In this way it could be false that if x were to
undergo s, x would give response r. And yet, so long as s does not come along,
x retains its disposition. Such a disposition, which would straight away vanish if
put to the test, is called finkish. A finkishly fragile thing is fragile, sure enough,
so long as it is not struck. But if it were struck, it would straight away cease to
be fragile, and it would not break. (Lewis 1997, 144)
Generalizing from this explication of finkish dispositions in the same way
as I generalized from the above explication of masked dispositions, we find
a further way in which manifestations of a competence can fail systemati-
cally. A finkish disposition, ability or competence is one where the enabling
conditions for its manifestation are such that they cause the respective dis-
position, ability or competence to vanish while these conditions obtain.
Katherine Hawley has explicitly discussed this with respect to know-how:
Panic (Hawley 2003, 25)
It looks as if knowledge-how may be finkish: Sylvia knows how to get home from
the city center, but if she were in the city center she would have a panic attack
and forget how to get home. If she were to try to get home from the city center
she would not succeed.
This example of a finkish competence is importantly different from the
masked competence of Susan in Speech Impediment on page 153. Sylvia
in Panic forgets what to do altogether, unlike Susan, who still knows what
to do, but is unable to do so. But what are we to make of this?
To begin with, it seems as if finkish know-how is simply a peculiarity,
but not a problem for any account of know-how, at all. According to the
definition of finkishness, a finkish competence is a skill which is sometimes
present and sometimes lost. And in general, it is just a fact of life that
people gain and lose skills. But what makes finkish competences special is
that these competences are lost and regained systematically. Just like it is
a fact of life that the exercise of a competence can be blocked because of
some defeating condition while masked competences are nevertheless pecu-
liar because a further element arises as a defeating condition whenever the
enabling conditions are satisfied, so it is also a fact of life that competences
can be lost and regained but finkish competences are nevertheless peculiar
because a further element removes the competence altogether whenever the
enabling conditions are satisfied. This is also the reason why I have not in-
cluded finkish competences in my earlier discussion in § 5.1 and § 5.2. They
do not purport to show that somebody can have know-how without ability.
It is part of their definition that, at the relevant time, they have neither.
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However, one may wonder if this is precise enough in order to distinguish
finkish skills from masked skills. Katherine Hawley responds to her own case
Panic in the same way in which I responded to Speech Impediment in § 5.2:
It is uncontentious that ordinary dispositions may be finkish [...]. But we need not
accept that knowledge-how may be finkish. [...] Sylvia’s knowledge-how matches
her counterfactual success. Sylvia does not know how to get home from the city
center under circumstances of being prone to panic attacks. She does know how
to get home from the city center under circumstances which are normal for most
people [...]. (Hawley 2003, 25)
Along these lines, Sylvia retains her knowledge how to get home after all.
Her panic attack does not show that this know-how is finkish, it simply
masks it. Sylvia’s know-how is an ordinary piece of know-how for which a
panic attack is certainly a defeating condition, not a remarkable piece of
know-how which can also be exercised in such a drastic situation.
However, I think that Hawley’s assimilation of the finkishness to the
masking of competences blurs a nevertheless important distinction. I shall
instead propose a more nuanced account for this difference between finks
and masks with respect to know-how.
The crucial point is this. When a competence is masked, then the un-
derstanding of the activity in question remains in place, but it becomes im-
possible to engage in this activity for further reasons. Despite her nervous
condition, Susan in Speech Impediment understands perfectly well what it
would take to address the queen correctly and where she falls short of doing
so. In contrast, when a competence is finkish, then this understanding of
the activity vanishes altogether, at least as long as the enabling conditions
for engaging in that activity optain. Sylvia in Panic, while suffering from a
panic attack, does not have any understanding of how to get home from the
city center. It is not that she systematically fails to perform well despite her
understanding of what to do as in a case of masking, but precisely because
she lacks this understanding in the first place.
This shows that a finkish competence is substantially different from a
masked competence. But I think that Hawley’s assimilation of finkishness
to masking is nevertheless plausible in a different way. In order to see this,
consider the question how clear the notion of an understanding’s vanishing
and reappearing actually is. Does it really make sense to describe Sylvia
in Panic as losing her understanding of how to get home altogether and
regaining it a short time later? Instead, I contend that it makes perfect sense
to describe a finkish skill as a case where it is indeed true that something
is masked, but it is the understanding which is involved in this skill rather
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than the whole skill. In these terms, Sylvia in Panic still possesses an
understanding of how to get home even when she is suffering from a panic
attack, but she cannot remember and employ this understanding anymore,
precisely because it is masked by her panic attack.
The upshot of these considerations is that know-how is finkish just in
case the understanding involved in know-how is masked. As I have argued
in § 4.1 and over the course of chapter 4, these states of understanding are
themselves competences. Thus, the possibility of masking such a state of
understanding is built right into the account I have offered.
This concludes my discussion of finkishness and masking. At this point,
I would like to note that I have given this account without commenting
on the otherwise controversial question if what makes it the case that an
object’s disposition is finkish or masked must be an extrinsic rather than
intrinsic property. On an intuitive construal of this otherwise complicated
distinction, all the examples I discussed involve intrinsic finks or masks.
However, I must confess that I find this phenomenon entirely unproblematic,
both when it comes to know-how and when it comes to mere dispositions.
A convincing defense of this position has been proposed by Lauren Ashwell
(2010), who also discusses a number of plausible examples. Without further
discussion, I shall simply quote one of these example as an argument in favor
of the view that intrinsic masks and finks are sufficiently unproblematic for
my present purposes. Ashwell writes:
A berry could be poisonous, although due to its indigestible skin it is prevented
from having a poisonous effect on those who ingest it. An intrinsic property of
the berry—its having an indigestible skin—prevents the berry from having its
noxious effect. When it is skinned, it is not that the berry becomes poisonous—its
disposition to harm those that ingest it is simply unmasked. (Ashwell 2010, 636)
Next to the possibility of masks and finks, there is also a third feature of
dispositions which can fruitfully be exploited in my analogy. The classic
reference for this phenomenon is Arthur David Smith, who writes:
Imagine a sturdy block of wood which is tapped sharply at t. At t, also, a special
ray (let us call it a Z-ray) is beamed at the block causing it to splinter in just the
way in which one would have expected the block to have splintered had it been
fragile. Perhaps it will be objected that this is not a fair counterexample because
[...] [there is no] connection between the event mentioned in the antecedent and
that mentioned in the consequent. This point may easily be satisfied, however,
[...] by having the beaming of the Z-ray on to the block of wood caused by the
tapping of the block. Here the condition [...] is fulfilled, with a real connection
between the two events [...], and yet, ex hypothesi, the block of wood is not fragile.
(Smith 1977, 440)
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Such examples have come to be called ‘mimics’ (cf. Lewis 1997). The block
of wood does not have the disposition of fragility, but the Z-ray mimicks
that disposition for the block of wood. Whenever something which would
cause a fragile thing to break occurs, this causes the Z-ray to be beamed at
the block and the block thereby to splinter. Despite the fact that something
happens which could be a manifestation of the block’s fragility whenever a
fragile thing would manifest the same phenomenon, the block itself is still
not fragile.
Just like in the cases of masked dispositions and finkish dispositions,
this explication of mimicking dispositions can also be generalized. Mutatis
mutandis, this yields the definition of what I have called ‘practical luck’
in § 5.4. When a disposition, ability or skill is mimicked, the object or
person in question does not possess the disposition, ability or skill at all,
but whenever the enabling conditions for their manifestation are fulfilled, a
further factor causes them to behave in just the same way it would behave
if the disposition, ability or skill were to manifest itself. To illustrate this
with my paradigm example Lucky Salchow on page 162, Irina does not have
the competence to perform a salchow, but in the right circumstances, the
combination of her misunderstanding and her neurological problems causes
her to behave just as if she were to exercise such a competence. And just
like it is clear that the mimicking in Smith’s example does make it the case
that the block of wood has the disposition of fragility, it is, as I have argued
in § 5.4, equally clear that Irina’s misunderstanding and her neurological
disorder do not make it the case that she knows how to perform a salchow.
This concludes my discussion of the scope of the analogy between dispo-
sitions on the one hand and know-how on the other hand. I have argued that
the phenomena of masking, finkishness and mimicking, as they are called
in the debate about dispositions, can be found analogously in the debate
about know-how and competence, as well.
§ 5.6 Is Know-how a Disposition?
The analogy I laid out in § 5.5 brings back a question which has already been
present in this book from the very start: Is know-how itself a disposition?
Gilbert Ryle explicitly stated that “[k]nowing how, then, is a disposition”
(Ryle 1949, 46), as I quoted on pages 48 and 51. The most straightforward
explanation of the analogy just discussed is that this is indeed the case. In
this section, I shall discuss the question what this view would entail and
whether the account presented here is really committed to it.
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To begin with, there is a lively debate about the concept of a disposition
(cf. Choi & Fara 2012), and an equally lively debate about the concept of an
ability (cf. Maier 2010, Clarke 2015). One of the questions under discussion
is whether or not abilities are a kind of disposition (cf. e.g. Clarke 2009;
Whittle 2010; Vetter 2016). If abilities are indeed a special kind of dispo-
sition, then my analogy between know-how and dispositions would follow
straightforwardly from my declared view that know-how, or competence, is
a special kind of ability. Thus, the question if know-how is a disposition can
be answered by discussing the question if ability is a disposition.
However, nothing I have said presupposes that this is the case. Al-
ternatively, the structural features of dispositions with regard to masking,
finkishness and mimicking, and the analogous structural features of abilities
and competences, could also be explained in another way. For example, all
of these concepts are modal powers or potentialities, they involve the pos-
sibility of something’s happening under certain conditions. Arguably, these
structural features are only due to this common modality and entirely inde-
pendent from the question if, given that competence is a species of ability,
ability is also a species of disposition.
One way to see this is by appreciating that these common modal fea-
tures are often understood in terms of conditionals, and that conditionals
exhibit such features quite independently from their use in an account of
dispositions. In the literature, such observations have indeed first been
made independently with respect to conditionals (cf. Shope 1978) before
they gained prominence in the debate about dispositions (cf. Martin 1994).
Thus, in my account of the specific kind of ability which is know-how, I can
indeed bracket the nature of dispositions and their relation to abilities.
But this creates a complication for my view. Masks, finks and mimicks
are typically employed to show that a satisfactory account of dispositions
cannot be one in terms of conditionals. David Lewis sketches such a proposal
– the ‘simple conditional account’ – as follows:
A fragile thing is one that would break if struck; an irascible man is one who
would become angry if provoked; and so on. In general, we can state the simple
conditional analysis thus: Something x is disposed at time t to give response r to
stimulus s iff, if x were to undergo stimulus s at time t, x would give response r.
(Lewis 1997, 143)
The failure of this simple conditional account of dispositions in the face
of masks, finks and mimics has become common knowledge in the debate
about dispositions (cf. Choi & Fara 2012). Examples of these phenomena
such as those presented in § 5.5 are direct counterexamples to this view.
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However, Gilbert Ryle is canonically understood as one of the paradigm
proponents of something like what Lewis calls the ‘simple conditional analy-
sis’ of dispositions, for example in the survey articly by Choi & Fara (2012),
quoting from chapter V of The Concept of Mind (Ryle 1949). If so, it seems
as if my proposal is inconsistent, at least as a proposal for how Ryle can
plausibly be interpreted.9
However, the Rylean account of know-how which I have proposed is
in fact entirely independent from this question. Rather than in terms of
dispositions or conditionals, I have straightforwardly spoken of ability and
possibility, without the additional premise that abilities are a kind of dispo-
sition and without any further commitment as to what dispositions are.10
As it turns out, this is entirely faithful to Ryle’s declared view. True, he
says that dispositions are understood in terms of conditionals – for example,
in that both are ‘inference tickets’ (cf. e.g. Ryle 1949, 119; Ryle 1950, 329–
330). But this does not contrast with straightforward talk of modality. For
Ryle forcefully denies any substantial difference between conditionals and
modal statements:
[T]he differences between modal and hypothetical statements is in fact purely
stylistic. There is only one colloquial way of correctly negating the superstitious
hypothetical statement “If a person walks under a ladder, he comes to grief before
the day is out,” namely by saying “No, a person may (might or could) walk under
a ladder and not come to grief.” (Ryle 1950, 335)
An ‘if-then’ sentence can nearly always be paraphrased by a sentence containing
a modal expression, and vice versa. Modal and hypothetical sentences have the
same force. [...] There is only a stylistic difference between the ‘if-then’ idiom and
the modal idioms. (Ryle 1949, 122–123)
Thus, I can maintain my view, and maintain it even as a plausible interpre-
tation of Ryle. The features of know-how I have discussed are independent
from the question whether the modal nature of this concept is analyzed in
terms of dispositions.
I have argued that know-how is a kind of ability, but that I can remain
neutral on the question whether ability is a kind of disposition, despite
the fact that know-how and abilities share a certain modal profile with
dispositions, a profile in virtue of which they also exhibit phenomena like
masking, finkishness and mimicking. At this point, one may complain that I
9 In this case, there would even be further reason for doubt since it is even less clear if,
simple cases notwithstanding, the relevant multi-track dispositions can be understood
in terms of conditionals at all (cf. Manley & Wasserman 2008; Vetter 2013).
10 In this respect, I follow Katherine Hawley, who also brackets the issue of dispositions,
even if she does appeal to conditionals (cf. Hawley 2003, 25).
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was only able to do this because I have employed a largely unanalyzed notion
of ability. While I have relied on this concept from the very beginning, in
chapter 1, I have only presented certain general characteristics of abilities,
such as the distinction between general ability and specific opportunity (cf.
§ 1.4), but remained silent on what it actually is to possess an ability. By
contrast, if I were to finally give an account of ability, how may I possibly
circumvent the appeal to dispositions?
In reply, I would first like to point out that I regard it as a virtue of the
Rylean responsibilist account defended here that it only undertakes those
commitments concerning the nature of ability which are strictly necessary. I
take it that the discussion in Part One of this book was perfectly intelligible
even without a full account of ability.
Second, however, and more substantially, whatever I say about ability is
so far constrained only in one crucial respect – abilities cannot be understood
along the lines of the simple conditional analysis of dispositions. Thus, I
may opt for a view of abilities which does not resort to any such a view. Or
I may even maintain that abilities are dispositions, but offer an alternative
view of dispositions, one not in terms of conditionals. Such a metaphysics
of dispositions and potentialities has recently been presented by Barbara
Vetter (cf. Vetter 2014; Vetter 2015). Thus, this is one plausible option for
me to take.
However, Vetter has also argued against the view that abilities are dis-
positions (cf. Vetter 2016). In the remainder of this section, I would like
to discuss these considerations, as they are particularly instructive with
respect to my project of accounting for know-how.
Vetter discusses two versions of the view that abilities are dispositions.
The first version relies on some form of the conditional analysis of disposi-
tions, where the relevant stimuli for the disposition are intentions, desires,
wishes or something along these lines (cf. Fara 2008; Vivhelin 2004). How-
ever, Vetter argues that such accounts fail, among other things because
some exercises of abilities do not rely on wishes, intentions or desires, at all
(cf. Vetter 2016, sec. 2). This is evidently much in the spirit of my discus-
sion of the automatic exercise of know-how (cf. § 3.1) and I agree that such
accounts of ability in terms of dispositions are implausible.
But the second version of this view is much closer to my own positive
account of know-how, in particular to my appeal to normativity and norma-
tive guidance (cf. chapter 1). In the words of Ernest Sosa, this is the idea
that “[c]ompetences (and abilties) are dispositions to succeed” (Sosa 2015,
95). The claim Vetter extracts from virtue reliabilists like Ernest Sosa and
John Greco (cf. e.g. Greco 2007; Sosa 2010) reads as follows:
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x has the ability to A iff x is disposed to A successfully when A’ing at all, i.e. iff,
if x were to A at all, then (interferences aside) x would (probably) A successfully.
(Vetter 2016, sec. 3)
While this approach is perfectly able to handle exercises of abilities without
wishes, intentions or desires, Vetter argues that it fails for other reasons. It
is unable to account for abilities to engage in activities without any clear
standard of success. Her examples are aimless ambling around or doodling.
She writes:
These are performances which, by their very nature, are without any aim, and
presumably without any evaluative standard. (There are, it may be said, no better
or worse ways of ambling or doodling; that’s the very point of them.) (Vetter 2016,
sec. 3)
Vetter considers the reply that activities like these do have standards of
success, after all, but that there is no gap between engaging in them and
meeting those standards. Success at doodling just is to doodle in some way
or other, and success at ambling aimlessly just is to amble around anywhere
and in any way. Then, however, the analysis of abilities as dispositions to
succeed will be undermined because the conditional that “if x were to A
at all, then (interferences aside) x would (probably) A successfully” will be
tivially true, as soon as such an activity is substituted for ‘A’. This entails
the absurd consequence that such abilities are possessed by everybody (cf.
Vetter 2016, sec. 3). Moreover:
The same kind of consideration would seem to apply quite generally to simple
motor abilities: the ability to move my eyes, bend my leg, wiggle my foot, and so
on. All of these performances are such that to perform them at all is already to
perform them successfully. (Vetter 2016, sec. 3)
Does this mean that the second version of the view that abilities are dispo-
sitions – the idea that abilities are dispositions to succeed – is also bound to
fail? Probably not. As Vetter also points out, there are plausible versions of
this idea which can, or at least purport to, solve these problems (cf. Maier
2013; Jaster 2016). But even if this objection should prove to be fatal, I
would like to point out that it is only fatal to the account of abilities in terms
of dispositions to succeed, but not to the view that know-how or competence
is a disposition to succeed, which I would still be able to maintain.
To see this, it is crucial to note that all of Vetter’s examples are such
that we can easily talk of ability, but where it sounds odd to attribute know-
how. I can amble aimlessly, I am able to do so, but I do not know how to
do it – i.e. I am not guided by an understanding of what it takes to do well
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in ambling aimlessly when I do amble aimlessly. This point is even clearer
with respect to the simple motor abilities Vetter mentions. Moving my eyes,
bending my leg and things like these are clear cases of basic actions. As I
have argued in § 1.5 and § 1.7, abilities to perform basic actions are mere
abilities – abilities which do not amount to competences. In contrast, cases
of genuine know-how all admit of a more substantial characterization of the
normative standards of the relevant activity (cf. chapter 1). Thus, the view
that know-how is a disposition to succeed is safe from the objection against
the view that all abilities are such dispositions.
One consequence of this discussion is that virtue reliabilists like Sosa and
Greco may defend themselves against arguments like Vetter’s by carefully
framing their view in terms of genuine competence as opposed to merely
ability. In a different context, Vetter notes that Sosa in fact mainly uses
‘competence’ rather than ability (cf. Vetter 2016, sec. 3). Thus, the Rylean
responsibilist account of know-how as competence presented here may prove
congenial to the aims of virtue reliabilism. Conversely, I have myself already
relied on a virtue reliabilist argument in the development of my account
– in order to show that the individual assessments of acts of an activity
which one reaches by exercising one’s assessment competence amount to
genuine propositional knowledge (cf. § 4.3). However, I cannot explore these
questions here in more detail.
Chapter 6
The Cognitive Nature of Know-how
Rylean responsibilism sheds light on the examples and puzzle cases which
have been discussed in the debate about know-how, and offers plausible
explanations as to where and why something is a genuine case of know-how.
In chapter 5, I have spelled this out in detail with respect to the practical
nature of know-how. In this chapter, I shall continue to do so, but focus on
the cognitive, semantic and epistemic aspects of competences.
The first pair of sections will address the semantic fact that ascriptions of
know-how are opaque, quite unlike ascriptions of ability. In § 6.1, I present
these phenomena and offer an account of them. This will lead, in § 6.2, to
the question whether there is such a thing as merely de re know-how.
The second pair of sections will turn to specifically epistemic aspects
of know-how, focusing on the question of epistemic luck. § 6.3 will show
that know-how cannot be undermined by certain forms of epistemic luck,
which poses a severe problem for the view that know-how simply consists in
propositional knowledge. § 6.4 will offer an explanation of this phenomenon
and argue that it is compatible with my Rylean responsibilist account of
know-how, even if this explicitly includes propositional knowledge.
In the end, I turn to a number of themes from cognitive science. § 6.5
discusses the notion of procedural knowledge. § 6.6 offers an account of two
famous clinical cases which have been cited in the debate about know-how.
Finally, § 6.7, discusses the question of know-how outside of adult humans.
§ 6.1 The Opacity of Know-how Ascriptions
A number of philosophers have recognized that ascriptions of know-how may
be opaque. In this section, as well as in § 6.2, I will discuss this phenomenon
and show how Rylean responsibilism can account for it.
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To begin with, opacity is well-known and well-discussed when it comes to
propositional attitude reports (cf. McKay & Nelson 2010). Let me illustrate
it with an example which is arguably less worn-out than many others.1
Klement
Let us assume that international investigators searching for undercover Nazis in
South America in the late 1950s had a comprehensive overview of recently emi-
grated Europeans and their whereabouts. Among other things, let us assume that
they knew that a certain Riccardo Klement works as an electrician for Daimler-
Benz in González Catán in Argentina. Also, they were looking for the former
SS-Obersturmbannführer Adolf Eichmann. As it happens, Riccardo Klement is
Adolf Eichmann. Eichmann used this name on a forged Swiss passport in order
to escape to South America. However, the investigators did not know that Eich-
mann works as an electrician for Daimer-Benz. This is true despite the fact that
Klement is Eichmann and they knew that Klement worked there. They did not
know that Klement is Eichmann.
As this example makes clear, an ascription of a propositional attitute, such
as propositional knowledge, may be correct despite the fact that an ascrip-
tion of a slightly altered propositional attitute involving a different, but co-
extensional expression is incorrect. In Klement, the only substitution was
that of one proper name for a co-extensional proper name.
As many philosophers have remarked, something similar is the case in
ascriptions of know-how. John Williams offers two paradigmatic examples.
Here, I shall focus on one of these cases, as everything I say until then is
equally applicable to both. But I will present the other example, Triangles,
on page 186. The crucial case, then, is this:
Superman (J. Williams 2008, 110)
Lois may know how to contact Clark Kent (she knows that she has his telephone
number) yet not know how to contact Superman, despite the fact that contacting
Clark is necessarily contacting Superman (because Clark is necessarily Super-
man). Since Lois has the ability to contact Clark, she has the ability to contact
Superman, although she might not know that she has the latter ability.
In this scenario, Lois has the ability to contact Clark Kent, and she has
the ability to contact Superman since to contact Kent would be to contact
Superman. However, while she knows how to contact Kent, she does not
know how to contact Superman, despite the fact that to contact Kent would
be to contact Superman. Like the ascriptions of propositional knowledge
in Klement, the ascriptions of know-how in Superman must be assessed
differently, despite the fact that the knowledge concerns the same thing.
1 Wolfgang Barz has used this case in one of his classes, and it has stuck with me.
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Before Williams, Katherine Hawley has independently proposed that the
following case exemplifies the opacity of know-how:
Light Switch (Hawley 2003, 26)
[T]o flip the switch is to alert the prowler, so if Sarah is able to do one of these,
she is able to do the other (Davidson 1963). Yet it seems that Sarah could know
how to turn on the light without knowing how to alert the prowler, if it doesn’t
occur to her that turning on the light will alert the prowler.
A structurally similar case, also due to Hawley, is this:
Impressive Skating (Hawley 2010, 401)
[S]uppose I devise—then master—a sequence of moves on my skateboard, and I
wonder whether showing this off will impress the kids at the local skate park.
As it happens, they will be very impressed if they see me perform this sequence.
Do I know how to impress the kids at the local skate park? [...] I entertain
the proposition that performing my routine is a way for me to impress the kids,
and I entertain this proposition under a practical mode of presentation (that is,
differently from the way in which a non-skating spectator would entertain this
thought), but I do not know whether the proposition is true, and so I don’t know
how to impress the kids at the skate park.
Bracketing the notion of a ‘practical modes of presentation’ until § 9.2, both
of Hawley’s examples can be explained in the same way. And here, I side
with John Williams’ remark that “opacity must involve substitutions of
necessary equivalence. So this example does not establish the opacity of
know-how since it only involves substitution of contingent effect for actual
cause.” (J. Williams 2008, 110 fn. 3) I think that these further criteria are
indeed important in order to bring out the full force of the phenomenon of
opacity and to distinguish it clearly from the problem of practical luck which
discussed in § 5.4. Thus, the core problem with Light Switch and Impressive
Skating is that they are cases of practical luck. Still, such examples show
how opacity may also play a role in cases of practical luck.
Williams draws the sweeping conclusion that “unlike ability, know-how
is opaque. Since what is true of actual ability is not true of know-how,
know-how is not actual ability.” (J. Williams 2008, 110) But to deny that
know-how is actual ability is only one way to explain why know-how is
opaque, while ability is not. Instead, I shall explain this fact by explaining
why the special kind of ability which is know-how is opaque.
As I have argued, a mere ability is an ability to do something well which
is not guided by an understanding of what it takes to do so, while know-
how is an intelligent ability in the sense that it is so guided. On this basis,
I have already accounted for a number of puzzle cases, including what I
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called ‘practical luck’ in § 5.3 and § 5.4. The opacity of know-how can also
be explained along these lines. It follows straightforwardly from the opacity
of the guiding understanding of an activity which is crucial for every com-
petence. Now, I take it to be independently and intuitively plausible that
states of understanding admit of opacity. But the account of understanding
presented in chapter 4, especially with respect to the conceptual nature of
understanding as discussed in § 4.2, makes this case even stronger.
Given these resources, we can account for Superman as follows. Lois has
the ability to contact Clark Kent, and she has an understanding of what
it takes to do so. When she exercises this ability, she is guided by this
very understanding. Depending on the situation, she will choose a suitable
method to reach Kent (say, by phone). She will be able to learn more about
which of these methods is indeed helpful in which circumstances and to
do better next time. True, Lois also has the ability to contact Superman.
She even has an understanding of what it takes to do so. Say, she knows
that she only needs to call his number or send him a message. Crucially,
however, she does not possess the ability to contact Superman in virtue
of her understanding of what it takes to so, but independently. And when
Lois exercises her ability to contact Superman – say, by calling the number
written in her notebook next to the name ‘Clark Kent’ –, she is not guided by
her understanding of what it takes to contact Superman. She understands
what it would take to contact him all right, but she cannot act on this
understanding in order to do so since she simply does not know which
number to call. Thus, this is not a case of know-how but of mere ability.
In this way, I can also account for a further case which illustrates the
opacity of know-how. This was discussed much earlier by Thomas Steel:
Philadelphia (Steel 1974, 43)
Among the many people who know how to get to Philadelphia there is at least
someone, we may imagine, who does not know that Philadelphia is the City of
Brotherly Love, and, consequently, does not know how to get to the City of Broth-
erly Love, even though he does know how to get to Philadelphia, and Philadelphia
is that city.
Unlike in Superman, the reason why the people in this example are not
guided by an understanding of the activity in question is not that they have
such an understanding, but fail to be guided by it, but that they do not
even have such an understanding in the first place. The people described in
Philadelphia do not know the City of Brotherly Love and therefore do not
understand how to get there. But this does not make a difference for the
present problem. Both cases involve mere ability as opposed to know-how
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because the ability in question is not an ability to do something well in
virtue of being guided by an understanding of what it takes to do so.
This, however, does not conclude the problem of the opacity of know-
how. Thomas Steel had already noticed a further phenomenon which John
Williams fails to mention. He sees that there is at least some sense in which
the problematic ascription of know-how is accurate, after all. He continues:
But the action of getting to Philadelphia is identical with the action of getting
to the City of Brotherly Love. Thus, among the many people who know how
to get to Philadelphia there is at least someone who both knows how to get to
Philadelphia and also does not know how to get to Philadelphia. (Steel 1974, 43)
If this is correct, then the opacity of know-how ascriptions must pertain to
only one of two senses which these ascriptions have. Steel writes:
As in regard to statements about belief, there is an ambiguity in statements of the
form ‘S knows how to F’. Following the procedure which is sometimes made use
of in connection with the belief statements, we might say that such statements
may be taken either de dicto or de re. More specifically, I suggest that ‘S knows
how to F’ is ambiguous as between: (1) ‘S has knowledge how with respect to the
doing of that action which is known to him as F-ing’ – what we might call its de
dicto sense; and (2) ‘The action of F-ing is such that the doing of it is something
S has knowledge how with respect to’ – what we might call its de re sense. (Steel
1974, 47)
In order to fully appreciate this proposal, let me start with an explication of
what the distinction between de re and de dicto comes down to with regard
to belief. In his seminal paper on de re belief, Tyler Burge writes:
From a semantical viewpoint, a de dicto belief is a belief in which the believer
is related only to a completely expressed proposition (dictum). The epistemic
analogue is a belief that is fully conceptualized. That is, a correct ascription of
the de dicto belief identifies it purely by reference to a “content” all of whose se-
mantically relevant components characterize elements in the believer’s conceptual
repertoire. What is the appropriate epistemic characterization of de re belief?
I think one should explicate the notion simply in terms of the negation of our
epistemic characterization of de dicto belief. (Burge 1977, 345–346)
Accordingly, the investigators in Klement on page 178 believed, but believed
only de re, that Adolf Eichmann works as an electrician for Daimler-Benz
in González Catán in Argentina. Since they did not conceive of Riccardo
Klement as Adolf Eichmann, their de dicto belief that Klement works as
an electrician for Daimer-Benz in González Catán in Argentina cannot be
described as a de dicto belief that Eichmann works there, but only as a de
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re belief to that effect. Belief de dicto requires that the person in question
conceives of the elements of her belief in the very way in which they are
characterized in the relevant ascription, while de re belief only requires that
she conceives of the elements of her belief in some way or other.
This proposal also makes perfect sense in the case of know-how, and my
account of know-how as an intelligent ability can explain this fact. As I
have argued, the exercises of know-how are guided by an understanding of
the activity in question (cf. § 1.5), an understanding which crucially involves
concepts (cf. § 4.2). Accordingly, I can explain Steel’s distinction between
de re and de dicto know-how in the very same way in which Burge explains
the corresponding distinction for belief. That is, know-how de dicto requires
that the person conceives of the activity in question in the very way in which
it is characterized in the ascription used. And know-how de re only requires
that she conceives of this activity in some way or other.
This explains why Steel is inclined to say that there is a sense in which
the people described in Philadelphia know how to get to the City of Broth-
erly Love – the de re sense. They have the ability to get to the City of
Brotherly Love and an understanding of that activity, but an understanding
in which the City of Brotherly Love is not conceived of in these terms, but
rather under the name ‘Philadelphia’. Likewise, Lois in Superman knows
how to contact Superman in the de re, but not in the de dicto sense. She has
the ability to contact Superman and an understanding of this activity, but
she is not guided by an understanding of contacting Superman conceived of
in this way, but rather conceived of as contacting Clark Kent.
Thus, the fact that ascriptions of know-how are opaque is perfectly in-
telligible. Correspondingly, it is no surprise that there are cases where
somebody ascribes mere de re know-how to somebody else. This latter phe-
nomenon has not been noted at all in the current debate about know-how.
I shall therefore discuss it more thoroughly in the next section.
§ 6.2 Is there de re Know-how?
What is the status of de re know-how? In the case of belief, there is
widespread agreement that mere de re belief is nonetheless genuine belief.
And as I have already argued in § 2.5, § 4.2 and § 4.3, know-how can involve
mere de re, merely demonstrative conceptions of the kinds of performances
which are assessed with respect to their quality as acts of exercising the
relevant activity. Does this mean that mere de re know-how is just as un-
problematically a case of genuine know-how as mere de re belief is a case
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of genuine belief? In this section, I shall argue that this is not the case.
Genuine know-how must be de dicto.
The key to see this is that my previous arguments only concern the
question how to conceptualize the indivdual performances which are as-
sessed with respect to the whole of the activity of A-ing. These may well
be de re. However, the examples just discussed in § 6.1 are cases where the
activity of A-ing as a whole is conceptualized de re. But this is impossi-
ble without the loss of genuine know-how. Competence at A-ing requires
conceiving of A-ing as A-ing, i.e. de dicto.
To show this, I shall go back to § 3.3, where I argued that a necessary
condition for know-how is that it is possible to intentionally engage in the
activity in question. But it is hard to imagine the people in the cases under
consideration as intentionally doing what they have merely de re know-
how to do. In Superman on page 178, Lois cannot intentionally contact
Superman because, if she were to intend to contact Superman, she would
have no idea what to do. Likewise, the people described in Philadelphia on
page 180 cannot intentionally get to the City of Brotherly Love because, if
they were to intend to get to that city, they would not know where to go.
Of course, this is not quite correct. As Donald Davidson has famously
argued, these examples are nevertheless intentional actions. He writes:
[A] man is the agent of an act if what he does can be described under an aspect that
makes it intentional. What makes this answer possible is the semantic opacity,
or intentionality, of attributions of intention. Hamlet intentionally kills the man
behind the arras, but he does not intentionally kill Polonius. Yet Polonius is the
man behind the arras, and so Hamlet’s killing of the man behind the arras is
identical with his killing of Polonius. (Davidson 1971, 46)
However, the fact that such acts are intentional because they are inten-
tional under some description, even if they are not intentional under the
description currently used, does not undermine my argument to the effect
that de re know-how falls short of genuine know-how. To show this, I shall
reconsider the specific argument I gave in § 3.3 in support of the view that
it is necessary for genuine know-how that it is possible to intentionally en-
gage in the activity in question. As I shall go on to show now, these eralier
considerations also require that every competence to A can be exercised
intentionally under the description of this activity as A.
In § 3.3, I have argued that every competence can be exercised intention-
ally since every competence is acquired and since, therefore, competences
whose exercises are not intentional, but entirely automatic, essentially de-
pend on the intentional practice of these activities. However, one cannot
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intentionally practice something in order to improve one’s skill unless one
also conceives of what one is doing as exercising that competence under the
very description in question. For example, when I practice my skill at play-
ing squash, I must conceive of my performances as performances of playing
squash in order to have the chance to assess how well I live up to the stan-
dards of squash and where exactly it is that I need to improve. If I do not
conceive of my doings as playing squash, but rather as a random exercise
with a peculiar combination of ball and racket, I may certainly improve my
muscles and dexterity and thereby also increase my competence at playing
squash, but it would be false to say that I was practicing to play squash.
Thus it is essential for competence that it can be exercised intentionally and
intentionally under the right description.
This ensures that what I called mere de re know-how cannot count as
genuine know-how. In Superman, Lois can intentionally contact Superman
because she can do so intentionally under the alternative description of
contacting Clark Kent. But she cannot practice how to contact Superman
because this would require her to intend to contact Superman under that
very description and this is something she does not do because the believes
that she cannot contact Superman. The same holds for the people described
in Philadelphia. They can intentionally get to the City of Brotherly Love
because they can do so intentionally under the alternative description of
getting to Philadelphia. But they cannot practice how to get to the City of
Brotherly Love since this would require them to intend to get to the City
of Brotherly Love under that description, which they evidently would not
do while trying to get to what they conceive of as Philadelphia.
I have argued that only de dicto know-how is genuine know-how be-
cause the understanding which guides the exercises of such a competence
must conceive of the activity in the same way in which the know-how is
characterized. With the aid of this result, we can also understand a related
phenomenon which has been discussed in a further treatment of opacity by
David Carr. First, he presents the following further paradigmatic case:
Gray’s Elegy (Carr 1979, 407–408)
Suppose a famous dancer was to perform before an audience, an item from his
repertoire to which he has himself given the following title: [.] [a] performance of
Improvisation No. 15 [...] [T]he movements of the dancer turn out to resemble
an accurate (movement perfect) semaphore version of Gray’s ‘Elegy’, though the
dancer is quite unaware of this fact. Now clearly we can use the identity thesis as a
warrant for regarding [‘a performance of Improvisation No. 15’] and [‘a semaphore
recital of Gray’s ‘Elegy”] as alternative descriptions of the same action (or set of
actions) and [...] we can also offer either [‘a performance of Improvisation No. 15’]
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or [‘a semaphore recital of Gray’s ‘Elegy”] as a description of what the dancer was
able to do. But equally clearly, although we can describe the dancer as knowing
how to bring about [a performance of Improvisation No. 15] we cannot reasonably
suppose that he also knows how to bring about [a semaphore recital of Gray’s
‘Elegy’].
Evidently, this case is completely analogous to Superman and Philadelphia,
which I have already discussed explicitly. However, Carr goes on to contrast
Gray’s ‘Elegy’ with the following example:
Conjurer (Carr 1979, 408)
Oddly enough, some substitutions in knowing how contexts seem to be safe
enough. For example the same magician’s performance might be described as
[.] [a] display of conjuring tricks or alternatively as [.] [a] performance of prestidig-
itation. Now it seems clear enough that if the magician knows how to bring about
[a display of conjuring tricks], he also knows how to bring about [a performance
of prestidigitation].
While I must confess that my intuitions are not completely settled, I never-
theless tend to agree with Carr that this is indeed an example in which the
phenomenon of opacity does not arise. But why? Carr writes:
The reason why we can safely switch [a display of conjuring tricks] and [a perfor-
mance of prestidigitation] in sentences about knowing how is that both descrip-
tions refer to the same activity, but ‘same’ not in the sense of being one self-
identical pattern of physical movements; rather ‘same’, in the sense of having one
point or purpose. (Carr 1979, 409)
Carr’s idea that two descriptions pick out the same activity in terms of the
same “point or purpose” resonates with my view that an activity can be
identified by the set of norms which govern it (cf. § 1.2). It is impossible
to have an accurate understanding of conjuring and to have an accurate
understanding of prestidigitation without thereby understanding that this
is the same activity. Understanding what it takes to do well in one of these
just is understanding what it takes to do well in the other one.
This is where Conjurer on the one hand differs from Superman, Philadel-
phia and Gray’s ‘Elegy’ on the other hand. In the latter cases, the relevant
activities are described with different proper names for the same individual –
‘Clark Kent’ vs. ‘Superman’, ‘Philadelphia’ vs. ‘The City of Brotherly Love’,
and ‘Improvisation No. 15’ vs. ‘Gray’s ‘Elegy”. Like the pair of synonymous
general terms ‘conjuring’ and ‘prestidigitation’, these three pairs of proper
names are necessarily co-extensional – or this is how Carr construes Gray’s
‘Elegy’. But here, it is perfectly possible to have accurate conceptions of
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the individuals referred to by such proper names without realizing that they
are co-extensional. To know an activity as conjuring just is to know it as
prestidigitation. By contrast, to know an activity with regard to an individ-
ual under one proper names differs significantly from knowing this activity
under a different proper name because this understanding depends on these
names as linguistic devices.2
However, this point does not essentially depend on the use of proper
names in the descriptions of the relevant activities. To see this, consider a
further case from John Williams:
Triangles (J. Williams 2008, 110)
[C]onsider Stan, whose job involves selecting three equal lengths of wood and then
gluing them together to make equilateral triangles. Stan, who is not very bright,
has the concept of equal length but has no clue what an angle is. He may know
how to make equilateral triangles (by following the method above) yet not know
how to make equiangular triangles (he has no idea what these are), despite the
fact that making equilateral triangles is necessarily making equiangular triangles.
Again, this case is completely analogous to the earlier ones, Superman,
Philadelphia and Gray’s ‘Elegy’. The only difference is that it does not
involve the use of different, but co-extensional proper names, but instead the
use of different, but co-extensional general terms – ‘equilateral triangle’ and
‘equiangular triangle’. However, it still differs from Conjurer because these
general terms are not synonymous, despite the fact that they are necessarily
co-extensional. These general terms express complex concepts formed on the
basis of the distinct concepts of equiangularity and equilaterality, and the
ability to employ these concepts is sufficiently independent from each other.
Thus, mere de re know-how is not genuine know-how because know-how
requires a de dicto conception of the relevant activity. However, cases like
Conjurer suggest that what it means to have the right kind of conception is
best understood in terms of the norms governing the activity. The crucial
thing is to understand of what it takes to do well in a given activity.
To conclude, I would like to consider a plausible objection to these con-
siderations. Arguably, de re know-how is indeed genuine know-how, simply
because this is the most extreme example of a case where somebody merely
needs further information in order to acquire a genuine competence. I have
discussed such examples already in § 2.5 and § 5.3, but cases of de re know-
how are extreme in that it is only one single proposition knowledge of which
the person in question needs to acquire, and in that this proposition is even
2 Of course, I cannot discuss the semantics of proper names more thoroughly in this
book (cf. e.g. Cummings 2013). But I take it to be safe enough to assume that proper
names differ in this crucial respect from descriptions of activities.
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necessarily true. For example, Lois in Superman only needs to learn that
Clark Kent is Superman in order to acquire the de dicto knowledge how
to contact Superman. Coming to know a single proposition which is neces-
sarily true is, arguably, the smallest step imaginable which may separate a
person from having a competence or not. Talking loosely, it is therefore per-
fectly fine to describe mere de re know-how as actual competence. Properly
speaking, however, I maintain that such cases are no genuine competences.
§ 6.3 The Problem of Epistemic Luck
In the debate about know-how, many authors have looked at specific char-
acteristics which have been established for propositional knowledge in order
to discuss the question whether or not these are also present in the case of
know-how. Three such features have already been discussed in the litera-
ture – the possibility of transmission by testimony, the requirement of true
belief, and the question of susceptibility to epistemic luck. In this section,
and in § 6.4, I shall concentrate only on the last of these problems.
Part of the reason why I bracket the other issues is that I have already
dealt with them earlier, in chapters 2 and 4. With respect to testimony, it
may be true that know-how differs from propositional knowledge in that it
cannot be transmitted by testimony alone (cf. Poston 2016). But testimony
certainly has an important role to play in the learning and teaching of
competences (cf. § 2.5).3 With regard to true belief, I have already pointed
out that my account rests on the idea of competences to assess performances
rather than on beliefs about what to do when (cf. § 4.1). But as Brownstein
& Michaelson (2016) have discussed in detail, one may describe various
kinds of cases where somebody allegedly knows how to do something, but
fails to have any true beliefs about how to do it. Here, I am happy to
commit myself to the claim that they only truly have know-how if they at
least have the capacity to acquire such beliefs as soon as they exercise this
assessment capacity. And qua exercise of this competence, these beliefs will
amount to genuine propositional knowledge, even if other beliefs about the
relevant activity are entirely absent or even false (cf. § 4.3).4
3 For further discussion of these problems, see Hawley (2010) and Small (2014).
4 Yuri Cath describes a case, The Non-Dogmatic Hallucinator, where somebody explic-
itly rejects the relevant true belief about how to juggle, even though she knows how to
juggle, because of credible, but accidentally misleading evidence (Cath 2011, 116–117).
Examples like these are difficult for many reasons (cf. Brownstein & Michaelson 2016)
and much will depend on how the story is continued from there. I tend to think that
know-how is retained, but that it is finkish because the guiding understanding of how
to juggle is masked by the belief in the misleading evidence (cf. § 5.5).
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With respect to epistemic luck, then, there is a widespread consensus in
contemporary epistemology, following one of the main lessons of the seminal
paper on by Edmund Gettier (1963), that epistemically lucky true beliefs do
not amount to full-blown propositional knowledge (cf. e.g. Pritchard 2005;
Orozco 2011).5 In this section, I shall discuss cases of know-how which
involve epistemic luck. This is a severe problem for propositionalist intel-
lectualism, the view that know-how is a species of propositional knowledge.
In § 6.4, I will go on to show that my own Rylean responsibilist proposal
makes perfect sense of the possibility of epistemic luck, and this despite the
fact that I also hold that know-how involves propositional knowledge.
Several candidate Gettier cases involving epistemic luck have been dis-
cussed in the literature on know-how. The first of these stems from Jason
Stanley and Timothy Williamson. They write:
Flight Simulator (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 435)
Bob wants to learn how to fly in a flight simulator. He is instructed by Henry.
Unknown to Bob, Henry is a malicious imposter who has inserted a randomizing
device in the simulator’s controls and intends to give all kinds of incorrect advice.
Fortunately, by sheer chance the randomizing device causes exactly the same
results in the simulator as would have occurred without it, and by incompetence
Henry gives exactly the same advice as a proper instructor would have done. Bob
passes the course with flying colors. He has still not flown a real plane. Bob has a
justified true belief about how to fly. But there is a good sense in which he does
not know how to fly.
This verdict strikes me as false. As Ted Poston and Yuri Cath have pointed
out, it is intuitively much more plausible to say that Bob may have been
lucky in how he acquired his know-how, but that it is nevertheless genuine
know-how that he has acquired (cf. Poston 2009, 744; Cath 2011, 125).
Poston and Cath have also proposed further cases in point:
Nolan’s Curve (Poston 2009, 745)
Nolan wants to be a good pitcher and needs to learn how to throw a fastball,
breaking ball, slider, and curve. He has good reason to believe that Mike is
a great pitching coach. Mike doesn’t know much about baseball and even less
about how to pitch. Nevertheless, Mike tells Nolan that to throw a fastball he
5 I remain neutral on the question whether the phenomenon of epistemic luck leads to
genuine ‘Gettier cases’, that is, to cases of justified true beliefs which are nevertheless
not cases of propositional knowledge. While this is the most widespread view in the
current debate, one may reasonably disagree about this point and hold instead that
epistemic luck certainly undermines propositional knowledge, but also undermines
justification (cf. e.g. Hetherington 2011a). Along these lines, the influence of epistemic
luck also leads to states which fall short of being knowledge, but not to Gettier cases
of justified true beliefs, and instead simply to true beliefs without justification.
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should V, to throw a breaking ball he should X, to throw a slider do Y, and for
a curve do Z. Mike’s wrong about everything except a curve. Nolan internalizes
the instructions so that he can competently carry them out.
Olavi’s Finnish Tango (Poston 2009, 746)
Olavi wants to learn the Finnish tango, an established variation on the Argentine
tango. He finds a website that aims to specialize in the Finnish tango. Olavi
downloads the instructions and learns those instructions. Olavi, though, is very
lucky to have what are in fact the correct instructions. The website is devoted to
causing mass confusion about the Finnish tango by uploading different instructions
each second.
I agree with Poston about both of these cases (cf. Poston 2009, 745–746).
While Nolan certainly does not know how to throw a fastball, a breaking
ball or a slider, he nevertheless knows how to throw a curve, despite the
unreliability of his coach. And Olavi knows how to dance the Finnish tango,
despite the unreliability of the website he consulted.
Yuri Cath proposes the following third example:
The Lucky Light Bulb (Cath 2011, 115)
Charlie wants to learn how to change a light bulb, but he knows almost nothing
about light fixtures or bulbs (as he has only ever seen light bulbs already installed
and so he has never seen the end of a light bulb, nor the inside of a light fixture).
To remedy this situation Charlie consults The Idiot’s Guide to Everyday Jobs.
Inside, he finds an accurate set of instructions describing the shape of a light
fixture and bulb, and the way to change a bulb. Charlie grasps these instructions
perfectly. And so there is a way, call it ‘w1,’ such that Charlie now believes
that w1 is a way for him to change a light bulb, namely, the way described in
the book. However, unbeknownst to Charlie, he is extremely lucky to have read
these instructions, for the disgruntled author of The Idiot’s Guide filled her book
with misleading instructions. Under every entry she intentionally misdescribed
the objects involved in that job, and described a series of actions that would not
constitute a way to do the job at all. However, at the printers, a computer error
caused the text under the entry for ‘Changing a Light Bulb,’ in just one copy of
the book, to be randomly replaced by new text. By incredible coincidence, this
new text provided the clear and accurate set of instructions that Charlie would
later consult.
Here, too, Charlie has learned how to change a light bulb, at least given
the implicit assumption that Charlie does not only believe that w1 is a way
for him to change a light bulb, but that he can furthermore act in way w1
and thereby change a light bulb. Cath continues: “The fact that Charlie
is extremely lucky to read accurate (as opposed to misleading) instructions
just seems irrelevant to whether or not he comes to know how to change a
light bulb on the basis of reading those instructions.” (Cath 2011, 117)
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In sum, these cases all involve the acquisition of know-how from highly
unreliable sources and thereby an instance of epistemic luck. Poston’s
general conclusion is therefore entirely correct: “Knowledge-how isn’t con-
strained by the same anti-luck intuitions as propositional knowledge.” (Pos-
ton 2009, 746) More specifically, Adam Carter and Duncan Pritchard have
recently clarified this line of thought by pointing out that know-how is
compatible with the kind of epistemic luck called ‘environmental luck’, a
kind of luck which would undermine propositional knowledge (cf. Carter &
Pritchard 2013). I shall come back to these classificatory questions in § 6.4.
This provides a very straightforward argument against propositionalist
intellectualism. If know-how is propositional knowledge, and if all proposi-
tional knowledge can be undermined by epistemic luck, then this must be
the case for know-how, as well. Since know-how cannot be undermined by
epistemic luck, it must be false that know-how is propositional knowledge.
Since I am committed to the view that know-how involves propositional
knowledge, even if it does not consist in it, I will discuss Jason Stanley’s
response against this charge. § 6.4 will then present my own position.
In defense of propositionalist intellectualism, Stanley has suggested that
Bob in Flight Simulator does not know how to fly, despite appearances,
because he is unable to fly intentionally (cf. Stanley 2011c, 235 fn. 8). But
this, too, strikes me as false. Bob has an entirely accurate conception of
flying and is guided by this conception when he flies (cf. Cath 2011, 129).
Therefore, nothing prevents him from flying intentionally, and intentionally
under the right kind of description (cf. § 3.2 and § 6.2). Of course, Stanley is
correct to remind us of the Davidsonian lesson that A-ing with the intention
of A-ing is not the same thing as intentionally A-ing because the latter
requires that intention and action are connected in the right way (cf. Stanley
2011b, 178; Stanley 2011c, 218). But the problem is that epistemic luck
in the acquisition of know-how does not interfere with the aptness of this
connection at all. Stanley’s reply threatens to conflate epistemic luck with
the importantly distinct phenomenon of practical luck discussed in § 5.4.
In a second reply to this problem, Stanley compares ascriptions of know-
how with other ascriptions of what is often abbreviated as knowledge-wh,
which I shall discuss at length in chapter 8, e.g. knowledge where Russia is
or knowledge who came to the party. Stanley argues that “in the case of
knowledge-wh, Gettier intuitions are less robust than in the case of ascrip-
tions of explicit knowledge-that, if present at all.” (Stanley 2011c, 219)
As I will discuss in § 8.1, Stanley argues extensively that know-how
should also be treated as an example of knowledge-wh, and that all knowl-
edge-wh is propositional knowledge. On this basis, he suggests that this
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whole category of propositional knowledge is generally less susceptible to
epistemic luck than other categories, despite the fact that it remains genuine
propositional knowledge. And he supports this with appeal to pragmatic
considerations concerning what is normally at stake in the relevant context
(cf. Stanley 2011b, 178–181; Stanley 2011c, 219–220).
This reply is entirely in line with Stanley’s work on propositional knowl-
edge. He prominently defends a view known as ‘pragmatic encroachment’,
the idea that practical stakes and interests legitimately influence the ques-
tion which true beliefs amount to knowledge (cf. Stanley 2005b). But it
remains unclear why exactly these features should be more relevant when it
comes to propositional knowledge ascribed with the aid of wh-complements.
Maybe such knowledge can also resist epistemic luck, at least in certain cases
(cf. Carter & Pritchard 2013, 9–10). Thus, without a convincing account of
why this should be the case, this reply seems simply ad hoc.
Furthermore, ceteris paribus, it constitutes a substantial cost for the po-
sition of propositionalist intellectualism if, in the light of the problem of
epistemic luck, it can only be maintained if a controversial further commit-
ment is made – an endorsement of pragmatic encroachment. For on the
face of it, there are strong objections to this view (cf. e.g. Blome-Tillmann
2009; Roeber 2016) and the general debate about these and many related
questions is far from settled (cf. Rysiew 2011; Ichikawa & Steup 2012).
Thus, the problem of epistemic luck continues to be a substantial prob-
lem for propositionalist intellectualism. On these grounds, several philoso-
phers, most prominently Yuri Cath, have recently endorsed revisionary ver-
sions of intellectualism. These views have it that know-how is a state of
believing or otherwise relying on a true proposition which is nevertheless
compatible with epistemic luck (cf. Cath 2011; Cath 2014).6 I cannot dis-
cuss these proposals in detail in this book. But in any case, I contend that
they suffer from the same problems as propositionalist intellectualism with
respect to the explanation of intelligent practice. That is, the arguments
presented in chapter 9 also apply to revisionary versions of intellectualism.
§ 6.4 Accounting for Epistemic Luck
I have argued that know-how has an epistemic feature which distinguishes
it from propositional knowedge: it cannot be undermined by environmental
epistemic luck. In this section, I shall argue that Rylean responsibilism
6 Similar revisionary versions of propositionalist intellectualism can be found in Bro-
gaard (2011), Capone (2011) and Zardini (2013).
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directly predicts this result. Then, however, I shall turn to a tension which
results from this view. If know-how crucially entails propositional knowledge
(cf. § 2.5 and § 4.3), then it seems to be incoherent to say that the former,
but not the latter, is immune to epistemic luck. However, I shall propose a
way to solve this problem.
To begin with, Rylean responsibilism is very well positioned to explain
why it is that know-how cannot be undermined by environmental epistemic
luck. As I have already foreshadowed in footnote 1 on page 108, the notion
of understanding has the same feature. One may possess genuine under-
standing of something despite the fact that this understanding has been
acquired luckily. Given that know-how builds on such an understanding
of the activity in question, this feature of understanding directly translates
into a feature of know-how.7
To clarify this argument, consider the following much-discussed case:
Comanche Dominance (Kvanvig 2003, 197–198)
Consider, say, someone’s historical understanding of the Comanche dominance
of the southern plains of North America from the late seventeenth until the late
nineteenth centuries. Suppose that if you asked this person any question about this
matter, she would answer correctly. Assume further that the person is answering
from stored information; she is not guessing or making up answers, but is honestly
averring what she confidently believes the truth to be. Such an ability is surely
constitutive of understanding [...]. But does she have knowledge? Ordinarily, yes;
but it is not required. For, on the usual theories of knowledge, all those answers
could be given from information possessed and still fail to be known to be true,
because the answers might only be accidentally true. For example, most history
books might have been mistaken, with only the correct ones being the sources of
the understanding in question and with no basis in the subject for preferring the
sources consulted over those ignored. Such a case fits the model of a standard
type of case found in the Gettier literature (in particular, the fake barn case),
where such accidentally true beliefs are not justified in the way needed for the
beliefs to count as knowledge.
What Kvanvig here references as the ‘fake barn case’ is indeed a classic
example, one which involves what Duncan Pritchard has categorized as
‘environmental’ luck – that is, as being luckily right in an epistemically
unfriendly environment. Pritchard presents this case as follows.8
7 Clearly, the very same argument is also available to the objectualist intellectualism
defended by John Bengson and Mark Moffett. This position is also immune to the
problem of epistemic luck since it identifies know-how with states of objectual knowl-
edge or objectual understanding (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2007; 2011c).
8 This case was first put forward by Alvin Goldman (1976), who credits Carl Ginet.
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Barney (Pritchard 2012, 251)
Using his reliable perceptual faculties, Barney noninferentially forms a true belief
that the object in front of him is a barn. Barney is indeed looking at a barn.
Unbeknownst to Barney, however, he is in an epistemically unfriendly environment
when it comes to making observations of this sort, since most objects that look
like barns in these parts are in fact barn façades.
Kvanvig elaborates on Comanche Dominance as follows:
The basic idea here is that although knowledge is incompatible with a certain kind
of epistemic luck, understanding is not. Upon learning of the disturbed etiology
of beliefs about the Comanches, as in the case imagined here, we might say that
a person has true beliefs or even justified true beliefs, but no knowledge, if we
have heeded our lessons from Gettier. We would not, at least we should not, say
that because of these factors, she is lucky to have the knowledge that she has, for
knowledge rules out this kind of luck. But we needn’t say the same about the
claim of understanding. If the etiology were as imagined, one would be lucky to
have any understanding at all of the Comanche dominance of the southern plains.
So such understanding would count as understanding not undermined by the kind
of luck in question. (Kvanvig 2003, 199)
I agree with Kvanvig’s assessment9 and I think that this case about the
understanding of the Comanche’s dominance at a certain point in time can
easily be turned into a case where the object understood is a normative
activity. For example, the person reading about the Comanche could per-
fectly well also have learned a lot about the Comanche’s leathercraft. And
if she is dexterous and quick-minded enough, this may already be sufficient
for her to acquire the competence to make leather goods in such ways her-
self. The fact that the source from which she acquired this understanding
was terribly unreliable would not count against her epistemic state’s being
a genuine understanding of Comanche leathercraft or against her ability’s
being a genuine competence.
Cath explicitly acknowledges that Comanche Dominance was his model
for creating The Lucky Light Bulb on page 189 (cf. Cath 2011, 115 fn. 3).
Therefore, it should not be surprising to see that the view that Charlie knows
how to change a light bulb goes hand in hand with the view that Charlie
understands the activity of fixing light bulbs, that he understands what it
takes to fix a light bulb. Given Charlie’s reliable ability, the persistence of
9 There are many sublteties involving Comanche Dominance on which I cannot com-
ment here (cf. e.g. Brogaard 2006; Grimm 2006; Pritchard 2010). But I think that it
emerges very clearly that if Kvanvig is correct, as I hold, then he is correct only about
the objectual understanding of the Comanche’s dominance and not, or at least not
necessarily, about some cases of propositional understanding why certain things have
happened. Fortunately, it is only objectual understanding that is relevant here.
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his guiding understanding explains the persistence of his know-how. The
same is also true of the other cases, Flight Simulator, Nolan’s Curve and
Olavi’s Finnish Tango.
In sum, the account presented in Part One of this book can explain the
phenomenon that know-how is immune to being undermined by luck in its
acquisition.
At this point, one may object that, while compatibility with epistemic
luck is indeed an important feature of know-how, the specifics of my Rylean
responsibilist account of know-how create some further trouble. After all, I
have argued that possessing an understanding of an activity goes hand in
hand with possessing propositional knowledge (cf. § 2.5 and § 4.3). If propo-
sitional knowledge is incompatible with epistemic luck, while understanding
is comptatible with it, how is my account coherent? I hold that this prob-
lem can be solved, but that these questions are also interesting from a more
neutral perspective. And as far as I can see, I will be able to point out an
example of a neglected sub-category of epistemically unproblematic luck.
To begin with, I have pointed out a way in which a competence is gen-
erally closely associated with propositional knowledge, and a way in which
propositional knowledge is strictly necessary for know-how. On the one
hand, § 2.5 has shown that true beliefs play a crucial role in the acquisition
of know-how, and that they are often, indeed paradigmatically, cases of full-
blown knowledge, namely knowledge by testimony from experts. Clearly,
one can easily construe cases of epistemic luck in which no knowledge, but
only true beliefs are stepping-stones in acquiring the competence in ques-
tion. As far as I can see, nothing essential depends on this difference in the
context of acquiring know-how.
On the other hand, § 4.3 has shown that one may only posses an under-
standing of an activity if one also possesses propositional knowledge in the
form of correct assessments of certain individual acts and of circumstances.
These constitute propositional knowledge as opposed to true beliefs since
they stem from the understanding of that activity – they are the results of
the non-accidentally successful exercise of this assessment competence.
But is it possible that somebody possesses a genuine understanding of
an activity which has been acquired despite the presence of epistemic luck,
but that she then acquires genuine propositional knowledge on the basis of
this luckily acquired understanding? How can it be unproblematic to have
epistemic luck in the background of propositional knowledge merely because
there is a middle man involved which is immune to epistemic luck?
To answer this question, I shall rely on the classification of kinds of
luck provided in the seminal work of Duncan Pritchard (2005). For on the
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face of it, these cases fit the description of one of the forms of luck which
he identifies as entirely unproblematic and compatible with propositional
knowledge, namely “capacity epistemic luck” which he defines as a case
where “[i]t is lucky that the agent is capable of knowledge.” (Pritchard
2005, 134) He goes on to add that this includes “the luck that might be
involved in the agent having the cognitive capacities that enable her to
know (the luck regarding her ‘abilities’)” (Pritchard 2005, 134). Clearly,
the case just spelled out fits this description perfectly. The competence in
question was aquired luckily – under the influence environmental epistemic
luck – which, however, does not undermine this as a genuine competence.
Then, the exercise of this luckily acquired competence makes the acquisition
of propositional knowledge possible. This latter acquisition of propositional
knowledge is lucky in the mediated sense that it results from the non-lucky
exercise of a luckily acquired capacity.
To be fair however, I should note that all of Pritchard’s examples in
which an agent luckily has certain abilities and nevertheless gains proposi-
tional knowledge by exercising them are cases in which she luckily retains
these abilities in the face of a very high probability of having lost them a
moment earlier (cf. Pritchard 2005, 135–136). By contrast, the problem
at hand is one where somebody luckily acquires these competences in the
first place. They therefore constitute a specific sub-category of Pritchard’s
‘capacity epistemic luck’. This sub-category can be illustrated with what I
take to be an independently plausible case:
Falcon
Tara learns about falcons from her teacher. She thereby acquires an understand-
ing of what they look like, how they behave, and so on. This is how Tara comes to
possess the cognitive capacity to identify falcons on sight. On her way home from
class, she indeed comes across a falcon which she correctly recognizes as such.
Intuitively, Tara gains the propositional knowledge that this is a falcon.
But suppose that Tara was very lucky to have acquired her capacity to identify
falcons. Maybe the teacher would normally have lied or misled her but abstained
from doing so only on this single day. Maybe her school could easily have been
destroyed by a natural desaster and was only saved by incredible luck, thus al-
lowing Tara to go to class in the first place. In such a scenario, it may be lucky
for Tara to have acquired her capacity to identify falcons, but the exercise of this
capacity nevertheless allows her to gain genuine propositional knowledge.
Evidently, if this is the right way to think about these examples, the same
will be true in the case of conceptual capacities other than bird classification,
including the capacities to assess performances of an activity which are
identical with states of understanding of these activities.
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I conclude that I can consistently maintain that competences are im-
mune to certain specific forms of epistemic luck in their acquisition and
that the propositional knowledge which is gained on the grounds of the un-
derstanding involved in these competences is not threatened by this fact.10
§ 6.5 Procedural Knowledge
The concept of know-how, of competence or skill, is not only an important
philosophical concept. It also plays a prominent role in cognitive science,
broadly construed to include psychology, ethology, and relevant parts of lin-
guistics and neuroscience. In this and the following sections, I will offer a
brief discussion of these complex problems. I shall begin by discussing how
the account of know-how I defend bears on cognate concepts in cognitive
science. Then, in § 6.6 and § 6.7, I will turn to the question of the scien-
tific evidence concerning specific cases of abilities, broadening my examples
beyond the realm of normal human adults.
Cognitive scientists employ a distinction which is akin to the distinction
between know-how and propositional knowledge, namely between procedural
and declarative knowledge or memory. This distinction originally stems from
computer science where it was used as a distinction between two ways of
implementing one and the same state rather than between two kinds of
state.11 As Zoltan Dienes and Josef Perner write in a seminal article:
The procedural-declarative knowledge distinction was introduced in artificial in-
telligence [...] and later taken over in psychological modelling [...]. It concerned
how best to implement knowledge: Should one represent the knowledge that all
men are mortal as a general declaration ‘for every individual it is true that if
that individual is human it is also mortal’? [...] The alternative would be to have
a specialised inference procedure: ‘Whenever an individual is introduced that is
human, represent that that individual is mortal.’ (Dienes & Perner 1999, 743)
These concepts have now acquired a psychological sense in which they do
purport to distinguish kinds of states of knowledge or memory. A standard
definition of these concepts, as they are used in cognitive science, is this:
10 To clarify, this should not be taken to entail that know-how can be acquired in any
lucky way. In particular, it does not follow from my account that creatures like Mil-
likan’s and Davidson’s famous ‘Swampman’ possess know-how. For if “by some cosmic
accident a collection of molecules formerly in random motion were to coalesce to form
your exact physical double”, then “that being would have no ideas, no beliefs, no in-
tentions [...] because the evolutionary history of the being would be wrong.” (Millikan
1984, 93). Since such a creature does not possess any mental states (cf. Davidson 1987,
443–444), it cannot understand or learn anything either. At most, it would have mere
dispositions. For discussion of such cases, see also Fridland (2010, 139–140).
11 For discussion of this point with respect to know-how, see Stanley (2011b, 150–157).
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Declarative memory encompasses the acquisition, retention, and retrieval of knowl-
edge that can be consciously and intentionally recollected[.] [...] In contrast, non-
declarative or procedural kinds of memory encompass the acquisition, retention,
and retrieval of knowledge expressed through experience-induced changes in per-
formance. (Gabrieli 1998, 89–90)
Often, it is explicitly asserted that this distinction coincides with the dis-
tinction between know-how and propositional knowledge, for example in
the title of a well-known study of amnesia, on which I shall comment later
(cf. Cohen & Squire 1980). An authoritative encyclopedia states that, in
skill learning, “one is said to have acquired ‘procedural knowledge’ (knowing
how to carry out some procedure), as opposed to ‘declarative knowledge’
(knowing that some proposition is correct).” (Reisberg 1999, 461)
By contrast, the authors of a prominent introduction to cognitive science
are more cautious:
Traditional epistemology distinguishes between knowing how and knowing that.
Though this distinction is not the same as the one psychologists draw between
procedural and declarative knowledge, the two are closely related. [...] However,
these distinctions do not coincide exactly. (Stillings et al. 1995, 369)
While I cannot provide a detailed metatheoretic analysis of the notions
of procedural and declarative knowledge in the present context, I would
nevertheless like to mention where this distinction fails to coincide with the
distinction between know-how and propositional knowledge. This can be
seen most clearly in comparison with a prominent view by Michael Devitt.
He presents a a tour de force through the scientific literature and concludes:
[T]he psychological distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge,
and the related distinctions about memory and learning, are well established in
empirical science. And all of this is evidence for the nature of, near enough, the
folk distinction between knowledge-that and knowledge-how. I say “near enough”
because I think that the psychologists would have done better to identify their
procedural knowledge with one common kind of the folk’s knowledge-how, mere
knowledge-how. [...] [I]t is that Rylean kind of knowledge-how that is thought not
to involve knowledge-that. Still, we need not fuss about this: mere knowledge-how
is still knowledge-how. So, if the psychologists are right and procedural knowledge
does not involve declarative knowledge, then declarative knowledge is not essential
to knowledge-how. (Devitt 2011, 212)
I shall assume for the sake of argument that the psychological notion of
declarative knowledge is the same as the philosophical notion of proposi-
tional knowledge, even if there are a number of difficulties with this assump-
tion. Most importantly, declarative knowledge is typically characterized as
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fully verbalizable and as explicit rather than implicit (cf. e.g. Devitt 2011,
209).12 Clearly, though, this is not true of propositional knowledge as it is
discussed in philosophy. It is probably true that all declarative knowledge is
propositional knowledge. But it is most certainly false that all propositional
knowledge is declarative knowledge, i.e. fully verbalizable and fully explicit.
But bracket this. On the assumption that declarative knowlede is propo-
sitional knowledge, Devitt’s argument seems to be this. Know-how and pro-
cedural knowledge are the same thing because both are concerned with the
agent’s performances and procedures, and just like no declarative knowl-
edge is necessary for procedural knowledge, no propositional knowledge is
necessary for know-how, or at least for the know-how Devitt calls ‘Rylean’.
Unsurprisingly, Devitt’s modus ponens is my modus tollens. True, know-
how concerns performances and procedures. But I have already explained
why know-how requires propositional knowledge in § 2.5 and § 4.3. This
entails that know-how cannot be identical with any concept which is in-
dependent from propositional knowledge, including procedural knowledge.
In fact, as Devitt’s symptomatic distinction between ‘knowledge-how’ and
‘mere knowledge-how’ already foreshadows, I contend that the notion of
procedural knowledge turns out to be much closer to and maybe even iden-
tical with the concept of ability.
This point can also be appreciated from another angle. In § 1.5, I distin-
guished between mere abilities, i.e. abilities which do not involve an under-
standing and propositional knowledge about the activity in question, and
abilities which do amount to know how, partly because they do involve these
elements. Analogously, cognitive scientists agree that at least some kinds of
procedural knowledge require declarative knowledge.
In sum, my hypothesis is that procedural knowledge should not be
equated with know-how, but instead, roughly but near enough, with ability.
While I have not been able to make a more comprehensive case for this
view, I would nevertheless like to mention that it makes perfect sense of two
crucial facts – the fact that procedural knowledge should indeed play a role
in the philosophical debate about know-how, and the fact that one cannot
simply read off a philosophical account of know-how from the psychological
12 Further, the distinction between explicit and implicit knowledge can also be applied
within the realm of declarative knowledge (cf. e.g. Dienes & Perner 1999). And the
question of verbalizability is complicated by the fact that declarative knowledge is
further subdivided into episodic and semantic knowledge (cf. e.g. Tulving 1999). While
semantic memory is typically assumed to be verbalizable descriptively, there is no such
requirement on episodic memory. And as Jason Stanley has convincingly shown, if
demonstrative verbalization is allowed, then episodic memory can be verbalized just
as well as semantic memory (cf. Stanley 2011b, 157–163).
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notion of procedural knowledge. On the one hand, since know-how is a form
of ability, and since abilities are studied under the heading of ‘procedural
knowledge’, there is much to be gained from bringing these debates together,
and I have already refered to the scientific literature myself at various points.
On the other hand, if the only notion on offer is that of ability or procedural
knowledge, then the distinction between mere ability and genuine know-how
is simply out of the picture. Then, there are is no way to account for the
crucial phenomenon of normative guidance as opposed to mere conformity to
norms (cf. § 1.5), and corollary phenomena such as the problem of practical
luck (cf. § 5.4), the problem of epistemic luck (cf. § 6.3 and § 6.4), and the
opacity of know-how ascriptions (cf. § 6.1 and § 6.2).
Thus, where philosophers merely rely on the distinction between pro-
cedural knowledge and declarative knowledge, many crucial questions with
respect to know-how are left open, and the distinction between mere abil-
ity and full-blown competence is in danger. In what follows, I shall try to
substantiate this conclusion with pertinent case studies.
§ 6.6 The Cases of D.F. and H.M.
In the debate about know-how, several examples from psychological studies
have been put forward and discussed as cases of know-how. The most
prominent of these are a woman abbreviated D.F. and a man abbreviated
H.M. In this section, I shall discuss these cases.
The first example, D.F., is a tragic victim of carbon-monoxide poisoning,
a woman with visual apperceptive agnosia who has participated in a number
of much-discussed studies. The core result was this:
D.F. (Goodale & Milner 1992, 22)
Despite her profound inability to recognize the size, shape and orientation of visual
objects, D.F. showed strikingly accurate guidance of hand and finger movements
directed at the very same objects. [...] Thus, when presented with a large slot
that could be placed in one of a number of different orientations, she showed great
difficulty in indicating the orientation either verbally or manually (i.e. by rotating
her hand or a hand-held card). Nevertheless, she was as good as normal subjects
at reaching out and placing her hand in the slot, turning her hand appropriately
from the very onset of the movement.
While this case has been prominently discussed by a number of philoso-
phers (cf. e.g. Kelly 2002), it has also been used in order to object to the
view that know-how is propositional knowledge, i.e. as a counterexample to
propositionalist intellectualism. According to these critics, D.F. does not
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have the relevant propositional knowledge because, unable to recognize the
orientation of the slot, she lacks the required concept of the way in which
to post the card which is necessary for the relevant propositional knowledge
(cf. Toribio 2008, 43–44; Jung & Newen 2010, 127–128).
While I am not committed to propositionalist intellectualism myself, I
am committed to the view that know-how requires propositional knowledge.
Thus, it seems, D.F. also constitutes a challenge to the Rylean responsibilist
account defended here. But, as I shall show now, it is not clear that the
case of D.F. really poses a problem for my view.
On the one hand, it may well turn out that D.F. only possesses a mere
ability to post a card through a slot rather than a full-blown competence.
Since such performances are anyway good candidates for basic actions,
which only admit of mere ability as opposed to genuine competence anyway
(cf. § 1.5), this is a plausible answer to the case of D.F. But on the other
hand, judging from what I gather from the details of her case, it seems
more likely that she possesses know-how after all. D.F. seems to have an
understanding of the activity of posting cards through slots, and she also
seems to be guided by this understanding. If so, she knows how to do so.
True, there is a difference between D.F. and other people. Normally,
people can see the orientation of the slot beforehand and consciously guide
themselves in posting the card. In contrast, D.F. can only move her hand ap-
propriately without consciously pre-planned guidance. Further, while D.F.
cannot explicitly describe the orientation of the slot, this is normally possi-
ble. But as I have discussed at length in Part One of this book, especially
in chapter 3, this is compatible with the exercise of genuine know-how.
Given the account of guidance as responsible control I presented in § 4.4,
D.F.’s ability can be shown to amount to a genuine competence as long as
she can assess her performances on the fly and judge when she does well and
when she does badly at posting a card through a slot, influencing herself
to succeed in the end. And in fact, it looks like D.F. does possess this
capacity. At least, this is strongly suggested by Sean Kelly’s observation
that “if you ask her to report the orientation of the slot, she’ll begin to move
her hand toward the slot as if she were going to push it through, and then at
the last moment she’ll stop, saying ‘This is the orientation it’s in’ ” (Kelly
2002, 388). As Jason Stanley remarks, this suggests that D.F. possesses a
demonstrative conception of what to do in order to post a card through a
slot (cf. Stanley 2011b, 172 fn. 22).
In sum, the tragic and intriguing case of D.F. is most plausibly an exam-
ple of genuine know-how, but an example where the relevant understanding
and propositional knowledge remains very large at a demonstrative level.
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And at the same time, D.F. may be a borderline case, given the fact that
the relevant performances could also be understood merely as basic actions.
This brings me to the second clinical case which has gained some promi-
nence in the debate about know-how. This is the case of the amnesiac
H.M. After his neurosurgeon William B. Scoville resected H.M.’s medial
temporal lobe (MTL) in 1953, he was found to have acquired anterograde
amnesia, sparking a series of studies led by Brenda Milner (cf. Scoville &
Milner 1957). Until his death in 2008, H.M. has been the subject of many
important studies. As Suzanne Corkin summarizes:
H.M. (Corkin 2002, 153)
H.M.’s anterograde amnesia manifests as deficient acquisition of episodic knowl-
edge (memory for events that have a specific spatial and temporal context) and
of semantic knowledge (general knowledge about the world, including new word
meanings). The evidence strongly supports the conclusion that the MTL struc-
tures that were removed in H.M. are crucial for long-term declarative memory
(conscious recollection of facts and events), including the acquisition of new se-
mantic knowledge. Other studies indicate that H.M.’s short-term memory is intact
and, therefore, not dependent on these MTL structures. So, he can encode new in-
formation, but rarely uses this information to establish a long-term trace. (Corkin
2002, 153)
What is important for the question of know-how, however, is that H.M.
showed significant improvements in his practical capacities on the basis of
training, despite the fact that he was unable to remember any of this training
in the later trials in which he did significantly better. Beginning with Brenda
Milner’s groundbreaking mirror-drawing experiment, this result has now
been firmly established for a number of tasks (cf. Corkin 2002, 154–156).
This includes a famous experiment in which amnesiac patients were shown
to perform just as well as normal people in mirror-reading of new words,
while words already read in the mirror in previous trials were read faster by
normal people than by amnesiac patients (cf. Cohen & Squire 1980).
In the debate about know-how, many philosophers have interpreted these
results as establishing the independence of know-how from propositional
knowledge (cf. Bzdak 2008; Wallis 2008; Adams 2009). Evidently, this
argument requires the premise that H.M., and other patients like him, have
acquired and retained some relevant know-how but no relevant propositional
knowledge. And on the face of it, this is indeed a plausible description of
such cases.
To show why my account is nevertheless compatible with this evidence,
I shall rely on two distinctions. First, there is the distinction between mere
ability and genuine know-how. This allows me to propose that when an
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amnesiac patient is shown to retain procedural knowledge, this may nev-
ertheless remain a mere ability (cf. § 6.5). And second, there is a further
important distinction between what a patient acquires in each trial and
what they retain over the course of these trials. As I shall suggest, what
patients like H.M. acquire in each trial is genuine know-how including propo-
sitional knowledge. But since they lose the understanding which underlies
this competence afterwards, what they retain from trial to trial is indeed a
mere ability.
To support this view, let me take the second point first. Here, I can rely
on a methodological observation by Jason Stanley and the neuroscientist
John Krakauer. They write:
Here is a fact about HM. Each time HM performed the task he received explicit
verbal instruction, and was able to use that knowledge each time. HM of course
forgot that he had used explicit knowledge. But that of course does not entail he
did not require the knowledge at the time. To understand what the original results
do or do not mean, it is useful to consider more recent experiments conducted in
patients with similar medial temporal lobe lesions to HM since the 1960s. The
general approach in follow-up studies in patients with medial temporal lobe le-
sions, as in the original Milner experiment, is to demonstrate dissociation between
improvement in motor performance variables, usually time to completion and er-
ror/accuracy measures, and ability to explicitly recall aspects of the task. What
becomes apparent when considering this literature is that the amnestic patients
could not perform any of the tasks unless instruction was provided on each day.
(Stanley & Krakauer 2013, 8)
On this basis, it seems entirely plausible to say that H.M. acquired a genuine
competence each time he was explicitly verbally intructed and performed
the task in question. Given the testimony of the researchers, he acquired
an understanding of what he was supposed to do and guided himself on the
basis of this understanding, including the relevant propositional knowledge
(cf. § 2.5). H.M., as described on the previous page, does possess a func-
tioning short-term memory, and this underwrites the possibility that, for a
short period of time, he retains a newly acquired competence.
This brings me back to my first point. As far as I can see, H.M. should
not be described as retaining these competences, but rather as losing them
in between the test trials and as re-acquiring them during the subsequent
trials. After all, his explicit memory of everything concerning these tasks
is completely lost. Nevertheless, there is something which he retains and
which underwrites his increase in success over time. But since H.M. re-
lies on explicit verbal instruction in order to perform the relevant tasks on
subsequent trials, I do not find it plausible to say that he retains an un-
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derstanding of this task, and hence that he retains a piece of know-how.
Instead, he seems to retain ‘procedural knowledge’ in the form of mere
automatic abilities. And on the basis of these, re-aquiring the relevant com-
petences can then proceed faster, which leaves time to learn more now than
was learned earlier.
This conclusion also sheds light on a further argument by Michael Adams.
Concerning the study by Cohen & Squire (1980), he points out:
[W]hen developing a skill such as riding a bike, one improves this skill by repeated,
intentional engagement in the activity, but one does not, however, improve one’s
digestion by digesting repeatedly. The skills involved in the mirror-reading study
mentioned above, however, were developed and improved only because the sub-
jects repeatedly directed their attention toward the task at hand. (Adams 2009,
111)
However, Adams is too quick to draw the conclusion is that these subjects
must have retained genuine know-how as opposed to mere ability (cf. Adams
2009, 110–111). Given the fact that they lose all explicit memory of previous
trials, it is much more plausible to describe them as losing their know-
how, since they lose the crucial element of conceptual understanding, and
as retaining only the improved mere automatic abilities. Again, it would
be odd to describe these subjects as continuing to practice the respective
competences over the whole course of trials precisely because of their loss
of memory.
However, part of Adams’ general outlook sits very well with the position
I have established earlier. With reference to a further study by Paul Reber,
Barbara Knowlton, and Larry Squire (cf. Reber et al. 1996), he writes:
In this study, the amnesic subjects acquired the new skill at a rate equal to that of
the control group. When asked to abstract principles away from the skill and apply
it to a new task, however, the amnesic group was severely limited. This is because
they were unable to have procedural and declarative knowledge combine together
to apply the skill knowledge they had acquired to new and different contexts.
This study supports the traditional characterization of knowledge-how as rigid in
application; knowledge-that, however, is characterized by its plasticity. For new
skills to have such plasticity, there must be an interplay between knowledge-that
and knowledge-how. (Adams 2009, 111)
In this passage, Adams equates procedural knowledge with know-how and
declarative knowledge with propositional knowledge-that, arguing that these
must combine in the right way in order to form a competence. Given that
I have argued that ‘procedural knowledge’ is best understood as, roughly,
ability (cf. § 6.5), and given that I have been using ‘know-how’ synonymously
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with ‘competence’ or ‘skill’, I can entirely agree with Adams’ point in this
passage. Terminological questions aside, what Adams calls the “interplay”
between propositional knowledge and ability is precisely what characterizes
genuine competence or know-how.
§ 6.7 Machines, Animals, and Infants
In this chapter, I have discussed various aspects of the cognitive nature of
know-how with respect to specific examples and puzzle cases. In this fi-
nal section, I shall finally turn to three large groups of important examples
– machines, non-human animals, and human infants – all of which have
already been present in the debate since Ryle, for instance in the exam-
ples which I labelled Clocks & Seals on page 32 and Animals & Infants on
page 43. I will only be able to offer a brief and cursory discussion of these
cases, mainly pointing out which commitments follow from the Rylean re-
sponsibilist account defended in Part One. However, I shall close with some
general methological considerations, and with some thoughts on the scope
and the ambitions of a philosophical account of know-how.
The first group starts with an extreme, but very clear kind of example
– simple machines. What Ryle already made clear with respect to clocks
is nowadays often discussed with respect to pocket calculators. Given the
standard definition of this term (cf. § 6.5), such a machine has procedural
knowledge of calculating operations. One may probably also say that it is
able to calculate. But, pace Lihoreau (2008), it certainly does not know
how to do so (cf. Stanley 2011b, 153 fn. 2; Bengson & Moffett 2011b, 53
fn. 68). Clearly, a pocket calculator fails to have an understanding of cal-
culating, and it fails to be guided by such an understanding in calculating.
Crucially, this is true about a calculating machine even if it implements,
say, a mechanism of double-checking its results. At the very least, such a
mechanism does not result in the kind of learning discussed in chapter 2,
and it does not exert the kind of responsible control which I have identi-
fied as crucial for know-how in chapter 4. Such a machine has remarkable
procedural knowledge – that is, remarkable abilities – but mere abilities.
Naturally, these questions lead to the problem of artificial intelligence.
Suppose that a machine – a robot, say – can indeed be said to take up
information from experience and alter its behavior on this basis, very much
in the spirit of the account of guidance as responsible control I offered in
§ 4.4. As far as I can see, it will still remain an open question if we are able to
understand this uptake of information as genuine conceptual understanding
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and knowledge. If this is indeed the case, and only if it is, we will have
genuine know-how. But whether or not this is the case is a complicated
question which is simply beyond the scope of this book.13
The second group of cases consists of various examples involving non-
human animals such as Ryle’s circus seals and dogs in the examples refer-
enced above. In these passages, Ryle seems to be very dismissive of non-
human animals, treating them practically on a par with clocks. In contrast,
many other writers have called upon the results of ethology, where the ca-
pacities of animals are uniformly stated in terms of procedural knowledge,
and argued that non-human animals possess know-how – for example, that
some dogs know how to catch a frisbee, that bees know how to communi-
cate the distance, direction and quality of food sources by dancing, or that
certain chimpanzees know how to extract termites from their nests using
simple tools. And it has also been suggested that these non-human animals
possess know-how without possessing concepts or propositional knowledge
(cf. e.g. Noë 2005; Johnson 2006; Jung & Newen 2010; Devitt 2011).
What to make of this? To begin with, there is a danger that these
considerations are motivated largely by the notion of procedural knowledge
which, as discussed in § 6.5, corresponds more closely to the concept of
ability than to genuine know-how. But we can bracket this here. For I am
happy to embrace the consequence of the Rylean responsibilist account of
know-how and reject the descriptions of these creatures as having know-how
without propositional knowledge. Possessing know-how, possessing concepts
and possessing propositional knowledge is only possible in concert.
This entails that all candidate creatures must consistently be understood
either as possessing mere abilities and information states which fail to be
conceptual, or as possessing genuine know-how, as well as concepts and
propositional knowledge. As far as my intuitions go, there are clear cases
in each of these categories – the former including animals like earthworms,
and the latter including humans, chimpanzees (cf. e.g. Matsuzawa 2002),
maybe ravens (cf. e.g. Heinrich 2002) and dolphins (cf. e.g. Hermann 2002).
But these are mere intuitions. As with the problem of artificial intelligence,
drawing this boundary is beyond the scope of this book, and doing so would
require a deeper engagement with the debate about non-human animals.14
The third group of cases comes into view by turning from phylogeny to
ontogeny. This is exemplified in the passage I quoted from Ryle as Ani-
mals & Infants on page 43. Just like there is an evolutionary continuity
13 For this debate, see Boden (1990) and Frankish & Ramsey (2014).
14 For this debate, see Bekoff et al. (2002), Allen & Trestman (2014), Andrews (2012),
and Beck (2012).
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between non-human and human animals, there is also a developmental con-
tinuity between the human newborn and the human adult. And just like
I am committed to the view that, at some point in the evolutionary his-
tory of humans, there was a joint transition from mere ability to full-blown
know-how as well as concepts and propositional knowledge, I am equally
committed to an analogous transition in the cognitive development of every
individual human organism. These transitions may well happen gradually,
and there may well be points in time which can reasonably be described as
borderline. But know-how and conceptuality go hand in hand.
This is not to deny that very sophisticated abilities have to be in place
before the advent of propositional thought. The only thing I am committed
to is that these remarkable abilities remain mere abilities up until the point
where concepts, understanding, and normative guidance come into play.
Thus, we do not have to rewrite the widespread narrative that know-how
comes first and propositional knowledge is only developed later. It only
needs to be relabelled. What comes first is ability.
Again, I have to close this topic with the remark that anything ap-
proaching a substantial discussion of the development of human infants is
beyond the scope of this book – both with respect to scientific issues and
with respect to the philosophical questions surrounding them.15 My only
aim was to point out what the Rylean responsibilist account of know-how
entails and what it does not entail.
This concludes my considerations about machines, non-human animals
and human infants. Clearly, what I have been able to say is not much. In
essence, I simply applied the commitment of the interdependence of know-
how, propositional knowledge and conceptual understanding to these groups
of examples, and pointed out some intuitive ideas and open questions, all
with the background knowledge that this is one way in which the concept
of know-how is vague and context-dependent (cf. § 1.7). However, this is in
keeping with the mainstream philosophical approach in epistemology. The
core of the discussion, I take it, should focus on paradigm cases of human
adults. A canonical statement of this methodology is due to Keith Lehrer:
[W]e shall not be concerned with the sort of knowledge attributed to animals, small
children, and simple machines that store information, such as telephones that store
telephone numbers. Such animals, children, or machines may possess information
and even communicate it to others, but they do not know that the information they
possess is correct. They lack any conception of the distinction between veracity
and correct information, on the one hand, and deception and misinformation, on
the other. Any child, animal, or machine that not only possesses information but
15 For this debate, see Matthews & Mullin (2015).
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knows whether the information is correct is, of course, a candidate for being a
knowing subject. In those cases in which such knowledge is lacking, however, we
shall assume ignorance in the information sense of knowledge under investigation
here. (Lehrer 1990, 7–8)
Thus, my point in this section can also be summarized as the insistence
that the debate about know-how should be treated just like the debate
about propositional knowledge. Just like the debate about propositional
knowledge should start with cases of human adults and only consider other
beings later, the debate about know-how should also not be started with
reference to anything but the paradigm cases of intelligent practice in human
adults – examples of which have been present in the debate from the very
beginning, in Ryle’s Range of Cases as presented on page 14. At the very
least, this is the methodology exemplified in this book.
One may also conclude that there is a hierarchy of grades of knowledge,
with full-blown knowledge at the top and lower grades of knowledge be-
neath. With respect to propositional knowledge, this has been proposed
by Ernest Sosa, who distinguishes between “animal knowledge” and “reflec-
tive knowledge”, where reflective knowledge is more demanding and, very
roughly, not only includes reliably true belief, but a reflective understand-
ing of one’s epistemic credentials (cf. e.g. Sosa 2007a). In this vein, Jeremy
Fantl has proposed to introduce an analogous hierarchy of grades of know-
how, where the lowest grades start with mere possibility, leading to what I
called mere ability, and eventually reaching full-blown know-how as I have
discussed it here (cf. Fantl 2008, 465–466).
Such proposals are perfectly compatible with the position I have de-
fended here. And they would even open up the possibility to be more
concessive towards certain views I rejected. For example, one may conclude
that anti-intellectualism is entirely correct, but only with respect to ‘animal
know-how’ rather than with respect to ‘reflective know-how’. Likewise, the
appeal to the concept of procedural knowledge as a case of know-how may
also be entirely correct, but correct only when it comes to ‘animal know-
how’, not in the case of ‘reflective know-how’. In the end, however, this
is mainly a question of terminology. While I have sympathies for the idea
of grades of know-how, I have opted for a clear change from one term to
another to draw the distinctions in question. It does not matter how these
are expressed, as long as they are expressed.

Chapter 7
On ‘Knows how to’
In Part One of this book, I have argued for a philosophical explication of the
concept of know-how. I claimed that know-how is a skill or a competence, a
reliable ability to do well in an activity which is guided by an understanding
of what it takes to do so. To state the obvious, I have employed the English
language in order to formulate this view. Where I used the expression
‘knows how to’, I used it to express the concept of know-how so explicated.
But does this locution express that concept? In this chapter, and in chapter
8, I finally return to this problem.
I will begin, in § 7.1, by making an intuitive case for the view that
‘knows how to’ can indeed express the concept of competence, while noting
the prima facie problem that the use of ‘knows how to’ is often entirely
acceptable even in cases where no corresponding ability is present. However,
I will propose two independently sufficient strategies for explaining this fact.
First, § 7.2 appeals to the question which alternatives to ‘knows how to’ are
pragmatically salient in the relevant context. Second, § 7.3 presents an
argument for the view that ‘knows how to’ can express both the concept of
genuine know-how and the concept of a mere understanding of an activity.
This view will then be defended and elaborated in the final pair of sec-
tions. § 7.4 argues that ‘knows how to’ may very well be an ambiguous
expression, or that there is at least no conclusive evidence that it is not.
Finally, § 7.5 will suggest other ways of understanding the bifurcation hy-
pothesis and argue that the most plausible proposal consists in treating it as
polysemous, especially given the many interconnections between this view
and the earlier considerations over the course of this chapter.
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§ 7.1 ‘Knows how to’ and Ability
As I have already made clear, what I have laid out so far commits me to the
claim that the English expression ‘knows how to’, as I have used it, actually
expresses the concept of know-how or competence as I have explicated it.
In principle, this is compatible with the view that this expression actually
has a very different meaning, and that I used it in a merely technical way.
But other things being equal, it would be preferable to have a philosophical
account of know-how which is not merely compatible with the syntax and
semantics of ‘knows how to’, but which fits with its meaning as well as
possible. And this is what I shall go on to explain and justify.
To begin with, I contend that it is the default and common-sense position
that ‘knows how to’ at least sometimes expresses the concept of competence,
know-how or skill. Therefore, the burden of proof should clearly lie with
those philosophers who argue that this is false. And indeed, I will mainly
discuss and object to those who have presented arguments for this revi-
sionary conclusion, particularly to the arguments by Jason Stanley, John
Bengson, and Marc Moffett.
However, there are also positive reasons in favor of the common sense
position I defend. The strongest argument I can offer will be presented in
§ 7.3. But one may even make a simple pre-theoretic case for this view.
This consideration starts with a look into a typical authoritative dictio-
nary and thesaurus of the English language like Merriam-Webster Online.
One among several explicitly defined meanings of the verb ‘know’ listed there
is “to have a practical understanding of” (2014a; 2014b), which is illustrated
with the example “knows how to write” (2014a). In the same way, one among
several explicitly defined meanings of the noun ‘knowledge’ is stated as “ac-
quaintance with or understanding of a science, art, or technique” (2014a,
cf. 2014b). Furthermore, the definition of the noun ‘know-how’ is formu-
lated as “knowledge gained by actually doing or living through something”
(2014a) or, alternatively, as “knowledge of how to do something well” and
“knowledge of how to do something smoothly and efficiently” (2014b), which
is illustrated with the example “you’ll gain some practical know-how in this
auto mechanics class” (2014a). Finally, and most clearly, the entry for the
noun ‘know-how’ explicitly lists synonyms, including the terms ‘expertise’,
‘proficiency’ and ‘skill’ (2014a; 2014b).
On this basis, it seems to be very clear that the Rylean concept of know-
how as competence can indeed be expressed in English with the expression
‘knows how to’. In fact, it seems that the existence of the distinct noun
‘know-how’ can be explained very well given the hypothesis that the verb
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‘know’ and the noun ‘knowledge’ express a broader category of concepts
while one of these can be expressed more precisely with the specification of
the verb ‘knows’ as ‘knows how to’ or with the further and more specific
noun ‘know-how’ instead of ‘knowledge’. The fact that there even is a
further noun ‘know-how’ over and above the noun ‘knowledge’ suggests that
‘know-how’ specifies a kind of knowledge otherwise left unspecified. Thus,
‘knows’ and ‘knowledge’ can express a number of concepts, including know-
how and propositional knowledge.1
Thus, there is good prima facie evidence for the common-sense position
that ‘knows how to’ can indeed express the concept of competence.
However, as I have argued in § 1.3 and defended at length in § 5.1 and
§ 5.2, the ability to do something is necessary for the knowledge how to do
it. Competences are a kind of ability. But this creates a problem. After all,
it is at least sometimes entirely acceptable to apply the expression ‘knows
how to’ even in cases where clearly no ability is present. In the remainder
of this section, I shall elaborate on this problem.
For example, I maintain that the coach in Bela Karoli on page 54 fails
to know how to perform a standing layout on beam. However, it would
often be entirely unproblematic to describe him as ‘knowing how to’ do so.
After all, what is actually meant by this attribution would be very clear,
namely that he understands this activity well enough in order to be able to
teach it. The same is true of the paradigm cases cited by intellectualists like
Stanley & Williamson and Bengson & Moffett as allegedly establishing the
independence of know-how from ability. In Ski Instructor on page 150, we
may unproblematically use the expression ‘knows how to’, but only because
it is clear that this is intended to express an understanding of the activity
of skiing, independently of genuine competence to ski. Likewise, the figure
skater in Quintuple Salchow on page 150 only has an understanding of what
it takes to perform a quintuple salchow, rather than the knowledge how to
perform one herself. Since this is all a speaker may mean to imply with the
expression ‘knows how to’, it is again unproblematic to do so.
Bengson & Moffett have also tried to establish that what ‘knows how
to’ expresses does not involve ability at all. In § 7.2, I will present these
arguments and offer an alternative explanation of their linguistic data.
However, Bengson & Moffett have also argued that there is a certain
non-standard class of examples of activities for which ‘knows how to’ and
‘is able to’ actually interact in just the way I defended. In these cases, an
1 It should be noted that this argument only concerns ‘knowledge’ and ‘knows’ and
remains neutral on the further question whether ‘knows how to’ expresses a uniform
concept. This will be the topic of § 7.3.
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attribution of the state ascribed with ‘knows how to’ semantically entails
an attribution of the state ascribed with ‘is able to’. In the remainder of
this section, I discuss this issue and return to the initial problem in § 7.2.
Bengson & Moffett’s paradigm example for the semantic entailment in
question is this (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 36):
(5) (a) Irina knows how to add.
(b) Irina is able to add.
(c) * Irina knows how to add, but she is unable to do so.
(d) * Not only does Irina know how to add, she can actually do so.
Bengson & Moffett claim: “The ability attribution [(5 b)] is neither can-
cellable [(5 c)] nor reinforceable [(5 d)]” and therefore, (5 c–d) are ungram-
matical (and marked as such by an asterisk) (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 36).
The explanation they propose has it that these cases involve what they call
‘ability-based concepts’, i.e. concepts which one cannot have without having
the relevant ability (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2007, 44–45). That is, knowing
how to add requires a concept of addition, which in turn is ability-based,
i.e. requires the ability to add.
This raises an interesting question. Why is it that one cannot have these
concepts without having the relevant ability? I will come back to the full
account of know-how Bengson & Moffett propose later on, in chapters 8
and 9. For now, I would like to note that the Rylean responsibilist pro-
posal developed in Part One of this book provides a very straightforward
explanation of this fact, even if it simultaneously denies that cases like these
contrast with other cases which fail to require abilities.
As defended in § 4.2, the understanding of all activities requires reson-
able conceptual mastery. And as defended in § 1.5, such an understanding
is crucial for every competence. What makes activities like adding special is
not that knowing how to engage in them always requires the actual ability to
do so. Instead, these cases are special in that they do not allow for merely
understanding them or merely knowing about them, without any compe-
tence to engage in them oneself. In § 2.2, I have already discussed a parallel
example by Gilbert Ryle, the activity of philosophizing, and in § 4.7, I have
discussed a further parallel case by David Carr, Multiplication on page 141,
on wich Bengson & Moffett also comment in their discussion of their own
case. As § 4.7 shows, this peculiarity stems from the self-reflexivity of con-
ceptual capacities. Philosophizing, adding, and multiplying are essentially
conceptual competences. Understanding these activities – i.e. having the
conceptual capacity to assess performances of them (cf. § 4.1 and § 4.2) –
already requires having the competence to engage in them.
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Thus, Bengson & Moffett are correct to point out a crucial difference
between standard cases and cases like adding. However, this is not about
the difference between know-how which requires ability and know-how which
fails to do so. Instead, it is the difference between competences which are
not essentially conceptual and competences which are.
§ 7.2 Pragmatically Salient Alternatives
I have maintained that ‘knows how to’ can be used to express the concept of
competence as defended in this book, i.e. a concept which requires ability.
However, Bengson & Moffett have tried to establish that what ‘knows how
to’ expresses does not involve ability at all. In this section, I will discuss
two lines of argument which these philosophers have used and argue that
both fall prey to a common problem. Both are inconclusive because they
fail to take into account the question which alternative expressions other
than ‘knows how to’ are pragmatically salient in the relevant context.
The upshot of this discussion will be that ‘knows how to’ expresses the
concept of competence, including ability, at least sometimes. Maybe ‘knows
how to’ always semantically expresses competence, and the phenomena dis-
cussed here are indeed merely pragmatic. But maybe ‘knows how to’ can
semantically express multiple concepts. Indeed, this latter view will be dis-
cussed and defended in § 7.3.
In their first line of argument, Bengson & Moffett take another look at
their example Quintuple Salchow, cited on page 150, and at the following
sentences which may be used to describe it:
(6) (a) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow.
(b) Irina is able to do a quintuple salchow.
(c) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, but she is unable to
do one.
(d) Not only does Irina know how to do a quintuple salchow, she can
actually do one.
To determine whether know-how attributions entail ability attributions, we can
check for the presence of such characteristics as cancellability or reinforceability,
which serve as the standard tests for entailment. Consider, for instance, the know-
how attribution [(6 a)]. The ability attribution [(6 b)] is both cancellable [(6 c)] and
reinforceable [(6 d)]. [...] If knowing how to do a quintuple salchow [(6 a)] entailed
being able to do one [(6 b)], then [(6 c)] would be internally inconsistent and [(6 d)]
would be redundant. We, however, find [(6 c)] and [(6 d)] unproblematic. (Bengson
& Moffett 2007, 35)
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This presentation of the issue makes it easy for me to identify the burden of
proof which results from the account I have proposed. According to Beng-
son & Moffett, the fact that (6 c) and (6 d) are perfectly adequate English
sentences poses a prima facie problem for me. Unfortunately, though, these
examples fail to show what they purport to show.
First, I doubt that the acceptability of (6 c) really entails the cancella-
bility of an attribution of ability vis à vis an attribution of know-how. To
begin with, the phrase ‘is unable to’ in (6 c) is entirely open as to whether
it refers to a general ability or a specific ability (cf. § 1.4) – to the general
ability to do something under suitable circumstances or to the opportunity
to exercise this ability here and now.
In order to disambiguate these two readings of (6 c), one could distin-
guish between ‘is unable to’ and ‘does not have the ability to’, but even this
might fail to make the difference clear enough in some cases. Instead, the
following statements should be unproblematically clear. The words I have
added to the original wording of (6 c) are emphasized in order to mark the
contrast I introduce myself, and the indices indicate the intended meanings
of ‘s’ for specific versus ‘g’ for general ability.
(6 c s) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, but she is unable to do
one here and now.
(6 c g) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, but she is unable to do
one under the right circumstances for performing this stunt.
I take it that (6 c s) is acceptable and informative. But this fails to show
what Bengson & Moffett want (6 c) to show, namely that one may know
how to do something and fail to be able to do so whatsoever. Instead, (6 c g)
supports Bengson & Moffett’s view. But it is clearly much less acceptable
than (6 c s). It might indeed be ‘internally inconsistent’, as they put it.
But this does not mean that (6 c g) is not acceptable at all. Even se-
mantically inconsistent statements can be pragmatically acceptable. Such
a statement will often receive a charitable reinterpretation in the relevant
context, depending on the pragmatically salient alternatives. Along these
lines, an utterance of (6 c g) may plausibly be interpreted as intended to
convey that Irina possesses an understanding of how to do a quintuple sal-
chow, albeit a mere understanding since she does not have the ability to
perform one herself. Arguably, this would be a straightforward conversa-
tional implicature of (6 c g) – a part of what is meant, even if not said.2
2 Implicature is an important notion, but there is considerable debate about how to
characterize it and put it to use (cf. e.g. Blome-Tillmann 2013; Davis 2014). For a
further discussion of implicatures in ascriptions of know-how, see Capone (2011).
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This reinterpretation is easily at hand because of a fact which many
others have also cited (cf. Fridland 2012, 22 fn. 16). There is a common-
sense distinction between the phrase ‘to know how to A’ and phrases such
as ‘to know about how to A’ or even ‘to know how one As’. For clearer
reference, here is a list of the forms of these alternatives:
(7) (a) S knows how to A.
(b) S knows about how to A.
(c) S knows how one As.
Since these distinctions between (7 a–c) are easily missed in everyday speech,
an inadequate use of (7 a) is easily understood as intended in the sense of
(7 b–c), which, arguably, expresses an understanding of A-ing rather than
the competence to A oneself. Of course, the result of this reinterpretation
is very close to what Bengson & Moffett claim to be the literal meaning
of such an utterance. The pragmatic result is very close to their semantic
assumption. Still, this shows that their conclusion is not mandatory.
Distinguishing between the two distinct readings of (6 c) given in (6 c s)
and (6 c g), I have argued that there is a good explanation of the acceptabil-
ity of (6 c), even if it is correct to hold that ‘knows how to’ expresses the
concept of know-how or competence which includes ability. This brings me
to the second sentence quoted by Bengson & Moffett, (6 d) on page 213. I
shall suggest that this sentence can be treated analogously.
Again, I shall disambiguate the relevant phrase ‘can actually do one’ and
present a clear distinction between general ability and specific opportunity:
(6 d s) Not only does Irina know how to do a quintuple salchow, she can
actually do one here and now.
(6 d g) Not only does Irina know how to do a quintuple salchow, she can
actually do one in the right circumstances for performing this stunt.
Again, (6 d s), the first reading involving specific opportunity, is entirely
acceptable. The fact that somebody knows how to do something does not
entail that this competence can be exercised here and now. But this was
not Bengson & Moffett’s point. Instead, they would need to claim that even
(6 d g) is unproblematic. However, this claim is clearly much less acceptable
than (6 d s). It may even indeed be ‘redundant’, as they put it.
Again, one may also ask if there is a sense in which (6 d g) is acceptable
at all. But I take it to be obvious that semantically redundant statements
may nevertheless be unproblematic because they, too, will typically receive
a charitable reinterpretation in the relevant context. Along these lines, the
first conjunct in (6 d g) would not be understood literally, along the lines of
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(7 a) on the preceding page, but instead along the lines of (7 b–c), i.e. as
meant to express a mere understanding. Even if this is not what is said, it
may nevertheless be precisely what is meant. Again, it is natural to assume
that this would be a conversational implicature.
If this is what is meant, then the whole of (6 d g) will turn out to be
informative, after all. For it will then be interpreted as stating that Irina
does not merely know about how to perform this stunt, but that she is
actually able to perform it herself – presumably, by being guided by her
knowledge about the stunt. Again, the result of this reinterpretation is
what Bengson & Moffett take to be the literal meaning of (6 d g) – the
pragmatic implicature leads to what they posited as the semantic meaning.
But the point remains that this shows that their conclusion is not the only
explanation of why (6 d g) is acceptable.
In sum, I have argued that the intuitive acceptability of the sentences
proposed by Bengson & Moffett fails to show that one may ascribe know-
how without ascribing ability. Instead, these facts can also be explained in
terms of the easy availability of charitable reinterpretations and pragmatic
implicatures, while maintaining the view that ability is necessary for know-
how. However, this purely pragmatic story is not the only explanation
available to those who wish to reject the argument from Bengson & Moffett.
I will add further semantic considerations in § 7.3, § 7.4 and § 7.5.
This brings me to the second line of argument by Bengson & Moffett,
developed in collaboration with Jennifer Wright (2009). They take issue
with part of Alva Noë’s reply to an example by Stanley & Williamson which
I have discussed in § 5.1, Ski Instructor on page 150. Noë writes:
Is it Stanley and Williamson’s view that, if polled, most English speakers would
share their intuition that the instructor is unable to do the jumps even though
she knows how to do the jumps? I would predict that this is not true, or rather,
that the outcome of such a poll would depend on how we tell the back-story. (Noë
2005, 283)
Bengson, Moffett and Wright comment:
In order to settle this issue, we tested Noë’s prediction by giving 194 participants
the following vignette:
Pat has been a ski instructor for 20 years, teaching people how to do complex
ski stunts. He is in high demand as an instructor, since he is considered to
be the best at what he does. Although an accomplished skier, he has never
been able to do the stunts himself. Nonetheless, over the years he has taught
many people how to do them well. In fact, a number of his students have won
medals in international competitions and competed in the Olympic games.
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Participants were asked both whether Pat knows how to perform the complex
stunts and whether Pat is able to perform the complex stunts. [...] [T]he vast
majority (81%) judged both that Pat knows how to perform the stunts and that
he is unable to do them. (Bengson et al. 2009, 391–392)
In order to broaden their evidential base, they proceed to also test Quintuple
Salchow on page 150, or a mildly expanded version of it:
[W]e gave 190 participants in the same study an additional vignette:
Jane is an Olympic-caliber figure skater practicing a complex jump called the
Salchow. When one performs a Salchow, one takes off from the back inside
edge of one foot and lands on the back outside edge of the opposite foot after
one or more rotations in the air. A single Salchow requires one complete
rotation. A double requires two. A triple requires three. A quadruple
requires four. And a quintuple requires five. Like virtually all Olympic
skaters, Jane is consistently able to perform a triple Salchow. Although
Jane can land a quadruple Salchow one out of every three attempts, she
is unable to do a quintuple Salchow. In fact, at the present time, nobody
is able to perform one. Nevertheless, Jane wants to be the first skater to
ever land a quintuple Salchow and so she occasionally practices them in her
free time. She knows that in order to do a quintuple Salchow, she must
take off from the back inside edge of one foot and land on the back outside
edge of the opposite foot after five complete rotations in the air. Whenever
she attempts this, however, she cannot make it around the full number of
rotations without falling.
Participants were asked both whether Jane knows how to do the quintuple Salchow
and whether Jane is able to do the quintuple Salchow. [...] [T]he vast majority
(76%) judged both that Jane knows how to do the quintuple Salchow and that
she is unable to do it. (Bengson et al. 2009, 392–393)
They conclude that “the folk are perfectly comfortable attributing know-
how in the absence of ability” and that “ordinary judgments of know-how
appear to be insensitive to the absence of ability.” (Bengson et al. 2009,
393) This suggest that know-how is independent form ability.
Arguments along those lines are typical for experimental philosophy,
the attempt to use empirically elicited statistics of intuitive judgments as
evidence in philosophical discussions. While I cannot discuss this approach
in general,3 I will still comment on the present case.
3 Of course, there are important arguments to be made both against and in favor of
experimental philosophy in general. Compare Alexander & Weinberg (2007) for an
overview, and Sytsma & Buckwalter (2016) for a collection of most recent contribu-
tions to the debate. Vocal criticisms of experimental philosophy with which I am
sympathetic include Sosa (2007b) and Kauppinen (2007). Plausible defenses of such
approaches include Knobe (2007) and Nagel (2012).
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Here, I am very sympathetic with Alva Noë’s own reply (2011). He
argues that all such empirical results are able to contribute is raw data of
intuitive judgments rather than philosophically reflected insight. The core
point is that “whatever people say could at most be the beginning of our
conversation, not its end” (2011, 198–199). In other words, it is still an open
question how this data is supposed to be explained.
I think I can lend some further weight to these considerations. In fact, I
contend that the empirical results presented by Bengson, Moffett & Wright
do not constitute an additional argument over and above the first line of
argument by Bengson & Moffett on which I have already commented. These
results merely confirm a fact on which I agree – that statements of the form
‘S knows how to A, but is unable to A’ are sometimes acceptable. But it
remains an entirely open question how this should be explained.
Above, I have argued that what Bengson & Moffett take to be the literal
meaning of such statements can equally well be revealed as a pragmatically
plausible reinterpretation of an otherwise inconsistent claim. As I shall
argue, an analogous line of argument can also be employed in order to
explain the majority judgments in the studies just quoted.4
The key to this idea is a fact about the English language which I have
already exploited above, in (7 a–c) on page 215 – the subtle, but important
distinction between the phrase ‘to know how to A’ and phrases like ‘to
know about how to A’ or ‘to know how one As’, which, as I have suggested,
could very well track the distinction between full-blown know-how and mere
understanding I have been defending
Crucially, the options with which the participants in the studies by Beng-
son, Moffett and Wright were confronted did not include options which track
this distinction. They were only asked to assess sentences of the forms ‘S
is able to A’ and ‘S knows how to A’, i.e. (7 a), with no third option along
the lines of (7 b) or (7 c).
If it is true that there is a subtle semantic distinction between (7 a) and
(7 b–c) which can easily be missed, then the absence of this contrast can,
in the light of the presence of only the single contrast between ‘S is able
to A’ and ‘S knows how to A’, create the impression that the latter, i.e.
(7 a), should be read along the lines of (7 b–c). In particular, this single
4 I should also note that the empirical studies by Bengson, Moffett and Wright also
contain a second pair of vignettes (cf. Bengson et al. 2009, 395–397). These are
modelled on Avalanche which I have quoted on page 26 and on Lucky Salchow which
I will discuss on page 162. In these cases, the intuitive verdicts of the participants of
their studies happen to confirm the view I have defended in § 1.3 and § 1.5 and which
I will continue to defend in § 5.3 and § 5.4. That is, most participants hold that these
are cases of mere abilities and not of genuine know-how.
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contrast will typically create the pragmatic assumption that the contrast
between these options is both informative and relevant with regard to the
case under consideration. A natural way to save this pragmatic assumption
is to interpret (7 a) along the lines of (7 b–c).
In sum, both lines of argument in favor of the view that it is admissible
to ascribe know-how without ascribing ability fail to constitute an argument
against the picture of know-how I have been defending in this book. If my
proposal is correct, then these phenomena can simply be explained prag-
matically, in spite of apparent semantic inconsistencies.5 However, it seems
plausible that these phenomena are not merely pragmatic. In § 7.3 and § 7.4,
I shall therefore also consider semantic explanations of these phenomena.
§ 7.5 will then suggest a way in which these pragmatic considerations can
lead to the development of a specific semantic phenomenon.
§ 7.3 The Argument from Translation
I have argued that it is at least pragmatically acceptable to employ the
expression ‘knows how to’ in cases without ability. This is true even if
this expression uniformly expresses the concept of know-how, competence
or skill. In this section, I shall discuss an alternative explanation of the
acceptability of such ascriptions which is not only pragmatic, but instead
semantic. Following David Wiggins, I shall call this hypothesis “the bifurca-
tional view” (Wiggins 2012, 123). It states that ‘knows how to’ can express
at least two non-equivalent concepts – both genuine competence and some-
thing which falls short of genuine competence, i.e. an understanding of an
activity or propositional knowledge about the activity.
Of course, this idea is not new. Ian Rumfitt and Greg Sax, for example,
have suggested that what Ryle meant to express with the phrase ‘knows how
to’ was what one may also reformulate with the existing noun ‘know-how’
in order to disambiguate the otherwise unclear meaning of the verb phrase
‘knows how to’ (cf. Rumfitt 2003, 166; Sax 2010, 514). Similar hypotheses
have already been defended by many other philosophers.6
5 Obviously, my pragmatic explanation builds on conversational maxims along the lines
of those discussed in the seminal work of Herbert Paul Grice (1989). This is nothing
new in the debate about experimental philosophy. For example, Antti Kauppinen
(2007) has proposed a general argument along those lines with which I am sympathetic.
But as I have indicated on page 217, I cannot discuss this here in general.
6 The defenders of this view include Hintikka (1975), Carr (1979; 1981a), Katzoff (1984),
Rumfitt (2003), Rosefeldt (2004), Lihoreau (2008); Damschen (2009), Wiggins (2009;
2012), Sax (2010), Brogaard (2011), Devitt (2011), Ren (2012), Abbott (2013), and
Kremer (2016), among many others.
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In this section, I will present an argument in favor of the bifurcation
hypothesis. But this argument will leave open how exactly this conclusion
should be understood, for example as positing a form of semantic ambiguity
or in other ways. I will come back to these questions later, in § 7.4 and § 7.5.
My argument for the bifurcation hypothesis follows a pattern which is
well-established among linguists and semanticists. It builds on the question
how an expression would be translated into other languages. My argument
can thus be dubbed ‘The Argument from Translation’. The idea is that if an
expression in one language can be translated into multiple non-equivalent
expressions in another language, then this is a prima facie reason to assume
that this expression can itself express these multiple non-equivalent things
rather than only one thing. Saul Kripke expresses this idea as follows:
“Bank” is ambiguous; we would expect the ambiguity to be disambiguated by
separate and unrelated words in some other languages. Why should the two
separate senses be reproduced in languages unrelated to English? First, then, we
can consult our linguistic intuitions, independently of any empirical investigation.
Would we be surprised to find languages that used two separate words for the two
alleged senses of a given word? If so, then, to that extent our linguistic intuitions
are really intuitions of a unitary concept, rather than of a word that expresses two
distinct and unrelated senses. Second, we can ask empirically whether languages
are in fact found that contain distinct words expressing the allegedly distinct
senses. If no such language is found, once again this is evidence that a unitary
account of the word or phrase in question should be sought. (Kripke 1977, 268)
Many philosophers have applied these considerations concerning translata-
bility to the expression ‘knows how to’, most prominently with regard to
German. I contend that (8) can be translated as (9 a–c) into German:7
(8) Linda knows how to perform a backflip.
(9) (a) Linda weiß, wie man einen Rückwärtssalto macht.
(b) Linda kann einen Rückwärtssalto machen.
(c) Linda versteht sich darauf, einen Rückwärtssalto zu machen.
7 Gregor Damschen has suggested that ‘to know how to A’ can also be expressed in
German as ‘S weiß A zu tun’ (cf. Damschen 2009, 281). Thus, (8) would be trans-
lated as ‘Linda weiß einen Rückwärtssalto zu machen’, which would also support my
argument. While I have not been able to engage in a proper linguistic study of these
issues, I find this sentence very untypical. I generally suspect that such constructions
occur only very rarely, probably mostly with respect to activities affecting one’s social
relations to others, paradigmatically in expressions like ‘Sie weiß sich zu wehren’ or
‘Er weiß zu gefallen’. Again, there is no conclusive evidence either way. But at the
very least, Damschen is wrong to claim that German is just like French in this respect,
where (8) would indeed be translated without any interrogative particle as ‘Linda sait
faire un saut périlleux en arrière’. I will come back to the case of French in § 8.2.
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The translation of (8) as (9 a) is certainly correct. But it does not explic-
itly express the sense of ‘knows how to’ in which it expresses competence.
Instead, it merely asserts that Linda has knowledge about how to perform
a backflip. This is supported by the fact that a literal translation of (9 a)
back into English would not lead to (8), but instead to ‘Linda knows how
one performs a backflip’. After the German verb ‘wissen’ and an interrog-
ative particle like ‘wie’, it is grammatically impossible to use an infinite
verb phrase, unlike in English after ‘to know’ and ‘how’. Instead, this verb
phrase needs to be finite and therefore requires a subject, in this case, the
generic ‘man’ (cf. Wurmbrand 2001, 107).
By contrast, the translation of (8) as (9 b) is also often correct. For
example, the title of Ryle’s chapter, “Knowing how and Knowing that”, is
typically not translated as “Wissen, wie und Wissen, dass” but instead as
“Wissen und Können” (cf. Rosefeldt 2004, 377). But this translation fails to
express two things explicitly – first, that Linda has an ability to perform a
backflip rather than that there is only a mere possibility of her doing so (cf.
§ 1.4), and second, that her ability is not a mere ability, but an intelligent
ability, a competence (cf. § 1.5).8 Again, this is supported by the fact that
a literal translation of (9 b) back into English would not lead to (8), but
instead to ‘Linda can perform a backflip’.
A translation which makes these things clearer than (9 b) is given in
(9 c). This German translation has so far not been noted in the debate
about know-how, but I think that this is indeed the most faithful transla-
tion of ‘knows how to’ when it expresses the concept of know-how. Like
the English construction ‘knows how to’, the German expression ‘sich ver-
stehen auf ’ takes an infinite verb phrase as an argument. And like this
English construction, it uses a verb denoting a canonical epistemic relation
– ‘verstehen’, ‘to understand’ – with respect to the activity denoted by the
infinite verb phrase. It thereby makes very explicit that what is attributed
is an epistemic achievement.
I contend that (9 a) and (9 c) are both equally plausible translations of
(8). The English expression ‘knowing how to do something’ can be trans-
lated into German both as ‘wissen, wie man etwas tut ’ and as ‘sich darauf
verstehen, etwas zu tun’. The former expresses knowledge about an activity,
an understanding of what it takes to do well in that activity, whereas the
8 Andreas Ditter has argued that the German ‘können’ has at least one sense in which
it expresses a specifically cognitive ability along the lines of know-how, and that this
sense is etymologically primary (cf. Ditter 2016, 508). But since there are other senses
as well, this is compatible with my claim that ‘können’ does not explicitly express the
fact that the possibility in question is one which stems from a genuine competence.
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latter expresses the skill or competence to engage in that activity oneself,
guided by such an understanding. Thus, the Argument from Translation
clearly supports the bifurcational hypothesis.
But this is certainly only a defeasible argument. It is an open question
how other languages are supposed to be understood in this respect, and in
any case, translations cannot be entirely devoid of background theories and
assumptions. For example, one may plausibly object that I only propose
(9 c) as a translation of (8) because it is particularly congenial to the positive
account of know-how I offer, an account partly in terms of the notion of
understanding which occurs explicitly in (9 c). And even if I reassure my
critics that I honestly think that these points are independent, it is hard to
see how this debate is supposed to be solved.
But despite the fact that my argument may not be absolutely convinc-
ing on its own, it is nevertheless strong in the dialectical context of the
current debate about know-how. This is because the general principle be-
hind the Argument from Translation is explicitly endorsed by the opponents
of my view who hold that the English expression ‘knows how to’ uniformly
expresses propositional knowledge.
Jason Stanley, for example, employs a similar Argument from Transla-
tion when he correctly remarks that the English verb ‘to know’ has two
distinct senses, a propositional knowledge sense on the one hand, and a
sense of objectual acquaintance on the other hand (cf. Stanley 2011b, 36–
37). Stanley’s own examples are the following:
(10) (a) John knows Bill.
(b) John knows the mayor of Boston.
I will come back to the important notion of objectual knowledge in § 8.2.
For now, the important thing is how one may justify the view that objectual
knowledge and propositional knowledge are different. Stanley points to the
fact that ‘knows’ in these sentences would be translated into German with
‘kennen’ rather than with ‘wissen’ – or with ‘connaître’ rather than ‘savoir ’
in French. As he argues, this is evidence for the claim that ‘knows’ can
express the two non-equivalent concepts of objectual acquaintance and of
propositional knowledge (cf. Stanley 2011b, 37).
I completely agree with this argument. But the same kind of argument
also shows that ‘knows’, when followed by ‘how to’, can even express a third
concept, competence. This is what follows from the fact that ‘knowing how
to do something’ can be translated into German both as ‘wissen, wie man
etwas tut ’ and as ‘sich darauf verstehen, etwas zu tun’. Unfortunately,
this point is missed by Stanley and many other philosophers who explicitly
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assert that the German translation of ‘knowing how to do something’ is
always ‘wissen, wie man etwas tut ’ (cf. Stanley 2011b, 37; Brogaard 2011,
138). However, my above discussion of (9 a–c) has shown that this is false.
In fact, some philosophers endorse the even stronger claim that the oc-
curence of ‘knows’ in ‘knows how to A’ and in ‘knows that p’ is translated
with the same verb in all languages other than English (cf. Stanley & Wil-
liamson 2001, 437; Stanley 2011b, 37; Brogaard 2011, 138). As I have
argued, this is already falsified by German. But it is nevertheless impor-
tant also to look at other languages, especially if my argument concerning
German should turn out to be unconvincing, after all.
While I shall leave a detailed cross-linguistic analysis to those with gen-
uine expertise in linguistic typology, there already is strong evidence that a
number of languages translate ‘knows how to’ with different non-equivalent
expressions – where one sense entails ability and one sense does not. The
languages for which this has already been shown are Russian, Cantonese,
the Native American language Montana Salish, and Turkish (cf. Rumfitt
2003, 164; Abbott 2013, 10; Ditter 2016, 503–506). Crucially, each of these
languages provides the resources for a version of the Argument from Trans-
lation entirely analogous to the one I made for the case of German.
This concludes my argument in support of the bifurcation hypothesis.
The Argument from Translation may be defeasible, but at the very least,
it shifts the burden of proof back to the opponents of the bifurcation hy-
pothesis. After all, it is incoherent to accept an argument for the substan-
tial distinction between ‘knows’ in the sense of objectual acquaintance and
‘knows’ in the sense of propositional knowledge, but to simultaneously deny
an entirely analogous argument which establishes a further substantially
different concept of know-how or competence.9
§ 7.4 Ambiguity Tests
I have supported the bifurcation hypothesis, i.e. the view that ‘knows how
to’ can express the distinct concepts of genuine know-how or competence on
the one hand and of mere understanding of or knowledge about an activity
on the other hand. The most natural way to understand this hypothesis
would be to claim that this expression is simply semantically ambiguous.
However, Bengson & Moffett have claimed that there are a number of es-
tablished ways for testing the ambiguity of an expression, all of which show
that ‘knows how to’ is not ambiguous (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2007, 38–40).
9 Andreas Ditter has meanwhile proposed a similar argument (cf. Ditter 2016, 511–512).
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These tests are taken from a seminal paper by Arnold Zwicky and Jerold
Sadock (1975). In this section, I will show that these tests fail to establish
this conclusion and instead suggest that ‘knows how to’ may plausibly be
taken to be ambiguous after all.
These considerations should not be understood as a partisan philosoph-
ical criticism of standard methodology in linguistics. It is already well-
established that the tests proposed and discussed by Zwicky & Sadock are
far from conclusive. In an overview article on the debate about ambiguity,
Adam Sennet comments:
These tests generally depend on the presence or lack of interpretations and on
judgments regarding the ridiculousness of interpretation (the absurdity of the
meaning is known as zeugma—though it should probably be known as syllepsis).
These judgments can be difficult to make especially in tricky philosophical cases,
so expect that the tests may be of less help than we might hope for at first.
(Sennet 2016, sect. 4)
However, one still has to make the case that know-how is indeed such a
‘tricky philosophical case’. General considerations aside, I shall therefore
address these tests, as applied by Bengson & Moffett, in detail.10
The first such test deals with what linguists call ‘conjunction reduction’
(cf. Zwicky & Sadock 1975, 17–18), and it is the most prominent one in the
debate about ‘knows how to’. According to Bengson & Moffett,
[(11 a)] is zeugmatic, indicating that the verb in question (‘drove’) standardly
expresses multiple non-equivalent concepts. On the other hand, [(11 b)] is non-
zeugmatic: (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 39)
(11) (a) Irina drove her trainer crazy and her mother to the airport.
(b) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow and elementary
addition.
10 I only address three of the four tests discussed by Bengson & Moffett, leaving out the
one involving verb phrase deletion (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 39; Bengson et al. 2009,
393). My reason for doing so is that I fail to see where this test is endorsed by Zwicky
& Sadock (1975). At the very least, these authors certainly do not do so on the page
mentioned by Bengson & Moffett. Instead, Zwicky & Sadock even appear to explicitly
contradict Bengson & Moffett’s view on that page, saying that the deletion of verb
phrases – as in Bengson & Moffett’s example ‘I didn’t see her duck, but Irina did’
– “excludes crossed understandings” of the ambiguous expression ‘her duck’ (Zwicky
& Sadock 1975, 19). In other words, the use of ‘her duck’ in this sentence cannot
refer to an animal in one half of that sentence and to a quick evasive movement in the
other. By contrast, Bengson & Moffett hold that there is a ‘grammatically anomalous
reading’ of this sentence on which this is in fact the case, and they claim that since
such a reading is not available for ‘I don’t know how to do a quintuple salchow, but
Irina does’, ‘knows how to’ is not ambiguous (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2007, 39). Again,
Zwicky & Sadock simply seem to disagree with the premise of this test. As do I.
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To begin with, there are two general problems with this ambiguity test.
First, as has been pointed out since the seminal work of Zwicky & Sadock,
zeugmaticity is gradual and context-dependent (cf. Sennet 2016, sect. 4.6–
4.7; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007). It is therefore unclear how much
weight such tests actually carry. I come back to this later, on page 232.
Second, and likewise, Bengson & Moffett simply assert which of these sen-
tences they assess as zeugmatic and which as non-zeugmatic. But it seems
likely that intuitions about zeugmaticity and about ambiguity are not inde-
pendent from each other but are strongly correlated instead. It is therefore
unclear if such a test constitutes a genuine argument for ambiguity from the
independent phenomenon of zeugmaticity or merely an illustration of the
intuition of ambiguity via a corresponding intuition of zeugmaticity.
Still, I shall bracket these principal problems from now on and assume
for the sake of argument that we do have sufficiently clear intuitions of
zeugmaticity. Even so, I think there are clear cases of completely acceptable
sentences involving conjunction reduction where it is nevertheless true that
the verb in question expresses two non-equivalent concepts. For example:
(12) Irina knows Berlin and that winter can be quite harsh there.
A widely shared argument for the zeugmaticity of this sentence again em-
ploys the crucial principile behind the Argument from Translation discussed
in § 7.3. According to this view, ‘knows’ in the first half of (12) expresses an
epistemic relation of acquaintance. Irina knows Berlin in the sense that she
is acquainted with this city – what one would express with ‘kennen’ rather
than ‘wissen’ in German or with ‘connaître’ rather than ‘savoir ’ in French
(cf. page 222). By contrast, the eluded ‘knows’ in the second half of that
sentence does not express the relation of acquaintance with the proposition
that winter can be quite harsh in Berlin. Irina is not merely acquainted with
this proposition, she knows it to be true. Thus, objectual acquaintance and
propositional knowledge are two distinct epistemic relations which can both
be expressed in English with the aid of the verb ‘to know’.
As I have already stressed, this view is shared very widely.11 For my pur-
poses, it is crucial that Jason Stanley (2011b, 36–37) and, in a later paper,
John Bengson and Marc Moffett (2011c, 178–180) also endorse this position
explicitly. The latter point out that, “[a]s is well known, ‘that’-complements
can be conjoined with complements that denote vastly different types of en-
tity, including propositions, properties and objects” (Bengson & Moffett
11 Stanley & Williamson reject this view, but with a much too complicated example of an
ungrammatical sentence, “Hannah knows that penguins waddle, and Bill, Ted.” (Stan-
ley & Williamson 2001, 437) Whatever the precise reason for the ungrammaticality of
this sentence, it is very plausible to hold that (12) is grammatical.
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2011c, 178–179 fn. 34), referring to a seminal linguistic paper by Ivan Sag
an colleagues and to two discussions of this point for ‘knows how to’ (cf.
Sag et al. 1985; Roberts 2009; Ginzburg 2011; Abbott 2013, 8–9).
On this basis, my argument runs as follows. Bengson & Moffett have
argued that (11 b) is not zeugmatic, but that ‘knows how to’ could only
express multiple non-equivalent concepts if (11 b) were zeugmatic after all.
However, they agree with the widespread view that (12) is not zeugmatic
either, despite the fact that ‘knows’ in this sentence does express the mul-
tiple non-equivalent concepts of objectual acquaintance and propositional
knowledge. But if the ambiguity of ‘knows’ does not require the zeugmatic-
ity of (12), then there is no reason to demand that the ambiguity of ‘knows
how to’ should require the zeugmaticity of (11 b).
This brings me to the next ambiguity test employed by Bengson & Mof-
fett which involves potential contradictions (cf. Zwicky & Sadock 1975, 7–8).
Bengson & Moffett write (cf. Bengson et al. 2009, 393):
Clearly [(13 a)] has a reading on which it is not contradictory, indicating that one
of the terms occurring in the sentence (in this case, ‘bank’) standardly expresses
multiple non-equivalent concepts. On the other hand, there is no reading of [(13 b)]
on which it is not contradictory: (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 39)
(13) (a) Irina deposited her check in the bank, but she didn’t deposit her
check in the bank.
(b) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, but she doesn’t know
how to do a quintuple salchow.
There are two things to say in reply to this charge.
First, I contend that how unacceptable a sentence like (13 b) appears
crucially depends on further contextually salient information. Bengson &
Moffett do not comment on this problem, despite the fact that Zwicky &
Sadock stress this very clearly when presenting this kind of test. They point
out that sentences like their own example (14 a) “are not contradictions” and
that “additional information brings this out”, as illustrated by (14 b) (Zwicky
& Sadock 1975, 7). I will come back to this later, on page 233.
(14) (a) That dog isn’t a dog.
(b) That dog isn’t a dog; it’s a bitch.
Second, the ease with which an unproblematic reading of (13 a) is available
may also in part depend on the fact that it involves an ambiguous noun,
‘bank’, whereas the allegedly ambiguous expression in (13 b) is the complex
verbal expression ‘knows how to’. It seems that there is a general preference
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for the acceptability of such sentences when they involve ambigous nouns
as opposed to verbs. To illustrate, the information conveyed in (15 a) and
(15 b) is identical, but (15 b) seems more acceptable than (15 a).
(15) (a) He answered her question, but he didn’t answer her question; he
didn’t address her point at all.
(b) His answer to her question wasn’t an answer to her question; he
didn’t address her point at all.
In tandem, these two points cast serious doubt on the claim that “there is no
reading of [(13 b)] on which it is not contradictory” (Bengson &Moffett 2007,
39). Adding some additional information to this sentence, and formulating
a second version involving the noun ‘know-how’ yields the following:
(16) (a) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, but she doesn’t know
how to do a quintuple salchow; she has a perfect understanding
of what she needs to do to perform a quintuple salchow, but she
is not competent to do one herself.
(b) Irina’s know-how to do a quintuple salchow isn’t know-how to do
a quintuple salchow; she has a perfect understanding of what she
needs to do to perform a quintuple salchow, but she is not
competent to do one herself.
To the extent that (16 a) or (16 b) are acceptable and non-contradictory,
(13 b) is equally acceptable and non-contradictory. And arguably, (16 b) is
perfectly fine and (16 a) may plausibly be okay, at least in some situations.
Certainly, these sentences are not as clearly unproblematic as (14 b), ‘dog’
being much more clearly ambiguous than both ‘know-how’ and ‘knows how
to’. But I think that they are at least sufficiently unproblematic to cast
doubt on the way in which Bengson & Moffett appeal to this test.
According to the final ambiguity test in Bengson & Moffett’s repertoire,
if ‘knows how to’ was ambiguous and thus standardly expressed, say, two non-
equivalent concepts, then [(17)] would have four distinct readings arising from
various combinations of the two non-equivalent concepts allegedly expressed by
‘knows how to’. Theoretical prejudices aside, [(17)] does not have four distinct
readings. (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 39–40)
(17) Irina knows how to do a quintuple salchow, and she knows how to
add.
Suppose that the two concepts between which ‘knows how to’ is ambiguous
are indeed competence and mere understanding. If so, then this example
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is very ill-chosen. As quoted in Quintuple Salchow on page 150, Bengson
& Moffett point out themselves that nobody currently has the competence
to perform a quintuple salchow and that all anybody currently has is an
understanding of how to perform it. And as discussed on page 212, Beng-
son & Moffett point out themselves that it is impossible to have a mere
understanding of addition since the understanding of this activity already
entails the competence to engage in it. Thus, (17) has only one plausible
reading – the one according to which Irina has the mere understanding of
how a quintuple salchow is to be performed and furthermore possesses the
competence to add.
Evidently, Bengson & Moffett’s third ambiguity test should only be dis-
cussed with respect to sentences where each activity admits of the difference
between genuine competence and mere understanding. For example:
(18) Irina knows how to do a salchow, and she knows how to dance.
I contend that, in principle, this sentence can indeed be read in four ways:
(19) (a) Irina has the competence to do a salchow, and she has the
competence to dance.
(b) Irina understands how to do a salchow without being competent
at doing so herself, and she understands how to dance without
being competent at doing so herself.
(c) Irina has the competence to do a salchow, and she understands
how to dance without being competent at doing so herself.
(d) Irina understands how to do a salchow without being competent
at doing so herself, and she has the competence to dance.
While all of these readings seem to be available in principle, it seems to
me that (19 a) and (19 b), those which ascribe the same kind of epistemic
state in both conjuncts, are the most natural ways to read (18). But in
suitable contexts with further information, (19 c) and (19 d) may be equally
available. At the very least, it is not obvious that they are never available.
In sum, I have discussed and rejected Bengson & Moffett’s arguments
against the view that ‘knows how to’ is ambiguous. As already mentioned,
all of these considerations depend on the availability and strength of intu-
itions about what can or cannot be said or what does and what does not
sound strange. It seems almost equally problematic for me to attack the
arguments by Bengson & Moffett than it is for them to make them in the
first place. Thus, much will depend on further considerations such as those
discussed in the other sections of this chapter.
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§ 7.5 The Polysemy of ‘knows how to’
I have argued that there is no conclusive evidence against the view that
‘knows how to’ is ambiguous. Instead, it may very well be ambiguous,
after all, especially given the considerations in support of the bifurcation
hypothesis in § 7.3. However, semantic ambiguity is only one way of cashing
out this hypothesis. In this section, I shall consider such other views and
eventually present my favorite account, the view that ‘knows how to’ is
polysemous.
To begin with, Ephraim Glick has suggested what I would like to dub a
‘bifurcation of kinds’, i.e. the view that there are different kinds of know-
how (Glick 2012, 120–122). He argues that we may understand this view
in analogy with “the claim that there are two kinds of memory, working
memory and long-term memory, or the claim that there are two kinds of
pain, emotional and bodily.” (Glick 2012, 121) Along these lines, I may
also hold that we should distinguish two different sub-concepts of the con-
cept of know-how – genuine competence and the mere understanding of or
knowledge about an activity – but that this does not require any ambigu-
ity in the English expression ‘knows how to’. As with ‘pain’, Glick writes,
“[t]here is simply a theoretically significant division within the extension of
an ordinary expression.” (Glick 2012, 121)
Similarly, Barbara Abbott has called attention to what I propose to call
a ‘contextual bifurcation’. She pointed out that one and the same word may
express different concepts since it is sensitive to the conversational context,
particularly to the kinds of objects under discussion. She writes:
[A] word like red is interpreted differently when we are talking about apples (the
skin is red), grapefruits (the edible part is red), hair (it may be the same color
as things which we call “orange”), and so forth. The point here is that even if
the verb know in English is unambiguous, that does not mean that it could not
be used to talk about two (or more) very different kinds of knowledge. (Abbott
2013, 15)
Thus, it is perfectly possible to defend the bifurcational hypothesis without
positing any semantic ambiguity of ‘knows how to’.
While the Rylean responsibilist account defended in Part One of this
book is neutral with respect to all of these options, I take it that the most
plausible account is still another one – a polysemy view of ‘knows how to’.
This is what I shall discuss and defend in the remainder of this section.
Polysemy is closely related to ambiguity, but still an importantly differ-
ent phenomenon. Roughly, an expression is semantically ambiguous when
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it has multiple non-equivalent meanings. This includes cases of homonymy
like the paradigm example ‘bank’, which has two non-equivalant meanings
which have nothing to do with each other whatsoever. By contrast, a pol-
ysemous expression has multiple non-equivalent meanings which stand in a
sufficiently close relationship. This rough characterization is far from suf-
ficient, of course, among other things because it leaves entirely open what
kind of relation this is suppossed to be, and what it means for such a re-
lation to be sufficiently close. Still, this sketch will be sufficient for my
present purposes. And as far as I can see, it seems to be common ground
in an otherwise rather complicated debate in philosophy of language and
linguistic semantics about how best to cash out this notion (cf. e.g. Falkum
& Vicente 2015; Sennet 2016; Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk 2007).
A standard example of polysemy is the expression ‘book’. Consider the
following sentences.
(20) (a) This book is too heavy to carry around all day.
(b) This book is too difficult to read on the train.
In (20 a), ‘this book’ is used to refer to a specific edition or copy – a physical
object. By contrast, the occurrence of ‘this book’ in (20 b) refers to the
content of the text – to the abstract work which can be instantiated in
many different ways. These are clearly different meanings of ‘book’, but
these different meanings are also closely related. A ‘book’ as a specific
physical object instantiates a ‘book’ as an abstract work.
Such a relation of instantiation is one example of a kind of relation
between two different meanings which indicates polysemy. Other kinds of
relation include constitution – e.g. ‘wood’ for either the material or a small
forest –, causal proximity – e.g. an artist’s name for either the person or
her work –, and many others. For my present purposes, I can leave open
how these kinds of relations should be systematized and explained.12 Still,
I hope that examples like these provide a sufficiently clear intuitive grip on
the notion of polysemy.
With this background, we are in a position to consider the question of
polysemy with respect to ‘knows’ and ‘knows how to’. In fact, it has already
been argued that ‘knows’ is polysemous – i.e. that this verb expresses the
related, but distinct meanings of objectual acquaintance and propositional
knowledge. Barbara Abbott has already suggested this view (cf. Abbott
12 The three families I mentioned – instantiation, constitution, and causal proximity –
are briefly, but illuminatingly discussed by Viebahn & Vetter (2016) who go on to
apply these lessons to the semantics of modal expressions. There is also strong cross-
linguistic evidence for various further and more specific kinds of relationships between
the distinct meanings of polysemous expressions (cf. e.g. Srinivasan & Rabagliati 2015).
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2013, 7) and Michael Kremer has made a convincing case not only for the its
truth, but also for the interpretive claim that Gilbert Ryle also held this view
(Kremer 2016, 5–7; cf. Ryle 1945b). Thus, treating ‘knows’ as polysemous
is particularly congenial to my project in Part One, the development and
defense of a Rylean account of know-how.
However, my current concern is not merely with ‘knows’ in general, but
with ‘knows how to’ in particular. § 7.3 has argued that a single sentences
with ‘knows how to’ such as (8) on page 220 can express both of the dis-
tinct concepts of genuine know-how or competence on the one hand and
understanding of an activity on the other hand. This, however, already
strongly suggests the view that ‘knows how to’ is indeed polysemous rather
than ambiguous. After all, genuine competence and an understanding of an
activity are very closely related indeed.
What is the nature of the relation between these distinct meanings? In
fact, having an understanding what it takes to do well in an activity is
a necessary condition for, indeed a proper part of, having the competence
to engage in this activity. Those who have such an understanding form a
proper subset of those who have the relevant competence. Given this close
relationship, if it is indeed correct that ‘knows how to’ can express both of
these meanings, then it is overwhelmingly plausible to treat this expression
as polysemous.
One might point out that this semantic diagnosis crucially requires a
substantial account of know-how, understanding and other notions such as
the view developed in Part One of this book. But this is not problematic at
all. As the debate about polysemy suggests, the formation and functioning
of polysemy crucially involves appeal to further, external information. For
example, Vyvyan Evans argues that “polysemy arises, in large measure, from
the sorts of non-linguistic knowledge we possess, and which we draw upon
during language understanding.” (Evans 2015, 122) Thus, one may well
have objections against the Rylean responsibilist account of know-how in
general and the necessity of ability for know-how in particular. But whatever
one’s substantial commitments are, in philosophy and elsewhere, they can
always be one among many factors in discussing questions of polysemy in
particular, and of semantics in general.
The polysemy of ‘knows how to’ also allows a fresh look at some of
my earlier discussions in this chapter. First, it suggests a way in which
pragmatic considerations such as those in § 7.2 may be connected with,
and in fact lead to, the semantic phenomenon of polysemy. And second,
ambiguity tests such as those discussed in § 7.4 appear to be less promising
when dealing with polysemy.
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As for the first point, § 7.2 has argued that, even if ‘knows how to’
uniformly expresses the concept of competence, the acceptability of seman-
tically problematic sentences can be explained with the aid of pragmatic
considerations regarding contextually salient alternatives. Thus, even if
‘knows how to’ expresses competence, and competence only, some uses of
this expression may still conversationally implicate mere understanding.
This consideration is mirrored precisely by the view of many intellec-
tualists. According to them, ‘knows how to’ does not semantically express
competence or skill, but only a mere understanding or propositional knowl-
edge about an activity. Still, ‘knows how to’ may nevertheless be used to
attribute genuine competence, because this may be what is meant, even
if not said. In this vein, Bengson & Moffett explicitly hold that this is a
conversational implicature (cf. e.g. Bengson & Moffett 2007, 35).
Thus, there are two rival semantic claims, each with the potential to
explain some of the intuitive appeal of the opposing view by appealing to
conversational implicatures. However, an excellent way to make sense of
this result is precisely to assume that ‘knows how to’ is indeed polysemous.
To see this, one may pick any of the two rival accounts just sketched. On
such an assumption, the pragmatic mechanisms which allow for the chari-
table reinterpretations just rehearsed may, over time, create just the form
of polysemy I have advocated here. Given the crucial role of non-linguis-
tic knowledge pointed out by linuists like Evans (2015), such mechanisms
are well-established and discussed. The pragmatic phenomenon of conver-
sational implicatures may, over time, create the semantic phenomenon of
ambiguity or polysemy, in a process called ‘pragmatic strengthening’ (cf.
Traugott 1989; Falkum 2015; Viebahn & Vetter 2016, 5).
Thus, whatever one’s initial view about the semantics of ‘knows how
to’ may be, the pragmatics of the use of this expression clearly invites a
reconsideration of these initial semantic views, and strongly suggests to
assume that ‘knows how to’ is polysemous.
The second aspect which the polysemy of ‘knows how to’ promises to
illuminate concerns the ambiguity tests in § 7.4. In fact, it supports my
earlier arguments at two points.13
On the one hand, the first test looked for suitable cases of zeugma as a
condition for ambiguity, as in (11 a) on page 224. However, I have argued
that there is no such requirement for ambiguity. If the expression in ques-
tion is polysemous, then the expectation to detect zeugmaticity is even less
13 These considerations are partly parallel to an extended discussion by Emanuel
Viebahn, who argues that standard tests for ambiguity are generally inadequate when
dealing with polysemous rather than homonymous expressions (cf. Viebahn 2016).
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plausible. For example, ‘book’ in (21) refers to the abstract work in the first
conjunct and to a token physical copy in the second conjunct, without any
strange air of zeugmaticity.
(21) This book is a classic of world literature and it is overdue at the
library.
On the other hand, the second test involving contraditions, as in (13 a) on
page 226, has turned out to be inconclusive since other contextually salient
information may resolve the relevant contradiction, as already pointed out
by Zwicky & Sadock, from whom Bengson & Moffett borrow these tests (cf.
Zwicky & Sadock 1975, 7). However, Zwicky & Sadock’s example to support
this, (14 a–b) on page 226, crucially draws on a polysemous expression,
‘dog’. Clearly, ‘dog’ may mean ‘male dog’ or ‘dog of any sex’, where the
latter is a necessary condition of the former – just like, on my account,
having an understanding of an activity is a necessary condition of having
the competence to engage in it.
I have defended the view that ‘knows how to’ is polysemous and applied
it to shed light on some earlier considerations. To conclude this section, I
would like to discuss an important worry with this view.
This worry can be presented as an argument on behalf of my intellectu-
alist opponents like Bengson & Moffett who argue that ‘knows how to’ does
not express the concept of competence, but merely the concept of an under-
standing of or knowledge about an activity, while genuine competence may
still be what is meant even if not said – i.e. it may be a conversational impli-
cature. The current discussion of polysemy has shown that these concepts
are closely related, indeed that one of them is necessary for the other one.
But then, the argument goes, we are able to avoid the idea of a bifurcation
altogether. Instead, we may apply the principle of theoretical parsimony and
argue that the expression in question only expresses the more basic of the
two concepts. This line of argument would maintain the view that ‘knows
how to’ semantically expresses the knowledge about or understanding of an
activity, independently of the question of ability and genuine competence.
What to make of this? I agree that theoretical parsimony is an important
virtue. But I do not think that it outweights all the other considerations
discussed so far. I would like to briefly highlight three of these aspects.
First, the intuitive pre-theoretic case in § 7.1 relied on the fact that a
typical authoritative dictionary and thesaurus of the English language, Mer-
riam-Webster Online, explicitly includes a competence-sense of ‘to know’
and ‘knowledge’. However, that which has already made its way into the
lexicon of a language cannot be merely pragmatic.
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Second, the Argument from Translation in § 7.3 also suggests that the
phenomenon is a semantic one. At the very least, arguments of this pattern
are widely taken to establish semantic claims, even by intellectualists about
know-how. Then, however, it would require an additional argument why
this particular case should be different. Without such a further argument,
maintaining the view that ‘knows how to’ does not semantically express
competence, but only conversationally implicates it, would be ad hoc.
Finally, as just discussed on page 232, such pragmatic mechanisms and
implicatures are bound to change the semantics and lead to the very poly-
semy I prefer. Thus, even if there may be no knock-down evidence on either
side, partly because of the complicated distinction and division of labour
between semantics and pragmatics, I maintain that the polysemy of ‘knows
how to’ is the overall most plausible view.
Thus, part of my disagreement with intellectualists is merely verbal. But
there is a further part to this disagreement. Regardless of such linguistic
questions, everybody should agree that there is a clear distinction between
full-blown competence and the mere understanding of or knowledge about
an activity. And this distinction is indeed accepted by intellectualists. How-
ever, chapter 9 will argue that only the concept of full-blown competence
can perform the crucial job of explaining intelligent practice – the job for
which the Rylean concept of know-how is designed. Crucially, my intellectu-
alist rivals agree with this explanatory aim. If it is true that this concept is
indeed expressed by ‘knows how to’, then this constitutes a powerful reason
to maintain that ‘knows how to’ genuinely expresses the concept of compe-
tence. In fact, then, the Wittgensteinian motto quoted at the beginning of
Part Two of this book, on page 145, is quite apt.
Chapter 8
From Language to Intellectualism
In chapter § 7.1, I have discussed questions of the linguistic analysis of
‘knows how to’, but entirely omitted what is arguably the most impor-
tant approach in the linguistic analysis of ‘knows how to’ – the linguistic
theory which Stanley & Williamson (2001) have most prominently appealed
to in order to establish the intellectualist view that know-how is a species
of propositional knowledge. In this chapter, I follow them on the path
from language to intellectualism, partly building on the considerations from
chapter § 7.1, but with a clear focus on the intellectualist metaphysics of
know-how. After all, Stanley has correctly noted:
Discussions of semantics are often in fact discussions of metaphysics, carried out
in the formal mode. [...] The ability to move smoothly between the material mode
and the formal mode is a consequence of the fact that modern semantic theories
take the form of inductive characterizations of truth in a language. (Stanley 2011b,
144)
While semanticists may indeed be doing metaphysics in this way, it should
be clear that “the important question is whether they are doing good meta-
physics.” (Habgood-Coote 2017, 5). This chapter will therefore discuss the
linguistic and the metaphysical side of the issue, as well as their relationship.
In a first step, § 8.1 presents the relevant linguistic approach, what I
shall dub the ‘Standard Linguistic Account’ of the syntax and semantics of
English sentences of the form ‘S knows how to A’. § 8.2 will discuss linguistic
objections against this account, most prominently in the form of alternative
analyses of the relevant knowledge-ascriptions and in the form of problems
from cross-linguistic data, i.e. data from languages other than English.
Then, § 8.3 will discuss the way in which the formal mode is transformed
into the material mode, i.e. the argument which leads from a linguistic anal-
ysis of ‘knows how to’ to a metaphysics of know-how. As I shall argue, this
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argument fails to establish an intellectualist account of the nature of know-
how. In fact, § 8.4 will argue that what this argument establishes is entirely
compatible with the Rylean responsibilist account of know-how established
in Part One of this book. While propositionalist intellectualism will be my
most prominent target in § 8.3 and § 8.4, I will also make parallel points
about the objectualist intellectualism championed by Bengson & Moffett.
Finally, § 8.5 will argue that there are good reasons to prefer Rylean
responsibilism over its intellectualist rivals. While part of these considera-
tions have meanwhile also been endorsed by intellectualists (cf. Stanley &
Williamson 2016), I contend that this constitutes no convincing defense of
intellectualism, but instead suggests further reasons to endorse an alterna-
tive view such as the one advocated in Part One of this book. This is the
project of the final § 8.6 of this chapter.
§ 8.1 The Standard Linguistic Account
According to a widespread view in the debate about know-how, the seman-
tics of the ascriptions of know-how in English already shows that know-how
is a species of propositional knowledge since these involve what linguists call
‘embedded questions’. Elsewhere (cf. Löwenstein 2011a), I have dubbed this
view ‘linguistic intellectualism’ and this kind of argument the ‘Argument
from Linguistics’, and I have discussed the most prominent champions of
this view at the time, Stanley & Williamson (2001). In this section, as well
as in § 8.2 and § 8.3, I will in part rely on this previous work in assessing
the most recent defense of this view by Jason Stanley (2011b; 2011c).1
Gilbert Ryle notes that champions of intellectualism hold that “the pri-
mary exercise of minds consists in finding the answers to questions” (Ryle
1949, 27). Jason Stanley’s view fits this bill precisely. The core idea is that
know-how consists in knowing an answer to a question, namely the question
which is syntactically embedded in the sentence attributing know-how. For
example, if Gregor knows how to ride a bicycle, linguists tell us that the
expression ‘how to ride a bicycle’ is an embedded version of a question like
“How can one ride a bicycle?” Then, to say that Gregor knows how to ride
a bicycle is just to say that Gregor knows an answer to such a question,
that he knows that such-and-such would be a way for him to ride a bicy-
cle. Since this knowledge is propositional knowledge, Stanley concludes that
know-how is a species of propositional knowledge.
1 While Stanley will be the main target of my discussion here, my considerations also
extend to cognate versions defended by philosophers like David G. Brown (1970; 1974),
Jaako Hintikka (1975; 1992) and David Braun (2006; 2011).
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The core of this argument is the following:
Our view of ascriptions of knowledge-how is very straightforward. It is just that
the standard linguistic account of the syntax and semantics of embedded questions
is correct. (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 431)
For lack of a better term, I shall turn this description into a proper name of
the linguistic position Stanley defends – the ‘Standard Linguistic Account’.
In this section, I shall present and explain this view.
The Standard Linguistic Account is indeed very widespread among se-
manticists – linguists and philosophers alike.2 I shall not discuss all details
of this view, but instead only propose a sketch of those elements of the
theory that are relevant for the problems under discussion.
Stanley’s first step concerns the uniformity of knowledge ascriptions in-
volving interrogative particles such as ‘who’, ‘where’, and so forth, including
‘how’. Such knowledge is commonly referred to as ‘knowledge-wh’, even if
the interrogative particle crucial for the topic of this book is spelled ‘how’
rather than ‘whow’. Stanley offers the following examples (2011b, 36):
(22) (a) John knows whether Mary came to the party.
(b) John knows why Obama won.
(c) Hannah knows what Obama will do in office.
(d) Hannah knows who Obama is.
(e) Hannah knows what she is pointing at.
(f) Hannah knows how Obama will govern.
On the standard view, the so-called wh-complements in (22 a–f) denote
embedded questions – syntactically embedded versions of the corresponding
free-standing questions which may be expressed as follows:
(23) (a) Did Mary come to the party?
(b) Why did Obama win?
(c) What will Obama do in office?
(d) Who is Obama?
(e) What is Hannah pointing at?
(f) How will Obama govern?
Cutting a long story short, the knowledge attributed in (22 a–f) is then
taken to be the knowledge of at least one contextually relevant proposition
2 Stanley relies on the seminal work by Charles L. Hamblin (1958), Lauri Karttunen
(1977), and Jeroen Groenendijk and Martin Stokhof (1982; 1984). Still, the details
and foundations of this account are subject to an ongoing debate (cf. e.g. Brogaard
2008a; Stout 2010; Krifka 2011; Parent 2014; Cross & Roelofsen 2014) and there are
notable rivals (cf. e.g. Roberts 2009; Brogaard 2011; Ginzburg 2011; Michaelis 2011).
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which is an answer to the corresponding embedded question in (23 a–f).
This view involves commitments in a number of ongoing debates which I
shall bracket for my purposes (cf. Parent 2014; Cross & Roelofsen 2014).3
To illustrate, the knowledge attributed in (22 a) is taken to be a con-
textually relevant proposition which answers the question in (23 a) – say,
that, yes, Mary did come to the party. Likewise, the knowledge attributed
in (22 b) is taken to be a contextually relevant proposition which answers
the question in (23 b) – say, that Obama won because he was, at the time,
an inspirational political leader. And so forth.
Of course, the examples in (22 a–f) do not include the crucial kind of case
which is relevant for the question of know-how. Clearly, the only example
involving the word ‘how’ – (22 f) – does not ascribe know-how to Hannah,
but knowledge about how somebody else will do something. As I have
already highlighted in the Introduction, know-how is typically expressed in
English by saying that somebody knows how to do something – that is,
with the verb ‘to know’ followed by an infinitive. But this does not make a
difference for Stanley. Infinitival wh-complements can also be understood in
terms of embedded questions. Here are his examples (Stanley 2011b, 113):
(24) (a) John knows who to call on case of an emergency.
(b) John knows where to buy an Italian newspaper.
(c) John knows when to call a doctor.
(d) John knows whether to call a doctor.
(e) John knows how to solve the problem.
(f) John knows what to do.
What are the free-standing questions which correspond to the embedded
infinitival wh-complements in (24 a–f)?
3 To illustrate, there are at least the following five points of debate. First, there is
the question if an ascription of knowledge-wh merely entails knowledge of at least
one proposition which is an answer to the embedded question (what has come to
be known as the ‘mention-some-reading’) or if it sometimes or always furthermore
entails knowledge of all propositions which are such answers (the so-called ‘mention-
all-reading’ in the version of ‘weak exhaustivity’) or if it sometimes or always even
entails knowledge of all propositions which are such answers coupled with no belief in
a false answer (the ‘mention-all-reading’ in the version of ‘strong exhaustivity’) (cf.
e.g. Groenendijk & Stokhof 1982; Stanley 2011b, 115–122). Second, this view involves
the commitment that the proposition which answers the embedded question needs
to be contextually relevant rather than merely a true answer (cf. e.g. Braun 2006).
Third, there is the question if it is sufficient to know propositions which are, as a
matter of fact, answers to the relevant questions or if it is furthermore necessary to
know these propositions as answers to those questions (cf. e.g. Kallestrup 2009; Stout
2010; Schaffer 2007; Schaffer 2009a). Fourth, there is the question what counts as an
answer to a question in the relevant sense (cf. e.g. Sgaravatti & Zardini 2008). Fifth,
it is an important type-theoretical question whether the relata of knowledge-wh are
propositions or sets of propositions (cf. e.g. Schroeder 2012; Stanley 2012b).
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As Stanley argues, such constructions introduce two complications (cf.
Stanley & Williamson 2001, 422–425). On the one hand, infinitival wh-
complements involve a modal element which has both an ‘ability- or dispo-
sitional’ reading to be paraphrased with ‘can’ and a deontic reading to be
paraphrased with ‘ought to’ (cf. Stanley 2011b, 111–114; Bhatt 2006, 122).
On the other hand, they introduce what linguists call the unpronounced
pronoun ‘PRO’ which occurs after the interrogative particle and is some-
times explicitly inserted in order to make the structure of such a sentence
explicit. These occurrences of ‘PRO’ have two readings, a first one under
which it is equivalent with the generic ‘one’ and a second under which it is
anaphorically dependent on an therefore co-extensional with the subject of
the embedding sentence – i.e. ‘John’ in (24 a–f) (cf. Stanley 2011b, 70–76).4
This yields a total of four possible readings of such questions and of the
corresponding wh-complements. For example, (24 b) can be read as:
(25) (a) John knows where he ought to buy an Italian newspaper.
(b) John knows where one ought to buy an Italian newspaper.
(c) John knows where he can buy an Italian newspaper.
(d) John knows where one can buy an Italian newspaper.
Again, the idea is that the knowledge attributed to John in (24 b) is, in each
of these readings, the knowledge of a contextually relevant proposition which
answers the corresponding embedded question. Given that the interrogative
particle in (24 b) is ‘where’, each such proposition refers to a place. On
reading (25 a), this may be the proposition that he ought to buy an Italian
newspaper at the train station, on reading (25 d), it may be the proposition
that one can buy an Italian newspaper at the train station, and so forth.
The very same considerations are then applied to uses of ‘to know’ fol-
lowed by ‘how’ and an infinitive. To take the example explicitly discussed
by Stanley & Williamson (2001, 424–425), (26) has the readings in (27 a–d).
(26) Hannah knows how PRO to ride a bicycle.
(27) (a) Hannah knows how she ought to ride a bicycle.
(b) Hannah knows how one ought to ride a bicycle.
(c) Hannah knows how she can ride a bicycle.
(d) Hannah knows how one can ride a bicycle.
4 As Stanley points out, this reading requires a de se mode of presentation on which
(24 a) attributes to John the knowledge who he himself can call in the case of an
emergency, rather the knowledge what somebody who merely happens to be himself
can do (cf. Stanley 2011b, 83–94). I have dicussed such de se modes of presentation
in § 4.3 and pointed out their crucial role intellectual guidance in § 4.4.
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While the interrogative particle ‘where’ in (24 b) introduces quantification
over places, the interrogative particle ‘how’ in (26) introduces quantification
over ways of doing something – in this case, ways of riding a bicycle (cf.
Stanley & Williamson 2001, 427). This leads to an analysis of (27 a–d) as:
(28) (a) Hannah knows, of some way w, that w is how she ought to ride a
bicycle.
(b) Hannah knows, of some way w, that w is how one ought to ride a
bicycle.
(c) Hannah knows, of some way w, that w is how she can ride a
bicycle.
(d) Hannah knows, of some way w, that w is how one can ride a
bicycle.
Since Stanley stresses that all of these readings of (26) are possible, I would
like to note that this already commits him to the view that ‘knows how to’
can express several substantially different things. Arguably, this is itself a
clear case of polysemy since the two different modal senses – deontic and
abilitative – are distinct, but conceptually related, as Viebahn & Vetter
(2016) show for modal expressions in general. Even if this falls short of the
full form of polysemy I advocated in § 7.5, it shows how important this issue
is even for Stanley, who explicitly rejects that ‘knows how to’ is ambiguous.
However, Stanley holds that (28 c) is the “paradigm reading” of (26)
(Stanley &Williamson 2001, 425), its “most natural interpretation” (Stanley
2011b, 114). This is the reading he goes on to single out as the canonical
expression of know-how. I will also grant this simplification until § 8.4.
I shall furthermore bracket some important further remarks about the
relevant modes of presentation and the modal nature of these propositions
because they are not relevant at this point. These will be introduced in
§ 9.2, where I discuss the question how this version of propositionalist intel-
lectualism can explain the notion of intellectual guidance.
I conclude that Stanley’s view of ‘knows how to’ – the Standard Linguis-
tic Account – holds that “S knows how to A” is true just in case S knows,
for some way of A-ing w, that w is how she can A (cf. Stanley 2011b, 122).
§ 8.2 Uniformity and Universality
I have presented the Standard Linguistic Account of the syntax and seman-
tics of ‘knows how to’. In this section, I would like to discuss some of the
objections which have been raised against this view. I shall here consider
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only those two objections which I take to be most decisive and most impor-
tant – the question of the uniformity of all knowledge-wh, and the question
of the universality of this account with respect to other languages.5 A fur-
ther problem, the fact that ascriptions of know-how are gradable, unlike
ascriptions of propositional knowledge, will be discussed in § 8.5.6
The first objection concerns something which is very dear to Stanley,
the uniformity of ascriptions of knowledge-wh with infinitival -complements
such as those quoted in (24 a–f) on page 238. He writes:
It is a common assumption between the Rylean and the Intellectualist that sen-
tences involving constructions like “know where + infinitive”, “know when + in-
finitive”, “know why + infinitive”, etc. all can be defined in terms of propositional
knowledge. But given that ascriptions of knowing-how in English look so similar
to such ascriptions, it is hard to see how they could ascribe a different kind of
mental state. This provides a powerful argument in favor of the conclusion that
our ordinary folk notion of -how is a species of propositional knowledge. (Stanley
2011c, 208)
Stanley makes a strong case for the view that these sentences should all
be treated in the same way since their form is exactly the same. But the
further premise that all of these examples other than the ones involving
‘how’ ‘can be defined in terms of propositional knowledge’ is far from ‘a
5 There are at least two further objections with which I sympathize, but which I cannot
discuss here. First, Kent Johnson has objected that the Standard Linguistic Account
is committed to the view that ‘how’ is a sui generis existential quantifier with a
number of peculiar features (cf. Johnson 2006, 25–26 fn. 3). Second, John Collins has
proposed a general argument to the effect that the appeal to syntax in theories like
the Standard Linguistic Account does not have philosophical consequences which are
as straightforward as philosophers like Stanley suggest (cf. Collins 2007).
6 One further objection stems from Bengson & Moffett. They hold that infinitival wh-
complements probably do not denote propositions, or questions, or sets of propositions
(cf. footnote 3 on page 238 on these options). They suggest that this view requires
that not only (29 a) is a perfectly grammatical sentence, which is true, but that at
least one of (29 b–d) is also grammatical, which is false (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011c,
182, 182 fn. 43). But Joshua Habgood-Coote has already shown that these criteria
are inadequate (cf. Habgood-Coote 2017, 9–10). However, there seems to be an even
deeper issue here. Bengson & Moffett assume that what is picked up anaphorically by
‘it’ at the end of (29 b–d) is ‘how to swim’. Instead, I think that ‘it’ refers back only
to the infinitive ‘to swim’. This can be seen in (29 e–f), which I have added to their
list. Thus, this objection against the Standard Linguistic Account fails.
(29) (a) Michael knows that w is a way to swim; so it must be true.
(b) Michael hows how to swim; so it must be true.
(c) Michael hows how to swim; it is easily answered.
(d) Michael hows how to swim; it is nonempty.
(e) Tom knows how to swim; so it cannot be too difficult.
(f) Tom knows why to swim; after all, he sees its health benefits.
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commom assumption’. I shall discuss two alternative ways in which one
may account for the uniformity of such sentences.
First, one may hold that knowledge-wh is not the knowing of an answer
to the embedded question, but the capacity to choose such an answer. Ar-
guments for this view have been proposed by Meghan Masto (2010) and
Katalin Farkas (2016b; 2016a).7 Since this view is very close to what I have
already presented and only adds the extra step of a capacity for answering,
I will not discuss this proposal in more detail at this point. However, my
argument for the compatibility of Rylean responsibilism with the Standard
Linguistic Account will be very much in the spirit of this idea (cf. § 8.4).
Second, one may account for the uniformity of ascriptions of knowledge-
wh not in terms of propositional knowledge, but in terms of objectual knowl-
edge. After all, as discussed in § 7.3, this can also be expressed by the verb
‘to know’, and Stanley explicitly agrees that this is the case.
Let me spell out this option more carefully. Consider, for example, the
following schematic sentences:
(30) (a) x knows how to A.
(b) x knows where to A.
(c) x knows why to A.
(d) x knows when to A.
John Bengson and Marc Moffett have suggested that (30 a–d) can be para-
phrased as (31 a–d) (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 180), and one may even
consider alternative paraprases, e.g. by replacing ‘the’ in (31 a–d) with ‘a’.
(31) (a) x knows the way (in which) to A.
(b) x knows the location (at which) to A.
(c) x knows the reason (for which) to A.
(d) x knows the time (at which) to A.
On this view, wh-complements may be understood as what linguists call
‘free relatives’ rather than, as the Standard Linguistic Account would have
it, as embedded questions or as the propositions or the sets of propositions
which constitute answers to these questions. Thus, on this alternative view,
‘how to A’, ‘where to A’ etc. do not denote the questions ‘How to A?’,
‘Where to A?’, etc. or the propositions that w is a way to A, that p is a
7 Unlike the argument in Masto (2010) and Farkas (2016b), the considerations in Farkas
(2016a) crucially involve the hypothesis of the extended mind (cf. Clark & Chalmers,
1998). But this idea is not essential to my present point. For a discussion of the possi-
bility of extended know-how, see Carter & Czarnecki (2016), who show how know-how
may be extended even if anti-intellectualism is true and know-how is just a disposition.
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place at which to A, etc. or even sets of propositions of this form. Instead,
these are interpreted as nominals, and they denote the properties of being
a way to A, a place at which to A, and so forth.
Of course, this alternative view would need to be spelled out much fur-
ther.8 And over and above the specifically linguistic questions, it is also still
unclear what exactly knowledge in the sense of objectual acquaintance is
supposed to be, whether and where it varies between the different properties
invoked by the different interrogative particles, and so forth. But at least
some proposals along these lines are already on the table (cf. e.g. Bengson &
Moffett 2011c; Brogaard 2011; Abbott 2013). In the specific case of ‘knows
how to’, it is perfectly possible and arguably even most natural to say that
“to stand in the know relation to a technique is to be competent with that
technique” (Abbott 2013, 5). Thus, such an alternative linguistic analysis
has at least some sufficient prima facie plausibility, even if it faces a number
of problems (cf. Habgood-Coote 2017).9
But such an alternative view also promises certain merits over the ac-
count in terms of embedded questions. One such merit has been discussed
by Kent Bach.10 The view just presented would do better at explaining the
difference between knowledge how to do something and knowledge about
how to do something. It would explain “why it makes perfectly good sense
to say that a person can know a lot about how to play golf, how to write a
philosophy paper, or how to improvise at the keyboard” (Bach 2012).
It seems odd to construe such knowledge about how to do something as
meta-level knowledge about questions or propositions or sets of propositions.
It is much more natural to say that this is knowledge about ways to do these
things. On this view, knowledge about how to A clearly turns out to be
propositional, and part of the explanation of this fact is that knowledge how
to do something (without the ‘about’) is objectual rather than propositional.
Unfortunately, Stanley himself does not discuss the distinction between ‘S
knows how to A’ and ‘S knows about how to A’ – a distinction which
has already played an important role in § 7.2. Even worse, he threatens
8 For a general argument for the importance and viability of complementing proposi-
tional attituted with attitudes towards objects, see Grzankowski (2014).
9 One particularly striking problem is the possibility that the best linguistic account of
ascriptions of objectual knowledge like (31 a–d) may analyze them in terms of concealed
questions, i.e. as (30 a–d). After all, to know Jen just is to know who Jen is, right?
This would threaten to undercut the very distinction between objectual knowledge and
knowledge-wh. For discussion of such approaches, see Brogaard (2008b) and Habgood-
Coote (2017). Note, however, that this option is not easily available to those who, like
Stanley, accept the Argument from Translation (cf. § 7.3) which established a clear
difference in the kind of knowledge ascribed here.
10 For a related argument, see Abbott (2013, 5–6).
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to blur this distinction by, perhaps unwittingly, switching back and forth
between the expressions ‘knowledge how’ and ‘knowledge of how’ in his own
writings.11 In § 9.2, I will come back to this problem.
The second objection against the Standard Linguistic Account concerns
the plurality of natural languages. As already discussed in part in § 7.3,
there are at least some and probably quite a number of natural languages
in which the English construction ‘knows how to’ has no exact analogue.
One example is provided by languages like German where, in fact, there is
no such thing as an infinitival wh-complement (cf. § 7.3).
A second important case, pointed out by Ian Rumfitt (2003), concerns
Romance languages like French where infinitives are used in the relevant
constructions which translate ‘knows how to’, but where interrogative par-
ticles are neither required nor even admissible. As Rumfitt remarks, (32)
translates as (33 a), but (33 b) is ungrammatical, even though ‘comment ’ is
the interrogative particle which translates ‘how’.
(32) Pierre knows how to swim.
(33) (a) Pierre sait nager.
(b) * Pierre sait comment nager.
A further example along these lines can also be found outside the Romance
languages, in Modern Greek, where corresponding constructions do not em-
ploy an interrogative particle either (cf. Douskos 2013, 2331–2332).
Third, as discussed in more detail in § 7.3, there is a number of lan-
guages which translate ‘knows how to A’ and ‘knows that p’ with different
and clearly non-equivalent expressions. And finally, there are thousands of
languages which have not been explicitly discussed with respect to these
questions. In sum, this casts serious doubt on the universal applicability of
the Standard Linguistic Account.
In reply, Stanley has reacted to the second of these four points, the
one concerning languages like French, and argued that we should postu-
late, next to the unpronounced constituent ‘PRO’, a further unpronounced
constituent which quantifies over ways, just like ‘how’ does in English (cf.
Stanley 2011b, 138–139; Stanley 2011c, 229). One may plausibly have gen-
eral reservations about stipulating too many such unpronounced elements
11 One of the best examples can be found on the first page of the preface of Stanley’s
book Know How which begins with ‘knowing how’ and ends with ‘knowledge of how’,
on the clear implicit assumption that these are equivalent: “The thesis of this book is
that knowing how to do something is the same thing as knowing a fact. It follows that
learning how to do something is learning a fact. For example, when you learned how
to swim, what happened is that you learned some facts about swimming. Knowledge
of these facts is what gave you knowledge of how to swim.” (Stanley 2011b, vii)
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(cf. Abbott 2013; Douskos 2013). But even beside this point, and even
beside the first point concerning languages like German, the other two con-
siderations remain most pressing. If there are languages which explicitly
use different non-equivalent verbs for the English occurrences of ‘know’ in
‘knows how to A’ and in ‘knows that p’, then it is at least very unclear if
the analysis Stanley defends for English can be upheld as universal.
I conclude that the Standard Linguistic Account, while indeed the most
widespread view of ‘knows how to’, nevertheless faces serious problems.
§ 8.3 The Limits of the Linguistic Approach
As already indicated, Stanley employs the Standard Linguistic Account pre-
sented in § 8.1 in order to derive ametaphysical view about know-how. Since
his semantic view is given in terms of truth conditions, one can apply the
disquotational scheme to infer a metaphysical claim. While Stanley is very
explicit about this step of the argument (cf. Stanley 2011b, 144), there
seems to be no discussion of his further inference from the bisubjunction
thus obtained to a metaphysics of the nature of know-how, according to
which “knowing how to do something consists in knowing the answer to a
question” (cf. Stanley 2011b, 131). In this section, I will discuss a number
of possibilities how this argument can be resisted.12
Stanley’s argument can be summarized as follows:
(H) The Argument from Linguistics
(H 1) ‘S knows how to A’ is true just in case S knows, for some way of
A-ing w, that w is how she can A.
(H 2) S knows how to A just in case S knows, for some way of A-ing w,
that w is how she can A. from (H 1)
(H 3) S’ knowledge how to A consists in S’ propositional knowledge, for
some way of A-ing w, that w is how she can A. from (H 2)
An obvious motivation for scepticism about the Argument from Linguistics
stems from the fact that, as discussed in § 8.2, there is significant controversy
about these linguistic theories and even about the exact linguistic data. As
Barbara Abbott suggests, one should not rely on such shaky grounds when
justifying a substantive metaphysical view (cf. Abbott 2013, 12–13). While
12 I shall bracket a number of further proposals. For example, Paulo Santorio (2016)
has suggested to model a way to reject the argument from linguistic considerations to
propositionalist intellectualism on norm-expressivism in metaethics. This is especially
interesting in the context of Rylean responsibilism where norms and normativity play
a crucial role. But I will remain neutral on the question of expressivism here.
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I am sympathetic with this worry, it is also clear that it goes both ways.
The same problem recurs when one supports a metaphysical claim not with
a semantic, but, well, with a further metaphysical claim.
But there are also other and more specific objections to the Argument
from Linguistics. Most prominently, it has been suggested that we should
not start with some contingent natural language expression of know-how,
but simply with scientific facts (cf. e.g. Wallis 2008; Devitt 2011). It is
widely held that cognitive scientists have established the independence of
know-how from propositional knowledge. And according to the present line
of objection, we should not infer the falsity of this claim simply on grounds
of the Standard Linguistic Account. But unfortunately, § 6.5 and § 6.6 have
shown that these considerations are not fully supported by the evidence.
Stanley has also given a further response to these worries. He has insisted
that there is no general problem with inferring (H 2) from (H1) by using
the disquotational scheme. He argues that this is not a case where this
scheme should be restricted because the sentences in question contain self-
referential or other problematic expressions (cf. Stanley 2011b, 144–146).
This step should be seen as entirely uncontroversial.
This defense is certainly correct, but it is not particularly charitable. As
Jessica Brown and Barbara Abbott have independently argued, the point
that science is relevant for an account of the metaphysics of know-how should
be understood as the claim that science is also important for the best se-
mantic account of the relevant expressions (cf. Abbott 2013, 17; Brown
2013, 3–4). As Brown points out, this is what has happened in determining
the truth of the semantic claim that “x is water” is true just in case x is
H2O. And already in the very paper criticized by Stanley, Michael Devitt
explicitly writes that he takes the scientific evidence straightforwardly as
evidence against the Standard Linguistic Account (cf. Devitt 2011, 215).
In sum, these considerations make clear that the disquotational scheme
works both ways. Stanley is correct to insist that (H 2) stands and falls with
(H 1). But his critics should therefore be understood as, correctly, holding
that (H 1) stands and falls with (H 2).
So far, I have discussed two kinds of objections against the Argument
from Linguistics – worries about (H 1), the Standard Linguistic Account in
the first premise of the argument, which have turned out to be sustantial,
and worries about the inference from this semantic claim to the metaphysical
claim (H2), which have turned out to be either inconsistent or disguised
attacks on the semantic claim (H1) itself. I shall now formulate two further
objections against this argument – one which disputes a crucial detail in the
initial semantic claim (H1), and one which disputes the inference from the
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first metaphysical claim (H2) to the second, reductive metaphysical claim
(H3). As I shall argue, these two objections both rely on the fact that the
connections between the truth of ‘S knows how to A’, and S’ relations to
corresponding propositions may be just as the Standard Linguistic Account
demands, but grounded in a very different metaphysics of know-how.
The first of these objections relies on an observation by Ephraim Glick
(2011). His surprisingly simple yet decisive point is that something may be
“knowledge which has a proposition as a relatum”, and in this sense ‘proposi-
tional knowledge’, but not propositional knowledge in the substantive sense
of knowledge that something is the case (cf. Glick 2011, 412). Further, hav-
ing a proposition as a relatum is itself nothing particularly demanding since
propositions are abstract entities posited on the grounds of our explana-
tory aims.13 This may simply be a question of convention and even include
ability. Glick writes:
For any action of ϕing, we could map S’s ability to ϕ onto the proposition that S
ϕs, and instead of saying that S is able to ϕ, we could say that S “ables that he
ϕs”. If we had this linguistic convention, we might note that “abling” is a relation
to a proposition, but of course, by hypothesis, we would be talking about the same
thing we actually talk about with ability attributions. (Glick 2011, 413)
Glick beautifully points out a gap in the Standard Linguistic Account, as
stated in (H 1). The linguistic theory which allegedly supports this view does
not entail anything about the nature of the relation between the person to
whom know-how is ascribed and the propositions in terms of which the wh-
complement is analyzed. True, it must be a relation denoted by the verb
‘to know’. But it is an open question which kind of relation this is. In § 8.3,
I have mentioned that this relation may also be the capacity to answer the
relevant question (cf. Masto 2010; Farkas 2016b), or the direct objectual
acquaintance with the ways of doing something which play a role in these
propositions (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011c).
Before discussing the consequences of this point in more detail, I shall
now turn to a further objection and go on to discuss both of these in tandem.
This second objection consists in rejecting the inference from (H2) to
(H 3). That is, one may agree that somebody has know-how just in case
they also have correlated propositional knowledge, but point out that this
view does not entail the view that know-how consists in this propositional
knowledge. Combined with the first objection, one may reject the inference
to the claim that know-how consists in a relation expressed by ‘knows’ to the
relevant propositions, even if this relation is not propositional knowledge.
13 For the question of propositions and propositional attitudes, see footnote 7 on page 67.
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The general possibility of this view should already be obvious from my
initial presentation of the Argument from Linguistics. After all, (H 2) states
a metaphysical correlation, according to which S knows how to A just in
case she also possesses knowledge that w is a way for her to A. By contrast,
(H 3) states a metaphysical reduction of the know-how on the left hand
side of this biconditional to the propositional knowledge on its right hand
side. However, (H 2) does not entail (H 3) and is, in fact, compatible with a
number of other claims. Any metaphysical correlation of the form (I) – like
(H 2) – is compatible with views of all of the forms expressed in (I 1–3).
(I) Every x is F just in case x is G.
(I 1) F consists in G.
(I 2) G consists in F.
(I 3) F and G are distinct, and both F and G are grounded in H.
(I 3) employs the notion of an ontological ground which has gained some
prominence in contemporary ontology and metaontology (cf. e.g. Schaffer
2009b; Audi 2012; Fine 2012). But the basic idea behind this concept can
be stated rather easily. To say that something is ontologically grounded in
something else is to say that the former exists in virtue of the latter.
To illustrate, conjunctions of two claims of the forms (I) and (I 3) are
plausibly true in the case of the properties of having mass and having vol-
ume. Something has mass just in case it also occupies space, but these
properties are distinct. Arguably, both having mass and having volume are
grounded in having matter. A further case concerns the relations of being
better and of there being a reason to favor something over something else.
Arguably, x is better than y just in case there is a reason to favor x over
y. However, it still remains an open question if the relation of being better
makes it the case that there is such a reason, or if it is the other way around,
or even if both are grounded in something else.
Thus, the Argument from Linguistics fails. If the Standard Linguistic
Account is true at all, then it still fails to establish propositionalist intellec-
tualism but only supports a much weaker claim instead.14 The argument
14 I should briefly note that there is a partly analogous problem about what the Standard
Linguistic Account predicts for sentences like ‘Tom knows what it is like to be a bat’
which are crucial for the famous ‘knowledge argument’ against physicalism (cf. e.g.
Nagel 1974; Jackson 1982; Jackson 1986; Levin 1986; Nemirow 1990; Mellor 1993;
Alter 2001; Nida-Rümelin 2009; Howell 2011). In line with my present suggestions,
such sentences may also be only superficially or only derivatively propositional and in
fact grounded in something else, for example in the acquaintance with the phenomenal
character of what is described in the infinitival verb phrase – here, with being a bat.
But I cannot deal with this here. For discussion, see Stanley & Williamson (2001),
Snowdon (2003), Cath (2009), Glick (2011), Löwenstein (2011a) and Tye (2011).
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either stops immediately after the first step an merely establishes (H 2) on
page 245 which I repeat below. Or it even falls short of this, establishing
(H 2’) instead, which is leaves what kind of knowledge relation open.
(H 2) S knows how to A just in case S knows, for some way of A-ing w,
that w is how she can A.
(H 2’) S knows how to A just in case S stands in some relation, expressed
by ‘knows’, to the proposition that, for some way of A-ing w, w is
how she can A.
In § 8.4, I shall come back to this consequence of the Standard Linguistic
Account. But before doing so, I would like to note that my considerations
conderning the Argument from Linguistics for propositionalist intellectual-
ism are entirely general. They apply equally to any other attempt to derive
a metaphysics of the nature of something from a linguistic account in terms
of truth-conditions. Even if one accepts the first, disquotational step, the
result is merely a metaphysical correlation, but not an account of the nature
of what is under discussion. As pointed out on the preceding page with re-
spect to (I) and (I 1–3), such a metaphysical correlation is compatible with
different metaphysical views.
To illustrate, consider again the linguistic alternative to the Standard
Linguistic Account discussed in § 8.2. If one analyzes the relevant knowledge
ascriptions in terms of objectual acquaintance with ways of doing something,
one may also offer a variant of the Argument from Linguistics. Bengson &
Moffett, wo have offered these linguistic alternatives, are very cautious here.
They correctly note:
However, it is not clear to what extent the metaphysical distinction between
propositions and ways of acting currently at issue corresponds to the linguistic
distinction between embedded questions and free relatives. (Bengson & Moffett
2011c, 182 fn. 42)
But even if it may not be explicitly endorsed by anyone, such a variant of
the Argument from Linguistics is interesting in its own right. This version
may be understood as follows:
(J) The Argument from Linguistics (Objectualist Variant)
(J 1) ‘S knows how to A’ is true just in case S knows w, where w is some
way of A-ing in which she can A.
(J 2) S knows how to A just in case S knows w, where w is some way of
A-ing in which she can A. from (J 1)
(J 3) S’ knowledge how to A consists in S’ objectual knowledge of w, where
w is some way of A-ing in which she can A. from (J 2)
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As already indicated, the steps in this argument in favor of objectualist
intellectualism are no more plausible than those in the original Argument
from Lingustics in (H) in favor of propositionalist intellectualism.
First, the inference from (J 1) to (J 2) is compararively unproblematic.
Still, one may be cautious about what kind of knowledge relation is strictly
necessary. Just like Glick’s point against Stanley, one may hold that the ob-
jectual knowledge relation to a way of doing something may be constituted
by something else – maybe by a kind of ability as Glick suggests against
Stanley, maybe by propositional knowledge of a proposition involving a con-
cept of such a way as stated in (H 2), or maybe by objectual acquaintance
with such a proposition as suggested in (H 2’).15
Second, however, it is false that (J 2) entails (J 3). Know-how may be
metaphysically correlated with having objectual knowledge of ways of doing
something, but this does not entail that this is what know-how consists in.
Know-how may just as well consist in something else, as long as it grounds
and explains the fact that it is correlated with such objectual knowledge.
§ 8.4 Common Ground with Intellectualism
I have argued that the Argument from Linguistics fails to establish propo-
sitionalist intellectualism, and I have pointed out that a possible analogous
argument for objectualist intellectualism fails for the very same reasons. For
the sole purpose of defending Rylean responsibilism, this result is entirely
sufficient. However, I will now go on to argue that my account is perfectly
compatible with the linguistic theories advanced by intellectualists, such as
the Standard Linguistic Account, and that it straighforwardly predicts the
surviving metaphysical consequences of these theories.
I shall argue that the crucial connections between know-how on the one
hand and propositional knowledge or objectual knowledge on the other hand
follow directly from Rylean responsibilism. These can be derived from the
intellectual elements I have established in § 4.1, § 4.2 and § 4.3 – that is, from
the guiding states of understanding an activity which consist in conceptual
capacities to assess individual performances of this activity. Thus, just like
there is agreement between Rylean responsibilism and anti-intellectualism
when it comes to the crucial role of genuine ability, there is also agreement
between Rylean responsibilism and intellectualism when it comes to the
crucial role of intellectual states such as proposititional knowledge.
15 The latter two options will be especially interesting to those who analyze objectual
knowledge ascriptions in terms of concealed questions (cf. footnote 9 on page 243).
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My argument will be congenial to an objection against Stanley’s propo-
sitionalist intellectualism which has been proposed by Imogen Dickie (2012).
According to her, all that Stanley is able to show is that “a skilled Φ-ing
manifests the agent’s knowledge of a <w is a way to Φ> proposition” (Dickie
2012, 740). As she points out, one can sketch a plausible notion of skill,
according to which what Stanley shows is compatible with the following
contradictory accounts:
Intellectualism: knowledge before skill—In a case of skilled Φ-ing, S chooses w as
a way to Φ because S knows that w is a way to Φ; S is a skilled Φ-er iff S knows
a range of suitable <w is a way to Φ> propositions. (Dickie 2012, 741)
Anti-intellectualism: skill before knowledge—S is a skilled Φ-er iff S’s intentions
to Φ are non-lucky selectors of non-lucky means to their fulfilment; a skilled Φ-ing
manifests propositional knowledge because it is the appropriately generated Φ-ing
of a skilled Φ-er. (Dickie 2012, 741)
I am very sympathetic with Dickie’s sketch of an account of skill, here
summarized as the point that “S’s intentions to Φ are non-lucky selectors
of non-lucky means to their fulfilment” (Dickie 2012, 741). While I have
proposed a more nuanced picture of this concept over the course of Part One
of this book,16 the basic idea of my present argument is the same as Dickie’s.
If the Standard Linguistic Account is correct, then what grounds the truth
of ‘S knows to A’ may just as well be S’ skill rather than her propositional
knowledge.17 However, I shall offer a more thorough discussion of these
considerations in this section.
To establish this, is is crucial to return to chapter 7. There, I have argued
at length that ‘knows how to’ can both express genuine competence and
mere knowledge about or mere understanding of an activity, most plausibly
because ‘knows how to’ is polysemous (cf. § 7.5). Presently, I have stated
the surviving metaphysical correlation between know-how and propositional
16 For example, I have clearly distinguished between a mere ability, which may also fit
Dickie’s short characterization, and a full-blown piece of know-how (cf. § 1.5), and
I have taken into account that the exercise of competences does not always involve
intentions and intentional action (cf. chapter 3).
17 In his reply to Dickie’s paper, Stanley unfortunately fails to address this insight of hers
altogether (cf. Stanley 2012b). Instead, he tackles an additional argument proposed by
Dickie which purports to show that, if the Standard Linguistic Account is compatible
with both intellectualism and the sketched anti-intellectualist alternative, then there
are reasons to prefer the latter. These considerations concern the question how the
myriad routes to acquiring a skill can be explained if skill is to be explained solely in
terms of propositional knowledge and its application (cf. Dickie 2012, 741–742; Stanley
2012b, 763–765). But these are indeed additional questions on which I comment
elsewhere (cf. e.g. § 2.5, § 4.3 and § 8.5). Dickie’s basic point about the compatibility
of the anti-intellectualist alternative with the Standard Linguistic Account remains
untouched by Stanley’s reply.
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knowledge which results from the Standard Linguistic Account as (H 2) or
even (H 2’) on page 249. And I have stated the surviving metaphysical
correlation between know-how and objectual knowledge which results from
an alternative view with appeal to free relatives as (J 2) on page 249. Thus,
the claim I would like to defend can be stated as follows:
(K) ‘S knows how to A’ is true just in case S possesses either the compe-
tence to A, which involes guidance by an understanding of A-ing, or
a mere understanding of A-ing without such guidance.
(K 1) The understanding of A-ing which is crucial in both cases grounds
(H 2’), i.e. it grounds the fact that there is some relation, expressed
by ‘knows’, between S and the proposition that w is how she can A,
for some way of A-ing w. Even more, it grounds (H 2), i.e. the fact
that S has genuine propositional knowledge of this.
(K 2) The understanding of A-ing which is crucial in both cases grounds
(J 2), i.e. it grounds the fact that S has objectual knowledge of w,
where w is some way of A-ing in which she can A.
To establish this, I shall begin with the notion of a way of doing some-
thing which figures prominently in both propositionalist intellectualism (cf.
Stanley 2011b; Stanley 2011c; Stanley & Williamson 2001) and objectualist
intellectualism (cf. 2007; 2011c). This notion is deriberately unspecific. The
only explicit remark in the intellectualist literature is this:
The propositions that concern us will contain ways of engaging in actions. To
be more precise, we shall take ways to be properties of token events. [...] But we
shall not have much more of substance to say about the metaphysics of ways [...].
(Stanley & Williamson 2001, 427)
In the end, I take it to be plausible to identify the ways of doing something
appealed to by intellectualists with precisely the types of performances I
introduced in § 4.3 and abbreviated as ‘X’ rather than ‘w’. Both notions can
be applied on different levels of granularity of individuation. Furthermore,
intellectualists explicitly hold that the relevant concepts of ways of doing
something are typically possessed implicitly or demonstratively rather than
on the basis of a sophisticated description.18 In § 2.5 and § 4.3, I have
made the same point about the concepts involved the propositions involved
in learning and in assessing an activity. Thus, what I identified there as
18 For discussion of this point with regard to propositionalist intellectualism, see Stanley
and Dickie (Stanley 2011b, 167–173; Stanley 2012b, 765–766; Dickie 2012, 743–745)
and with regard to objectualist intellectualism, see Bengson & Moffett (Bengson &
Moffett 2007, 51; Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 189–192).
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concepts of types of individual acts, can be seen just as a notational variation
on the talk of ‘ways of doing something’.
Against this background, I shall now argue that the crucial role of the
epistemic states intellectualists appeal to can be derived from Rylean re-
sponsibilism. The key to this argument is that the state of understanding
of an activity which is crucial for both genuine competence and a mere
understanding of an activity consists in the capacity to assess an activity
(cf. § 4.1). Having this capacity requires the relevant epistemic states, and
vice versa. The exercise of the assessment capacity leads to those states
as individual assessments. And the only way in which one may arrive at
these assessments is precisely by having and exercising the relevant capacity.
Thus, (K) and its sub-claims (K1) and (K2) are true.
This argument is most straightforward when it comes to objectualist
intellectualism, i.e. with respect to (K 2). Cutting a long story short, objec-
tualist intellectualism holds that knowing how to do something consists in
having an understanding of at least one way of engaging in this activity, and
that one possesses such an understanding just in case one has reasonably
mastered the concept of this way of acting (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2007,
50–54; Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 185–192). They state this view as follows:
Having objectual knowledge of a way w of ϕ-ing while grasping a correct and com-
plete conception of w is necessary and sufficient for knowing how to ϕ. (Bengson
& Moffett 2011c, 187)
To know how to ϕ is to stand in an objectual understanding relation to a way w
of ϕ-ing. (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 189)
Thus, objectualist intellectualism appeals to states of objectual understand-
ing of individual ways of doing something, i.e. to conceptions of such ways.
My considerations in § 4.3 have shown that having a conception of the whole
of an activity, in the sense of being competent in assessing individual acts of
such this activity, also entails at least a minimum of conceptions of specific
types of acts and their quality as acts of engaging in the activity in question.
The parallel case for propositionalist intellectualism, i.e. with respect
to (K 1), is more complicated. To begin with, recall that this statement
involves a crucial simplification. The analysis of ‘knows how to’ in Stanley’s
propositionalist intellectualism is, as Stanley explicitly admits, an analysis
of only one of four different readings of this expression. To gain a full
statement of what the Standard Linguistic Account actually entails, we
must therefore go back to page 239 avove and to (26) with the four readings
Stanley gives in (27 a–d). This simplification in (K 1) can be amended by
replacing (H 2) with the following statement:
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(L) ‘S knows how to A’ is true just in case there is some relation, expressed
by ‘knows’, between S and at least one of the propositions in (L 1–4).
(L 1) For some way of A-ing w, w is how S ought to A.
(L 2) For some way of A-ing w, w is how one ought to A.
(L 3) For some way of A-ing w, w is how S can A.
(L 4) For some way of A-ing w, w is how one can A.
Thus, my claim in (K 1) is more wide-ranging. I hold that knowledge-rela-
tions to the propositions in (L 1–4) are predicted by Rylean responsibilism.
The key to this argument has been presented in § 4.3. The relevant
relation expressed by ‘knows’ which, according to (L), obtains between the
subjects S of true sentences of the form ‘S knows how to A’ on the one
hand and at least one of the propositions in (L 1–4) on the other hand,
may indeed be the relation of full-blown propositional knowledge. It may
simply consist in the relations of propositional knowledge established in
§ 4.3. That is, if ‘knows how to’ refers to either a full-blown competence or
a mere understanding of an activity, then the fact that the understanding
involved in both of these states consists in an assessment capacity entails
that, by exercising this capacity, the person in question gains propositional
knowledge of precisely the kind of propositions which are involved in the
Standard Linguistic Account. That is, exercising this assessment capacity
can be understood as answering the very question which is embedded in the
relevant ascription of know-how, just like Meghan Masto (2010) and Katalin
Farkas (2016b) have suggested with respect to all knowledge-wh (cf. § 8.2).
I shall argue that the propositions in (L 1–4) follow from the propositions
involved in an assessment capacity. To do so, I will rely on two important
statements (C) on page 118 and (D) on page 120. I repeat both below.
(C) Every capacity to assess A-ing involves knowledge of at least some
principles of assessment of acts and situations of the forms (C 1–2).
(C 1) An act of the type X in circumstances of the type C is a performance
of A-ing of quality Q.
(C 2) Circumstances of the type C provide the option for performing an
act of the type X, which is a performance of A-ing of quality Q.
On the one hand, I will appeal to (C) in order to show that (C 1–2), the
propositional knowledge involved in every understanding of an activity in
the form of correct assessments of performances and situations, entails what
the Standard Linguistic Account predicts as (L 2) and (L 4).
On the other hand, I will appeal to (D) in order to argue argue that (D 1–
2), the special kind of essentially indexical propositional knowledge which
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is only involved in cases of genuine competence, entails what the Standard
Linguistic Account predicts as (L 1) and (L 3), which, according to Stanley,
also require a de se mode of presentation (cf. § 8.1).
(D) If one can engage in the activity A oneself, then the exercise of the
capacity to assess A-ing leads to self-assessments of one’s own individ-
ual acts and the individual situations in which one finds oneself, i.e.
judgments of the forms (D 1–2).
(D 1) My token act x in the circumstances here and now is a performance
of A-ing of quality Q.
(D 2) The circumstances here and now provide the option to perform my
token act x, which is a performance of A-ing of quality Q.
First, I have already argued that we can identify ways of doing something
with precisely the types of performances I introduced in (C) and abbreviated
as ‘X’ rather than ‘w’. Further, the propositions I introduced in (C 1–2) and
(D 1–2) explicitly mention the quality of the relevant acts as performances
of A-ing, but (L 1–4) lacks such a specification altogether. However, Stan-
ley suggests that the individual ways w over which (L 1–4) quantify are to
be individuated in a sufficiently fine-grained way, such that differences in
proficiency can be mapped onto differences in the qualities of these ways of
acting (cf. § 8.5). Therefore, it must already be possible to characterize the
quality of the performances which instantiate the relevant way w mentioned
in (L 1–4). And if so, then it is equally unproblematic to leave out a specific
characterization of this quality, which is present in (C 1–2) and (D 1–2), and
simply leave an implicit evaluation along the lines of ‘sufficiently well’, as
(L 1–4) evidently presuppose. In sum, the difference between saying that
performances of the type X count as good A-ings and saying that what
instantiates w is a good way to A is largely terminological.
Finally, there are explicit modal elements in (L 1–4), but not in (C 1–2) or
(D 1–2). However, just as the performance’s quality was explicit only in the
latter and implicitly present in the former, these modalities are implicitly
present in (C 1–2) and (D 1–2). This is particularly obvious in the case
of the modal ‘can’. If, with (C 1), an act of the type X – an act which
instantiates the way w – counts as an A-ing, then it follows that w is how
one can A – i.e. (L 4) – and if, with (D 1), my own act x – an act which
instantiates the way w – counts as an A-ing, then it follows that w is how
I can A – i.e. (L 3). The deontic modal ‘ought to’ can be derived on the
basis of assessments of options as what, pro tanto, one ought to do if one is
evaluating one’s acts with respect to A-ing, and if the relevant option is not
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outweighed by other and better options. If, with (C 2), there is an option to
perform an act of the type X – an act which instantiates the way w – which
counts as an A-ing, then it follows that pro tanto, w is how one ought to A
– i.e. (L 2) – and if, with (D 2), there is an option for me to perform some
act x – an act which instantiates the way w – which counts as an A-ing,
then it follows that, pro tanto, w is how I ought to A – i.e. (L 1).
Thus, the consequences of the Standard Linguistic Account stated in (L)
can be explained very well by Rylean responsibilism.
§ 8.5 Gradability and Novelty
In § 8.4 have argued that understanding an activity in the relevant sense, i.e.
having the capacity to assess performances of it, stands and falls with the
very epistemic states which, according to intellectalists, constitute know-
how. But this crucial connection does not establish such a claim of con-
stitution (cf. § 8.3). Alternatively, I have suggested that both full-blown
know-how and a mere understanding of an activity are what grounds and
explains these epistemic states. In this section, I will argue that this re-
sult suggests an argument for prefering the Rylean responsibilist account of
know-how over the intellectualist ones. One argument for this conclusion
has already been presented in § 6.3 and § 6.4 with respect to the problem
of epistemic luck. Now, I shall offer a crucial further argument for the
same conclusion, one which concerns the gradability of know-how and the
acquisition of situation-specific knowledge on the fly.
The gradability of know-how has already been stressed by Ryle:
We never speak of a person having partial knowledge of a fact or truth, save in
the special sense of his having knowledge of a part of a body of facts or truths.
A boy can be said to have partial knowledge of the counties of England, if he
knows some of them and does not know others. But he could not be said to have
incomplete knowledge of Sussex being an English county. Either he knows this
fact or he does not know it. On the other hand, it is proper and normal to speak
of a person knowing in part how to do something, i.e. of his having a particular
capacity in a limited degree. An ordinary chess-player knows the game pretty
well, but a champion knows it better, and even the champion has still much to
learn. (Ryle 1949, 57–58)
In my own account of know-how, I have argued that the states of know-
how – competences – are themselves gradeable, partly because know-how
is a kind of ability and abilities are gradable (cf. § 1.4) and partly because
know-how involves a state of understanding, which can itself be understood
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as a capacity and therefore as gradable (cf. § 4.1). By contrast, since the vast
majority of philosophers would agree that states of propositional knowledge
are indeed not gradable19 – either one knows a fact or one does not know it –
this constitutes a prima facie problem for propositionalist intellectualism.20
And even if objectualist intellectualists can correctly claim that states of
understanding a way of doing something are gradable, the fact that they
start out with individual ways of acting still leads to some similar difficulties.
Consider the two kinds of gradability mentioned by Ryle. Taking his
own examples and adding my own labels, Ryle’s point is that ‘knows how
to’ can be qualified in terms of comparative quality, as in (34 a), and in terms
of partial exhaustivity, as in (34 c). And we should add that there is also a
third kind of graduality akin to the first one, absolute quality as in (34 b).21
(34) (a) The champion knows how to play chess better than the student.
(b) The grandmaster knows how to play chess extraordinarily well.
(c) After a short lesson, the child knows in part how to play chess.
Stanley has briefly suggested some ways to explain (34 a) and (34 c).22
First, he proposes to understand cases of comparative quality in terms
of comparisons of the quality of the way of acting which is known, such that
(34 a) can be understood as (35 a) (cf. Stanley 2011b, 34). Second, while
it has been suggested that Stanley cannot account for cases of absolute
quality (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 183 fn. 45), I take it that one can
simply understand these in terms of the absolute quality of the way of
acting which is known, somewhat on the model of cases of comparative
quality, such that (34 b) is understood as (35 b). Finally, as for cases of
partial exhaustivity, Stanley seems to suggest that a way of acting can also
be understood only as a partial way to do something, i.e. that (34 c) may
be paraphrased as (35 c) (cf. Stanley 2011b, 34).23
19 The minority position that propositional knowledge is gradable after all has notably
been defended by Sosa (2009) and Hetherington (2011a), among others.
20 Of course, one may resort to what I shall call the gambit of detaching skill in § 8.6 and
argue that know-how is not gradable, but skill is (cf. Stanley & Williamson 2016, 9).
This requires an additional defense of the view that know-how is indeed not gradable.
An argument for this conclusion is forthcoming in Pavese (2017).
21 By contrast, it would be ungrammatical to say “The boy knows in part that Sussex is
a county” or “The geographer knows that Sussex is a county extraordinarily well” or
even “The teacher knows that Sussex is a county better than the boy”.
22 For a discussion of comparatives and degree constructions, see Schwarzschild (2008).
23 This point relies on the idea that a proposition can be a partial answer to the question
which is embedded in a sentence expressing know-how (cf. § 8.1). Stanley suggests
that one can formally define a notion of a proposition’s being a partial answer to a
question, and that the propositional knowledge ascribed in this way only qualifies as
such a partial answer to the corresponding embedded question (cf. Stanley 2011b, 34).
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(35) (a) The champion knows, for some way w1, that w1 is a way for her
to play chess, and the student knows, for some way w2, that w2
is a way for her to play chess, where w1 is a better way to do so
than w2.
(b) The grandmaster knows, for some way w, that w is a way for her
to play chess, and w is an extraordinarily good way to do so.
(c) After a short lesson, the child knows, for some way w, that w is a
partial way for her to play chess.
Having discussed this topic at the beginning of his book Know How, Stanley
also proposes a further way to account for the gradability of ‘knows how to’
at the end of that book, a way which nicely fits Ryle’s idea that somebody’s
propositional knowledge can be gradable “in the special sense of his having
knowledge of a part of a body of facts or truths.” (Ryle 1949, 57)
Of course, when we say that a skilled outfielder knows how to field a fly ball, we
do not mean that he knows, of at least one way to field a fly ball, that it gives him
counterfactual success in fielding fly balls. [...] What we assert when we assert of
a skilled outfielder that he knows how to field fly balls is that he knows all of a
range of relevant ways that give him counterfactual success in fielding fly balls.
Hence, to say of an outfielder in baseball that he knows how to catch a fly ball is
to impart to him knowledge of many propositions of the form ‘w is a way for him
to field a fly ball’. (Stanley 2011b, 183)
In these terms, (34 a–b) can also be understood as (36 a–b):
(36) (a) The champion knows for n ways wi, that wi is a way for her to
play chess, and the student knows, for m ways wj, that wj is a
way for her to play chess where n>m.
(b) The grandmaster knows, for all relevant ways wi, that wi is a
way for her to play chess.
Evidently, these two accounts of the gradability of ‘knows how to’ can also
be combined. The quality of the ways of acting known as in (35 a–b) and
the quantity of these ways as in (36 a–b) can both play a role in explaing
the quality of the know-how ascribed. And equally evidently, these two
approaches are also available to objectualist intellectualism. This offers them
the opportunity not only to say that know-how is gradable in the sense that
one may have a better understanding of one and the same way of acting
than somebody else, but that one may also understand more such ways, and
that one may have an understanding of other and better ways.
Thus, intellectualists have resources to accomodate the gradability of
know-how. But I take it that Rylean responsibilism still does better.
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To see this, consider what these intellectualist explanations entail for the
nature of know-how. In the beginning, the claim was that knowledge how
to A consists in propositional or objectual knowledge of at least one way of
A-ing. In the end, know-how has to consist in a whole set of such knowledge
states, which is sufficiently large, as well as in further information (presum-
ably, further knowledge) about the comparative quality of the relevant ways.
However, the intuition of the gradability of know-how is the intuition of the
gradability of one single state. Of course, it is perfectly possible to try to
retain this intuition by saying that the single state of know-how must be
analyzed as a set of further single states, where the size of this set can then
be measured and brought together with measurements of the individual el-
ements of the set. But a much more straightforward way to preserve the
intuition would be to maintain the idea that know-how is a single state – a
capacity to make the very situation-specific assessments under discussion.
Given that I have already argued that this is what grounds and explains
these states of propositional or objectual knowledge, this option is easily
available and very attractive.
There is also a further argument for this conclusion. The capacity to
come to know the relevant ways of doing something is temporally prior to
actually knowing them. In fact, Stanley implicitly accepts this point himself:
[T]he fact that expertise requires fluid responses to novel situations has no bearing
on the thesis that skilled action is acting on the basis of reasons. Skilled action
may involve fluid acquisition of reasons for acting in novel situations, reasons that
are only accessible to one when one is in that situation. The fact that some reasons
for acting can only be entertained when one is in the situation is fully consistent
with the agent’s acting for those reasons. (Stanley 2011b, 182)
Clearly, Stanley’s point is that propositional knowledge can guide and ex-
plain an expert’s conduct even despite the fact that she comes to acquire
this knowledge only in the process of performing rather than beforehand.
In a later co-authored paper, he makes these points even more clearly:
Having skill in sailing is a state that requires having different knowledge states on
different occasions, since knowing what to do to initiate an action at sailing will
involve knowing one set of facts under stormy weather conditions, and another set
of facts under calm weather conditions. [...] The same kind of knowledge that is
used to initiate an activity can also be injected at anytime in the ongoing course
of that activity. For example, a tennis player changes her mind and switches from
a groundstroke to a drop shot based on the position of the opponent. Such cases
of learning are also knowledge. (Stanley & Krakauer 2013, 5)
Thus, the better somebody’s know-how is the better is her ability to adjust
to novel and previously unknown circumstances. This is the phenomenon
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of control I discussed in § 4.4. But Stanley’s explicit story presupposes that
some of the relevant propositions about how to perform are not known
before the agent encounters the relevant situation. She has to learn these
facts on the fly and immediately go on to act on them. In terms of objectual
understanding rather than propositional knowledge, she does not possess
conceptions of all of the relevant ways of acting beforehand, but she comes
to understand them in the particular situation.
The crucial point is that, intuitively, learning these things is not ac-
quiring new know-how, but only exercising know-how which was possessed
all along, albeit maybe in new ways. The fact that an agent already has
know-how is precisely what explains the fact that she is able to learn these
facts in the first place.
One might object that there is indeed a sense in which an agent acquires
new know-how in such a situation – say, the knowledge how to score a point
in tennis against the current opponent right here and now, or the knowledge
how to sail safely under precisely those conditions which currently obtain.
But this is of not help, and not merely because it relies on an artificially
fine-grained level of individuating states of know-how. The problem is that
whenever these fine-grained pieces of know-how are acquired on the fly, the
reason for this must still consist in the fact that the agent was able to acquire
them – i.e. that she had the competence to adjust to these conditions, too.
Again, this requires that she had the relevang know-how all along, even it
it may adjust to a genuinely novel situation.
Thus, the knowledge of the situation-specific ways which an actor comes
to possess on the fly cannot be identical with her know-how, but can at
most be a part of her know-how. In contrast, her understanding of the
whole of the activity of A-ing is something she did have all along. And this
understanding is nothing but the capacity to acquire the relevant knowledge.
This conclusion also extends to Stanley’s declared view of the linguistic
uniformity of ascriptions of knowledge how with other forms of knowledge-
wh in English (cf. § 8.2). In a précis of his book Know How, he writes:24
If certain behavior convinces us that someone knows how to catch a Frisbee, that
very same behavior would convince us that the person knows when to stretch out
his arm to catch a Frisbee. Similarly, if someone knows how to get home, then
she knows where to go to get home, and vice-versa. The features that convinced
Ryle that knowledge how is non-propositional, such as automaticity of action, are
present with all states of knowledge-wh. So we should seek a unified account.
(Stanley 2012a, 735)
24 For similar considerations, see Stanley & Williamson (2016, 2).
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The assessments of self and situation which I have shown to be the core form
of the propositional knowledge involved in responsibly controlling oneself
explicitly include references not only to ways of acting, but also to situations,
i.e. to combinations of time and place, including the social context if relevant
for the activity in question. In this sense, knowing when to stretch out
one’s arm to catch a frisbee is involved in the competence to catch a frisbee
because it relies on the underlying competence to assess frisbee-catching.
By exercising this underlying competence, one will gain knowledge about
individual situations in which stretching out one’s arm will be a good or a
bad thing to do in order to catch a frisbee. And in one’s actual performance,
one then acts in the light of such propositional knowledge-when. Similarly,
of course, for propositional knowledge-where.
This adds further weight to the view that knowledge-wh may in general
consist in the capacity to answer the embedded question (cf. Masto 2010;
Farkas 2016b). And it shows that the way in which the unity of knowledge-
wh is involved in the explanation of intelligent performances reveals that
what Stanley distinguishes as knowledge-how, -when and -where on the basis
of the syntax and semantics of English is already unified in the situation-
specificness of the exercise of assessment-competences.
§ 8.6 The Gambit of Detaching Skill
I have argued that Rylean responsibilism both accomodates and supersedes
intellectualism, first, in that it fully accounts for the many specific knowl-
edge states involved in knowing how to do something but, second, in that it
grounds and explains these knowledge states in an assessment capacity, giv-
ing a better account of the gradability of know-how and of the way in which
competent actors adjust to novel situations. As it happens, it seems as if
the core moral of these arguments from § 8.5 have meanwhile been accepted
by intellectualists, namely by Jason Stanley and Timothy Williamson.
This proposal involves the gambit of detaching skill from know-how.
While I have used ‘know-how’, ‘skill’ and ‘competence’ synonymously over
the course of Part One of this book, intellectualists have always drawn
a sharp distinction between know-how on the one hand and the langely
interchangeable concepts of skill and competence on the other hand (cf.
Pavese 2016b). However, if skill and know-how are distinct concepts, one
may try to repair the deficits of one’s conception of know-how by proposing
a suitable conception of the distinct concept of skill. This is precisely what
Stanley & Williamson (2016) have now proposed.
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First, Stanley & Williamson argue that skill requires precisely the kind
of propositional knowledge they take to constitute know-how, as well as
other such kinds of knowledge (cf. Stanley & Krakauer 2013). They write:
Skill is intimately connected to a kind of knowledge which philosophers have
typically, though misleadingly, called “knowing how”. If one is skilled at chess,
one knows how to employ one’s knight; if one is skilled at tennis, one knows how
to serve. But the knowledge states connected to skill are not exclusively or even
mainly expressed by the “how” construction. Skill at scoring in basketball requires
knowing when to leap. Skill at driving to the basket requires knowing where to go
when confronted with a defender. Skill at conversation requires knowing whether
or not to interrupt. (Stanley & Williamson 2016, 2)
But what, then, is the connection between skills and these states of propo-
sitional knowledge? They write:
Our claim about skills is straightforward: it is that skills are a kind of disposition to
know. More specifically, to be skilled at the action type of φ-ing is to be disposed
to form knowledge appropriate for guiding tokens of φ-ing. So to be skilled at
returning serve in tennis is to be disposed to have knowledge appropriate for
guiding returns of serve, to be skilled at driving to the basket in basketball is
to be disposed to have knowledge appropriate for guiding one’s movement to the
basket, and so on. (Stanley & Williamson 2016, 3)
This development of the intellectualist view is very plausible, and obviously
very close to the position I have advocated myself. For example, these
considerations allow for an account of way in which competent actors adjust
to novel situations which is nearly identical to the one I have discussed in
§ 4.4 and § 8.5 (cf. Stanley & Williamson 2016, 6–7; Stanley & Krakauer
2013). However, there is a still a number of problems with this view. In the
remainder of this section, I will discuss these issues, and argue that Stanley
& Williamson’s newest proposal can hardly be understood as a defense
against critics of intellectualism, but constitutes a substantial concession on
their part which paves the way for a more heartfelt endorsement of a rival
view such as the Rylean responsibilist account discussed here.
The first problem with the view that skills are dispositions to know is
that it leads to a counterintuitive view of what it is to exercise a skill. As
also discussed in § 2.1, the most intuitive view would be that the skill to,
say, play squash manifests in performances of playing squash. The skill to
A manifests itself by being exercised, i.e. in A-ing. Clearly, this is not what
Stanley & Williamson are able to say. The relevant disposition to know is
instead exercised by judgments about the relevant activity.
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However, Stanley & Williamson want to have their cake and eat it, too.
They introduce the following pair of distinct notions of the manifestation of
skill, distinguished by indices:
Manifestation1: A skill manifests1 in knowledge states.
Manifestation2: A skill manifests2 in actions guided by knowledge states that are
manifestations1 of that skill.
More generally, a disposition to φ manifests1 only in φ-ing. It may manifest2 in
all sorts of other ways. For example, the fragility of a vase may manifest2, but
not manifest1, in the label ‘Handle with care’ on the crate in which it is being
transported.
We shall say that an action exhibits a skill if and only if it is a manifestation2
of that skill. That is, an action exhibits a skill if and only if it is guided by the
knowledge states that are direct manifestations, i.e. manifestations1, of that skill.
We will also sometimes speak of the exercise or execution of a skill, by which we
also mean the manifestation2 of that skill. (Stanley & Williamson 2016, 5)
This distinction of different notions of manifestation is not intrinsically prob-
lematic, of course. There are indeed many different ideas and phenomena
to be distinguished here, and I have offered a stratification of these myself
(cf. e.g. § 2.1). However, I take it that Stanley & Williamson’s proposal is
not very natural.
To see this, it is instructive to consider their own example concerning
the fragility of a vase. The analogy with respect to skill is this. The fragility
of a vase manifests in the primary sense in the breaking of the vase, and
it manifests derivatively in its being transported in a crate labeled ‘Handle
with care’. Analogously, the skill to play squash manifests in the primary
sense in judgments about what to do when and how in playing squash, and
it manifests derivatively in acts of playing squash. While Stanley & Wil-
liamson are clearly committed to this view, I have followed Ryle in arguing
that the primary, indeed the sole manifestation of a skill is in performances
of the very activity the skill is a skill to engage in (cf. § 2.1). This order of
priority is exactly reversed here.
Further, I have proposed to distinguish not between two ways of how
one and the same skill manifests itself, but between how a skill as a whole
manifests itself and how a proper part of this skill manifests itself, namely
the relevant state of understanding of the activity in question, which is itself
an assessment skill (cf. § 4.1). Conceptually, however, there was no need to
distinguish between different notions of manifestation. A competence to A
manifests itself in A-ing. The relevant difference was a difference in what it
is that manifests itself. Again, I contend that this proposal is more plausible
then the distinction offered by Stanley & Williamson.
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So far, however, my objections may be easily brushed off as mere matters
of conceptual aesthetics. Maybe so. But there are deeper issues. One of
them is directly addressed by Stanley & Williamson:
One might worry that because we make skill a disposition to acquire knowledge,
we thereby put skill before knowledge in explaining intelligent action, and so
vindicate anti-intellectualism. We agree with Ryle, for example, that for virtually
any φ, skill at φ-ing is a multi-track disposition (Ryle, 1949, p. 44). For example,
there may be no finite non-indexical specification of the disposition that is skill
at driving to the basket in basketball. Nevertheless, even if there is no such
specification, this does not mean that “skill comes before knowledge”, as Imogen
Dickie (2012) has argued. Skill at φ-ing is a state whose nature is constituted
through the knowledge relation. (Stanley & Williamson 2016, 9)
Unfortunately, I do not see how this answer can genuinely solve Stanley &
Williamson’s problem. There is a very real sense in which the disposition to
acquire the relevant knowledge states – Stanley & Williamson’s ‘skill’ – is
prior to these states themselves. This is where they come from, this is how
they are grounded and explained. As I have discussed at length in § 8.5, this
clearly vindicates Dickie’s suggestion that skill comes before knowledge.
The only direct hint as to what Stanley & Williamson mean to reply is
their insistence in the last sentence of the quoted paragraph: “Skill at φ-
ing is a state whose nature is constituted through the knowledge relation.”
(Stanley & Williamson 2016, 9) But what does it mean to be ‘constituted
through the knowledge relation’? The only clear connection between Stan-
ley & Williamson’s ‘skill’ and knowledge is that the former is a disposition
to have the latter. But this does not mean that the former is ‘constituted
through’ the latter. After all, the fragility of a vase is also not ‘constituted
through’ events of its breaking. It is a potentiality for such events, but not
itself such an event. Thus, skill as a disposition for knowledge clearly puts
the potentiality to acquire knowledge prior to the knowledge itself. The
core of the account is the disposition, not its manifestations.
This raises a further problem. What more can be said about this dis-
position? Stanley & Williamson commit themselves to very little. Instead,
they even suggest that a further explanation may lead to problems:
The view in this paper is that skills are dispositions. The view is not well-expressed
by saying that “skills are competences”, because “competence” is easily read as
involving skill. In such a sense of competence, the view that skills are competences
to know is in danger of a regress, since competences would involve skills. Thus in
effect it says, unpromisingly, that skill in φ-ing involves skill in acquiring knowledge
relevant to φ-ing. By the same token, skill in acquiring knowledge relevant to φ-
ing involves skill in acquiring knowledge relevant to acquiring knowledge relevant
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to φ-ing, and so on. By contrast, on our view, although skill in φ-ing is the
disposition to have knowledge appropriate to guiding φ-ing, it is not in general
skill in having or acquiring such knowledge. (Stanley & Williamson 2016, 4)
Thus, the only clear position taken by Stanley & Williamson is the negative
one that the relevant dispositions are at least not always themselves skills
or competences, for otherwise, this would lead to a vicious regress.
In this respect, the account of intellectual guidance established in chapter
4 is much more substantial. I have argued that the relevant dispositions are
not mere dispositions, but genuine competences because they fulfill all the
relevant criteria of intelligence (cf. § 4.1). This, I take it, constitute a prima
facie problem for Stanley & Williamson. They must be able to show that
the hallmark of competence – intelligent practice and normative guidance
– is not or not always present in the case of the relevant dispositions to
know. However, it is not clear if this is a viable option. After all, these
dispositions are dispositions make full-blown propositional judgments when
and where they are correct. Arguably, this is a simply a paradigm case of
genuine competence.
This leaves the problem of regress mentioned by Stanley & Williamson.
However, given the conceptual nature of the relevant capacities (cf. § 4.2),
I have argued that thus problem can be solved if one appreciates the self-
reflexivity of conceptual competences (cf. § 4.6 and § 4.7).
Thus, the gambit of detaching skill and know-how in the way proposed
by Stanley & Williamson is a substantial rapprochement between intellec-
tualism and its critics. As I have argued, however, it paves the way for
abandoning intellectualism in favor of the Rylean responsibilist account I
have offered. And while one may certainly draw a sharp distinction between
know-how and skill, my considerations concernin the polysemy of the En-
glish expression ‘knows how to’ in § 7.5 may suggest a change in conceptual
policy, as well.
However, this discussion has still stopped short of the heart of the prob-
lem of know-how – the project of explaining intelligent practice. Stanley &
Williamson also address this topic in their paper on skill. They write:
The relation between the knowledge that manifests1 a skill and the action that is
done on the basis of that knowledge is Guidance:
Guidance: Any skilled action is guided by knowledge that manifests1 possession
of skill at that activity.
So, in a very clear sense, skilled action is action guided by propositional knowledge,
the propositional knowledge that is revelatory of that agent’s skill. (Stanley &
Williamson 2016, 6)
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Bracketing the other issues I have discussed in this section, I am in broad
agreement with this claim, as should be clear from my own account of guid-
ance as responsible control in § 4.4. However, the next and final chapter of
this book will argue that there are systematic problems in the way in which
intellectualistm tries to account for such guidance by knowledge states. De-
spite my large agreement with intellectualism when in comes to the role
of individual states of knowledge of ways if acting, and even in part with
regard to their genesis and grounding, I will argue that there are serious
problems for intellectualism in putting them to practice.
Chapter 9
Intellectualism in Practice
The hallmark of know-how is that it explains intelligent practice. I have
spelled out this core criterion of explanatory adequacy in chapter 1, fol-
lowing Ryle’s notion of intelligent practice. Proponents of intellectualism
are also committed to this aim. Chapter 8 has presented intellectualism in
detail and in various forms, identifying both common ground with Rylean
responsibilism and points where my proposal may be preferable. But I have
not mentioned the way in which intellectualism attempts to meet the crucial
explanatory task in the debate about know-how – accounting for intelligent
practice. This is the topic of the current, concluding chapter of this book.
In the first pair of sections, I look at what proponents of intellectualism
have offered as positive explanations of how exactly know-how is related to
intelligent practice. § 9.1 discusses objectualist intellectualism and the idea
of action-guiding states of understanding, a notion which evidently shares
many features with my own account of intellectual guidance in chapter 4.
Then, I discuss propositionalist intellectualism, with a particular focus on
the view that certain states of propositional knowledge are practical in that
they involve practical modes of presentation of ways of doing something (cf.
§ 9.2). In both cases, I shall argue that intellectualism can only succeed
in accounting for intelligent practice if they make a crucial step away from
the intellectualist identification of know-how with states of propositional
knowledge or objectual understanding.
In the remainder of this chapter, I discuss Ryle’s famous regress argu-
ment against intellectualism, an objection which purports to establish the
principal impossibility of explaining intelligent practice with the sole ap-
peal to standing states of knowledge. § 9.3 discusses the way in which Ryle
presents his argument, or arguments, and identifies its core form. In § 9.4, I
defend Ryle’s Regress against the objection that it conflates intentional and
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automatic performances. Given my independent considerations from chap-
ter 3, this will turn out to clarify and even strengthen Ryle’s argument. § 9.5
will go on to discuss how intellectualists have responded to Ryle’s Regress
and maintain that it withstands these criticisms.
In the concluding § 9.6, I show how this regress problem can be solved,
drawing on my own account of intellectual guidance from chapter 4, an
account which also reserves an essential role for propositional knowledge.
As I shall suggest, some of the ways in which intellectualists have reacted
to the problem of Ryle’s Regress already pave the way for intellectualism
to transform itself into something closer to Rylean responsiblism.
§ 9.1 Action-Guiding Understanding
John Bengson and Mark Moffett are very explicit about the fact that the
concept of know-how has its point in what they call “the philosophical the-
ory of intelligence” (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011b). And with their own
objectualist intellectualist account of know-how, they claim to be able to
explain “the practical import of know-how, that is, the role of know-how in
the production and explanation of action” (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 53).
The first formulation of the envisaged explanation is this:
[A]ccording to our analysis, the concept of knowing how to ϕ is the concept of a
non-ability entailing epistemic success state that could guide action. (Bengson &
Moffett 2007, 53)
However, the fact that something could guide somebody’s intelligent per-
formances does not show that it is the explanans of such intelligent acts
when these actually occur. It could guide intelligent action, but it remains
an open question where and when it does so, indeed whether it does so at
all. Bengson & Moffett are aware of this worry. They write:
Of course, understanding a way of performing an action does not invariably pro-
duce action in any particular individual. Nevertheless, it is clearly apt to do so.
(Bengson & Moffett 2007, 53)
Equivalently, Bengson & Moffett say that the understanding is “poised”
to guide successful, intelligent practice, and they spell out this notion of
aptness or poisedness to guide as follows:
Knowledge how to ϕ is a state σ such that: if x is in σ, then it is possible for there
to be some individual y such that y ’s exercise of σ underlies and explains y ’s suc-
cessfully and intentionally ϕ-ing—that is, σ guides y in successfully, intentionally
ϕ-ing. (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 177)
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This statement is what Bengson & Moffett call the “action-guidingness con-
nection” (Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 177). But can it solve the problem of
practical import?1 In order to discuss this question, let me also quote two
of the statements with which Bengson & Moffett clarify their view:
y ’s exercise of σ must be the explainer (not simply an element in, or enabler of,
a complete explanation) of y ’s intentionally and successfully ϕ-ing. (Bengson &
Moffett 2011c, 177 fn. 32)
[The action-guidingness connection] does not require a subject who knows how to
ϕ to possess a power to ϕ; it requires only that there be some subject who does.
(Bengson & Moffett 2011c, 177 fn. 33)
Unfortunately, these two claims turn out to be inconsistent.
To see this, consider again the difference between the coach and his gym-
nastics student described in Bela Karoli on page 54. According to Bengson
& Moffett, both Bela Karoli and his student know how to perform a standing
layout on beam, but only the student possesses the ability to do so herself.
However, if it is true that the student’s intelligent success is explained by
her exercise of her know-how, and only by her exercise of her know-how,
(which her coach possesses, too), then it follows immediately that her ac-
tual power or ability to engage in this activity does not explain anything
at all. But this conclusion is absurd. It is precisely such an ability which
explains the difference between these cases – an intelligent ability to rely on
an understanding which offers not merely the counterfactual possibility to
guide one’s performances, but which does in fact do so.
Of course, chapter 7 has firmly established that part of my disagreement
with Bengson & Moffett is entirely verbal. What I distinguished as genuine
competence and a mere understanding of an activity may both be ‘know-
how’ on their account. But the present point is about the explanatory aims
of these concepts. We want to understand the difference between those who
can and do intelligently engage in an activity on the one hand and those
who cannot and do not do so on the other hand, and we want to do so in
terms of the concept of know-how. But then it cannot be true that our
complete explanation fails to distinguish between these two at all. If so, we
have simply failed to explain what we wanted to explain.
I have argued that, pace Bengson & Moffett’s above ‘action-guidingness
connection’, know-how is not merely something which could guide intelli-
gent acts if the actual power to perform them were added. Instead, I hold
1 I shall bracket the fact that Bengson & Moffett focus too narrowly on intentional
action here since I have discussed the crucial role of unintentional, entirely automatic
performances in detail in chapter 3.
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that know-how is something the exercise of which already constitutes an
intelligent performance. Bengson & Moffett are correct to insist that this
requires guidance by an understanding, but they are wrong to believe that
the mere aptness of a state to play this role already suffices for know-how.
In contrast, chapter 4 has offered a holistic account of know-how as the
whole of the capacity to engage in an activity on the basis of an understand-
ing of what it takes to do well in that activity. Given an explication of this
notion of understanding as an assessment capacity (cf. § 4.1), I have offered
an account of what exactly it means to be guided by such an understanding,
namely that one needs to exercise this assessment capacity and to act in
the light of these assessments (cf. § 4.4). This crucial element of responsible
control is what Bela Karoli lacks, but her student exhibits.
Despite these differences, there is a large common ground between Rylean
responsibilism and Bengson & Moffett’s objectualist intellectualism (cf. § 4.2
and § 8.4). Thus, I hope that my account will be seen as a way to preserve
the insights of this view and to offer a solution for its core problem.
§ 9.2 Practical Modes of Presentation
Like Bengson & Moffett, Jason Stanley also explicitly endorses the criterion
that know-how is what explains intelligent practice. Propositionalist intel-
lectualism is therefore committed to the same explanatory aim. After what
I already quoted from Stanley & Williamson (2016) on page 265, here are
some examples of how Stanley expresses this commitment:
A particular action of catching a fly ball is a skilled action, rather than a reflex,
because it is guided by knowledge, the knowledge of how to catch a fly ball.
(Stanley 2011b, 130)
What makes an action an exercise of skill, rather than a mere reflex, is the fact
that it is guided by the intellectual apprehension of truths. (Stanley 2011b, 174)
That someone skilled at an activity knows how to do that activity is as good a
candidate as any to be a conceptual truth. It is therefore no surprise that everyone
who discusses skilled action, from Ryle forwards, agrees that skilled action requires
knowledge how. The debate has been about the nature of knowledge how. I have
argued that skilled action is action guided by knowledge how, and that knowing
how to do something amounts to knowing a fact. Skilled action is action guided
by knowledge of facts. (Stanley 2011b, 175)
In this passage, Stanley correctly argues that skilled action must be ex-
plained in terms of know-how, but falsely equates know-how with the guid-
ing propositional knowledge involved in skilled action. This is in keeping
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with what I called the gambit of detaching skill in § 8.6. In contrast, chapter
4 has offered a holistic account of know-how as the whole of the capacity to
engage in an activity while acting in the light of propositional knowledge.
In this sense, I contend that Rylean responsibilism can also preserve the
insights of propositionalist intellectualism, but avoid its problems.
Stanley is well aware of the fact that he needs to offer an explanation of
the practical import of the propositional knowledge with which he identifies
know-how. To do so, he amends the linguistic account discussed in § 8.1
with a number of further considerations which he introduces with the aid
of a prima facie counterexample to his view.2
Suppose that Hannah doesn’t know much about bicycles, and has certainly never
ridden one. Susan points to John, and tells Hannah that John is riding his bicycle
in a way in which Hannah could use to ride a bicycle. Since Hannah trusts Susan,
it seems that Hannah thereby comes to know that that way is a way in which she
could ride a bicycle, i.e. [(37 a)] is true. Nevertheless, it seems that Hannah does
not know how to ride a bicycle, i.e. [(37 b)] is false: (Stanley 2011b, 126)
(37) (a) Hannah knows that that way is a way in which she could ride a
bicycle.
(b) Hannah knows how to ride a bicycle.
Of course, Stanley is aware of the fact that, on his account as I have laid
it out so far, (37 a) entails (37 b). After all, (37 a) has the form stated in
(L 3) on page 254, namely ‘For some way of A-ing w, w is how S can A’.3
And it was precisely the claim of propositionalist intellectualism that this
is what constitutes genuine know-how. Stanley’s problem then consists in
the fact that this is clearly false in the present example. In order to solve
this problem, he introduce a further distinction with respect to propositional
knowledge of the form (L 3). Thus, there are two kinds of Hannah’s knowing,
of a way w, that w is how she can ride a bicycle.
But how should this further distinction be explained? Stanley offers two
different options here – an appeal to the kind of Fregean mode of presenta-
tion of the relevant way of doing something, and an appeal to the kind of
modality involved in the infinitive in the ascription of know-how.
I shall begin with the second of these proposals where Stanley relies on
the seminal work on modality by Angelika Kratzer (1977) and points out
the context-sensitivity of the modal elements involved in these sentences:
2 This counterexample was already discussed earlier (cf. Stanley & Williamson 2001,
429–430), but that treatment only includes one of the two answers Stanley offers later.
3 True, (37 a) involves ‘could’ instead of ‘can’, but Stanley’s problem remains the same
if this is corrected. On this topic, see also footnote 4 on the following page.
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Though the modals in [(37 a)] and [(37 b)] have the same force – they are kinds of
dispositional, or ability modals – they are interpreted via distinct modal param-
eters. In [(37 a)], the modal parameter is one that takes the world of evaluation,
and yields a set of propositions that characterize Hannah’s physical state after
training for some time with a bicycle. In contrast, the natural modal parameter
for the envisaged utterance of [(37 b)] is one that takes the world of evaluation,
and yields a set of propositions that characterize Hannah’s physical state at the
moment. That is why the two utterances express different propositions – because
the modals in the two sentences are interpreted via distinct modal parameters.
(Stanley 2011b, 126)
This is a very straightforward explanation of the intuitive difference between
these two sentences and of the way in which it is linguistically represented.
But as Ephraim Glick has already pointed out in detail, Stanley fails to
make clear why it is that the modal expressions in (37 a) and (37 b) are
supposed to be interpreted differently (cf. Glick 2013, 19–20). In particular,
the expression ‘could’ in (37 a) which suggests a more distant possibility
than (37 b) is simply a red herring. For the same contrast recurs when
(37 a) is formulated with ‘can’ or even in a way which involves the very
same modal expressions as (37 b).4 Thus, what Stanley offers here is not
an account of the relevant difference, but merely a restatement of what we
wanted to have an explanation for.
I would also like to note that, even if this can somehow be made to
work, it could solve Stanley’s problem only by giving away a core element
of intellectualism. For according to the account on offer, (37 b) attributes to
Hannah an epistemic state which entails that she has the actual ability ride
a bicycle given her actual “physical state at the moment” (Stanley 2011b,
126). After all, Hannah knows that she is able to ride a bicycle in a certain
way, which requires the truth of the proposition that she can do so, and
thereby the actual existence of Hannah’s ability to ride a bicycle.5 But
4 Such a version of (37 a) is “Hannah knows that that is how to ride a bicycle” (Glick
2013, 20), which differs from (37 b) only in that it inserts ‘that that is’ between ‘knows’
and ‘how’. And as a matter of fact, the version of (37 a) in Stanley’s first statement
of this problem also avoided the misleading expression ‘could’: “Hannah knows that
that way is a way for her to ride a bicycle.” (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 429)
5 In this vein, Stanley has also argued that there is still a “difference between explicit
ability modals and ascriptions of knowing how” in that “ascriptions of knowing how
tolerate cases in which there is success only in more distant situations.” (Stanley
2011b, 127) This, he claims, allows him to explain cases like Ski Instructor on page 150
where know-how does not require actual ability (cf. § 5.1 and § 5.2), but merely some
form of counterfactual or more distant possibility of success. But as Ephraim Glick
has already pointed out (cf. Glick 2013, 20), such differences in the ‘distance’ of the
relevant possible worlds also occur with direct ability ascriptions as with ‘can’ or ‘is
able to’. Thus, Stanley has failed to establish that ‘knows how to’ does not involve
genuine ability or even some form of less ‘close’ ability.
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then, the aim of explaining intelligent practice with appeal to know-how
would only be successful because something else is introduced, an actual
ability to ride a bicycle, which helps to explain what it means to possess
the kind of propositional knowledge to be identified with know-how.
But maybe there is another way to explain the difference between (37 a)
and (37 b). In Stanley’s joint paper with Timothy Williamson (cf. Stanley
& Williamson 2001, 430–431), he already makes the following suggestion.
While (37 a) ascribes to Hannah knowledge of a way of riding a bicycle under
a purely demonstrative mode of presentation, (37 b) requires that Hannah
has knowledge of this proposition and conceives of this way of riding a
bicycle under a practical mode of presentation. Thus, the full account of the
semantics of ‘knows how to’ in the reading (L 3) requires that the relevant
ways of acting are entertained under such practical modes of presentation.
But what are practical modes of presentation? I agree that it is en-
tirely in line with established semantic theories of modes of presentation in
general that there should also be a practical guise of entertaining a propo-
sition and that these are just as unproblematic as modes of presentation in
general,6 for example because of analogies with indexical modes of presen-
tation.7 But it still constitutes a problem for Stanley’s view that it remains
unclear what exactly such practical modes of presentation are other than
that they are stipulated to make the difference between (37 a) and (37 b).
The only positive thing which is explicitly mentioned about practical modes
of presentation is that they are connected with dispositions:
Thinking of a person as oneself entails being disposed to behave in certain ways,
or form certain beliefs, given relevant input from that person. Similarly, thinking
of a place as here entails being disposed to behave in certain ways, or form certain
beliefs, given relevant input from that place. Analogously, thinking of a way under
a practical mode of presentation undoubtedly entails the possession of certain
complex dispositions. It is for this reason that there are intricate connections
between knowing-how and dispositional states. (Stanley & Williamson 2001, 429)
But unfortunately, nothing further is said about the nature of these dispo-
sitions, leaving the account nearly as unclear as before (cf. Schiffer 2002;
Schröder 2013; Glick 2013). How can this be spelled out more fruitfully?
6 For further discussion of this, see Stanley & Williamson (2001, 428–429), Stan-
ley (2011b, 123–125), Stanley (2011c, 210–212), Stalnaker (2012, 758–761), Stanley
(2012b, 774–778) and Pavese (2015b).
7 Alva Noë has objected that Stanley & Williamson’s analogy with indexical modes of
presentation is “plainly circular” because we have “no independent reason to believe
that the complement clauses in [(37 a)] and [(37 b)] express the same proposition” (Noë
2005, 288). But as Löwenstein (2011, 281–282) and Glick (2013, 3–4) have noted, this
is mistaken. The semantic theory discussed in § 8.1, albeit controversial, constitutes
such an independent reason.
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One way to go would be in analogy to an idea I have just discussed in
§ 9.1, namely what Bengson & Moffett have called the ‘aptness’ or ‘poised-
ness’ of a piece of knowledge to guide practical conduct. In fact, they even
suggest that “there is no need to invoke practical modes of presentation,
since an independently motivated condition (understanding) for know-how
provides an adequate solution.” (Bengson & Moffett 2007, 49 fn. 32) But
this option only leads back to my earlier worries. On this interpretation,
a practical mode of presentation merely makes it the case that there is a
counterfactual possibility for one to intelligently engage in the activity in
question, provided one also develops the actual ability to do so. But it does
not explain the difference between this mere counterfactual possibility and
actual intelligent conduct.
This suggests that practical modes of presentation must go hand in hand
with having the actual ability to instantiate this way of acting. And indeed,
this has already been noted by many commentators on this proposal (cf.
Koethe 2002; Rosefeldt 2004; Jung & Newen 2010).
In response, Stanley may appeal to cases such as Amputee Pianist on
page 155. Here, it is prima facie plausible to assume that, such a pianist
retains a practical mode of presentation of the ways in which she used to
play the piano, at least for a while. But there are three reasons why this
is of no help. First, it does not solve the problem what constitutes this
practical mode of presentation in the absence of actual competence. Second,
my discussion in § 5.2 suggests that there may still be a sense in which we
assume there to be an ability, and this may precisely be what explains the
plausibility of assuming that the practical mode of presentation is retained,
as well. And finally, whatever such practical modes of presentations are, this
proposal would concede that all the support for their existence would still
be derived from the fact that the master pianist used to have the actual
competence to play the piano. The conceptual dependence of practical
modes of presentation on ability remains.
A second response, as Stanley explicitly considers (cf. Stanley 2011b,
129), appeals to a different kind of case, Hawley’s Impressive Skating on
page 179. Here, Hawley’s alter ego has the right mode of presentation of
the right way to impress the kids at the skate park, but only because she
has the full-blown know-how to perform certain skateboard tricks. But she
does not know that performing these tricks would impress the kids. This is
an example of practical luck rather than genuine know-how to impress the
kids (cf. § 5.4), one which involves opacity (cf. § 6.1). But this clearly fails to
show that practical modes of presentation are possible without ability. At
most, it shows that they are possible without the corresponding know-how.
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Thus, the result of the appeal to practical modes of presentation seems
to be the same as the with the appeal to differences in the kind of modality
involved in ascriptions of know-how. In both cases, the explanation had
to assume the presence of the relevant ability. And again, this would lead
to the problematic result that the aim of explaining intelligent practice
with appeal to know-how would only be successful because something else
is introduced, an actual ability, which helps to explain what it means to
possess the kind of propositional knowledge to be identified with know-how.
This is also the upshot of the most recent and most elaborate defense
of practical modes of presentation by Carlotta Pavese. After making a
compelling case for the view that propositional attitudes are crucial for
know-how (cf. Pavese 2015a), she argues that their crucial connection to
practice indeed consists in Fregean practical senses (cf. Pavese 2015b). This
notion can, according to Pavese, be made rigorously precise and theoretically
fruitful on the basis of an analogy with computer programs:
[W]e find examples of practical senses in the semantic values assigned to programs
by operational semantics for programming languages. As I argue, such operational
semantic values are naturally construed as modes of presentation for ways to
execute tasks — modes of presentation that exist independently of thinkers and
that determine referents. As such, these operational semantic values qualify as
Fregean senses. (Pavese 2015b, 2)
I cannot discuss this promising proposal here in detail. But I would like to
point out that it also assumes actual abilities in the explanation of practical
modes of presentation. To see this, consider what Pavese writes about the
possibility that a certain program with certain operational semantic values,
or “OSV”s, for short, may still not be executable:
Of course, there may be programs that are not compatible with a particular system.
Those are programs that the system simply cannot “access” in the sense that
they are the operational meanings of program texts that the interpreter cannot
interpret. [...] But if the interpreter comes to understand the OSV of a program
text, then the system must thereby be endowed with a certain set of abilities and
that is so in virtue of what OSVs are. (Pavese 2015b, 12)
Thus, the relevant computer system must already have certain basic abilities
– to add, for example – in order to allow for a program to endow it with
some further ability – say, to multiply – as well as the general capacity to
interpret these kinds of operational semantic values. Thus, “by appealing to
practical senses, we can explain how the ability to perform a complex task
arises from the ability to perform its parts.” (Pavese 2015b, 16)
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It may be entirely correct that this proposal solves a number of impor-
tant problems. But, applied to the original explanatory projects in the de-
bate about know-how, the consequences seem to remain the same as before.
If defenders of propositionalist intellectualism appeal to practical senses,
then the project of explaining intelligent practice with appeal to know-how
would only be successful because something else is introduced, actual abili-
ties, which help to explain what it means to possess the kind of propositional
knowledge to be identified with know-how.
The core problem with all of these considerations about practical modes
of presentation has been identified most clearly by Ephraim Glick (2013):8
[T]he opponent [...] will grant that there are “action-based” thoughts that one is
able to grasp iff one knows how to do a certain action. But the opponent might
simply maintain that acquiring know-how results in the accessibility of those new
thoughts, rather than vice versa. If there is an argument for the claim that the
order of explanation goes the way the Intellectualist wants, I don’t see it in the
literature. (Glick 2013, 6)
Thus, practical modes of presentation may indeed exist, and they may in-
deed be as important as Pavese (2015b) has stressed. But the way in which
these should be explained will crucially involve an appeal to genuine ability
and practice.
In fact, I take it that Rylean responsibilism is precisely an account of
know-how which shows what it would mean for propositions to be essentially
connected to practical guidance. Such propositional knowledge must be
organically integrated in the whole of a competence – both as the result of
a capacity to assess one’s options and performances, and as the material
of the capacity to act in the light of such assessments. Such an organic
integration is perfectly suited to account for what it means for the relevant
assessments to involve practical modes of presentation.
§ 9.3 Ryle’s Regress
I have argued that the positive intellectualist proposals on offer have failed
to explain the practical import of know-how. In this section, I will argue
that there is a further reason why intellectualism cannot account for the fact
that know-how explains intelligent practice. This can be established by the
most famous and most unclear argument in the debate about know-how,
Ryle’s Regress. This is the topic of the remainder of this chapter.
8 Pavese responds to this paper by Glick, but only with respect to a different problem,
leaving the present objection untouched (Pavese 2015b, 19).
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I shall begin my discussion of this argument by quoting Ryle’s own
presentations of it in detail before I propose an explicitly reconstructed
version of this argument in its strongest form. In § 9.5, I will then go on
to discuss how Ryle’s Regress can be avoided, and argue that this requires
abandoning intellectualism.9
Ryle presents his regress objections in a number of guises, and in various
places. The two clearest statements of his argument are the following:
I argue that the prevailing doctrine leads to vicious regresses, and these in two
directions. (1) If the intelligence exhibited in any act, practical or theoretical, is
to be credited to the occurrence of some ulterior act of intelligently considering
regulative propositions, no intelligent act, practical or otherwise, could ever be-
gin. [...] (2) If a deed, to be intelligent, has to be guided by the consideration
of a regulative proposition, the gap between that consideration and the practical
application of the regulation has to be bridged by some go-between process which
cannot by the pre-supposed definition itself be an exercise of intelligence and can-
not, by definition, be the resultant deed. [...] Consistency requires, therefore, that
this schizophrenic broker must again be subdivided into one bit which contem-
plates but does not execute, one which executes but does not contemplate and a
third which reconciles these irreconcilables. And so on for ever. (Ryle 1945a, 2–3)
The crucial objection to the intellectualist legend is this. The consideration of
propositions is itself an operation the execution of which can be more or less intel-
ligent, less or more stupid. But if, for any operation to be intelligently executed, a
prior theoretical operation had first to be performed and performed intelligently,
it would be a logical impossibility for anyone ever to break into the circle. Let
us consider some salient points at which this regress would arise. According to
the legend, whenever an agent does anything intelligently, his act is preceded and
steered by another internal act of considering a regulative proposition. But what
makes him consider the one maxim which is appropriate to his practical problem
rather than any of the thousands which are not? [...] Intelligently reflecting how
to act is, among other things, considering what is pertinent and disregarding what
is inappropriate. Must we then say that for the hero’s reflections how to act to be
intelligent he must first reflect how best to reflect how to act? The endlessness of
this implied regress shows that the application of the criterion of appropriateness
does not entail the occurrence of a process of considering this criterion. Next,
[...] how am I led to make a suitable application of the reason to the particular
9 The literature on Ryle’s Regress is at least as extensive as the literature on know-how
since this argument is also important for general questions of the nature of mental
states beyond know-how. I will only refer to those parts of the literature which are
particularly important for the problem of know-how, and even in this realm, I will
have to leave a number of pertinent interpretations aside because it would occupy too
much space to disentagle precisely where my view differs or overlaps with them (cf.
Parry 1980; Koethe 2002; Schiffer 2002; Noë 2005; Hetherington 2006; J. Williams
2008; Damschen 2009; Fantl 2011; Tsai 2011a; Weatherson 2016).
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situation which my action is to meet? For the reason, or maxim, is inevitably a
proposition of some generality. It cannot embody specifications to fit every detail
of the particular state of affairs. Clearly, once more, I must be sensible and not
stupid, and this good sense cannot itself be a product of the intellectual acknowl-
edgements of any general principle. [...] Knowing how to apply maxims cannot be
reduced to, or derived from, the acceptance of those or any other maxims. (Ryle
1949, 31)
I take it that the general idea of Ryle’s argument is very clear. He begins
with the premise that know-how is what explains intelligent performances
in the sense that it explains the very intelligence of them. However, if
propositional knowledge is supposed to perform this explanatory role, then
there are two open questions of how this should be possible.
First, how is the right piece of propositional knowledge selected? Since
this must also be an intelligent act, its performance must also explained in
terms of know-how, and it would therefore require selecting the right piece
of propositional knowledge about how to select the first one, and so on.
Second, when selected, how is the right piece of propositional knowledge
practically applied? Since this must also be an intelligent act, its perfor-
mance must also explained in terms of know-how, and it would therefore
require applying the right piece of propositional knowledge about how to
apply the first one, and so on.
However, Ryle’s argument does not only apply to propositionalist intel-
lectualism, but to any form of intellectualism. The very same considerations
can also used to undermine the view that know-how consists in conceptions
of ways of acting – objectualist intellectualism. The difference between the
propositional knowledge that some way w is a way of doing something and
the objectual knowledge or understanding of such a way is neglegible in this
context. To encompass both of these views, I shall henceforth employ the
neutral notion ‘knowledge of w’, which is intended to include both proposi-
tional knowledge and an understanding of w. Further, Ryle’s Regress also
applies to the revisionary versions of intellectualism mentioned at the end
of § 6.3 because it only relies on the point that know-how is identified with
a standing epistemic state of believing or otherwise relying on a proposi-
tion or of conceiving of something in a certain way, independently of the
question whether or not, and in which sense, this epistemic state qualifies
as knowledge or as a correct conception. But I will leave this implicit.
I shall now present the way in which I propose to understand this famous
two-fold regress argument in detail, perhaps with excessive technical rigor.
This version of Ryle’s Regress strongly relies, but still improves on earlier
presentations of this argument (cf. Löwenstein 2011a, 291–293; Löwenstein
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2013, 366–368; Fridland 2013, 886–887, 889–890), among other things be-
cause it extends the argument to objectualist intellectualism, and because
it gives sufficient weight to the problem of selecting the right way, thereby
allowing for a defense of the argument in the form of Ryle’s original two-fold
rather than only one-fold regress. But I will omit more nuanced references
to this earlier work for the sake of better readability.10
(M) Ryle’s Regress
(M1) If S intelligently φs, then S’ φ-ing is intelligent because S knows how
to φ.
(M2) Intellectualism: S’ knowing how to φ consists in S’ conceptions or
propositional knowledge of ways of φ-ing w1(φ)–wn(φ). assumption
(M3) Thus: If S intelligently φs, then S’ φ-ing is intelligent because S
has conceptions or propositional knowledge of ways of φ-ing w1(φ)–
wn(φ). from (M1-2)
(M4) If S’ φ-ing is intelligent because S has conceptions or propositional
knowledge of ways of φ-ing w1(φ)–wn(φ), then S’ φ-ing is intelligent
because
(a) S intelligently σ(φ)s, i.e. selects wi(φ) from w1(φ)–wn(φ), and
(b) S intelligently α(φ)s, i.e. applies wi(φ) in her φing.
(M5) Thus: If S intelligently φs, then S’ φ-ing is intelligent because
(a) S intelligently selects wi(φ) from w1(φ)–wn(φ), and intelligently
selects wj(σ(φ)) from w1(σ(φ))–wm(σ(φ)), and intelligently se-
lects wk(σ(σ(φ))) from w1(σ(σ(φ)))–wo(σ(σ(φ))), ...
(b) S intelligently applies wi(φ) in her φing, and intelligently ap-
plies wj(α(φ)) in her applying of wi(φ), and intelligently applies
wk(α(α(φ))) in her applying of wj(α(φ)), ... from (M3-4)
(M6) It is false that, if S intelligently φs, then S’ φ-ing is intelligent because
S intelligently performs infinitely many further acts.
(M7) Thus: (M2) is false, i.e. intellectualism is false. from (M5-6)
Evidently, the crux of this argument lies with premise (M4). And as far
as I can see, the debate about Ryle’s Regress is a debate exclusively about
the plausibility of this premise, while the other premises and inferences are
explicitly or implicity accepted, or at least unchallenged.
10 This reconstruction bears on a number of interesting general questions about the nature
and form of infinite regress arguments (cf. e.g. Sanford 1984; Nolan 2001; Wieland
2012; Wieland 2013). I have recently proposed a uniform account of regress problems
elsewhere (cf. Löwenstein 2016) which also sheds light on the present case. But I shall
maintain a different way of presenting the argument here for expository reasons.
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A natural intuitive motivation for something along the lines of (M4) is
that possessing knowledge of a way of doing something is always one thing,
while acting or even being able to act on such knowledge of a way of acting
is quite another thing. In Ryle’s words:
It is of first-rate importance to notice from the start that stupidity is not the
same thing, or the same sort of thing, as ignorance. There is no incompatibility
between being well-informed and being silly. (Ryle 1949, 26)
Ryle exemplifies this point with a number of examples of people who possess
lots of propositional knowledge about an activity, but nevertheless fail to
intelligently engage in it – paradigmatically, with a chess player and a logic
student who possess lots of knowledge about how to play chess and draw
inferences, but nevertheless fail at these tasks (cf. Ryle 1945a, 5–7).
As I stated it, premise (M4) involves two requirements which I shall
call the selection requirement in (M4 a) and the application requirement in
(M4b). The first of these leads to a regress in selecting a suitable way, as
stated in (M5 a), and the second to a regress in applying this way, as stated
in (M5b). However, both (M5 a) and (M5b) are independently sufficient
to derive the conclusion (M7) on the basis of the final premise (M6) which
excludes infinite regresses in the explanation of intelligent practice. Thus,
to defend Ryle’s Regress, it will be sufficient to show that at least part
of premise (M4) is true, i.e. that at least one of the two requirements in
(M4 a) and (M4b) holds. In what follows, I shall defend both of these
requirements, but even if one of these defenses should be unsuccessfull, I
can resort to the other one.
Before doing so, I would like to highlight that a large part of the de-
bate about Ryle’s Regress construes the selection requirement in a rather
peculiar way. Since this point spells out what Ryle refers to as ‘considering
propositions’, and sometimes misleadingly as ‘contemplating propositions’,
several commentators have interpreted this idea as the requirement that one
needs to cognitively formulate, and in this sense ‘contemplate’, the single
relevant proposition which is later applied (cf. Stanley & Williamson 2001,
415). And there are indeed passages where Ryle seems to be proposing such
a notion of contemplation (cf. Ryle 1945a, 2–4). Now, to the extent that
such a requirement is intelligible in the first place, I agree with Ryle’s critics
that this requirement does not hold at all. But as Ryle’s own presentation
of his argument in the above quotation should make clear, the core point
here is about selecting the right way of acting.
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§ 9.4 Selecting and Applying
I have argued that the core of Ryle’s Regress lies in (M4) on page 279 – the
double requirement of selecting the right way of doing something from one’s
knowledge of several such ways, and of applying this knowledge in practice.
In this section, I shall spell out more clearly what this point involves, and
how it should be understood.
As a matter of fact, there are many objections against Ryle’s Regress
which target precisely these two requirements – the selection requirement
and the application requirement. This is because these objections are con-
cerned with the notion of doing something intelligently, which plays a cru-
cial role in both of these requirements, and even in the first premise of the
argument, (M1). In this respect, a standard criticism is this:
[F]or premise [(M1)] to be true, the range of actions under consideration must be
restricted to intentional actions, or perhaps even a proper subset thereof. (Stanley
& Williamson 2001, 415)
And if doing something intelligently is doing so intentionally, then there is
a clear problem for premise (M4), which is nicely brought out by a much-
cited passage by Carl Ginet and by the standard conclusion from these
considerations in a quotation from Jason Stanley.
Ginet’s Door (Ginet 1975, 7)
I exercise (or manifest) my knowledge that one can get the door open by turning
the knob and pushing it (as well as my knowledge that there is a door there) by
performing that operation quite automatically as I leave the room; and I may do
this, of course, without formulating (in my mind or out loud) that proposition or
any other relevant proposition.
The reasonable Intellectualist about intelligent action will hold that an action is
intelligent in virtue of being guided by propositional knowledge, but deny that this
entails that intelligent action requires a prior act of self-avowing the propositional
knowledge that guides one’s actions. (Stanley 2011b, 14)
As the growing literature on Ryle’s Regress has already shown in detail,11
Ryle’s critics can easily, and correctly, dismiss both the idea that selecting
the right way of acting is an intentional action, and that applying a way
of acting is an intentional action. Instead, these things can perfectly well
11 For discussion of such versions of Ryle’s Regress, see Löwenstein (2011a, 288–291) and
Cath (2013, 263–265, 372–373, 376). Alva Noë has suggested that these performances
may not be conscious, but nevertheless intentional (cf. Noë 2005, 282). While I find
this idea rather implausible (cf. Cath 2013, 265–266), it seems to me that Noë’s remark
still gestures at the very notion of intelligent performances I defend as well.
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happen entirely automatically, and this immediately halts the regress. Thus,
if intelligent performances are intentional actions, then both the selection
and the application requirement fail and premise (M4) is false.
Ryle’s own way of presenting the regress certainly invites this reading,
probably partly because his argument is clouded by the somewhat exces-
sive polemic of which he is well aware (cf. Ryle 1949, 10–11). However,
the core of Ryle’s argument can be freed from the problem of intentional
action.12 I contend that the fact that the relevant performances of selecting
and applying are automatic is a red herring when it comes to the question of
intelligence and know-how. In § 3.1 and § 3.4, I have offered extensive argu-
ments for the view that entirely automatic performances can also count as
genuine exercises of know-how – arguments which are entirely independent
from the problem of Ryle’s Regress. Thus, premise (M4) cannot be rejected
on grounds of the obvious phenomenological fact that things like consider-
ing, selecting or applying propositions are often conducted automatically
and unreflectively.
These considerations can be spelled out more fully in tandem with my
groundwork about the concept of intelligence from chapters 1 and 2. As I
have argued, intelligent performances are performances which are answer-
able to norms of good conduct, things which one may perform well or badly,
better or worse, etc. (cf. § 1.1). What is more, they meet these standards
because they are guided by an understanding of what it takes to do well in
this activity (cf. § 1.5). Then, it is an unequivocal phenomenological fact
that not every such intelligent performance is intentional, and that these can
also occur entirely automatically (cf. § 3.1). But even such completely auto-
matic performances may nevertheless be intelligent in virtue of the fact that
they are the actualizations of routines and automatisms which have been,
which are, and which continue to be shaped in the light of an understand-
ing of what they ought to be (cf. § 3.4). This requires that it is possible to
intentionally do what one sometimes does automatically, yet intelligently,
because this possibility underwrites the idea that one can practice one’s
competences in order to improve them (cf. § 2.4 and § 3.3). I contend that
all of these characterizations of the notion of doing something intelligently
are also true in the case of the activities of selecting the right way of doing
something, and of applying this way in practice, thereby positively support-
ing the selection requirement and the application requirement in premise
(M4) of Ryle’s Regress.
12 This crucial point is often not brought out explicitly enough even in otherwise brilliant
defenses of Ryle’s Regress (cf. e.g. Hornsby 2005; Wiggins 2009; Wiggins 2012). For
an exemplary clarification of these matters, however, see Hornsby (2011, 94 fn. 15).
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On the one hand, when confronted with a number of ways of doing some-
thing and with the task of choosing and practically applying one such way,
one clearly ought to choose the best way available, or take the best option at
hand. But for one’s performance to be genuinely intelligent, it is not enough
that one is merely reliable in selecting the best option. Instead, one must
choose the best option because one understands that this is what one ought
to do. True, all of this selecting may happen entirely automatically, and it
even does so very often. But these automatic routines of choosing the best
option in the situation at hand are intentionally practiced, and practiced
partly by intentionally reflecting about one’s options and choosing the best
one. And even if such a selection is automatic most of the time, one can
certainly also select intentionally. One way to see this is in the light of the
fact that one may even intentionally choose an option below the optimal
one – say, because one wants the opponent to win the game or because one
wants to demonstrate how not to perform something to a student.
On the other hand, when a certain way of acting has been chosen as to
be applied, i.e. when an option has been singled out as to be pursued, then
it is still an open question if one manages to apply this way of acting in
one’s actual performance. Again, there is a clear sense in which one may
do better or worse at this task, and there is also a clear sense in which
performing intelligently requires that one is not merely reliable at doing
so, but that one further manages to do well at applying this way of acting
because one understands that this is what one ought to do. And again, all
of this applying can perfectly well happen entirely automatically, as it often
does. But such automatic routines of applying a way of acting chosen as the
option to be pursued require intentional practice. As with the automaticity
of selecting, one can also intentionally intervene in the automaticity of ap-
plying a way of acting, and it is even possible to intentionally apply a way
of acting worse than one otherwise could – say, because one wants to save
one’s energy for later tasks or because one wants to fool somebody about
one’s true capabilities.
As discussed in § 3.1, Ryle certainly struggled with the idea of intelli-
gent routine and automatic know-how. But in the context of his regress
objection, he already anticipated this point at least to the extent that he
discussed the idea of the implicit selection and application of knowledge:
There is a not unfashionable shuﬄe which tries to circumvent these considerations
by saying that the intelligent reasoner who has not been taught logic knows the
logicians’ formulæ “implicitly” but not “explicitly”; or that the ordinary virtuous
person has “implicit” but not “explicit” knowledge of the rules of right conduct; the
skilful but untheoretical chess-player “implicitly” acknowledges a lot of strategic
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and tactical maxims, though he never formulates them and might not recognise
them if they were imparted to him by some Clausewitz of the game. This shuﬄe
assumes that knowledge-how must be reducible to knowledge-that, while conced-
ing that no operations of acknowledging-that need be actually found occurring. It
fails to explain how, even if such acknowledgements did occur, their maker might
still be a fool in his performance. All this intellectualist legend must be rejected,
not merely because it tells psychological myths but because the myths are not of
the right type to account for the facts which they are invented to explain. How-
ever many strata of knowledge-that are postulated, the same crux always recurs
that a fool might have all that knowledge without knowing how to perform [...].
(Ryle 1945a, 7–8)
My defense of premise (M4) evidently does not involve a presupposition
Ryle makes in this passage, namely that the knowledge of the relevant ways
of acting must be knowledge of ‘general maxims’ or ‘regulative propositions’.
It seems clear that Ryle envisaged an intellectualist opponent who equates
know-how with propositional knowledge of fully descriptive and rather gen-
eral rules and maxims. Critics of Ryle’s Regress are therefore absolutely
correct in complaining that such an intellectualist position is implausible
on independent grounds. As discussed in § 8.4, it is a shared contention
between intellectualism and my Rylean responsibilist proposal that, first,
knowledge or a conception of the relevant ways of acting may also be demon-
strative, and that it, second, cannot only take the form of general maxims
and regulations, but also capture the fine-grained specificities of an actor’s
performances and of a given situation in which she finds herself.
But Ryle’s Regress remains fully intact despite these corrections, and
this in both directions of the regress. This has been spelled out most clearly
by Ellen Fridland (cf. Fridland 2013, 886–890).13 The more coarse-grained
one’s individuation of these ways, the more pressing is the application re-
quirement and the application regress. And the more fine-grained this indi-
viduation is, the more pressing becomes the selection requirement and the
selection regress. As Ryle said, “[h]owever many strata of knowledge-that
are postulated, the same crux always recurs” (Ryle 1945a, 8).
§ 9.5 Avoiding Ryle’s Regress
In § 9.3 and § 9.4, I have spelled out the strongest version of Ryle’s Regress
and distinguished it from less plausible cognate ideas which are also present
in Ryle’s presentation of this argument. As I have shown, Ryle’s Regress
13 For a recent critical discussion of this argument, see Clarke (2016).
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poses a severe challenge for intellectualism, and indeed for any view which
holds that standing epistemic states like propositional or objectual knowl-
edge are what explains intelligent practice. In this section, I will consider
how intellectualists have responded to this argument, but argue that this
problem remains unsolved.
As far as I can see, there are two ways in which intellectualists have re-
sponded to this problem. Both are prominently defended by Jason Stanley.
The first of these replies consists in two ideas. First, ways of acting
are individuated in a very fine-grained way, and second, both selecting and
applying a suitable way are claimed to be entirely automatic performances
which are therefore not intelligent (cf. Bengson & Moffett 2011b, 26). Stan-
ley expresses this point very succinctly in response to Josefa Toribio (2008):
The expert golfer knows many propositions of the form ‘w is a way to get the
ball to the green’. [...] Her expertise consists not just in the possession of this
large body of propositional knowledge, but also in the fact that the automatic
mechanisms responsible for applying standing epistemic states of an agent are
well-aligned to her propositional knowledge about golf. (Stanley 2011b, 185)
As Stanley suggests, all that such automatic mechanisms actually do simply
comes down to the triggering of a suitable mental representation:
Triggering a representation can certainly be done poorly or well. But this does
not show that it can be done intelligently or stupidly. [...] Since triggering a
representation is something we do automatically, [...] [premise (M4)] results in a
manifest implausibility. (Stanley 2011b, 16)
As I have shown in § 9.4, the remark that the relevant acts are automatic
is of no help here. Not only is Stanley’s inference from the presence of
automaticity to the absence of intelligence a straightforward fallacy – in
fact, a fallacy which is ironically akin to what I called the ‘phenomenological
fallacy’ committed by anti-intellectualists such as Hubert Dreyfus (cf. § 3.6).
Instead, I have presented clear positive reasons to understand selection and
application as intelligent in precisely the sense required in premise (M4).
However, there is more to be said here on Stanley’s behalf. This can be
found in what I have omitted in the above quotation, where Stanley writes:
In the vocabulary of Fodor (1983), triggering representations is something done
by an input system rather than by a central system, by a module rather than by
a central processor. (Stanley 2011b, 16)
Thus, Stanley conceives of selecting and applying ways of acting as some-
thing which is performed not by a person, but by a sub-personal module.
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In his most recent defense of this view, co-authored with John Krakauer,
Stanley explains such mechanisms in terms of the notion of ‘motor acuity’,
a concept analogous to what cognitive scientists have called ‘perceptual
acuity’ (cf. Stanley & Krakauer 2013). They offer an argument for the
view that these mechanisms of selecting and applying knowledge are not
intelligent, which would show that premise (M4) in Ryle’s Regress is false:
It is implausible to think of perceptual discrimination as a kind of action at all,
much less an intentional action. The fact that capacities such as perceptual acuity
do not characteristically manifest themselves as intentional actions explains why
it is incorrect to think of such capacities as skills. (Stanley & Krakauer 2013, 6)
And they hold the same to be true about what they call ‘motor acuity’:14
Motor skill tasks have an acuity component that is directly analogous to perceptual
acuity. (Stanley & Krakauer 2013, 9)
Thus, their argument is that the selecting and applying of individual ways
of acting is not intelligent because it is never intentional and takes place
enturely entirely on the sub-personal level.15
There are several principal problems and controversies concerning the
sub-personal level of explanation which I find persuasive, but which I cannot
discuss here.16 But there are even more straightforward problems with
Stanley’s idea, some of which have already been pointed out in detail by
Ellen Fridland (cf. Fridland 2014b, 9–12).
My most important worry about this proposal is that, on the face of it,
it is simply phenomenologically absurd to hold that competent actors never
intentionally choose a way of acting and that they never intentionally ap-
ply it in practice. As I have explained in § 9.3, this is perfectly possible,
and this is part of what explains the fact that competent actors can make
14 For my present purposes, I shall bracket the obvious problem that not all competences
are motor skills and that this kind of argument therefore applies to part of the general
topic of know-how at best (cf. Ryle’s Range of Cases on page 14). Instead, I will grant
that an analogous argument may also be possible in the case of other competences.
15 In this context, some critics of Stanley’s view have argued that propositionalist in-
tellectualism relies on further more specifically Fodorian views, including his famous
account of the so-called ‘Language of Thought’ (cf. Roth & Cummins 2011). However,
Stanley has correctly argued that his view is sufficiently independent from the question
how a person represents propositional knowledge (cf. Stanley 2011a). For a related
discussion, see Bartels & May (2015a; 2015b) and Glauer (2015).
16 I am sympathetic with objections along the lines of what Anthony Kenny calls the
‘hommunculus fallacy’ (cf. e.g. Wittgenstein 1953, § 281; Kenny 1991; Keil 2003;
Hornsby 2000; Tanney 2011). Zoe Drayson has offered an insightful general discussion
of the distinction between the personal and the sub-personal level of explanation which
is rather critical of these objections (cf. Drayson 2012; Drayson 2014). But I contend
that these general issues are independent from my specific concern with intellectualism.
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voluntary mistakes or intentionally do worse than they otherwise could. In
fact, Stanley & Krakauer are very explicit about this feature of skills and
competences, and they correctly point out that this is at least part of what
distinguishes abilities which are in this sense intelligent from other mere
abilities or dispositions (cf. Stanley & Krakauer 2013, 3–4). But this clearly
shows that, unlike information-processing in general, the possession, selec-
tion and application of knowledge must always take place at the personal
rather than the sub-personal level (cf. Pavese 2015b, 16).
In sum, it is inconsistent to hold, first, that the exercise of a compe-
tence does allow for intentional mistakes and that, second, the exercise of a
competence just is the selection and application of a specific way of acting,
where this does not allow for intentional mistakes since it happens sub-per-
sonally and therefore not intentionally. Given that it is indeed possible to
make intentional mistakes, we must firmly remain on the personal level of
description. Ryle’s Regress is therefore untouched by these considerations.
This brings me to the second idea which Stanley has offered in defense
against Ryle’s Regress. This is an argument from symmetry between all
kinds of knowledge states. What I take to be the clearest statement of this
argument (cf. Stanley 2011b, 17, 26; Stanley 2012a, 733) reads as follows:
[I]t is undeniable that knowledge of how to do something is a standing epistemic
state of an agent; both those who deny and those who accept its propositional
nature agree with this truism. But for any of the standing epistemic states of
an agent, she needs to possess automatic mechanisms that are responsible for
applying them to particular situations. Even if knowing how to do something
were an ability or a complex of dispositions, an agent needs to have automatic
mechanisms that are responsible for the application of the ability or the complex
of dispositions to the particular situation at hand. (Stanley 2011b, 185)
The problem with this argument is that the ‘truism’ Stanley mentions at
the beginning of this passage is a truism only because it concerns knowledge
of how to do something rather than know-how. It is precisely the point of
the anti-intellectualist position, as well as of the Rylean responsibilist view
defended here, that know-how is not a standing epistemic state in this sense.
Instead, know-how is a specific kind of ability – however, an ability which
involves coming to possess standing epistemic states and acting in the light
of them.17 The Rylean responsibilism I defend does not conceive of know-
how as identical with a standing epistemic state, but as a competence to
17 Ellen Fridland already points in precisely this direction: “[P]erhaps we need to construe
knowledge how as intelligent processes, but not standing epistemic states. We will need
to incorporate the mechanism of application or triggering into this kind of state rather
than allow it to require an independent process of selection. This it seems is the most
viable option for the anti-intellectualist to pursue.” (Fridland 2013, 883 fn. 7)
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perform intelligent acts directly. The intelligence of these acts is explained
by the fact that they are exercises of a competence.
But what about Stanley’s point that even the ‘application’ of an ability
to a particular situation requires automatic mechanisms? To the extent that
I understand the notion of ‘applying an ability’, this simply comes down
to the notion of exercising an ability in a given situation. And there is
certainly a sense in which this requires automatic mechanisms, for example
in the form of sub-personal muscular and brain activity. But the crucial
point is that these mechanisms are part of the exercise of the ability and
thereby part of the intelligent performance itself. Of course, there is a
distinction between merely possessing a competence on the one hand and
actually exercising it on the other hand. But this distinction is not the same
as the distinction between possessing standing epistemic states on the one
hand and selecting and applying them on the other hand. Let me explain.
We can explain the difference between the mere possession of a compe-
tence and the actual performance of an intelligent act simply in terms of
the fact that the agent in question exercises her competence. True, since
this happens either automatically or intentionally, it presupposes further
explanatory elements such as the triggering of a routine reflex on the one
hand or a suitable reason, desire or intention on the other hand. But as dis-
cussed at length in § 3.2, these further explanatory elements do not explain
the very intelligence of this performance, but merely that the performance
occurs in the first place. Instead, the fact that what the agent exercises is
a competence direct explains her performance as an intelligent act.
By contrast, we cannot explain the difference between the mere posses-
sion of a standing epistemic state and an intelligent performance in the same
way because both an automatic and an intentional selection and application
of a standing epistemic state is compatible with the performance in ques-
tion’s being not intelligent at all. As Ryle aptly said, “the same crux always
recurs” (Ryle 1945a, 8) – to ensure the intelligence of this performance, the
selection and application of the relevant standing epistemic state must also
be intelligent. Again, Ryle’s Regress is fully intact.
Stanley briefly considers supporting his argument from symmetry with
the aid of the functionalist position that states of belief or propositional
knowledge are themselves dispositions which he quotes from Robert Stal-
naker (cf. Stanley 2011b, 17–18; Stalnaker 1987, 15). If this is true, then my
argument for the conclusion that there is no explanatory gap between know-
how and its exercise seems to translate immediately to the conclusion that
there is also no explanatory gap between belief or propositional knowledge
and their exercise. After all, the same is true for all dispositions and their
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manifestations. And independently of the question whether functionalism
is indeed true in general (cf. Levin 2013), there seem to be good reasons for
the view that beliefs are a kind of disposition (cf. e.g. Schwitzgebel 2002).
In the present context, however, the crucial problem is that this fails
to pose an argument against Ryle’s view. Against Stanley’s interpretation
of Ryle, according to which he views belief and propositional knowledge as
‘behaviorally inert’ (cf. e.g. Stanley 2011b, 11), Ryle explicitly accounts for
these at least in part in terms of dispositions and tendencies (cf. e.g. Ryle
1949, 128).18 The problem of Ryle’s Regress in the version I spelled out
in § 9.3 does not concern the question of the manifestation of propositional
attitudes in general, but only the question how their manifestation can
explain the specific phenomenon of intelligent practice.
Crucially, the manifestations and the conditions of manifestation of the
dispositions which we may identify with beliefs or states of propositional
knowledge are not the same as they are for competences. This has also been
pointed out very clearly in a recent paper by Brian Weatherson (2016). For
belief or propositional knowledge, it is entirely sufficient to have manifesta-
tions which consist in verbal avowals or in acts of thinking about practice.
Given such manifestations, we clearly have a belief. Thus, the intellectualist
has to argue that there are certain kinds of beliefs which have just the right
manifestation conditions – i.e. which manifest themselves in practical ways.
However, § 9.2 has already argued that this project fails, or that it lends
further credit to my Rylean responsibilist alternative.
§ 9.6 Guidance for Intellectualists
Over the course of this chapter, I have argued that intellectualism fails at
the very explanatory project which is crucial for the concept of know-how.
It fails to fully account for intelligent practice. However, I have repeatedly
stressed that intellectualism may only be a short step away from abandon-
ing the identification of know-how with states of propositional or objectual
knowledge and instead endorsing a view closer to Rylean responsibilism. In
this concluding section, I shall advertize this option one final time.
First, Rylean responsibilism is immune to the problem posed by Ryle’s
Regress (cf. § 9.3). To see this, it is important to note this argument does
not show that it is false that standing epistemic states such as conceptions
or propositional knowledge are involved in competences. Ryle himself makes
explicitly clear that such knowledge is indeed a part of competence:
18 An excellent discussion of this can be found in Scheﬄer (1968) and Kremer (2016).
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A man knowing little or nothing of medical science could not be a good surgeon,
but excellence at surgery is not the same thing as knowledge of medical science;
nor is it a simple product of it. The surgeon must indeed have learned from
instruction, or by his own instructions or observations, a great number of truths;
but he must also have learned by practice a great number of aptitudes. Even
where efficient practice is the deliberate application of considered prescriptions,
the intelligence involved in putting the prescriptions into practice is not identical
with that involved in intellectually grasping the prescriptions. (Ryle 1949, 48–49)
The crucial point of Ryle’s Regress is what Ryle reiterates in the last sen-
tence of this quotation. Competence cannot be equated with the possession
of standing epistemic states. This is because the capacity to intelligently
act in the light of standing epistemic states, in the specific way needed for
a given activity, is not entailed by their mere possession.
But this does not show that there are thousands of specific sub-compe-
tences responsible for the selection and application of standing epistemic
states, or even that there is one mysterious master-capacity for doing so,
which is always involved, irrespectively of the activity in question. As I have
argued in § 4.5, there is a much more plausible alternative. The competence
to intelligently do something in the light of the relevant standing epistemic
states is identical with the competence to engage in this activity.
Let me illustrate this with the example of Ginet’s Door on page 281.
Why is it so intuitive and unproblematic that I can act in the light of “my
knowledge that one can get the door open by turning the knob and pushing
it (as well as my knowledge that there is a door there) by performing that
operation quite automatically as I leave the room”? (Ginet 1975, 7) The
reason is that I act in the light of these and other standing epistemic states
in exercising my competence to open the door. The fact that these standing
epistemic states can unproblematically bear on my performances in the
right way does not show that they provide the whole of the explanation of
my act as an intelligent act. This crucial point is easily missed by those
who support Ginet’s point against Ryle’s Regress (cf. § 9.4). As friends and
foes of intellectualism agree, the explanation of intelligent practice is the
touchstone of the concept of know-how. Intellectualists are entirely correct
to insist that standing epistemic states are relevant in this explanation. But
they are mistaken in thinking that they complete the explanatory task.
This also sheds light on an important fact which may have confused part
of the debate about Ryle’s Regress and the consequences of Ginet’s point.
Intelligent performances are always manifestations of both abilities and of
standing epistemic states such as propositional knowledge. They are exer-
cises of competences, but the idea of an exercise of a competence is partly
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explained in terms of the idea that one acts in the light of one’s knowledge
of facts. As David Wiggins has beautifully brought out in a number of
detailed examples, it may be very difficult to set a precise boundary as to
what of an agent’s knowledge is propositional knowledge of facts and what
of her knowledge is practical know-how (cf. Wiggins 2012, 108–116). But
this does not threaten the point of Ryle’s Regress. The knowledge we need
to explain intelligent acts cannot only consist in propositional knowledge.
As already stressed in § 8.4, I view the Rylean responsibilist proposal
defended in this book as a way of avoiding the problems of intellectualism
while preserving its insights. Partly on the basis of the linguistic problem
whether the concept of know-how is equated with the concept of competence
or merely with a part of this concept – like knowledge about an activity –
(cf. chapter 7), intellectualists have focused too narrowly on such standing
epistemic states in understanding the whole of know-how. When explicitly
discussing the concept of competence or skill, however, they are sometimes
very clear about the point that this is not only about knowledge of how
to do something. § 8.6 has already discussed this point with respect to the
dispositions to acquire the relevant propositional knowledge which Stanley
& Williamson (2016) call ‘skills’. Likewise, Stanley & Krakauer (2013)
describe the way in which such knowledge bears on practice as follows:
[S]killed action is action guided by ongoing accrual and improving application
of knowledge of facts about an activity, though skill is not exhausted by such
knowledge. (2013, 2)
I am entirely in agreement with this claim. The problem with intellectualism
is that it has failed to give a satisfactory account of what competences
involve besides standing epistemic states. As I have shown in § 9.1 and § 9.2,
intellectualists should endorse the fact that actual ability is necessary for
know-how by their very own lights – namely, to make sense of their proposals
to understand the practical import of know-how. And again in view of
their own concerns about the gradability of know-how and the problem of
novel situations, § 8.5 has shown that intellectualists should endorse that
the competence to assess the relevant activity is necessary for know-how.
Thus, Rylean responsibilism is an attractive alternative for intellectualists.
Ryle’s Regress constitutes a further argument for this conclusion.
As a final push in this direction, it is interesting to consider the way in
which Jason Stanley briefly appeals to some of the pertinent literature in
metaethics, particularly to the work of Nomy Arpaly and Peter Railton (cf.
Arpaly 2003; Railton 2004; Railton 2006; Railton 2009), in what he takes
to be an intellectualist answer to Ryle’s Regress. He writes:
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Railton has exploited essentially Ryle’s regress argument in favor of an account
of normative guidance that the intellectualist can straightforwardly adopt. [...]
[M]uch of the point of Railton’s work is to show that behavior that is “automa-
tized” can nevertheless be “norm-guided” and done for a reason[.] [...] What Rail-
ton describes as the “enormous amount of apparent fact” that we take on trust
from our perceptual experience and memory is, on my view, simply the body of
propositional knowledge that a well-functioning agent possesses. Railton’s point
is that we act on this knowledge quite automatically. (Stanley 2011b, 19–20).
Here, Stanley appeals to Railton’s notion of “default trust” (Railton 2004,
186) in order to explain how competent actors rely on their reasons, their
propositional knowledge, in an entirely automatic way. But Stanley does
not discuss the way in which Railton explains this notion further, namely as
what he labels default, defeasible trust – that is, as a way of automatically
relying on reasons which is nevertheless open to rational revision (cf. Rail-
ton 2004, 186–189). As such, this idea of automatically acting in the light of
propositional knowledge is only superficially congenial to intellectualism. In
the end, it straightforwardly exhibits the very feature of intelligence which
I have been stressing earlier. It is not a blind automatism, but an auto-
matic routine which is intentionally cultivated. Thus, Stanley’s reference to
Railton only serves to add weight to my discussion in § 9.4.
This point is also revealed in the account of normative guidance which
Stanley quotes from Railton’s work as allegedly congenial with intellectual-
ism (cf. Stanley 2011b, 21). The quoted passage is this:
Agent A’s conduct C is guided by norm N only if C is a manifestation of A’s
disposition to act in a way conducive to compliance with N, such that N plays
a regulative role in A’s C-ing, where this involves some disposition on A’s part
to notice failures to comply with N, to feel discomfort when this occurs, and to
exert effort to establish conformity with N even when the departure from N is
unsanctioned and non-consequential. (Railton 2006, 13)
While I cannot discuss Railton’s views here in detail, I take it that this de-
scription of normative guidance is very close to the Sellarsian groundwork
I proposed in § 3.4 and to my positive account of intellectual guidance as
responsible control in § 4.4. Railton explicitly says that the guiding role of
a norm must involve noticing when the norm is met and when it is not met
and actualizing a disposition to correct and improve. Analogously, my con-
ception of know-how involves the competence to assess oneself and to guide
oneself in the light of these assessments. If this is the view Stanley wants to
defend, then he is already on the brink of abandoning intellectualism and
endorsing something closer to the Rylean responsibilism proposed here.
Conclusion
This book has been an investigation of what it is to know how to do some-
thing. I have argued that the concept of know-how is the concept of an
intelligent ability – of a reliable ability to do well in an activity in virtue
of intellectual guidance. Know-how requires the reliable ability to engage
in an activity, it requires the understanding of what it takes to do well in
this activity, and it requires the propositional knowledge of the quality of
what one does and of the options available in a situation. But pace both
intellectualism and anti-intellectualism, know-how is not identical with any
of these elements. It is the complex capacity of their interacting in such
a way that competent agents responsibly control their performances in the
light of their knowledge and understanding. By seeing how these features
are connected with each other, we can fully understand intelligent practice.
In Part One, I have developed this line of thought on the basis of Gilbert
Ryle’s seminal work on know-how, spelling out the idea of intelligent ability
and normative practice in chapter 1 and discussing the crucial role of the
intellect for this notion of intelligence in chapter 2. This line of thought
has continued with a number of independently motivated considerations
about the role of automaticity and intentionality in the exercise of know-
how in chapter 3 and culminated in chapter 4 in what I called Rylean
responsibilism, an account of what it is to be guided by an understanding
of what it takes to do well in an activity.
This line of thought began on the common ground between Rylean re-
sponsibilism and anti-intellectualism, with the notion of a reliable ability.
But it went on to show why the anti-intellectualist equation of know-how
and ability fails to capture the explanatory point of the concept of know-
how, the idea of intelligence in the sense of normative guidance. As Ryle
already saw, intelligence requires the intellect.
The second larger line of thought pursued in this book was concerned
with the intellectualist view that the intellectual elements just shown to be
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crucial for know-how are all there is to this concept. In chapters 7 and 8,
I have argued that my Rylean use of the expressions ‘knows how to’ and
‘know-how’ is not undermined by the facts and theories about the English
language which intellectualists have cited in support of their view. My final
assessment of intellectualism in chapter 9 has brought together these con-
siderations with the positive line of thought developed in Part One. As with
anti-intellectualism, there is common ground between Rylean responsibil-
ism and intellectualism. But I have proposed a number of arguments for the
conclusion that intellectualism also fails to give a satisfactory explanation
of what the concept of know-how aims to explain, intelligent practice.
In the Introduction, I have already proposed to conceive of these con-
clusions as a rapprochement between intellectualist and anti-intellectualist
views. As I have argued over the course of this book, neither of these
positions can be maintained without incorporating some of the materials
originally reserved for the opposing view. The anti-intellectualist identifi-
cation of know-how with ability fails to account for the crucial distinction
between mere ability and genuine know-how, where the latter also requires
intellectual elements like knowledge and understanding. Conversely, intel-
lectualism tries to account for know-how simply as such an intellectual state.
But such knowledge or understanding can only be genuine knowledge how
to do something, as opposed to a mere understanding of this activity or
mere knowledge about it, if abilities are also incorporated into the account.
It seems, then, that the debate about know-how confirms a conjecture
which Albert Einstein expressed in 1918 in a letter to Eduard Study – that
any two ‘-isms’ become alike when they are cleared of all clutter: “Wenn man
zwei beliebige ,ismusse‘ von allem Unrat säubert, dann werden sie einander
gleich.” (cf. Schulmann et al. 1998, 890)
At the beginning of Part Two, on page 145, I have quoted Wittgenstein’s
remark that some terms of ordinary language require philosophical scrutiny
before we can continue to use them without causing confusion. Given the
conclusions of this book, I contend that the recent debate about know-how,
in the wake of the influential work of Stanley & Williamson (2001), has
often been conducted with too much emphasis on language and with too
little emphasis on the crucial explanatory point of the concept of know-how
– its role in understanding intelligent practice and normative guidance.
Conversely, however, one may also ask why it should even be important,
if that is the project, to somehow tie it to the expressions ‘knows how to’ and
‘know-how’ in the first place. Would it not be easier to just give away this
terminology and straightforwardly talk about skill and competence? This
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conceptual policy would certainly be welcomed by intellectualists – indeed
it is endorsed in the latest paper by Stanley & Williamson (2016) (cf. § 8.6).
On this view, an actor’s know-how would not be her competence, but only
part of her competence, and we would lead the discussion in terms of the
question how such know-how figures in the intellectual guidance which is
involved in the exercise of competences.
If this is indeed merely a question of terminology, while all the substan-
tive explanatory issues remain as they are, then I am perfectly happy to
endorse this option. This book could then simply be rewritten such that
Rylean responsibilism is developed from the intellectualist end, by starting
with understanding and propositional knowledge, rather than from the anti-
intellectualist end, by starting with ability. Still, the journey would end in
the same place, and for the same reasons.
But terminology is seldom mere terminology. In fact, I contend that
there are positive reasons to maintain the equation of know-how with com-
petence and skill. Competences are epistemic achievements, after all. Just
like states of propositional knowledge are instances of getting things right
with respect to the facts, competences are instances of getting things right
with respect to normative practice. This idea is beautifully captured in
the expression ‘to know how to do something’. The parallels between com-
petence and propositional knowledge suggest that both are species of the
common genus of knowledge. And a natural way to mark this fact is to use
‘know-how’ to refer to competence.
This perspective can be further substantiated when these parallels be-
tween know-how and propositional knowledge are explained in more detail.
I contend that they exhibit an analogous structure which is arguably defini-
tive of their nature as epistemic achievements. Ryle expresses this common
element in the genus of knowledge as follows:
‘Know’ is a capacity verb, and a capacity verb of that special sort that the person
described can bring things off, or get things right. (Ryle 1949, 128)
But however Ryle thought of this structure of knowledge as the genus com-
mon to the species of know-how and propositional knowledge (cf. Kremer
2016), I take it that this idea plausible independently.19 Just like propo-
19 Despite a number of differences in detail, arguments along these lines have been vari-
ously suggested by philosophers like Carr (1979; 1981a; 1981b), Smythe (1988), Craig
(1990), Hawley (2003), J. Williams (2008), Kumar (2011), Tsai (2011b; 2013), and
Kremer (2016). On the basis of Robert Brandom’s notion of propositional knowledge
as what he calls a ‘complex hybrid deontic status’ (cf. Brandom 1994; 1995; 2000), I
have elsewhere sketched an analogous view of know-how (cf. Löwenstein 2011b), gen-
eralizing from Brandom’s account of perceptual capacity, something he explicitly calls
‘another hybrid deontic status’ without reconnecting it to propositional knowledge.
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sitional knowledge involves but is not exhausted by true belief, know-how
involves but is not exhausted by reliable ability. And just like propositional
knowledge can be understood as a belief which is true because it is justified
in the right way, know-how is an ability which is reliable because it is intel-
lectually guided in the right way. But of course, this sketch of the parallels
between these kinds of knowledge requires much further elaboration.
A further important part of these general epistemological questions con-
cerns the holistic interdependence of know-how and propositional knowl-
edge. As I have argued over the course of this book, not only is it crucial to
see that know-how requires certain forms of propositional knowledge, most
importantly in the form of correct assessments of the activity in question.
Conversely, propositional knowledge also requires know-how in the form of
the competence to employ the relevant concepts and in the form of certain
more specifically epistemic competences such as the competence to assess
an activity. These considerations promise to contribute to a broader pic-
ture of both the common nature and the different kinds of our epistemic
achievements.20
The arguments presented here raise many further questions and have con-
sequences for a number of important topics, some of which I have already
flagged over the course of this book. But it would not be worthy of these
further questions to scratch at their surfaces now. Instead, I would like to
conclude by stressing that the concept of know-how has indeed turned out
to be at the very core of our conception of ourselves. It provides a crucial
connection between ourselves as agents and as thinkers, as persons striving
for truth and understanding and as persons who try to do well at what
they do. Or, to put this point more aptly, Rylean responsibilism reveals
that these dimensions have always been interconnected within the concept
of know-how.
20 A related topic which I have not been able to discuss is the position Stephen Hethering-
ton calls ‘practicalism’, the view that propositional knowledge is a species of know-how
which is held by Hartland-Swann (1956; 1957) and Hetherington (2006; 2008a; 2008b;
2011a; 2011b); for discussion, see Ammerman (1956), Adams (2009), Madison (2012),
Fantl (2012), and Kremer (2016). Elsewhere, I have briefly argued that practicalism
fails to give a satisfactory account of the manifestation of propositional knowledge in
much the same way in which intellectualism fails to give a sufficient account of the
manifestation of know-how in intelligent practice (cf. Löwenstein 2013).
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practice, explanation of
teaching of, 52
vs. knowledge about how, see vs.
mere understanding
vs. mere ability, 32–35, 147, 158–
159, 202–203, 221
vs. mere de re know-how, 183–187
vs. mere understanding, 47–52,
140–142, 147, 149–150, 154–155,
157, 211–215, 218–219, 243
know-how ascriptions, 3–4, 210–219
and ability ascriptions, 211–219
and embedded questions, see
knowledge-wh
and knowledge-wh, see knowledge-
wh
as ambiguous, see ambiguity
as gradable, see gradability
as polysemous, see polysemy
bifurcational view of, 219–234
in Cantonese, 223
in French, 220, 244
in German, 37, 220–222
in Modern Greek, 244
in Montana Salish, 223
in Russian, 223
in Turkish, 223
‘knowing how’, 3–4
‘knowing that’, 3–4
knowledge about how, see know-how,
vs. mere understanding
knowledge argument against physical-
ism, 248
knowledge what it is like, 248
knowledge-how, see know-how
knowledge-that, see propositional
knowledge
knowledge-wh, 190–191, 236–240
as capacity to choose answers,
241–242, 247, 254, 261
as objectual knowledge, 242–243,
247
as propositional knowledge, 237–
241
contextual relevance of answers,
238
knowing answers as answers, 238
mention-all-reading, 238
mention-some-reading, 238
propositions vs. sets vs. questions
as relata, 238, 241
strong exhaustivity, 238
uniformity of, 241–243, 260–261
weak exhaustivity, 238
with infinitival wh-complement,
238–240
machines, 204
manifest image, 5
masking, 153–154, 166–187
intrinsic, 170–171
McDowell-Dreyfus-debate, 103–105,
117
memory, see declarative knowledge,
see procedural knowledge
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mimicking, 162–166, 170
minimal vs. evaluative norms, 40–41
mirror-reading studies, 201–203
modality, 172–173, 238–240, 271–273
abilitative, 21–29, 238–240, 271–
273
deontic, 238–240
motor acuity, 285
non-observational knowledge of ac-
tion, see practical knowledge
normal situations, see situation-
specificity
normative guidance, 30–31, 122–129
and regress, 129–133, 289–292
normative practice, 17–21, 92–98
normativity of meaning, 36–39
norms, see normative practice
novelty, 259–261
objectual knowledge, 222, 225
objectualist intellectualism, see intel-
lectualism, objectualist
ontological priority, 247–251, 263–264
opacity, 177–187
option, see ability, specific vs. general
ought-to-be, 93–98, 123
ought-to-do, 93–98
perception, 123
perceptual acuity, 285
personal-level explanation, see sub-
personal explanation
phenomenology of expertise, 102–106
polysemy, 229–234
and ambiguity tests, 232–233
and implicature, 231
Ryle on, 230
practical knowledge, 4, 101–102
practical luck, 87, 133, 162–166, 170–
171, 190
practical mode of presentation, 179,
273–276
computer analogy for, 275–276
practicalism, 296
pragmatic encroachment, 190–191
pragmatically salient alternatives, see
salient alternatives
‘PRO’, see unpronounced con-
stituents
procedural knowledge, 4, 196–199,
202–203
as know-how?, 197–198
proper names, 185–186
propositional knowledge, 1, 65–68,
115–122
and stakes-sensitivity, see prag-
matic encroachment
as disposition?, 68, 96, 103, 288–
289, 295–296
demonstrative, see demonstrative
conception
implicit, see implicit vs. explicit
interdependence with know-how,
73–74, 290–291, 296
Ryle on, 65–68, 71–74, 121, 288–
289
testimonial, see testimony
verbalizability of, see demonstra-
tive conception
vs. (justified) true belief, 70, 121–
122, 187–188
propositionalist intellectualism, see
intellectualism, propositionalist
propositions, 1, 66–68, 247
questions, see knowledge-wh
reflective knowledge, 207
reinforceability, see know-how ascrip-
tions, and ability ascriptions
reliability, see ability, as reliable
responsibilism, 123
responsible control, 122–129, 292
and regress, 129–133, 289–291
revisionary intellectualism, see intel-
lectualism, revisionary
rote, see automaticity
routine, see automaticity
rule-following, 36–39
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rules, see normative practice, see
rule-following
Ryle’s Regress, 129, 276–289
and applying, 278–280, 283–284
and automaticity, 281–282, 285–
287
and contemplating, 280
and functionalism, see functional-
ism
and kinds of intellectualism, 278
and selecting, 278–280, 282–284
and sub-personal explanation, see
sub-personal explanation
salient alternatives, 213–219
self-assessments, see assessments
self-monitoring, see assessments
Ryle on, 124
self-reflexivity, 135–138
and circularity, 140
semantic memory, see declarative
knowledge
situated normativity, 126–128
situation, see ability, specific vs. gen-
eral
situation-specificity, 25–29, 126–128,
see also assessments, of one’s
options
skill, 7, 124–125, 250–251, 261–265,
see also know-how
sleepwalking, 100–101
stakes-sensitivity, see pragmatic en-
croachment
standard, see normative practice
Standard Linguistic Account, 236–
245
Steve Blass Disease, 105
sub-personal explanation, 285–287
success, see achievement
Swampman, 196
testimony, 61, 67–70, 132–133, 187
theoretical knowledge, 4
understanding, 1, 31, 68–70, 107–115,
192–194
propositional vs. objectual, 108,
193
unpronounced constituents, 239, 244
vagueness, 39–45, 157, 160–162
verb phrase deletion, see ambiguity,
tests
verbalizability, see demonstrative
conception
virtue reliabilism, 121–123, 174–176
ways of doing something, 240, 252,
284–287
wh-complement, see knowledge-wh
zeugma, see ambiguity, tests

